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Preface

During the past 25 years, primatologists have remarkably advanced knowledge of
primate behavior, ecology, and evolution, providing a deeper understanding of factors
driving variation in primate social systems and expanding our perspectives on
human evolution. Research in disease ecology over the past several decades has
simultaneously identified a number of core principles through a combination of
theory and data analysis. Despite this progress—and perhaps even because of it—
several gaps have become increasingly obvious. From the perspective of primate
biology, we know surprisingly little about the role of infectious diseases in the lives
of nonhuman primates in their natural environments. From an epidemiological per-
spective, important questions involve the role of variation in host social interactions
and behavior on the dynamics of infectious diseases.

As a well-studied clade of social animals, primates offer the opportunity to explore
how host behavior and ecology can alter the spread of infectious diseases, and to
examine the hypothesis that parasites are a potent selective force on host sociality.
Addressing these issues requires combining ecological and evolutionary perspectives
together with details on primate traits that are likely to influence disease risk and
characteristics of the parasites themselves. The idea that parasites are important in
the lives of social animals such as primates is not a new one. Yet common wisdom
and new hypotheses have yet to be explored in a synthetic framework that examines
variation among individuals, groups, populations, and even species. With this in
mind, our goal in writing this book is to identify key questions in a framework that
integrates existing knowledge of host–parasite interactions with what we know
about primate sociality and behavior, while also examining the implications of this
knowledge for primate conservation and understanding of human evolution.

We are deeply indebted to Janis Antonovics, Colin Chapman, and Bill Freeland,
who gave generously of their time reviewing chapters and provided excellent feedback
that greatly improved the first draft of the manuscript. We also recognize Janis for
detailed comments on all chapters, and for training us earlier in our careers in the
fundamentals of evolutionary biology and inspiring us to study the complex interac-
tions between hosts and parasites. We thank Ian Sherman, Paul Harvey, and Bob May
for being open to the ideas presented in this book and for encouraging us to pursue
them. Pete Richerson, Tim Caro, Monique Borgerhoff Mulder, Christie Henry,



Michael Pereira, and Michael Sanderson generously gave advice and additional
encouragement to pursue the book project.

Several graduate students and postdoctoral researchers at Emory University and
the University of California at Berkeley provided important comments and critiques
of chapters. At UC Berkeley, we wish to acknowledge students in the “primate disease
seminar,” including Paul Cross, Sadie Ryan, Andrew Ritchie, Mariah Hopkins, Mike
Wasserman, Adrian Dokey, Jessie Standish, and Denise Bonilla. At Emory, we thank
Roman Biek, Jaap de Roode, Kristin Harper, Catherine Bradley, Liz Harp, Elizabeth
Lindsey, and Nick Vitone. Students and researchers at other institutions provided
crucial comments leading to reformulation or revision of several chapters. For this,
we thank Michael Huffman, Matt Bonds, Britta Mueller, Barbara Fruth, Leslie
Knapp, and Pete Thrall.

Members of the working groups that we co-organized at the National Center for
Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS) and Conservation International provided
helpful feedback at many stages, and with their support and encouragement, we
pursued a number of new and exciting projects, with many of the completed research
projects described in this book. We thank in particular John Gittleman, Amy
Pedersen, Andrew Cunningham, Andy Dobson, Pete Thrall, Janis Antonovics, Kate
Jones, Wes Sechrest, Mary Poss, Vanessa Ezenwa, Peter Daszak, and Patrik Lindenfors.
All of these individuals gave their time to two or more meetings of the working
groups, and they played integral roles in developing projects within these groups.

We thank our colleagues who graciously volunteered photographs or advice on
images, including Dawn Kitchen, Ken Glander, Frances White, Alan Dixson,
Dewald Keet, Craig Packer, Katharine Milton, Britta Müller, Brian Byrd, Joyce
Parga, Kerstin Mätz-Rensing, AnaPatricia Garcia, Michael Huffman, Zhang Peng,
Matt Bonds, Kate Jones, Joost Philippa, Catherine Bradley, Martha Robbins, Vanessa
Ezenwa, Peter Kappeler, Ulrike Walbaum and Roland Regoes. Noel Rowe deserves
particular mention for his assistance with finding “just the right image,” including
photos for the front and back cover. Peter Walsh kindly provided unpublished
manuscripts. Special recognition goes to Liz Harp and Laura Gold who helped
extensively in locating photographs and organizing images for several of the chapters,
and Joann Chang and Corine Graham for locating articles, obtaining permission to
use figures, and organizing references. Anja Herb, Claudia Nebel and Claudia Feige
provided help compiling the completed manuscript.

Deep thanks are extended to Sheila Patek and Andy Davis. Sheila provided the
initial encouragement to pursue this book project, and patiently provided moral support
during the book-writing project. She also provided extensive feedback on topics to
cover, advice on proposal preparation, and comments on early versions of the first
chapters. Andy assisted with extensive proofing of the manuscript, provided biblio-
graphic support, and inspired revisions of multiple chapters. Andy also supplied
patience and continued support during the final stages of writing and revisions.

Charlie also wishes to thank his parents, John and Janet Nunn, and Dorothy
McIntyre, for providing a learning environment, education, and support that ultimately
made this work possible. Ken Korey at Dartmouth College taught Charlie about
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evolution and revealed the pleasures of academic pursuits. Carel van Schaik introduced
Charlie to primate socioecology, changed his career path toward behavioral evolution,
and inspired him to push the boundaries of our knowledge about primate behavior and
ecology. Sonia thanks her parents, Chris and Jim, for encouraging writing, creativity,
and academic scholarship, and her Aunt Carole who cultivated an interest in science
and nature.

In terms of financial and research support, the authors acknowledge the National
Science Foundation (#DEB-0212096), National Center for Ecological Synthesis
and Analysis, Conservation International, the University of California (Davis and
Berkeley), and Emory University. More recently, we are grateful to the Max Planck
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology and the Institute of Ecology at the University
of Georgia for opportunities to extend our research in new directions by providing
resources and a dynamic, collaborative environment. We appreciate the support that
has been extended to us, and we look forward to developing collaborations with new
colleagues.

Charlie Nunn and Sonia Altizer
October 14, 2005
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1
Questions, terminology, and underlying
principles

1.1 Introduction

Parasites are ubiquitous in the lives of primates, and infectious diseases can cause
devastating mortality in wild populations, including recent deaths arising from Ebola
hemorrhagic fever and anthrax infections in African apes (Walsh et al. 2003b;
Leendertz 2004). An incredible diversity of parasites inhabits primate hosts,
including sexually transmitted viruses, insect-borne protozoa that cause malaria, and
helminths responsible for schistosomiasis and tapeworm infections. More than 50
different parasite species have been documented in some free-ranging primate
species, such as olive and yellow baboons (Nunn et al. 2003a), and an individual
primate may shed hundreds or thousands of parasite infectious stages over the course
of a single day (Pitchford and Visser 1975; Müller-Graf et al. 1996; Nizeyi et al.
1999).

Many of these infectious agents, such as simian immunodeficiency viruses (SIVs),
are relatively benign in their natural hosts, and thus have virtually undetectable effects
on primate fitness. Others, such as Ebola, have caused alarming declines in primate
populations and therefore play a major role in conservation efforts (Chapman et al.
2005a). Still other parasites, including intestinal worms and blood-borne protozoa,
have more cryptic effects on primate survival or fecundity in the short term, but taken
together their cumulative impacts could be enormous. Not to be overlooked are the
myriad of ways that parasites affect patterns of primate behavior, including foraging
decisions, behavioral defenses to insect vectors, and mating and social interactions.

Behavioral ecologists have highlighted a variety of ecological and social factors
that underlie primate mating and social systems, including predation, resource
competition, and inter-sexual conflict (Wrangham 1980; Dunbar 1988; van Schaik
1989, 1996; Smuts and Smuts 1993). Infectious disease represents another potential
ecological force in primate social evolution, but the role of parasites in primate
socioecology has received remarkably little attention compared to other factors. This
omission is extraordinary given that social animals such as primates are expected to
be at unusually high risk from infectious diseases, in part because greater contact
rates among individuals in social networks should facilitate the spread of infectious
disease (Møller et al. 1993; Altizer et al. 2003b). Primates are an ideal group for inves-
tigating the links between parasites and socioecology because much is known about



their basic biology, including life history traits, diet, habitat use, and mating patterns
(Smuts et al. 1987; Lee 1999; Kappeler and Pereira 2003). This extensive knowledge
base makes it possible to investigate the effects of parasites against the background
of other ecological forces that influence social systems.

The goal of this book is to examine the links between parasitism and primate
behavior, ecology and evolution. Although we focus on primates, many of the prin-
ciples and approaches developed here apply to a wide range of animals, including
other mammals, birds, and insects. A question central to this book is “what factors
influence disease risk”? In other words, what intrinsic host characteristics and
environmental parameters determine the number and types of parasites infecting
wild animals at the individual, population, and species levels? A second and related
question is “how can animals reduce this risk”? Data exist to test a broad range of
hypotheses related to these two questions, although further research is needed to
link many of these predictions with real-world data and to experimentally investi-
gate key hypotheses. Given recent theoretical and empirical developments in
wildlife epidemiology, this is an exciting and dynamic time to investigate these
questions. We cannot yet hope to provide a definitive treatise; instead, we identify
key hypotheses concerning the role of infectious disease in primate mating and
social systems, synthesize existing evidence for these hypotheses, and identify
future directions for testing predictions through field, comparative, and theoretical
approaches.

We also explore the implications of infectious disease in nonhuman primates for
both public health and conservation concerns. Humans are clearly the best studied
of all primate species in terms of infectious diseases, and pathogens continue to
impact human health around the world. The origins of multiple pathogens that
crossed into humans both recently and thousands of years ago can be traced to
nonhuman primates, with examples including malaria and several retroviral dis-
eases, the best known of which is HIV/AIDS. Understanding the links between
parasites and primate socioecology should provide new insights to human health
in a broad ecological and evolutionary context, expanding the domain of
Darwinian medicine (Ewald 1980; Nesse and Williams 1996; Stearns 1999;
Trevathan et al. 1999), and generating new hypotheses to test across human
societies at a global scale (Low 1987; Guegan et al. 2001; Guernier et al. 2004).
Furthermore, epidemiological insights drawn from studies of infectious diseases in
humans can advance our understanding of disease spread in nonhuman primates,
which is critical for conserving endangered primates increasingly at risk from
emerging pathogens and other anthropogenic threats (Wallis and Lee 1999;
Walsh et al. 2003b). 

To set the stage for the rest of the book, in this introductory chapter we begin by
defining key terms and providing a historical overview of previous research on the
interplay between ecological factors and primate sociality. To emphasize the
ecological impacts of infectious diseases and their potential role as selective agents,
we conclude the chapter by reviewing the effects of parasites on host fitness in wild
primate populations.
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1.2 Essential terminology: parasite, disease,
and disease risk

1.2.1 What is a parasite?

The word parasite has different meanings depending on the discipline in which it is
used and how it is applied. In this book, we use the ecological definition of a parasite
as any organism that lives on and draws nutrients from another living organism (the
host), usually to the host’s detriment. Parasites not only drain material resources
from their hosts, but can also exploit host metabolism and behavior. Combes (2001)
refers to host–parasite relationships as “durable interactions”, in contrast to predator–
prey relationships that are of shorter duration and result in death of the prey. The
definition of parasite we use excludes some groups of organisms that have a close
association with primate hosts, such as symbiotic bacteria that aid digestion of leaves
in colobines (Bauchop and Martucci 1968). This definition also excludes mosquitoes
and other highly mobile arthropods that feed on blood or other host resources. As
with predators, their associations with hosts tend to be ephemeral at the level of
individual animals; hence, these biting insects are more accurately described as
“micro-predators” (Bush et al. 2001). However, many blood-feeding arthropods play
an important role as vectors for parasites that infect primate hosts, including 
vector-borne protozoa, nematodes, and viruses. As such, many behavioral defenses
against parasitism target arthropod vectors that are responsible for the spread of
these parasites.

An important distinction made by Anderson and May (1979, 1991) is that
parasitic organisms can be categorized either as microparasites or as macroparasites.
Microparasites are often referred to as pathogens or disease-causing microbes and
include viruses, bacteria, protozoa, and fungi, whereas macroparasites typically
include worms (helminths) and arthropods. The distinction between micro- and
macroparasites is useful to ecologists and epidemiologists, as these groups differ in
the degree of within-host replication, factors affecting their population dynamics,
and how they are measured in natural populations. Later chapters address these
fundamental differences in more detail, and also consider additional classifications
of parasites, with special attention to parasite characteristics that govern their trans-
mission within populations and between species.

1.2.2 Parasite and disease

The terms “parasite” and “disease” are often used interchangeably, yet it is incorrect
to do so. Disease refers to the pathology caused by infection, including outward
physical signs and internal or behavioral changes, whereas parasites are the disease-
causing organisms. A related term is pathogen, which refers to any disease-causing
agent, although this term is most commonly used for microbial parasites (viruses and
bacteria). In this book, we primarily use the term parasite to refer to all infectious
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organisms that can potentially harm their hosts, but occasionally substitute related
words when appropriate (e.g. pathogen, infectious agent).

Although not all infections are pathogenic, parasitic organisms can cause a stag-
gering array of pathologies in primate hosts (e.g. Kuntz 1982). These manifestations
might result directly from activities of the parasite, as in the painful migration of war-
ble flies through the flesh of large mammals (Bush et al. 2001; Colwell 2001), or as
diarrhea resulting from reduced intestinal water absorption caused by Giardia (Olson
and Buret 2001). Physiological consequences of parasite infection in the host usually
fall into one of three categories—those that benefit the parasite, those that benefit the
host, and those that are byproducts of infection and benefit neither host nor parasite
(Ewald 1980; Dawkins 1982; Holmes and Zohar 1994; Thompson 1994b). For exam-
ple, several arthropod-borne parasites clog the insect vector’s digestive systems and
impair their ability to obtain a full blood meal, thereby increasing the biting rate of
these vectors to the parasites’ advantage (and to the detriment of the host, Koella et al.
1998). On the other hand, a rise in host body temperature (fever) following infection
can interfere with the growth of some parasites and facilitate a more intense immune
response, in this case to the host’s advantage (Ewald 1994a).

In some situations, pathology produced by the host’s body in the context of
infection actually can be harmful to host survival and reproductive success. Consider,
for example, the famous images of elephantiasis of the lower extremities (lymphatic
filariasis; Fig. 1.1). These horrifying pathologies are the result of complex, long-term
immune responses to the mosquito-transmitted nematodes Brugia malayi and
Wuchereria bancrofti (Bush et al. 2001). Interestingly, B. malayi is documented to
occur in free-living Southeast Asian monkeys (Laing et al. 1960; Mak et al. 1982),
but in these species the parasite does not cause the striking pathology found in
humans (Orihel and Seibold 1972).

Parasites that induce detrimental pathology in hosts are more likely to regulate
populations than those with weaker effects on host fitness (Scott and Dobson 1989).
But it is important to keep two caveats in mind. First, when parasites affect host
survival alone, standard host–parasite models (Anderson and May 1979, 1991)
predict that parasites with low or intermediate effects on hosts will depress host
density to a greater extent than parasites that cause high host mortality. This occurs
because extremely harmful parasites are likely to kill their hosts before new trans-
mission events occur, highlighting the kinds of insights that emerge when questions
are addressed from a rigorous epidemiological modeling perspective—an approach
described in later chapters. Thus, an important point to emerge from models is that
parasites with low or moderate effects on hosts should not be overlooked when assess-
ing sources of disease risk and potential causes of wildlife declines (McCallum
1994; McCallum and Dobson 1995). This point especially applies to parasites that
affect host fecundity (or, in extreme cases sterilize their hosts), as theory predicts
that such parasites can limit host recruitment and cause extreme reductions in host
population size.

Second, counter to conventional wisdom, the most frequently observed parasites
are not necessarily the ones most responsible for population declines (Anderson
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and Gordon 1982). Mathematical models predict that highly transmissible micro- or
macroparasites with little or no fitness effects should be relatively common at the
population level. In this case, the general host population will show relatively high
levels of infection, and the parasite will be found incidentally among a large number
of animals that die. Thus, high rates of parasitism in morbid or dead hosts do not
necessarily indicate that the parasite in question is having a major impact on the pop-
ulation (McCallum and Dobson 1995). Later in this chapter and subsequent chap-
ters, we discuss more appropriate ways to measure population-level impacts of
parasites (Gulland 1992; Hudson et al. 1998b).

1.2.3 What is disease risk and how is it measured?

Throughout this book we refer to “disease risk” as the probability of acquiring an
infectious disease. In using this term, we are approaching questions from the host’s
perspective, as the parasite would view this as an opportunity rather than a risk.

Essential terminology: parasite, disease, and disease risk • 5

Fig. 1.1 Woman in Ghana exhibits elephantiasis of the right leg and oedema of the left leg.
Reprinted from the World Health Organization (WHO/TDR/Crump, image 9902944).



In most cases, we consider disease risk without factoring in the effects of parasites
on individual host fitness or population size, in large part because these impacts are
presently unknown for the vast majority of parasites in wild primates. In future
studies, infectious disease risk could be quantified as some combination of the prob-
ability of acquiring an infectious disease and its fitness impact on the host.

At least two questions related to disease risk are of fundamental importance. First,
what factors influence the risk of acquiring an infectious disease at the individual,
population, and species levels, and second, how does this risk influence the evolution
of host behavioral or immune defenses? Biologists have addressed components of
these questions in primates (Freeland 1976; Nunn et al. 2000; Tutin 2000), and in other
vertebrates (Møller et al. 1993; Altizer et al. 2003b) and invertebrates (Schmid-Hempel
1998; Wilson et al. 2003). In reviewing past work and developing new hypotheses,
we distinguish between two measures of disease risk. Intrinsic disease risk refers to
the probability that an individual host encounters or acquires an infectious disease,
whereas observed patterns of infection involve the presence and severity of infection
at the individual level, or rates of occurrence at the population level. This distinction
between intrinsic risk and infection rate should be familiar to primatologists, as it
follows similar distinctions in the literature on intrinsic risk versus observed rates of
predation in primates (Cowlishaw 1997; Hill and Dunbar 1998; Janson 1998; Nunn
and van Schaik 2000).

Different questions sometimes require different measures of disease risk. In this
book we refer to three ways of quantifying disease risk.

1. Quantitative measures of immune and behavioral defenses can be used to
assay levels of risk, based on the reasoning that increased disease risk should select
for increased expression and mobilization of host defenses (Harvey et al. 1991;
Møller and Saino 1994). These defenses can include behavioral avoidance or physical
removal of parasites by preening or grooming, innate or generalized immune
defenses, and the adaptive arm of the immune system, including antigen-specific
responses (Roitt et al. 1998). For example, Fig. 1.2 shows results from a study that
used counts of circulating white blood cells to assay disease risk across a large
number of primate species. This figure shows that more promiscuous primate
species have higher white blood cell counts, consistent with the hypothesis that risk
of acquiring sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) increases when individuals have
more mating partners (Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a; Anderson et al. 2004).
Because immune response was not measured directly, these counts are more likely
to reflect variation in innate or baseline defenses.

2. Another gauge of risk concerns the number of parasite species to which a host
is exposed. Empirical measures include observed parasite community diversity within
single host populations, or parasite species richness at the level of host species or
broader taxonomic scales (e.g. Morand and Poulin 2000; Nunn et al. 2003a).
A related measure acknowledges that pathogens might “spillover” from one host
species to individuals of another species (Daszak et al. 2000; Cleaveland et al. 2001;
Haydon et al. 2002a; Fenton and Pedersen 2005). Such risk can be quantified using
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information on the parasites known to occur across multiple host species within
a focal host’s habitat or geographic range, such as those found in geographically over-
lapping (sympatric) host populations.

3. Finally, it is possible to quantify observed levels of infection in a population
based on the prevalence, intensity, and abundance of parasites. Prevalence refers to
the proportion of individuals in a population or sub-group that are infected with a
parasite. A related term, incidence, refers to the rate at which new cases occur, or the
change in prevalence over a specified time interval. An individual’s infection status
can be determined based on direct isolation of the parasite itself, physical signs of
infection, or using serum antibodies produced by the host in response to infection,
also called seroprevalence. Estimates of seroprevalence should be interpreted cau-
tiously, however, because these antibodies could indicate past exposure rather than
current levels of infection. Intensity of infection refers to the number of parasites
(i.e. parasite load) within infected hosts only, and abundance measures the mean par-
asite load of the entire host population. As such, these latter two measures might
indicate the total population size of parasites themselves and their quantitative
impacts in draining host resources and damaging host tissues.
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1.3 Ecological drivers of primate sociality

Socioecologists investigate the ecological basis of social and mating systems, largely
through field and comparative studies (Struhsaker 1969; Crook 1970; Sterck et al.
1997; Lee 1999; Harcourt 2001). In terms of primate socioecology, models for
ecological determinants of primate mating and social systems initially grew from the
pioneering work of Crook and Gartlan (1966). These authors proposed that the
environment and sexual selection determined “grades” of primate sociality. Under
this scenario, grades were identified as discrete transitions from nocturnal, solitary
primates that consume insects, to diurnal species living in socially structured groups
in more open environments. The emergence of sociobiology in the 1970s (Wilson
1975; Trivers 1985; Segerstråle 2000) pointed to a larger number of factors influ-
encing primate socioecology, including infanticide as a male reproductive tactic that
is costly to females (Hrdy 1974; Hausfater and Hrdy 1984).

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, long-term field studies of baboons, chimpanzees,
gorillas, and langurs provided further insights to primate sociality and ecology (e.g.
Altmann and Altmann 1970; Hrdy 1977; Fossey 1983; Goodall 1986), including the
role of communication, resource acquisition, predation, and infanticide. Pioneering
comparative studies of trait evolution focused on the functional basis of variation across
species, including studies by Clutton-Brock et al. (1976, 1977, 1980), Milton and May
(1976), and Mitani and Rodman (1979). These studies identified the primary axes of
variation in primate socioecology, namely body size, sex ratio, home range size, diet,
group size, and life history features. Results of these studies revealed some of our core
knowledge of the traits that vary among primate species, including that sexual dimor-
phism increases when male intrasexual competition for mates increases; that ranging
patterns correlate with diet, group size, defense of the home range, and body mass; and
that life history traits correlate with body mass (see also Nunn and van Schaik 2001).

This book uses several terms to describe broad aspects of primate sociality. Social
organization is commonly used to describe the size, composition, and spatial distri-
bution of groups; it specifies how individuals in a population are organized into
social units (Kappeler and van Schaik 2002). Key dimensions of social organization
in primates include group size, number of adult males and females, age structure,
and measures of territoriality (e.g. the defensibility index, Mitani and Rodman
1979). Social structure addresses how individuals interact within primate groups,
focusing on patterns of individual behavior and the type and frequency of interac-
tions, such as aggression, grooming, cooperative breeding, and food sharing
(Kappeler and van Schaik 2002). Mating system describes patterns of mating contact
among individuals, with categories that include monogamy, polygyny (one male
mating with multiple females), polygnyandry (both sexes having multiple partners),
and polyandry (one female mating with multiple males, see Clutton-Brock 1989 for
an overview). Finally, the social system combines both social organization and social
structure to describe overall patterns of interaction in the context of group size and
composition. Embedded within this framework is the important issue of dispersal,
with one or both sexes typically emigrating (Moore 1984; Pusey and Packer 1987).
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Modern views of primate socioecology focus on factors that influence different
components of social systems, particularly the size and composition of groups,
relationships among individuals, and intergroup dispersal. Four main ecological
forces have been proposed as key drivers of primate social evolution: resource
competition, predation, inter-sexual conflict, and infectious disease. In what follows,
we briefly review the major conceptual models that were built around these ecological
factors. Further details are available in Smuts et al. (1987), Dunbar (1988), Janson
(1992, 2000), Sterck et al. (1997), Isbell and Young (2002), and Nunn and van
Schaik (2000).

1.3.1 Between-group resource competition

Wrangham (1980) first proposed that females living in social groups experience a
major advantage in competing with other groups for resources. This early and influ-
ential model of primate social systems proposed that larger groups of females dom-
inated smaller groups at preferred feeding sites, thus obtaining greater food rewards.
Wrangham’s model was used to explain the evolution of “female-bonded” kin groups
in which related individuals remained in differentiated networks of social relationships
rather than living alone. Although between-group competition might provide an
advantage to larger groups when population densities are high, more recent studies
suggest that resource competition probably does not represent a primary selective
force driving the formation of female social relationships (Cheney 1992; Cowlishaw
1995; Sterck et al. 1997; Matsumura 1999). Instead, predation and competition
among females within groups, as discussed next, probably play a larger role.

1.3.2 Predation and within-group competition

In response to Wrangham’s (1980) model of primate socioecology, van Schaik
(1983, 1989) proposed that female primates form groups to reduce their risk of
predation (following on previous researchers, for example, Alexander 1974). Several
studies supported this general hypothesis (Krause and Ruxton 2002). For example,
van Schaik et al. (1983) found a significant association between group size and
the ease with which animals detected a (human) predator. Similarly, in a comparative
study of cercopithecoid primates, Hill and Lee (1998) found that group size
increased in populations that experienced greater predation risk.

Once individuals form groups to counter predation risk, the effects of within-
group feeding competition were hypothesized to influence female relationships
within groups (van Schaik 1989; Janson 1992). The intensity of competition will
increase when food patches are small, distributed patchily, or when female spatial
clumping is high for other reasons (Janson 1988b). Where the potential for within-
group contest competition is high, female-bonded groups show decided dominance
relationships, alliances with relatives, and female philopatry (van Schaik 1989;
Isbell 1991; Sterck et al. 1997), as supported by cumulative evidence from detailed
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behavioral studies (e.g. Mitchell et al. 1991; Barton et al. 1996; Isbell and Pruetz
1998; Koenig et al. 1998).

1.3.3 Inter-sexual conflict

Recent attention has focused on male behavior as a selective force affecting female
sociality, although it has long been recognized that the social context might be as
important as ecological factors in influencing primate mating and social systems
(Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1976; Wrangham 1979). Males can use sexual coercion,
involving actual or threatened force, to increase their access to mates and to reduce
the probability that females mate with other males (see also Clutton-Brock and
Parker 1995). Sexual coercion by male primates includes forced copulation, infanti-
cide to shorten the time to fertility, and herding behavior (a form of mate-guarding)
to prevent females from copulating with other males. Infanticide in particular has
been proposed as a major force on primate behavior (Hrdy 1974; Hausfater and Hrdy
1984; van Schaik and Janson 2000). Females can counter male coercion by forming
special relationships with “protector” males and other females (Smuts 1985;
Palombit et al. 1997). Thus, female counterstrategies to infanticide can generate
variation in mating and social systems, including patterns of male–female associa-
tions (van Schaik and Kappeler 1997), female coalitions (Treves and Chapman
1996), and possibly even the evolution of monogamy (van Schaik and Dunbar 1990;
cf. Palombit 2000).

1.3.4 Infectious disease

In a series of pioneering papers in the late 1970s, Freeland proposed that primate
social interactions and behavior have evolved in ways that reduce the risks of acquir-
ing infectious diseases (Freeland 1976, 1977, 1979, 1980). As one example,
Freeland (1977) hypothesized that multi-species associations, in which individuals
from different primate species aggregate together, reduce individual rates of attack
by blood-sucking flies (Fig. 1.3) in a process analogous to the encounter-dilution
effect used by animals to reduce predation by living in groups (see Mooring and Hart
1992; Krause and Ruxton 2002). He even used himself as a human “guinea pig” by
sitting on a platform 20 m above the forest floor from dawn until dark, recording the
number of bites to his bare arms and legs throughout the day. Freeland was interested
in a wide variety of links between primate socioecology and disease risk, proposing,
for example, that variation in rates of exchange of individuals between groups was
influenced by variation in disease risk (Freeland 1979), and that primate arboreal
ranging patterns were linked to avoidance of fecal-contaminated pathways (Freeland
1980). More recently, Loehle (1995) reinvigorated discussion about disease and
social barriers to transmission across a wide variety of animals (including primates),
with hypotheses linked directly to modes of parasite transmission.

Freeland’s proposals remain provocative and interesting, but largely untested.
Many of his hypotheses require careful consideration of alternative ideas, because
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other ecological and social factors make predictions similar to those involving
disease risk. The case of dispersal between groups provides an intuitive and acces-
sible example of how alternative hypotheses could also account for behavioral
patterns that might be linked with disease. Thus, Freeland (1976) noted that in
many primate species, animals must endure a lengthy process to disperse from one
group and assimilate into a new one. As an explanation, he proposed that individuals
are forced to undergo a period of harassment prior to successfully transferring into
a new group, during which time any latent infections might be expressed (with
stressful challenges used to identify infectious immigrants). But an alternative
hypothesis asserts that primates exclude potential immigrants to reduce competi-
tion for mates (among males) or resources (among both sexes)—and this might
even be a more plausible explanation for resistance by group members to potential
immigrants.

At one level, the consequences of sociality and group living for infectious disease
seem relatively straightforward, in that animals living in close proximity or with
high contact rates should experience higher rates of parasite transmission. Thus,
more social primate species should have higher parasite prevalence and more diverse
parasite communities relative to species that are solitary or live at low density, and
they should also experience more intense selection for behavioral or immune
defenses (Møller et al. 1993, 2001). This link between population density and
greater disease risk emerges from models of directly-transmitted micro- and
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macroparasites (Anderson and May 1979, 1991). In fact, the relationship between
disease risk and group size was noted by Alexander (1974) in an early review of the
evolution of social behavior.

Several researchers of primate socioecology have tested hypotheses concerning
disease risk and primate social systems. For example, Hausfater and Watson (1976)
investigated the parasite loads of individual baboons based on social rank, finding
that higher-ranking males exhibited increased levels of parasitism with intestinal
helminths. In another influential paper, Hausfater and Meade (1982) investigated
patterns of habitat use and parasitism in baboons. They proposed that risks from
fecal-borne parasites that accumulate in the soil influence baboon ranging patterns
and movement between sleeping sites. These and other papers represent some of the
first attempts to formulate and test hypotheses for the links between infectious
disease and the behavior and demography of free-living primates.

Compared to the rapid proliferation of studies addressing the socioecological
consequences of predation, resource competition, and inter-sexual conflict, studies
of parasites in relation to group living in primates have proceeded at a slow trickle.
In many cases, authors offered lip service to the possibility that parasites influence
primate socioecology, often citing one of Freeland’s publications, but then moved on
to examine another ecological factor in greater depth. This tendency to focus on
other ecological factors probably reflects the challenges of quantifying parasitism or
disease risk. As we show in the chapters that follow, tests of hypotheses involving
infectious diseases are now more feasible (see also Heymann 1999; Janson 2000).

A brief history of infectious disease in primate socioecology would be incomplete
without mentioning medicinal plant use as a way that primates can lower their para-
site loads or alleviate the symptoms of disease (Chapter 5). Following a provocative
paper by Janzen (1978), Wrangham and Nishida (1983) proposed that chimpanzees
(Pan troglodytes) consume the leaves of Aspilia spp. for their pharmacological
effects. Similarly, Phillips-Conroy (1986) proposed that baboons consume the leaves
and berries of Balanites aegyptiaca to eliminate infection with schistosomes, based
on evidence that consumption of the plant was more common in areas where schis-
tosomiasis was most likely to occur (although a follow-up study in captive mice
failed to support the proposed mechanism; Phillips-Conroy and Knopf 1986). A
large number of studies in the late 1980s and 1990s have investigated the use of
medicinal plants and consumption of soil in chimpanzees and other primates
(Huffman 1997, 2006).

Finally, a publication by two evolutionary ecologists produced reverberations in a
wide range of fields, including primatology. Hamilton and Zuk (1982) proposed that
parasites are important in female mate choice, and that secondary sexual traits in
males signal their infection loads or ability to resist parasites. This hypothesis
predicted that within species, the brightest males should have the lowest parasite
loads, but across species, those in which males have the most exaggerated traits
should experience the greatest disease risk. In primate males, expression of good
health could involve color signals, such as the bright faces of mandrills (Mandrillus
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sphinx) or rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, Waitt et al. 2003), or even more
vividly, the bright red head of the bald uakari (Cacajao calvus, Fig. 1.4; Ayres 1986).
The Hamilton and Zuk hypothesis continues to play a pivotal role in the interplay
between social evolution and disease risk, as have Hamilton’s other hypotheses on
parasites and evolution (1987, 1990). Similarly, Møller and his colleagues have had
a tremendous impact in understanding how infectious disease interacts with social
evolution and sexual selection (Møller et al. 1993, 1999), particularly in birds
(Møller et al. 1998b, 2001).

As noted by Heymann (1999), Janson (2000), and Kappeler and van Schaik
(2002), infectious disease represents one of the last frontiers in our understanding
of primate socioecology. Perhaps more importantly from a broader biological
perspective, the great wealth of knowledge about primates can inform our under-
standing of disease risk more generally. Freeland’s pioneering papers on disease
risk, although commonly cited, tended to focus on infectious disease to the
exclusion of other ecological forces. A more refined view is that disease risk is
oneecological force among many that shape primate mating and social systems.
One aim of this book is to flesh out some of the speculations and proposals of
Freeland, Loehle, and Hamilton as they apply to primate socioecology. Primates
are an excellent test case for evaluating the role of infectious disease, given that
much is known about their parasites and the behavioral and ecological features
thought to influence parasitism.
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Fig. 1.4 The typical bright red color of a bald-headed uakari (Cacajao calvus) has been
proposed to signal the absence of parasitic infection and an individual’s ability to resist para-
sites. This captive individual’s head is notably pale (less red) and likely to indicate sickness.

Photo by N. Rowe, Primate Conservation, Inc.



1.4 Fitness consequences of parasites in wild primate
populations

If predation and resource competition influence primate behavior, then evidence for
the fitness consequences of these ecological interactions should be apparent in natu-
ral populations. By similar reasoning, if infectious disease acts as a significant eco-
logical force on primate behavior, we expect to find evidence for parasites in natural
populations, and these parasites should increase mortality rates and/or reduce fecun-
dity in primate hosts. Evidence of parasite-mediated mortality in wild primates is
available; studies of parasite effects on primate mating success and fertility are less
common, but measuring these parameters is feasible in the course of most long-term
primate field studies. Most examples attesting to negative effects of parasites on wild
primates come from three main sources of information: long-term field studies,
focused studies of endemic disease in wild populations, and reports of epidemics in
wildlife (Table 1.1; see also Young 1994; Heymann 1999; Wallis and Lee 1999;
Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000).

First, long-term behavioral field studies provide indirect evidence that infectious
diseases cause or contribute to death in primate hosts, including studies of vervet
monkeys (Cheney et al. 1988), chacma baboons (Barrett and Henzi 1998), gorillas
(Fossey 1983), and chimpanzees (Goodall 1986). For example, Cheney et al. (1988)
found that illness accounted for more deaths than predation in one troop of vervet
monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops), with lower-ranking animals suffering more from
parasite infections. Similarly, Goodall’s (1986) study of the Gombe chimpanzees
(Pan troglodytes) revealed that individuals were afflicted by a range of seemingly
harmful diseases, including gastrointestinal disorders, a paralysis resembling polio,
respiratory diseases, and cutaneous fungal infections.

Second, more direct studies of endemic parasites in natural primate populations
have demonstrated large numbers of deaths from parasite infections (Table 1.1). In
a 68-month study of mantled howler monkeys (Alouatta palliata), for example, mor-
tality increased with the intensity of botfly larvae infections (Alouattamyia baeri,
Milton 1996). A particularly striking example was provided by Brain and Bohrmann
(1992). In their study of chacma baboons (Papio ursinus), they discovered that some
individuals harbored more than 400 ticks. These authors attributed over 50% of
infant mortality to tick infestations, with some infants unable to nurse because so
many ticks were attached to their muzzles. Primate mortality has less commonly
been attributed to infections with intestinal nematodes (Kreis 1932), although severe
infections with these and other gut parasites are likely to cause diarrhea, emaciation,
and malaise (Orihel and Seibold 1972; Huffman et al. 1997). Most deaths and
extreme pathology resulting from parasitic worms occur when hosts harbor large
numbers of parasites (Thompson 1994b), or when individual parasites migrate to an
organ outside the usual physical domain for that parasite species (Orihel and Seibold
1972). Parasite effects could also be more pronounced in nutritionally or socially
stressed animals, when females experience costs associated with reproduction,
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or when multiple parasite species co-infect a single host (Hart 1994; Woolhouse
et al. 2001).

Finally, some of the most striking evidence for the effects of infectious disease
comes from population declines associated with epidemics (Table 1.1). Recently,
Ebola hemorrhagic fever has decimated populations of African apes (Formenty et al.
1999a; Walsh et al. 2003b; Leroy et al. 2004a). In many other cases, primate popu-
lations crash as the result of disease, but the infectious agent remains unknown, as
in the case of a siamang (Hylobates syndactylus) population that declined from an
unknown disease that appears to have spread through social contact (Palombit 1992;
R. Palombit and N. Lerche, personal communication). Similarly, Pope (1998)
described an outbreak of disease in red howler monkeys (Alouatta seniculus) that
caused an 85% decline in the size of the population over a 4-year period. The agent
causing this epidemic remains unknown (T. Pope, personal communication). The
virus that causes yellow fever is a possible causal agent of the decline, with this virus
causing other population declines among New World monkeys (Kumm and
Laemmert 1950; Felsenfeld 1972; Yuill and Seymour 2001). On a 1966 collecting
trip in Panama, for example, Galindo and Srihongse (1967) reported on the apparent
extinction of mantled howler monkeys at one field site (Rio Mono), which they
attributed to an epidemic of yellow fever that caused higher mortality in howlers, as
compared to other monkey species in the area.

Few studies of primates have systematically investigated the effects of parasites
on individual reproduction, but anecdotal evidence suggests that high levels of
parasitism reduce an individual’s reproductive success. Thus, Cheney et al. (1988)
reported that a pathogen in vervet monkeys resulted in “blackened, shriveled
testicles” (p. 389), which seems likely to have reduced the reproductive success of
individuals unfortunate enough to have acquired this unknown parasite! Anecdotal
reports of a Treponema-like venereal disease in captive and wild baboons involve
gruesome lesions leading to severe secondary infections, genital disfigurement, and
even death among males (Bouloux and Cirera 1972; Fribourg-Blanc 1972; Wallis
and Lee 1999; Hogan 2003, A. Collins, personal communication). In captive breed-
ing colonies, outbreaks of sexually transmitted viruses in baboons (Simian Agent 8,
synonymous with Herpes simplex virus-1) caused female scarring so severe that
genital tracts of some individuals required surgical repair (Levin et al. 1988). Female
captive rhesus monkeys became infected with RhPV-1, a virus similar to oncogenic
human papillomavirus, after mating with a male who later developed penile carci-
noma. A retrospective study of this captive population revealed that over one-third
of the females developed mild-to-severe clinical signs, including warty lesions,
neoplasia, and cancer of the cervix (Ostrow et al. 1990).

Infectious diseases can also impact host fitness indirectly, even among individual
animals that do not become infected. For example, by affecting the demography of
groups, especially in the aftermath of epidemics, infectious disease outbreaks can
alter opportunities for coalitions, reduce predator avoidance capabilities, and
decrease levels of competition over mates and resources within groups. A study by
Carpenter (1964) revealed the effects of a yellow fever epidemic on the demography
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Table 1.1 Probable examples of parasite-induced mortality in free-living primates

Host Infectious Type of study and summary results References
agent

Alouatta Yellow fever Various yellow fever epidemics Carpenter 1964;
palliata (Flaviviridae; have decimated populations Galindo and 

yellow fever of howler monkeys in Central Srihongse 1967; 
virus) America. Stoner 1993;

James et al. 1997
A. palliata Bot flies Density of botflies per host correlated Milton 1996,

(Alouattamyia with howler mortality, and infections see also Smith
baeri) influenced blood chemistry and other 1977

health measures. Autopsies linked
some deaths to botfly infection.

Alouatta Unknown Significant population losses from Pope 1998; Rudran
seniculus 1992 to 1996 (approximately 80%). and Fernandez-

Duque 2003
Cercopithecus Unknown In a long-term field study, 14 Cheney et al. 1988,
aethiops individuals disappeared within 24 h D. Cheney, personal

of having been observed to be communication
weak, listless, or suffering from
outward signs of disease.

Gorilla gorilla Various, some In a long-term field study, a variety of Fossey 1983; Watts
with respiratory illnesses were recorded that probably 1998
effects resulted in deaths.

Hylobates Unknown At least four individuals died of a Palombit 1992
syndactylus pathogen contagious disease that produced a

variety of symptoms including hair
loss, dermatitis, extreme lethargy, and
diarrhea.

Pan Diverse Individuals were documented to suffer Goodall 1986
troglodytes parasites from respiratory, intestinal, and skin

diseases. In some cases these probably
resulted in death.

P. troglodytes Anthrax Anthrax infections resulted in the death Leendertz et al. 2004
(Bacillus of at least six individuals in multiple
anthracis) communities of chimpanzees.

P. troglodytes Diverse Possible illnesses include influenza and Boesch and Boesch-
illnesses monkey pox; animals also exhibited Achermann 2000

lameness and conjunctivitis.
P. troglodytes Ebola Deaths due to Ebola are exacerbating Formenty et al. 1999a;
and hemorrhagic detrimental effects of hunting and Boesch and Boesch-
G. gorilla fever habitat destruction for these apes. Achermann 2000;

(Filoviridae; Walsh et al. 2003b;
Ebolavirus) Leroy et al. 2004a

Papio anubis Bovine Effects included weight loss, lethargy, Tarara et al. 1985;
tuberculosis and coughing, with 35% of one troop Sapolsky and 
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Table 1.1 Cont.

Host Infectious Type of study and summary results Reference
agent

(Mycobacterium and 6 of 8 males in another troop Else1987; Sapolsky 
bovis) dying. Infection probably was and Share 2004

acquired from eating contaminated
meat in a garbage pit.

Papio ursinus Ticks Tick infestations noted as contributing Brain and Bohrmann
(Rhipicephalus) to over 50% of recorded infant deaths 1992

due to inability to suckle.
P. ursinus Yersinia or an 85% of one troop and 32% of another Barrett and Henzi

unknown viral died, with outward signs of lethargy 1998
infection and hemorrhaging diarrhea.

Theropithecus Larval stages of 17% of adults were found to have Dunbar 1980
gelada the tapeworm swellings caused by the larval

Multiceps parasites, resulting in impaired
servalis movement and “foul suppurating
(possibly masses”; at least two animals died after
Taenia/ the swellings burst.
Multiceps
serialis)

of mantled howler monkeys. In 1935, prior to the epidemic, the mean group size was
18.2 individuals, with an average group sex ratio of 3.3 males to 7 females.
Following the epidemic, the mean group size declined to 8.0 individuals, with an
average sex ratio of 1.2 males to 4.5 females. Similar demographic shifts were
documented in an epidemic in chacma baboons (Papio ursinus), in which all six
adult males in a troop died, while only one-half of 22 females died (Barrett and
Henzi 1998). These females subsequently attempted to fuse with another group.
Finally, a study on savanna baboons (Papio anubis) by Sapolsky and Share (2004)
revealed that demographic shifts resulting from epidemics can have profound, long-
term consequences on behavior within groups. Following an outbreak of bovine
tuberculosis that the baboons acquired from eating contaminated meat in a garbage
dump, the more aggressive males in this group were more likely to succumb to infec-
tion because they were better able defend this resource, and thus were more likely to
be exposed to tuberculosis through infected meat. These deaths left behind a less
aggressive cohort of males. Sapolsky and Share (2004) documented that less
aggressive behaviors persisted over a 10-year period, even though none of the
original survivors of the outbreak remained in the group.

These examples, and additional cases provided in Table 1.1, show that parasites can
generate significant impacts in natural populations of primates. Demonstrating that an
animal died from parasitic infection must be done cautiously, however, because the
parasite may not be the direct cause of death, or it might be impossible to identify
which of several infections caused an animal to die (McCallum 1994; McCallum and



Dobson 1995). It is also important to note that sublethal effects associated with phys-
iological impairment might increase host susceptibility to starvation or other stress,
or reduce rates of growth and reproductive maturation. As a case in point, several
studies have demonstrated that parasites can elevate host mortality through increased
predation, even those that rarely kill their hosts directly. Thus, Temple (1987) exam-
ined levels of parasitism among small mammals that were captured by a tame hawk
(Buteo jamaicensis) and found that hawk-captured cottontail rabbits (Sylvilagus flori-
danus) and gray squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis) were more likely to be parasitized by
a range of endoparasites (see also Hakkarainen et al. 1998). Similarly, Hudson et al.
(1992) found that predators focused selectively on red grouse (Lagopus lagopus
scoticus) with heavy loads of caecal nematodes (Trichostrongylus tenius).

An issue related to parasite-induced mortality involves regulation of host popula-
tions by parasites (e.g. Scott 1987a; Hudson et al. 1998b; Tompkins et al. 2002).
Previous researchers proposed that parasites regulate primate populations (Freeland
1976; Smith 1977; Milton 1996), an issue that will be discussed in greater depth in
Chapter 4. Examples described above suggest that parasites can reduce population
growth rates by elevating mortality or reducing fecundity. But observational studies
such as these provide only indirect evidence that parasites regulate wild populations
(Scott and Dobson 1989). Experimental studies are needed in which parasite loads
are manipulated (preferably by removal, rather than addition, of parasitic infec-
tions!), thus providing insights into the effects of parasites on individual fitness or
population growth (Tompkins and Begon 1999, 2002). Such experiments pose diffi-
culties in long-lived, free-ranging primates, but are more feasible than might at first
appear. For example, Gulland et al. (1993a) conducted studies of parasite-induced
population regulation on free-ranging Soay sheep (Ovis aries) using a protocol
involving application of anthelmitic drugs (see also Hudson et al. 1998b). This study
showed that treatment of sheep for gastrointestinal nematodes significantly reduced
their mortality during population crashes (Fig. 1.5). Long-term field experiments and
monitoring of red grouse in the United Kingdom further revealed that host popula-
tions treated with drugs to remove nematode parasites were less likely to cycle in
size over time (Hudson et al. 1998b). Importantly, similar experimental approaches
could be applied to many of the long-term studies that take place in wild primate
populations (Janson 2000).

To better appreciate disease risk and its evolutionary implications, we must also
understand the factors that lead to a correlation between parasitism and elevated
mortality rates. The pathological effects of disease are one factor, but many effects
of parasites extend beyond standard views of sickness and include diverse aspects of
behavior in free-living species. Thus, Kavaliers and Colwell (1995b) showed that
nematode infections reduced spatial learning in mice (see also Table 3.13 in
Moore 2002). In the absence of any obvious motor, visual, or motivational
impairment, male mice that had been experimentally infected with the nematode
Heligmosomoides polygyrus were less able to learn to navigate a water maze based
on visual cues, as compared to control mice. Similarly, studies of Ascaris infections
in humans have linked this parasite to depressed learning ability in school children
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(O’Lorcain and Holland 2000). Subtle effects of parasitism, such as reduced cogni-
tion, memory loss, or learning impairment, might be among the most difficult to
quantify in the wild, but should be exceptionally important in free-living animals
such as primates that rely heavily on cognitive skills. For example, it would be fas-
cinating to compare the foraging success of parasitized and un-parasitized spider
monkeys that must remember the location of dispersed fruiting trees.

In summary, abundant evidence points to the existence of parasite-induced
reductions in host fitness among free-living primates. These cumulative studies are
important not only from the perspective of host regulation or parasite-mediated popu-
lation declines, but also because they reveal that parasites can act as powerful selective
agents in natural populations. Thus, host species exposed to a diverse array of parasites
are expected to evolve behavioral, innate, or inducible defenses to resist or reduce
the impacts of parasites and pathogens (Nunn et al. 2000; Møller et al. 2001). This
prediction hinges upon demonstrating costs of infection for host survival and fecundity
(in other words, demonstrating that parasites impose selection gradients at the popula-
tion level). In fact, if group living and social contacts increase exposure to a variety of
parasites, then highly social species should be under the greatest pressure to invest
resources into anti-parasite counterstrategies. This is one of the major unexplored fron-
tiers of studies in primate socioecology, offering great opportunities for researchers,
while also providing new insights to human evolution and primate conservation.
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Fig. 1.5 Mortality of Soay Sheep on the Island of St. Kilda following a population crash that
occurred in 1992. Dark bars show sheep that were treated orally with an antihelminthic drug
several months prior to the crash, and light bars show control (untreated) sheep. Sample sizes
are shown above each bar. Reprinted from F. M. D. Gullard, S. D. Albon, et al., “Parasite
associated polymorphism in a cyclic ungulate population,” Proceedings of the Royal Society 
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1.5 Organizational layout of this book

This book is organized into eight chapters, moving from essential background
material to a synthetic framework, and finally to applied examples in primate
conservation and human health. Chapter 2 reviews the biological features of major
groups of parasites and links these features to specific aspects of disease risk in
primates. Chapter 2 therefore identifies parasite characteristics that are most important
to understanding patterns of disease risk, including transmission strategy, host speci-
ficity, parasite life cycles, virulence, and how parasites manipulate host behavior to
enhance their transmission.

Chapter 3 discusses the underlying rationale for factors that influence disease risk
in primates at two levels: among individuals and across species. Throughout Chapter 3,
we summarize primate behavioral and ecological traits that are essential for
understanding disease risk, including dominance rank, group size and composition,
dispersal, mating system, and ecological factors that correlate with these social
system parameters, such as body mass, life history characters, and use of the ground
versus trees for locomotion (substrate use).

Chapter 4 links host and parasite ecology by considering basic epidemiological
parameters and processes, and it covers how disease patterns scale up from individuals
to populations and communities. We discuss factors affecting the transmission
dynamics of parasites, including the basic reproductive number R0, the aggregation
of macroparasites within populations, and frequency- versus density-dependent
transmission. This chapter also considers how parasites might regulate primate
populations or influence host abundance through their effects on survival and
fecundity.

Chapter 5 focuses on the host’s response to parasitism by considering behavioral
and immunological defenses to infectious disease. In this chapter, we concentrate on
the individual level by considering how primate immune systems defend against
parasite infections, how animals use medicinal plants, and the avoidance of sick
individuals. We also investigate the links between sexual selection and parasitism in
primates, focusing in particular on mate choice.

Chapter 6 is a synthetic chapter that integrates material from the previous chap-
ters to explore the ways in which parasites might influence primate mating and social
systems. We consider how individual responses to parasitism can influence social
system characteristics, and we raise the question of causality, namely, “do host traits
influence patterns of parasitism, or do parasites influence patterns of sociality?”
These are not mutually exclusive questions, but by considering a coevolutionary
model of host and parasite traits, we can begin to address the multiple ways in which
lineages of hosts and parasites interact.

Chapters 7 and 8 extend the basic framework developed in earlier chapters to
applied questions in primate conservation and human health. In Chapter 7, we examine
the conservation implications of parasites, including cross-species transmission, the
effects of eco-tourism, and approaches to control epidemics in wildlife. We also con-
sider the potential longer-term benefits of maintaining intact communities of hosts
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and parasites. In Chapter 8, we consider how understanding infectious disease in
nonhuman primates provides insights to human health. In particular, we examine the
origins of human infectious diseases and their impacts in a historical context. More
speculatively, we ask how behavioral counterstrategies to infectious disease in non-
human primates pertain to understanding human behavior in the context of Darwinian
medicine (Ewald 1980; Nesse and Williams 1996; Stearns 1999; Trevathan et al.
1999). We also discuss the role of wild primates in the maintenance of zoonotic
pathogen and disease emergence, and we apply the concept of disease risk to inves-
tigate variation in human infections at global and regional scales.

Throughout this book, we aim to synthesize existing knowledge in ways that will
lead to new questions, thus pointing the way toward future research on infectious
disease and behavioral ecology in primate hosts and other animals. This goal is
achieved through a “summary and synthesis” at the end of individual chapters, and
with a final chapter (Chapter 9) that reviews key points in the book and identifies
major questions for future research.
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2
Diversity and characteristics of
primate parasites

2.1 Introduction

The role of parasites in primate ecology and evolution remains vastly underappreciated
relative to other factors such as predation and competition. This is not altogether
surprising—imagine witnessing a brutal attack by an adult male chimpanzee against
a rival male over access to females (de Waal 1986), or the spectacle of a harpy eagle
swiping a capuchin monkey from its social group high in the rainforest canopy
(Peres 1990b). Indeed, the thought of leopards stalking baboons on the African
floodplains seems far more significant for primate survival and behavior than that of
an adult female Enterobius (a pinworm) wriggling through the colon of squirrel
monkey (Hugot 1999).

On the other hand, consider that following ingestion by primate hosts, the spiny
proboscis of Prosthernorchis (Fig. 2.1) punches into the gut wall, with intestinal
perforations in some cases resulting in depression, anorexia, and emaciation. Some
might consider this example just as engrossing and consequential as the attacks
described earlier. Furthermore, even though they are often hidden inside the bodies
of their hosts, adult pinworms and other helminths can produce thousands of eggs in
a single day, potentially spreading to large numbers of animals. In nonhuman
primates, even the tiniest viruses and bacteria have caused precipitous population
declines in monkey and ape populations (see Table 1.2). Collectively, these examples
suggest that parasites could play a role equal to or greater than resource competition,
predation, and habitat characteristics in affecting the distribution and abundance of
wild primates. Exploring this possibility requires understanding the major groups
and characteristic of parasites that impact primates.

Parasites and pathogens span an incredible diversity of life forms, ranging from
the smallest viruses and bacteria to the larger and structurally more complex proto-
zoa, worms, and arthropods. They are ubiquitous in natural ecosystems and comprise
a major component of biodiversity, probably representing well over one-half of all
living species (Price 1980; Windsor 1998). Virtually all animals harbor one or more
species of parasitic organisms in their intestinal tracts, liver, blood, reproductive
organs, skin, or other tissues, and some parasites have parasites of their own, leading
some biologists to argue that parasites vastly outnumber all other types of species on
the planet (Price 1980; Windsor 1998; Zimmer 2000). 



In addition to their phylogenetic diversity and pervasiveness, parasites employ an
impressive array of strategies for dispersing to new hosts (Price 1980; Poulin 1998b;
Poulin and Morand 2000; Bush et al. 2001). Parasite life cycles can require one, two,
or more different host species for development to the adult stage. Part of these life
cycles might take place outside of any host organism. Parasites that infect just a sin-
gle host species are said to have simple or direct life cycles, whereas parasites that
infect two or more host species to complete their development and reproduction are
referred to as having indirect life cycles (Fig. 2.2). For parasites that use more than
one host, the definitive or primary host is usually defined as the host in which sex-
ual reproduction occurs and where the adult parasites live, and intermediate or sec-
ondary hosts harbor earlier stages of parasites. Primates commonly serve as
definitive hosts for parasites, but not in all cases. For example, the protozoa that
cause malaria (Plasmodium spp.) reproduce sexually in mosquitoes (the definitive
host), with vertebrates serving as the intermediate hosts (Coatney et al. 1971;
Roberts and Janovy 1999).
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Fig. 2.1 The thorny, retractable proboscis of the acanthocephalan Prosthenorchis elegans, a
helminth parasite of several New World monkeys. The parasite shown here was found by
B. Mueller in a female red titi monkey (Callicebus cupreus) at Estación Biológica Quebrada
Blanco, Peru. SEM micrograph courtesy of C. Schmetz, Bernhard-Nocht-Institute for Tropical

Medicine, Hamburg, Germany, and B. Müller, German Primate Center.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.2 Direct and indirect parasite life cycles. (a) Parasites with direct (monoxenic) life
cycles can complete their development and reproduction using a single host species. In the
example shown, adult worms in the intestinal tract shed eggs that are deposited in the perianal
area (as by the pinworms Enterobius and Trypanoxyuris) or shed in feces (as occurs for
Strongyloides nematodes). Eggs or infectious larvae are ingested by the host with food or
other contaminated material, and then develop into sexually mature adult worms inside the
host animal. (b) Parasites with indirect (complex, or heteroxenic) life cycles require two or
more hosts to complete development and reproduction. For example, adults of the trematode
Schistosoma mansoni live in the veins of the abdominal cavity of a vertebrate host and
produce eggs that are shed into water with host feces. The eggs hatch in the water and the
larvae then penetrate a snail intermediate host, where they replicate asexually before leaving the
snail as free-swimming cercariae. The cercariae penetrate the skin of primates or other suit-
able hosts when they enter the water, and migrate to a suitable site within the host, where they

reach sexual maturity to complete the cycle.

Parasites also exert a variety of effects on host fitness and abundance, in some cases
altering what researchers might interpret as the outcome of predation, competitive
interactions, or even host behaviors—suggesting that much of what primatologists
observe in the field could depend on the presence or absence of disease-causing
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Box 2.1 Studies of parasites in primates

Working knowledge of parasites reported to infect wild primates comes from a variety
of studies that were conducted with different goals in mind. Many studies were moti-
vated by improving human health and identifying sources of zoonotic infections
(Nelson 1965; Nelson et al. 1965; Legesse and Erko 2004). These studies focused, for
example, on yellow fever and malaria in the New World (Kumm and Laemmert 1950;
Deane 1992; Lourenco de Oliveira and Deane 1995) and schistosomiasis in Africa
(Nelson 1960). The explosion of research on SIV in wild primates also falls in this cat-
egory (Hahn et al. 2000). This research has resulted in further sampling of primates to
locate the ancestral origins of HIV lineages and to identify additional pathogens that
might be transmitted to humans. Recently, surveys of primate bushmeat and humans
that consume this meat have revealed the great potential for viruses to cross between
nonhuman primates and humans, particularly in Africa (Peeters et al. 2002; Wolfe et al.
2004).

Parasitologists are often interested in documenting parasite diversity and systematics,
and many parasitological studies have sampled primates for a variety of arthropods,
helminths and protozoa. Papers of this genre often focus on details of the external mor-
phology of the parasites, particularly characters important for taxonomic identification
(Kim and Emerson 1973; Hugot 1993; Durette-Desse and Corvione 1998). Some experts
on parasites and pathogens have worked closely with primatologists in the field (e.g. Stuart
et al. 1993; Leendertz et al. 2004), whereas others have embraced a comparative perspec-
tive, for example in studies of phylogeny and the cospeciation of primates and their
pinworm parasites (Hugot 1998, 1999).

Another important source of data on primate parasites comes from research aimed
at improving the quality of imported primates for biomedical research, increasing their
health in captivity, and protecting researchers from infectious agents in captive colonies
(Kalter et al. 1966; Kourany and Porter 1969; Kaschula et al. 1978; Kalter and
Heberling 1990). Although international protections on endangered species have
reduced the capture and importation of primates, large numbers of wild-caught primates
have been imported to the United States and other countries. These animals often
arrived at their destinations infected with various parasites, and as an economic invest-
ment, companies were interested in identifying the sources of infection—were the
animals infected in the wild, in hunters’ camps, in the holding pens prior to shipping,
or during transport to the final markets? Many studies that aimed to address these
questions sampled primates in the wild and therefore data on natural host-parasite
combinations.

More recently, a number of ecological studies focused on parasitism in primates more
directly, again giving information on the presence of parasites in different hosts, along
with data on prevalence and intensity of infection. Some studies investigated ecological
factors that affect the sharing of parasites among primates from the same geographic areas
(McGrew et al. 1989a, b). Other studies examined host characteristics associated with vari-
ation in parasitism among individual primates (Meade 1984; Müller-Graf et al. 1996,
1997). Finally, more recent studies have focused on the conservation implications of
parasites in primate populations (Stoner 1996; Eilenberger 1997).

Many of the studies cited above represent papers used in a recent compilation of primate
parasites in the Global Mammal Parasite Database, which can be found online at
www.mammalparasites.org (Nunn and Altizer 2005). The version of the dataset first
placed online includes 2462 lines of data, where each line captures a record of a parasite
species reported from a wild primate population. These records encompass 119 primate

www.mammalparasites.org


organisms. For field primatologists, familiarity with parasites and their distinctive
pathologies often stems from witnessing infections in the animals that researchers study
for other reasons (e.g. Fossey 1983; Goodall 1986; Cheney et al. 1988). Familiarity
could also breed contempt for parasites when researchers contract diseases them-
selves in the course of performing fieldwork, or when they observe pathogen-induced
population declines in their primary study species. Field primatologists are generally
unaware of the incredible diversity and fascinating life histories of parasites that
infect wild primates. In fact, many of these organisms remain undescribed, in part
because most primate species have not been sampled exhaustively for parasites in the
wild (Box 2.1).

Knowledge of parasite diversity and characteristics is crucial for understanding
epidemiological patterns, effects of disease on host fitness, and host counterstrategies
for avoiding parasite infection. To set the stage for a more thorough understanding
of host–parasite dynamics and evolution, we begin by surveying the biological
diversity of parasites that infect primates. We then review three parasite traits
critical to understanding the ecology and evolution of host–parasite interactions in
primates: transmission mode, host specificity, and negative effects of parasites on
host fitness. Some of the most fascinating examples of parasitism in nature involve
cases where infectious agents manipulate their hosts, usually with major conse-
quences for transmission (Moore 2002; Sapolsly 2003). We therefore conclude
this chapter by considering several examples of parasite-induced changes in host
behavior.

2.2 Taxonomic diversity of parasites from wild primates

Six major taxonomic groups of parasites infect primates: viruses, bacteria, fungi,
protozoa, helminths, and arthropods. Figure 2.3 illustrates the relative occurrence of
five of these groups using a comprehensive database of parasites reported from wild
primates (Nunn and Altizer 2005; Pedersen et al. 2005). For comparison, Fig. 2.3
also shows the frequency of these parasite groups in humans and domesticated
animals. The most striking difference among host groups appears between humans
and nonhuman primates, with the vast majority of parasites described from wild
primates involving helminths, viruses, and protozoa (Pedersen et al. 2005), while
the majority of disease-causing organisms in humans are represented by bacteria and
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Box 2.1 (Cont.)

species and over 380 parasite species. As data on parasites of primates continues to
accumulate, there is a great need for a centralized data repository for records of micro-
and macro-parasites in free-living, wild caught and captive-reared primates, as this would
provide researchers with an opportunity to share and access these data and to stimulate
future monitoring efforts.



fungi (Cleaveland et al. 2001; Taylor et al. 2001). Differences between pathogens
reported from wild primates versus humans could reflect historical changes that
allowed certain parasites to more readily colonize and spread in human populations
(see Chapter 8).

Two caveats are in order when interpreting Fig. 2.3. First, some parasites are bet-
ter studied than others. For example, the number of helminths in Fig. 2.3(a) might
reflect that these parasites are easier to study in wild primates relative to other
parasite groups. Similarly, fungi and bacteria could be underestimated among wild
primates if they are more difficult to study or less interesting to biologists—or more
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Fig. 2.3 Taxonomic distribution of five major groups of parasites from wild primates
relative to those reported from humans and domesticated animals (after Pedersen et al. 2005).
Sample sizes (n) refer to the total number of parasite species compiled for each host
group. Data shown in (b)–(d) were obtained from Taylor et al. (2001) and Cleaveland et al.
(2001). Arthropods are not included as comparable summary data were not available
for humans or domesticated animal hosts. Reprinted from Pedersen et al. (2005) with

permission from Elsevier.



commonly detected in humans through more frequent use of diagnostic tests, including
opportunistic or rare infections. To put this differently, a parasite might be missing
from a host species because it does not occur in that host, or because the host has
not been sampled adequately for that type of parasite. In comparative studies of
parasite diversity, it is critical to control for this variation in “sampling effort,” and
interpret results in light of potential sampling biases (Gregory 1990; Walther et al.
1995; Nunn et al. 2003a).

Another issue for interpreting patterns of parasite diversity involves the units of
analysis and categorization. Taxonomic groups shown in Fig. 2.3 are based on
functional categories rather than monophyletic groups in which all members share
a common ancestor. Indeed, recent molecular analyses are overturning previous
taxonomic schemes for parasites and providing new insights into the evolutionary
histories of major parasite groups (Prescott et al. 2001; Cox 2002; van Regenmortel
and Mahy 2004). Taxonomic changes since the late 1990s resulted in major reor-
ganization of the protozoa and viruses, for example, with a few cases described
later in this chapter. Rather than phylogenic classification, for the majority of this
book we adopted widely recognized functional classifications of parasites as these
remain useful for considering parasite biology and effects on hosts (Clayton and
Moore 1997; Cleaveland et al. 2001; Samuel et al. 2001; Williams and Barker
2001). Other functional categories used in this book include intestinal parasites,
intracellular parasites, and divisions based on transmission mode or severity of
infection.

Many authors separate disease-causing organisms into micro- and macroparasites
(Table 2.1; Anderson and May 1991). Microparasites encompass viruses, bacteria,
fungi, and protozoa, whereas macroparasites include helminths and arthropods.
Although each group itself spans a tremendous diversity of organisms, some general
distinctions are relevant for later chapters. One key biological difference concerns
replication, with microparasites completing cycles of replication directly within
infected animals, but macroparasites usually multiplying by releasing infective
stages (eggs or larvae) into the environment. These infectious stages could either 
re-infect the same animal or infect new hosts, including one or more intermediate
host species. For this reason, characteristics of the external environment tend to exert
greater direct impacts on macroparasites by affecting their survival and the
development of eggs, free-living stages, or the availability of intermediate hosts.

Another major distinction is that infections caused by microparasites can be
epidemic in nature with episodes of high prevalence (and possibly high mortality)
interrupted by periods of low prevalence (Anderson and May 1991). By comparison,
macroparasites tend to cause chronic and persistent infections and are less often
linked with sudden outbreaks in natural populations (Gulland 1995), although this
dichotomy is not strict. A final related point is that due to the antigenic simplicity of
many microparasites, infections tend to illicit short-term or lasting immunity in their
vertebrate hosts, so that recovered animals resist re-infection for variable lengths of
time (also see Chapter 5). By comparison, the large body size and antigenic
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complexity of most macroparasites make adaptive immunity less effective; thus,
animals that recover typically remain susceptible to later re-infection. Additional dif-
ferences between micro- and macroparasites are discussed in Chapter 4, specifically
as they apply to understanding population dynamics of parasites and their impacts
on host populations.

2.2.1 Viruses

Viruses are structurally and biologically the simplest group of microparasites and
consist of two major parts—a protein coat and genetic material (Fig. 2.4). Having no
cell wall or membranes, and lacking cytoplasm and organelles, viruses cannot repli-
cate outside of living host cells and are therefore obligate intracellular parasites.
Receptor molecules that aid in recognizing surface proteins on host cell membranes
cover the virus outer jacket (Prescott et al. 2001). Once viruses invade a host cell,
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Table 2.1 Characteristics, examples, and biological properties of micro- and
macroparasites (after Anderson and May 1991). These generalizations do not apply to all
parasitic organisms within each group, but represent useful dichotomies for ecological
analysis and modeling approaches described in Chapter 4

Parasite traits Microparasites Macroparasites

Taxonomic groups Viruses, bacteria, Helminths (e.g. nematodes, cestodes,
protozoa, fungi, acanthocephalans), arthropods (e.g.

mites, ticks, lice)
Size and reproduction Small, unicellular, short Large, multicellular, longer generation

generation times in times; usually no direct replication
individual hosts within hosts

Transmission of Transmission via direct Complex life cycles and intermediate
infective stages contact (e.g. venereal, hosts, vector transmission, or direct

vertical), vectors, or transmission by close or non-close
contaminated air/ contact
soil/water

Effects on host immunity Long-lasting host Antigenic diversity of parasites usually
immunity that develops too high for host to mount effective or
quickly, although not lasting immune response
true for all
microparasites

Effects on host fitness Disease can be acute or Effect depends on number of parasites
chronic; may have per individual host; can affect
strong effects on host mortality or fecundity, but usually
survival or fecundity chronic infection with sub-lethal

effects
Quantification in host Prevalence, Prevalence, intensity, degree of
populations seroprevalence, aggregation in individual hosts

incidence



they hijack the cell’s machinery to produce new viral proteins and genetic material.
The genetic material of viruses can be either RNA (usually single-stranded) or DNA
(usually double-stranded). Relative to DNA viruses, RNA viruses tend to have
smaller genomes and are characterized by much higher mutation rates, in part
because RNA replication lacks repair and proof-reading mechanisms (Drake 1991;
Holmes 2003). Biological differences between these two viral groups can have
important implications for rates of evolution and patterns of host specificity in
primates (Pedersen et al. 2005).

Because they are so small and are difficult to identify without high-powered
microscopy or sophisticated molecular techniques, many viruses are detected via
serology by collecting and testing host blood for the presence of antibodies that
recognize viral surface proteins (called antigens; Chapter 5). However, patterns of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.4 Viruses reported from free-living primates. (a) Transmission electron micrograph
of Ebola virus, an RNA virus in the family Filoviridae (Reproduced from Public Health Image
Library 2004. Image credit: CDC/C. Goldsmith). (b) Severe rash on the right arm of a rhesus
monkey nine days after infection by Ebola virus (Reproduced from Geisbert et al. 2003 with
permission from Elsevier). (c) Electron micrograph of papillomavirus virus particles, DNA
viruses in the family Papillomaviridae (Micrograph courtesy of Severia Campo, University of
Glasgow). (d) Micrograph of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), an RNA virus in the
family Retroviridae. Micrograph courtesy of R. J. Munn, University of California, Davis

(CNPRC 2004).



prevalence based on serological evidence for antibodies do not necessarily reflect
current infections because animals can retain antibodies for many years after
recovering from viral infections, including antibodies generated from sub-clinical
infections. More recently, methods based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) have
been used to detect viruses, with the advantage of requiring minimal host material
and non-invasive sampling. For example, fecal samples have provided evidence of
simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) infections in wild chimpanzees and sooty
mangabeys sampled in the field (Ling et al. 2004; Nerrienet et al. 2005).

Analyses of viral nucleotide sequences are providing insights into viral evolution-
ary history and phylogenetic relationships within and among lineages (Murphy et al.
1995; van Regenmortel and Mahy 2004, see the International Committee on the
Taxonomy of Viruses online database for current virus classifications). As of 2000, the
ICTV recognized 1550 viruses, organized into 63 families and three major orders
(Fauquet and Mayo 2001). Yet relative to other parasite groups, the current resolution
of virus taxonomy remains poor, and future studies should reveal whether viral iso-
lates currently classified as the same virus are in fact comprised of phylogenetically
distinct units or “host races”.

A large number of viruses have been isolated from wild primates (Nunn et al.
2003a; Pedersen et al. 2005), including representatives from 17 different viral
families (Fig. 2.4). Some more commonly known DNA viruses include those in the
families Poxviridae (monkeypox virus), Herpesviridae (Simplexvirus and Varicellovirus)
and Papovaviridae (Papillomavirus). Among humans and other primates, RNA
viruses include several widely recognized groups in the families Flaviridae (yellow
fever virus and dengue fever virus), Ortho and Paramyxoviridae (influenza and
measles viruses), and Retroviridae (SIV) and simian foamy virus (SFV). Most of
these viruses fall into two major categories: vector-borne generalist pathogens (usu-
ally RNA viruses) capable of infecting hosts from multiple orders, and directly trans-
mitted viruses with greater levels of host specificity, including sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs, Pedersen et al. 2005).

Viruses are currently the only pathogen group in wild primates where sexual
transmission is known to be relatively common, although most viruses with sexual
transmission can also be spread vertically and by close nonsexual contact. Relative
to viruses transmitted by close contact, those transmitted by biting arthropods tend
to be reported as infecting hosts from multiple orders, and these tend to be domi-
nated by RNA viruses (Fig. 2.5). It is important to note, however, that the current
taxonomic resolution of some RNA viruses might be limited by their rapid evolu-
tion, which could pose challenges for scientists in terms of the phylogenetic organi-
zation of this group, delineating taxonomic boundaries, and determining levels of
host specificity.

Viruses increasingly are recognized as playing important ecological roles in nat-
ural populations and have generated severe disease epidemics in wildlife, including
in African wild dogs, seals, and lions (Gascoyne et al. 1993; Roelke-Parker et al.
1996; Funk et al. 2001). Among primates, wild ape populations in Africa have been
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decimated by Ebola hemorrhagic fever (Walsh et al. 2003b; Leroy et al. 2004a, see
Chapter 7). In addition, viruses from nonhuman primates have received increasing
attention for the risks they pose to human health, including SIV, SFV, and
herpesvirus B (Brown 1997; Wolfe et al. 1998, 2004; Hahn et al. 2000). At least 27
viruses have been reported to infect both wild primates and humans (Pedersen et al.
2005), and the vast majority of these are classified as emerging threats in human
populations (reviewed in Chapter 8). Finally, it is exciting to note that molecular
analyses are providing new evidence for virus-host coevolution and cospeciation
(Holmes 2003), as recently evidenced by a study showing a long history of 
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Fig. 2.5 Viruses from free-living primates. Bars show of relative levels of host specificity
(i.e. whether a virus was recorded as specific at the level of host species, genus, family, or
higher levels) in relation to major transmission strategies of (a) DNA viruses (N � 23) and
(b) RNA viruses (N � 59). Shading represents host specificity according to whether viruses
were restricted to a single host species or genus, or to hosts in a common family, order, or
multiple orders. Because some parasites could be transmitted by more than one strategy,
frequencies of parasites with both single and combined strategies are shown. Figure provided 

by A. B. Pedersen, data are from Pedersen et al. (2005).



cospeciation of SFVs across 44 species of Old World monkeys and apes (Switzer
et al. 2005).

2.2.2 Bacteria

Bacteria are unicellular prokaryotes with genetic material unbound in the cytoplasm.
They can be identified by a variety of criteria, including cell shape and patterns of
cell aggregation or grouping, Gram-stain reaction, and motility or the presence of
flagella or pilli (Prescott et al. 2001; Fig. 2.6). Many bacteria are characterized by 
a rigid cell wall (comprised of sugars and amino acids chains) in addition to a 
plasma membrane. Asexual reproduction is the major mode of bacterial replication,
although genetic material can be shared or transferred via plasmids, by viruses, or
through DNA uptake from the environment. Among their other interesting biologi-
cal properties, some bacteria are well known for producing resistant spores during
unfavorable conditions, and spores from bacteria such as Bacillus anthracis can
remain dormant and viable for up to 50 years or longer when buried in the soil
(Dragon and Rennie 1995). Bacteria are also recognized for their ability to grow on
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Fig. 2.6 Bacteria reported from free-living primates. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of
Leptospira interrogans (Reproduced from Public Health Image Library 2004. Image credit:
CDC/Rob Weyant). (b) Scanning electron micrograph of Streptococcus pneumoniae
(Reproduced from Public Health Image Library 2004. Image credit: CDC/Dr Richard
Facklam). (c) Lungs of a chacma baboon (Papio ursinus) showing tuberculous lesions caused
by infection with the bacterium Mycobacterium bovis. Image courtesy of Dr D. Keet,

Veterinary Investigation Center, Kruger National Park.



novel substrates or thrive in extreme environments, such as anaerobic bacteria that
grow in the absence of oxygen, either facultatively or obligately (Prescott et al.
2001).

In human populations, bacterial pathogens have caused some of the most
devastating and widely known historical epidemics, including the “black death”
(caused by the bacterium Yersinia pestis which can lead to bubonic, pneumonic, or
septicemic plague), cholera (caused by Vibrio cholerae), tuberculosis (caused by
Mycobacterium tuberculosis), and typhoid fever (caused by Salmonella typhi).
Bacteria are also well known as agents that can cause human STDs such as syphilis,
gonorrhea, and chlamydia (caused by Treponema pertenue, Neisseria gonorrhoeae,
and Chlamydia trachomatis, respectively). Although antibiotic drugs have been
powerful in combating many bacterial infections, bacterial diseases in human
populations continue to cause epidemics or are re-emerging, in part because some
bacteria have evolved resistance to the majority of available antibiotics (Palumbi
2001).

A major challenge to investigating bacteria as pathogens is that many are
commensal and even aid in proper digestion, but in some circumstances these same
bacteria can cause disease. In humans, for example, some of the normal bacterial
flora (e.g. Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus
influenzae) are also known to cause disease following weakness or injury, or when
these pathogens infect atypical organ systems (Levin 1996). Other bacteria can live
outside a host but cause infections opportunistically by invading wounds or sores,
including soil-dwelling bacteria like Clostridium tetani, the causative agent of
tetanus.

In light of their importance as human pathogens, it is somewhat surprising that
relatively few bacteria have been reported from free-living primate populations
(Fig. 2.3). Furthermore, most current examples of bacteria reported to cause disease
in nonhuman primates include those from the genera Borrelia, Mycobacterium,
Salmonella, Shigella, Streptococcus, and Leptospira (e.g. Fig. 2.6), with the majority
of these species also reported to infect humans (Taylor et al. 2001; Pedersen et al.
2005). In fact, a recent study found that 31% of the bacteria species reported from
wild primates have been classified as emerging diseases in humans (Pedersen et al.
2005). This observation points to the need for additional comprehensive studies to
determine the occurrence of bacteria in wildlife populations and their role as
causative agents of primate disease.

2.2.3 Fungi

Fungal infections are important in affecting the health of humans and domesticated
animals, but fungi represent the least commonly reported pathogen group from wild
primates (Fig. 2.3), possibly because other groups of parasites are easier to study or
fewer biologists are interested in fungal infections in primates. Many fungi live as
free-living saprophytes that feed on dead or decaying material. Fungi differ from
other parasite groups in their possession of a rigid cell wall made of chitin. Fungi
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also express distinctive growth forms, including reproductive spores and elongated
vegetative hyphae that can, at times, grow straight through host cells. Other fungi
replicate by fission or yeast-like budding.

Like bacteria, fungi are ubiquitous in the environment and can cause opportunistic
infections in compromised hosts. The majority of pathogenic fungi infecting verte-
brate animals are from the phyla Ascomycota or Basidiomycota, and these typically
infect the lungs by airborne inhalation, or the skin following contact with spores.
Many human fungal infections (also called mycoses) are caused by species that
commonly feed on decaying material (such as those in the genera Acremonium,
Aspergillus, and Rhizopus), with human cases representing secondary opportunistic
infections. Other fungi are more commonly known as disease-causing agents, such
as Trichophyton and Microsporum that can infect the skin, hair, and nails of humans
and other animals. Examples of fungi reported to infect wild primates include
Histoplasma capsulatum, which causes a respiratory disease and is spread by con-
tact with bird or bat feces, Cryptococcus, another causative agent of lung disease
spread by contact with bird droppings or contaminated soil, and Candida, which are
yeast that can infect the mouth, throat, and genital region and in some cases cause
severe systemic infections (Fig. 2.7; see Al-Doory 1969; Naiff et al. 1996; Legesse
and Erko 2004). Finally, Pneumocystis carinii is a fungal pathogen that was formerly
classified with the protozoa. This fungus opportunistically infects the lungs of several
mammal species (including humans) and has been reported to infect some wild
macaques (Macaca fuscata and M. fascicularis) at relatively high frequency (Fujita
et al. 1996).

2.2.4 Protozoa

Protozoa are the second most diverse group of parasites reported from wild primates
in terms of total number of species (Fig. 2.3). Most protozoa are free-living, but
parasitic representatives of these unicellular eukaryotes are incredibly diverse and
inhabit a wide variety of host organs and tissues, including red blood cells, muscles,
nervous tissue, intestines, the mouth, and genitalia (Bush et al. 2001). New molecu-
lar tools are greatly altering our understanding of protozoan diversity and phylo-
genetic relationships (Bush et al. 2001; Cox 2002). Since the late 1990s, protozoa
have been reorganized into 13 phyla, with seven of these capturing important para-
sitic genera (Cox 2002). Some groups of protozoa, such as those in phylum
Sporozoa (formerly referred to as Apicomplexa, including all species of Plasmodium
and Cryptosporidium) are intracellular parasites, whereas others, such as the
Euglenozoa (including Leishmania and Trypanosoma), are extracellular (Fig. 2.8).
Some parasitic protozoa are highly specific to single host species or genera, but oth-
ers, such as those causing toxoplasmosis and trypanosomiasis, have a wide host
range (Su 2003), and reservoir hosts can serve as sources of infection for humans or
vulnerable wildlife species.

Although many protozoa have direct life cycles and do not require intermediate
hosts, dispersal via biting arthropods represents the dominant transmission strategy
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among protozoa infecting primates (Pedersen et al. 2005). Important examples of
vector-borne protozoa in primates include more than 20 species of Plasmodium
(Garnham 1966; Deane et al. 1969; Coatney et al. 1971; Davies et al. 1991; see Box 8.1),
and over ten species of Trypanosoma and Leishmania (Lainson et al. 1989). In many
cases, these blood-borne parasites complete critical stages of their life cycles within
infected arthropods and are transmitted to vertebrates through the saliva or feces of
biting insects. Other protozoa that infect primates, such as Giardia and Entamoeba
(Freeland 1979; Stuart et al. 1998; Rothman and Bowman 2003), are intestinal para-
sites spread when animals ingest spores or cysts resistant to harsh environmental
conditions. Finally, a few protozoa, such as those in the genus Sarcocystis, can
inhabit primates as intermediate hosts by encysting in muscle tissue, with carnivores
representing the definitive host (McConnell et al. 1974).
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Fig. 2.7 Two examples of fungi reported to infect free-living primates. (a) Photomicrograph
of Candida albicans. (b) Photomicrograph of Histoplasma capsulatum. Both images repro-
duced from Public Health Image Library, 2004, Image credits CDC/Dr Stuart Brown and

CDC/Dr Edwin P. Ewing, Jr.



2.2.5 Helminths

Helminths are parasitic worms that typically reside within their hosts. Collectively,
helminths are the most commonly reported and taxonomically diverse group of
parasites in wild primates (Fig. 2.3 and 2.9). The major groups of parasitic helminths
include (1) roundworms in the phylum Nematoda, (2) flatworms (cestodes and dige-
nean trematodes) in the phylum Platyhelminthes, and (3) thorny-headed worms in
the phylum Acanthocephala. Some helminths exhibit extremely complicated life
cycles, residing in different host species for different developmental stages, whereas
other helminths can develop to maturity within a single host (see Fig. 2.2). Animals
that serve as secondary hosts but where no parasite development occurs are called
paratenic hosts, and these hosts can bridge important ecological or trophic gaps
(Bush et al. 2001). Some helminths are capable of producing resting or encysted
stages that can persist in the environment outside of any living organism, and larval
worms of certain taxonomic groups can enter a phase called hypobiosis, arresting as
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Fig. 2.8 Protozoan parasites reported from free-living primates. (a) Trypanosoma parasites
in a blood smear from a human patient with African trypanosomiasis (Reproduced from
Public Health Image Library 2004. Image credit: CDC/Dr Myron G. Schultz). (b) Entamoeba
coli cyst (Reproduced from Public Health Image Library 2004. Image credit: CDC/Dr George
R. Healy). (c) Giardia lamblia trophozoites in the small intestine of an infected human host
(Reproduced from Public Health Image Library 2004. Image credit: CDC/Dr Mae Melvin).
(d) Plasmodium vivax ring stage parasites in a human blood smear (Reproduced from Public

Health Image Library 2004. Image credit: CDC/Dr Mae Melvin).



immature stages inside the definitive host when climatic conditions outside the host
are too harsh to allow effective transmission (Roberts and Janovy 1999).

2.2.5.1 Nematodes

Nematodes are by far the most diverse group of parasitic worms (Fig. 2.9(a)), both
across all vertebrates (Orihel and Seibold 1972; Bush et al. 2001; Vitone et al. 2004)
and among primates (Nunn et al. 2003a; Vitone et al. 2004). Many books are devoted
to exploring the fascinating diversity of nematodes (e.g. Maggenti 1981; Anderson
1992; Lee 2002), and their varied life histories make it difficult to draw indisputable
generalizations about this group of organisms.

Parasitic nematodes exhibit a range of direct and indirect transmission strategies.
At the level of individual hosts, some species of nematodes invade by penetrating the
skin and others are ingested as eggs or encysted larvae (Orihel and Seibold 1972).
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Fig. 2.9 Examples of primate helminths from several major taxonomic categories: nematodes
(roundworms), cestodes (tapeworms), and trematodes (flukes). (a) Larval nematode from a red
titi monkey (Callicebus cupreus, courtesy of B. Müller, German Primate Center). (b) Scolex
of the cestode Taenia saginata (Micrograph courtesy of Brian Byrd, Department of Tropical
Medicine, Tulane University). (c) Adult stage of the trematode Schistosoma haematobium

(Reproduced from WHO/TDR 2004. Image credit: WHO/TDR/Stammers).



Pinworm eggs (including those from the genus Enterobius) are small enough that
they can actually become airborne (Bush et al. 2001), although transmission of this
parasite is probably usually accomplished via direct contact. Larval stages of filarial
nematodes, common among wild primates, spread to their definitive hosts through
biting arthropods, including mosquitoes (e.g. Brugia malayi and B. pahangi), black
flies (Dipetalonema and Dirofilaria), and horseflies (Loa loa, see Laing et al. 1960;
Orihel and Seibold 1972; Sousa et al. 1974; Mak et al. 1982).

Unlike most other helminths, parasitic nematodes generally lack “holdfast” structures
for maintaining contact with the host, and instead live within host tissues or move
through the gut. Some nematodes, however, have developed firm attachments to hosts,
including hookworms (Ancylostoma and Necator), threadworms (Strongyloides),
and whipworms (Trichuris). Another group of nematodes, the pinworms, show
evidence for patterns of co-speciation with their hosts, including primates (Brooks
and Glen 1982; Harvey and Keymer 1991; Hugot 1998, 1999).

2.2.5.2 Cestodes

Tapeworms, or cestodes, are parasitic flatworms that inhabit the intestinal tracts of
vertebrate animals. Adult cestodes lack a gut, and instead absorb nutrients through
the surfaces of their bodies while attached to the host with a scolex, or head-like
structure that is often equipped with a combination of suckers and/or hooks
(Fig. 2.9(b)). Adult cestodes have segmented bodies with proglottids, or egg-filled
reproductive segments at their posterior end, and these gravid segments can be
expelled with the feces of the host. Several species of cestodes are common in pri-
mates, including Bertiella, Anoplocephala, and Hymenolepis (Ghandour et al. 1995;
Ashford et al. 1996; Stuart et al. 1998). Cestodes typically have complex life cycles,
with infections in definitive hosts acquired through ingestion of intermediate hosts
such as insects and vertebrate prey, although a few species (including Hymenolepis
nana) can complete their life cycles without an intermediate host. Immature stages
of tapeworms called cystercerci can encyst in various organs of the body, including
the brain, liver, and lungs (Roberts and Janovy 1999). Dunbar (1980) provided a pos-
sible example of this in gelada baboons (Theropithecus gelada), in which larval
stages of Taenia ( � Multiceps) serialis caused painful swellings and even death in
a significant number of individuals.

2.2.5.3 Trematodes

Trematodes, commonly called flukes, are another major group within the flatworms
(Fig. 2.9(c)). The digenean trematodes are slug-shaped parasites that have two suck-
ers on their bodies in the adult stage. All species exhibit multi-host life cycles, with
intermediate stages in as many as three host species; some trematodes also have free-
living stages (Bush et al. 2001). These complex life cycles are commonly linked to
the feeding strategy or lifestyle of their definitive hosts, which frequently involve
contact with molluscan or crustacean intermediate hosts.
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As compared to nematodes and cestodes, fewer trematode species are reported to
infect primates, but several prominent examples can be found (Kuntz 1972). Liver
flukes such as Fasciola (tentatively reported in Madagascar, Hogg 2002) and
Dicrocelium have been documented in African monkeys and apes (Myers and Kuntz
1968; Landsoud-Soukate et al. 1995). Liver flukes are typically recognized as para-
sites of sheep, cattle, and humans and are known to cause massive mortality and
morbidity in domesticated animals (Bush et al. 2001; Pybus 2001). Schistosomes are
probably the parasitic trematodes most familiar to readers, as members of this group
also cause serious disease in humans (schistosomiasis). These parasites spread to
their definitive primate hosts through contact with water in which intermediate
stages (called cercariae) have been released. Parasite eggs are shed in feces or urine
of the definitive host, and snails or other aquatic invertebrates become infected by an
early developmental stage of the parasite (Bush et al. 2001). An estimated 200 mil-
lion humans suffer from schistosomiasis in Africa and Asia (Crompton 1999), and
infections have been reported from African primates, particularly species that come
into contact with water (e.g. Papio and Cercopithecus aethiops: Else et al. 1982;
McGrew et al. 1989a; Ghandour et al. 1995; Müller-Graf et al. 1997; Munene et al.
1998).

2.2.5.4 Acanthocephalans

The aptly-named thorny-headed worms (acanthocephalans, see Fig. 2.1) are rarely
reported in wild primate populations, although they are well known as dangerous par-
asites in captive primates (Schmidt 1972). Acanthocephalans typically are transmitted
through ingestion of insect, crustacean, or other arthropod intermediate hosts (Bush
et al. 2001). Like cestodes and some nematodes, they possess a holdfast mechanism
that anchors them to the gut of the definitive host (Fig. 2.1). This thorny proboscis is
invaginated in many species into a receptacle in the worm’s body, and following inges-
tion by a definitive host, the worm attaches to the gut wall by forcibly everting the pro-
boscis. In comparison to the other groups of helminths, the acanthocephalans are a
relatively less diverse group overall, and only a few species have been documented in
wild primates (Kuntz and Myers 1966; Appleton and Boinski 1991; Stuart et al. 1998).

2.2.5.5 Other “wormy” organisms

For completeness and clarification, leeches also attack monkeys (Bywater and Mann
1960; Fox and Ediger 1970; Pryor et al. 1970). They are not commonly grouped with
other parasitic worms, nor are they commonly recognized as parasites due to their
short-term associations with their hosts.

2.2.6 Arthropods

A large number of arthropods, even those that are not directly parasitic themselves,
are key players in the transmission cycles of a variety of infectious diseases
(Fig. 2.10). Thus, many blood-feeding arthropods (including mosquitoes, flies, ticks,
and fleas) operate as vectors that transmit viruses, protozoa, or filarial worms among
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vertebrate animals. Other arthropods serve as intermediate hosts in the life cycles of
parasitic flatworms, nematodes, and acanthocephalans. However, despite the fact
that arthropods are ubiquitous among primates and influence their behavior and
fitness (Dudley and Milton 1990; Milton 1996), surprisingly few ecological studies
or field surveys have sampled arthropods parasitizing primates (e.g. only 11% of 415
species of parasites reported to infect free-living primates were arthropods, Nunn
et al. 2003a; Pedersen et al. 2005).
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Fig. 2.10 Examples of arthropod parasites reported from free-living primates. (a) Mantled
howler monkey, Alouatta palliata, with bot fly (Alouattamyia baeri) infection on neck (Photo
courtesy of K. Milton and D. Murowski, see also Milton 1996). (b) Howler bot fly larvae, third
instar (Photo courtesy of K. Milton and D. Murowski). (c) Lung mite (Pneumonyssus simicola)
within a bronchiolar structure of a captive-bred primate, shown as the darkly stained object in
the center of the image (Courtesy of K. Mätz-Rensing, German Primate Center). (d) Pentastomid
larvae (Armillifer armillatus) appear as small c-shaped bodies (in the lower left portion of the
image) on the peritoneum and mesentery of an African monkey. Reprinted from Reeder, M. M.
and P. E. S. Palmer, 2000, The Imaging of Tropical Diseases, with kind permission of Springer

Science and Business Media.



Among arthropods that can parasitize primates and other animals during at least
one stage of their life cycles, two classes dominate: Chelicerata (ticks and mites) and
Insecta (bot flies, lice, and fleas; for example, McConnell et al. 1974; Brain and
Bohrmann 1992; Milton 1996; Stuart et al. 1998). The majority of parasitic arthro-
pods are ectoparasites that occur on skin, hair, and other body surfaces and feed on
blood or keratinous material. These ectoparasites often have highly specialized hold-
fast mechanisms, such as those used to remain attached to host hairs. Ectoparasites
reported from primates include several genera of ticks, sucking lice (e.g. Pedicinus,
Kuntz et al. 1968), biting lice (e.g. Trichodectes, Fiennes 1972b) and fleas
(Ctenocephalides, Myers and Kuntz 1965). Some of these ectoparasites live on the
same host animals for most or all of their entire lives, whereas others have free-
living stages or frequently move among hosts. Thus, larvae of the howler botfly live
and feed in warbles under the skin, leading to highly visible lumps, particularly
around the neck, throat, chest, and stomach (Fig. 2.10.(a) and (b)). In addition to
direct harm caused to the host, they provide an opportunity for other infections
(Milton 1996). Botfly larvae exit the host just before pupation and free-flying adults
probably search for suitable oviposition sites near places visited by the host animals.

Not all parasitic arthropods are ectoparasites. Another group called lung mites
(Fig. 2.10.(c)) include respiratory parasites of baboons, macaques, and other Old
World monkeys. These mites live and reproduce in the lungs (e.g. Pneumonyssus) or
nasal passages (e.g. Rhinophaga) and are transmitted by close contact (Innes et al.
1954; Kim and Kalter 1975). Pneumonyssus simicola is the most commonly
reported lung mite, with nearly 100% incidence in rhesus monkeys that are captured
and brought into captivity (Innes et al. 1954; Abbott and Majeed 1984). Most infec-
tions are asymptomatic, but heavy infestations of these mites can produce lung
lesions, pulmonary disease, impede host mobility, and in severe cases result in host
death (Kuntz and Myers 1966; Kim and Kalter 1975).

Pentastomids (commonly called tongue worms) are another endoparasitic
arthropod, with at least one species reported to infect primates (Armillifer armillatus
in baboons and possibly galagos, Fig. 2.10(d); Kuntz and Myers 1966; Durden et al.
1985). Although their phylogenetic identity is uncertain, their parasitic life cycle
resembles those of cestodes and other trophically transmitted helminths by including
one or more intermediate hosts, with snakes as the most common definitive host.
Thus, in terms of their life cycles, pentastomids could be grouped with helminths,
but phylogenetically they are probably more closely related to arthropods. Primates
could serve as intermediate hosts, but unless the infection occurs in small-bodied
primates subject to predation by snakes or other reptiles, primates are likely to be
dead-end hosts for this parasite (Durden et al. 1985; Bush et al. 2001).

2.3 Strategies for parasite transmission

Parasites exhibit an impressive variety of transmission strategies, with a major
dichotomy between those that require close contact between animals versus parasites
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for which transmission is decoupled from host contact (Table 2.2). In terms of
infections spread through close contact, some contagious parasites spread when
primates huddle, mate, groom, or fight; examples include bovine tuberculosis
(Mycobacterium bovis, Keet et al. 2000), SIV, and other retroviruses (some of which
might also be transmitted vertically; Galat Luong et al. 1994; Jolly et al. 1996;
Blewett et al. 2000; Parrish et al. 2004), and pinworms (Hugot 1999). Vector-borne
parasites, such as the causative agent of malaria (Plasmodium, Garnham 1966;
Coatney et al. 1971), are transmitted by biting arthropods. Other parasites are trans-
mitted when hosts feed on leaves or insect prey, with parasites moving through food
webs via predation or incidental ingestion of intermediate hosts (e.g. acanthocephalans:
Tantalean et al. 1990; Appleton and Boinski 1991; Kawabata and Nishida 1991;
Rea and Irwin 1994; Choisy et al. 2003). Parasites that require multiple host species
face the challenge of finding the next host in the cycle. Some parasites species meet
this challenge by producing large numbers of immobile infectious stages, whereas
others produce free-living larval stages that actively seek hosts (Bush et al. 2001).
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Table 2.2 Major parasite transmission strategies, activities leading to transmission, and
their potential interactions with host traits. Examples of primate parasites that share each
major transmission strategy are provided in the right hand column. It is important to note that
many parasites can be transmitted by multiple routes and not all transmission modes are
indicated for each example provided below

Transmission Activities leading to Host traits Examples from wild
strategy transmission important to primates

transmission

Close contact— Copulation and mating Mating promiscuity, Papillomaviruses,
Sexual behaviors sexual selection herpesviruses, SIV,

and STLV
Close contact— Biting, scratching, High local density Influenza virus,
Non-sexual grooming, touching, or aggregation, Varicellovirus,

huddling affiliative and Pneumonyssus,
aggressive contacts Trichomonas

Close contact— Parent–offspring Gestation length, Cytomegalovirus,
Vertical interactions birth rate, parental Hepatitis G virus,

care STLV
Non-close Fomites, contaminated Diet, habitat use, Toxoplasma,

contact— soil, water, or food geographic range, Isospora,
Environmental territoriality, climate Strongyloides,

Leptospira
Vector-borne Biting arthropod Habitat use, Trypanosoma,

vectors climate, latitude, Plasmodium, Dengue
geographic range fever virus, Yellow

fever virus
Complex life Ingestion of Diet, habitat use, Mansonella,
cycle/ intermediate hosts, geographic range Filariopsis, Taenia,
Intermediate contact with active Schistosoma
host stages



Another way parasites might increase their probability of successful dispersal to a
new host is to manipulate host behavior in ways that facilitate transmission, an issue
discussed in Section 2.6.

As might be expected, different taxonomic groups of parasites appear to rely on
different strategies for transmission among primate hosts (Fig. 2.11). Among viruses
infecting wild primates, transmission by close (or combined close and non-close)
contact is most common (Fig. 2.11 (a)). A variety of STDs have been reported from
nonhuman primates, and virtually all of these examples are viruses (Nunn and
Altizer 2004; see Chapter 3). Vector transmission, on the other hand, is more com-
monly observed among protozoa than other parasite groups (Fig. 2.11 (b)), and also
widespread among viruses. Helminths are the only group in which transmission
through intermediate hosts is common (Fig. 2.11 (c)). Extreme variation in trans-
mission is also evident within parasite groups. Some nematodes, for example, spread
through contact with contaminated soil or infected individuals (e.g. pinworms, whip-
worms, hookworms, and threadworms), others reach new hosts via blood-feeding
vectors (filarial nematodes), and yet others make use of complex life cycles involv-
ing intermediate hosts (some lungworms and spiruroid nematodes). Importantly, a
large number of parasites appear to exhibit multiple transmission strategies, as indi-
cated by the combined category “close and non-close” in Fig. 2.11. For example,
many viral STDs can be transmitted vertically and by close non-sexual contact, and
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Fig. 2.11 Transmission strategies represented by primate parasites from three groups:
(a) viruses (n � 81), (b) protozoa (n � 80), and (c) helminths (n � 157). Close contact
includes close nonsexual contact in addition to vertical and sexual transmission (although
these latter two modes are represented only by viruses). Because some parasites could be
transmitted by more than one strategy, frequencies of parasites with both single and combined

strategies are shown (from Pedersen et al. 2005, with permission of Elsevier).



many protozoa and helminths transmitted by close contact can also be transmitted
by non-close contact.

Transmission strategy is fundamentally important to parasite ecology and evolution
for at least two reasons. First, opportunities and limitations on parasite transmission
govern the degree of damage they cause to their hosts. In particular, parasites that
depend on host mobility, longevity, mating, or reproduction for their own transmis-
sion should be relatively more benign than parasites for which transmission is
decoupled from host fitness (Ewald 1983, 1994a). Second, transmission strategies
interact with host behavior and life history to determine parasite dynamics in wild
animal populations (Table 2.2). The establishment of an STD, for example, depends
on sexual contacts and the longevity of infected adults (Smith and Dobson 1992;
Thrall et al. 1998). Increased sociality and greater host population density are pre-
dicted to increase the spread of parasites transmitted by close contact (Thrall and
Antonovics 1997), whereas parasites spread by biting vectors or exposure to contam-
inated soil or water should be more sensitive to changes in environmental conditions.

In practice, determining major routes of parasite transmission in natural systems
can be difficult and usually requires detailed monitoring and verification by experi-
mental manipulation. This is often more difficult for large, cryptic, or endangered
mammals, such as many primates, and the sheer number of parasite species makes
complete understanding of all transmission modes a daunting task. Hence, informa-
tion on the transmission modes of many primate parasites must often be obtained
from similar infections in closely related host species that have been studied in
greater depth. Epidemiological clues can also be derived from spatial or demo-
graphic clusters of high disease risk. Thus, large numbers of parasites near water
sources point to patterns of water-borne transmission, or could indicate that trans-
mission requires vectors that breed near water sources. Demographic patterns can
also provide important clues to transmission mode. Among nonhuman primates, for
example, STDs should be found in sexually active adults, with exceptions presum-
ably due to vertical transmission from infected mothers to offspring, or in maturing
juveniles as they become experienced sexually. Strikingly higher disease prevalence
among adults relative to immature animals could therefore point to sexual activity as
an important transmission route (Nunn and Altizer 2004).

2.4 Host specificity and “multi-host” parasites

Host specificity refers to the spectrum of host species that a parasite can exploit at a
particular stage of its life cycle. Parasites are often assumed to be under selection for
specialization on commonly infected host species (Berenbaum 1996; McPeek 1996;
Combes and Theron 2000), in part because the machinery required for invasion,
growth, and transmission might vary from one host species to another (Price 1980;
Whitlock 1996). In contrast to this viewpoint, an increasing number of empirical
studies and review papers point to the commonness of generalist, or multi-host, par-
asites. In fact, over 60% of human micro- and macroparasites, and 80% of those
reported to infect domesticated animals, are capable of infecting more than one host
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species (Cleaveland et al. 2001; Taylor et al. 2001; Woolhouse et al. 2001).
Understanding the distribution and population biology of these multi-host pathogens
is important for wildlife conservation and human health (Murray et al. 1999; Daszak
et al. 2000). Adding host species to existing host–parasite systems can have major
consequences for disease spread and evolution (Frank 1993; Woolhouse et al. 2001;
Antonovics et al. 2002; Gandon 2002, 2004; Holt et al. 2003).

Understanding the determinants of host specificity among parasites in natural
populations remains challenging (Poulin 1992; Adamson and Caira 1994; Kennedy
and Bush 1994), but the ability to infect multiple hosts should be influenced by at
least two key variables. First, host specificity should be determined by the ability of
parasites to disperse among multiple host species (Woolhouse et al. 2001; Johnson
et al. 2002). Thus, transmission strategies that provide opportunities to encounter
new hosts, such as transmission by biting arthropods or through contaminated soil
or water, could increase the range of hosts that a parasite can infect (Woolhouse et al.
2001). Second, greater genetic variability and more rapid generation times might
allow certain pathogens to readily exploit new host species. For example, parasites
with high antigenic variation or high mutation rates should have an increased ability
to recognize host proteins or evade host immune defenses relative to those with
slower mutation rates or less genetic variability (Bitter 1998; Simon et al. 1998;
Cleaveland et al. 2001; Woolhouse et al. 2001).

An important concept related to these processes involves the distinction between
phylogenetic and ecological components of host specificity (Bush et al. 2001).
A parasite might inhabit a range of hosts because they are closely related and therefore
require more similar “machinery” for parasite invasion or replication, thus leading to
the prediction that increased phylogenetic relatedness leads to greater overlap of par-
asite communities (Perlman and Jaenike 2003). Alternatively, two host species might
share the same parasites because the hosts have similar ecological characteristics,
such as common diets, habitat types, or geographic ranges, thus exposing them to a
common pool of infectious organisms. For example, terrestrial vervet monkeys
might share a virus with congeneric arboreal guenons (classified in the genus
Cercopithecus) due to their phylogenetic similarity, but vervets might also share
parasite species in common with baboons and bovids that use the same habitats and
consume the same resources. Some recent studies have pointed to ecological
similarity and geographic proximity as more important than phylogenetic distance in
explaining patterns of host use among parasites within the same clade (Roy 2001).
Investigating this issue is complicated, however, by the fact that closely related hosts
often tend to share a variety of ecological traits through “phylogenetic niche conser-
vatism” (Harvey and Pagel 1991) and may also live in close spatial proximity,
confounding these two processes. It is important to remember that many parasites
documented in primates are also found in other mammals, and even some non-mammals.
Thus, expanding the taxonomic scope beyond primates could help in evaluating the
relative roles of ecology and phylogeny for host sharing by parasites.

Being a generalist would seem to be advantageous for parasites and other organ-
isms and, as noted, is common among parasites studied to date (Cleaveland et al.
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2001). An important question therefore arises for specialist parasites: what factors
lead a parasite toward increased host specificity? This question is particularly rele-
vant given that specialization might be accompanied by increased risk of extinction,
with specialization linking the fate of the parasite to just one or a few host species
(Poulin 1998a). Using the same arguments from above involving parasite dispersal,
specialization is common among parasites transmitted by close contact, such as
sexual contact or grooming (see Lockhart et al. 1996). Parasites with narrower host
ranges are also more common among more slowly evolving parasites with longer
generation times or lower mutation rates (Price 1980; Morand et al. 1996; Whitlock
1996; Gupta et al. 1998).

These arguments could explain why a recent comparative study of parasites from
wild primates found that levels of host specificity were highest among helminth
parasites and lowest among viruses (Fig. 2.12, Pedersen et al. 2005). The higher
mutation rates and shorter generation times of viruses, as compared to the other
groups of parasites, might allow them to rapidly adapt to a larger number of niches.
In fact, nearly half of all primate viruses reported in the literature were extreme
generalists capable of infecting hosts from multiple orders; virtually all of these were
RNA viruses, which have higher mutation rates than DNA viruses (see Fig. 2.5; Drake
1991; Domingo and Holland 1997; Holmes 2003). By comparison, approximately
one-half of the helminths reported from primates were recorded as species-specific
(Fig. 2.12). Helminths have longer generation times than most microparasites
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(Anderson and May 1991), and their relatively more complex life history strategies
could limit their ability to infect or adapt to new host species.

Placing specificity in the context of parasite life cycle stage is critical, as many
parasites differ in their specificity toward definitive and intermediate hosts. For
example, Schistosoma japonicum is found in a wide variety of mammalian hosts
(and hence shows relatively low specificity), but the range of molluscan intermedi-
ate hosts is relatively more narrow, in some areas restricted to particular subspecies
of intermediate hosts (Bush et al. 2001). Similarly, blood-feeding insects encounter
a range of parasites from vertebrate animals, but only a few species of insects can
successfully transmit particular parasites (Lehane 1991). Human malaria caused by
Plasmodium falciparum is transmitted by only a few mosquito species in the genus
Anopheles, and factors affecting the ability of mosquitoes to permit parasite
development have been studied as potential control measures against this devastat-
ing disease (Shahabuddin et al. 1998).

Host specificity represents an axis of variation crucial to understanding patterns of
disease risk because many primates acquire parasites not just from conspecifics, but
also from heterospecific hosts. Sharing of parasites among multiple host species will
be most readily achieved in the case of generalist parasites, although it is also pos-
sible that a specialist parasite could shift to sympatric hosts (Antonovics et al. 2002;
Jensen et al. 2002). As noted above, host sharing or shifting should occur most com-
monly among closely related hosts, although there have been several documented
exceptions to this prediction in primates, including probable shifts of host-specific
pinworms between primates and squirrels (Hugot 1999).

Finally, it is important to note that patterns of host specificity derived from
published host–parasite combinations could reflect a number of limitations and
biases. First and foremost, any comprehensive list of parasites from wild primates is
likely to be incomplete, in large part because many of the host species have not been
sampled adequately for parasites in the wild. Similarly, published records of para-
sites might be biased toward pathogens of greatest concern to humans. Thus, one
explanation for a high proportion of multi-host parasites among viruses (Cleaveland
et al. 2001) is that scientists have focused their studies on viruses with zoonotic
potential, which are by definition capable of crossing among multiple host species.
The goals of scientific studies addressing other pathogen groups might also produce
misleading patterns. Thus, nematologists might be most interested in collecting and
describing new helminth species, leading to large numbers of relatively host-specific
parasites reported in this group. With that in mind, it seems likely that patterns
reported from natural systems could change with increased understanding of the
parasites that infect wild primates.

2.5 Virulence: negative effects of parasites on their hosts

In the ecological literature, parasite effects on host fitness fall under the umbrella of
“virulence evolution,” where virulence has been defined as the negative effects of
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parasites on host fitness and therefore includes components of both host survival and
reproduction. Parasites vary in the type and degree of damage they cause to their
hosts, and they can cause a range of lethal and sublethal effects, including increased
sterility. At one extreme, Ebola virus and anthrax have led to deaths in natural pop-
ulations of African apes in recent years (Formenty et al. 1999a; Walsh et al. 2003b).
At the other end of the spectrum, some nematodes can be found in all individuals of
a social group with almost no apparent effects on their hosts (e.g. Ashford et al.
1990; Stuart et al. 1990).

The pathology produced by a parasite further depends on the host species affected,
and this is especially true when dealing with host-specific parasites or strains that are
occasionally found outside the natural host. Thus, SIV has little pathogenic effect on
its natural hosts, which include African apes and monkeys (Norley et al. 1999), but
a strain of SIV obtained from sooty mangabeys kills Asian macaques when artifi-
cially exposed in captivity. Similarly, Herpes B (simian herpesvirus) is relatively
benign in its natural primate host (usually macaques and other monkeys) but can
cause fatal infections in humans, while human herpes (caused by herpes simplex
viruses HSV-1 and 2) can be fatal to nonhuman primates exposed in captivity
(Brown 1997). HIV/AIDS is perhaps the best-known example of a wild nonhuman
primate virus that was benign in naturally SIV-infected primate hosts, but highly
virulent in humans (Hahn et al. 2000). Unusually low levels of allelic variation
documented at several MHC Class I loci among three subspecies of chimpanzees
(Pan troglodytes troglodytes, P. t. schweinfurthii, P. t. verus) could provide evidence
that SIV was not always so benign in African primates: de Groot et al. (2002)
suggested that an ancient and highly virulent SIV-like viral pandemic caused an
apparent selective sweep in this primate lineage.

Parasites can negatively impact hosts through a variety of mechanisms, including
physical damage caused by penetration of skin or intestinal walls, or lysing of ery-
throcytes or other host cells. Parasite replication or growth can also deplete essential
nutrients, and some pathogens produce specific toxins or virulence factors that
induce diarrhea, vomiting, or even death (see Table 2.4 in Bush et al. 2001). These
damaging effects of parasites on their hosts are thought to be an unavoidable
outcome of parasite reproduction, with the end result being detrimental to both hosts
and parasites. Yet a large body of theory developed over the past two decades
predicts that selection driven by host or pathogen biology can increase virulence
(Levin and Pimentel 1981; Ewald 1983, 1994a; Herre 1993, 1994; Antia et al. 1994;
Ebert 1994; Antia and Lipsitch 1997; Day 2001).

Until the 1980s, the received wisdom stated that disease-causing agents should
evolve to have mild effects, and that virulent diseases that kill hosts quickly have
not yet adapted to their hosts. To the degree that disease-induced mortality reduces
this infectious period, parasites will themselves suffer from shortening the lifespans
of their hosts. Therefore, if parasite transmission, virulence, and host recovery are
free to vary independently, then parasite fitness should be maximized by low host
recovery and low virulence, as this will maximize the duration over which infected
hosts can transmit the pathogen (Anderson and May 1982; Frank 1996; Levin
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1996). Because both hosts and parasites should benefit from decreased virulence,
this framework predicts that pathogens should evolve to become benign.

This former view was challenged in recent decades because transmission rates,
virulence, and host defenses are biologically linked by within-host replication of the
parasite and therefore will not evolve independently of one another (Anderson and
May 1991; Lenski and May 1994). For example, it is likely that parasite transmis-
sion to new hosts requires extensive within-host replication, leading to a positive
relationship between transmission probability and replication (Fig. 2.13(a)). Greater
parasite replication will also damage host tissues and deplete host resources, leading
to a positive relationship between replication and virulence (Fig. 2.13(b)). Although
the exact shape of these curves can vary, superimposing the processes of transmis-
sion and virulence suggests that parasite fitness will be optimized at intermediate
rates of within-host replication, and hence by intermediate virulence (Fig. 2.13(c)).
In other words, parasites that are too benign are less likely to be transmitted to new
hosts (e.g. if these infections are cleared by the immune system before transmission,
Antia et al. 1994), and parasites that are too virulent will kill their hosts before new
transmission occurs. Therefore, the conventional wisdom that parasites evolve to
become benign has been replaced by an “enlightened theory” that parasites will
evolve to intermediate levels of virulence based on the relationship between
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virulence and the transmission biology of the pathogen (also referred to as the
tradeoff hypothesis).

Selection on pathogen virulence will be complicated by at least three additional
factors. First, potential competition among different parasite strains within hosts can
select for increasingly virulent parasites through a mechanism analogous to the
tragedy of the commons (Hardin 1968; de Roode et al. 2005). Thus, when multiple
strains infect the same host individual, more virulent strains that replicate the fastest
(and hence do the most damage) should be at a competitive advantage over less vir-
ulent strains, even if this leads to host death (Van Baalen and Sabelis 1995; Frank
1996; Ebert 1999; Read et al. 2002). In this competition, all parasites strains will die
if their host dies. However, the less virulent strains should experience a disadvantage
because prior to host death, more virulent strains might compete better for host
resources and hence should achieve greater transmission or produce more dispersal
stages. Infections consisting of genetically different strains of the same pathogen are
common, indicating that conditions favoring increased competition for limited host
resources are also common (Read and Taylor 2001).

Second, the routes by which parasites are transmitted will affect the optimal
degree of parasite virulence. Thus, parasites that depend heavily on host mobility,
survival, or reproductive activity (including mating) for their transmission should
evolve to cause less damage to their hosts. At one extreme are vertically transmitted
parasites, whose fitness might be so closely tied to the reproductive output of
infected females that any disease-induced reductions in host survival or reproduction
could drive the parasites themselves extinct (Lipsitch et al. 1995a). At the opposite
extreme are parasites transmitted by biting arthropods or contaminated soil or water,
where transmission is relatively independent of host activity and host mortality
might represent a much lower cost in terms of lost transmission events (Ewald
1994a). In general, greater opportunities for horizontal transmission (either with or
without host-to-host contact) should be associated with higher levels of pathogen
virulence (Ewald 1983, 1994a; Herre 1993, 1995; Fenner and Fantini 1999).

Third, although most models of virulence evolution assume that parasites lower
host survival, virulence could also be expressed in the form of reduced host
fecundity. In this case, the costs of virulence to parasites in terms of a shorter dura-
tion of infectiousness become irrelevant, and pathogens that sterilize their hosts
might continue to be transmitted over relatively long time intervals. One modelling
study showed that when virulence is expressed as host sterility rather than mortality,
selection should favor parasites with maximum virulence that essentially sterilize
their hosts to increase their own transmission (O’Keefe and Antonovics 2002), even
if this leads to host extinction. Negative effects on host fecundity have been reported
for a wide range of parasites including many STDs (Lockhart et al. 1996), which
tend to be less virulent in the mortality sense (potentially due to limited transmission
opportunities), but more virulent in terms of their effects on host fecundity.

The issue of virulence will arise again in later chapters. In Chapter 4, effects of
parasites on host fitness form a vital component of epidemiological models, with
overriding effects on pathogen invasion, persistence, and impacts on host abundance.
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In Chapter 5, we consider how hosts themselves are under selection to minimize
infection and disease-induced mortality through behavioral and immune responses;
these host responses can also influence pathogen virulence (Ebert and Hamilton
1996; Imhoof and Schmid-Hempel 1998; Mackinnon et al. 2002). The spatial distri-
bution of hosts has also been suggested to influence the evolution of virulence, with
increasing spatial structure favoring reductions in virulence (Boots and Sasaki 1999;
O’Keefe and Antonovics 2002; Boots et al. 2004). This effect could be important in
primate societies in which animals form social groups within populations, an issue
we discuss in Chapter 6. Finally, conditions that influence parasites to become more
or less benign are increasingly important for managing disease risks to wild animals,
a topic covered in Chapter 7, with highly virulent infectious diseases causing
dramatic declines in some wildlife populations (Walsh et al. 2003b; Leendertz et al.
2004; Leroy et al. 2004a). Tests of evolutionary and ecological determinants of
pathogen virulence are urgently needed from natural populations, especially those
that show variation in host and parasite biology.

2.6 Parasite transmission and manipulation 
of host behavior

Some of the most fascinating examples of parasitism in nature involve cases where
infectious agents manipulate their hosts, usually with major consequences for
transmission and ultimately host–pathogen dynamics (Dobson 1988; Moore 2002;
Sapolsly 2003). In extreme cases, the behavior and morphology of a manipulated
host can be changed so radically that even trained systematists have incorrectly
identified parasitized individuals as new species (Moore 1995). One well known
example of host manipulation involves the trematode Leucochloridium paradoxum
(Fig. 2.14). This parasite infects birds as the definitive host, and in their snail
intermediate host, sporocysts of this parasite migrate to the tentacles and pulsate,
dramatically increasing their size, brightness, and apparency to bird predators
(Wickler 1968). Although this example serves as a classic story of parasite
manipulation, Moore (2002) notes that, surprisingly, no studies provided quantitative
evidence that the parasite increases predation on infected snails. In another example
involving mammals, the fluke Dicrocoelium dendriticum infects sheep as the
definitive hosts, with an intermediate stage in ants (Manga-Gonzalez et al. 2001). In
this case, the parasite induces infected ants to climb to the top of a blade of grass,
where they are more likely to be incidentally ingested by foraging sheep.

Examples of parasite-induced changes in invertebrate behavior are common
among intermediate hosts of parasites with complex life cycles. Thus, every acan-
thocephalan species studied to date can alter the behavior of at least one of its hosts,
usually mollusks, crustaceans, or insects that serve as prey to the definitive host
(Moore 2002). For other parasites, mammals serve as intermediate hosts, such as
occurs when rodents infected with the protozoan Toxoplasma gondii increase their
exploratory behavior and become less fearful in the presence of cat odors (Berdoy
et al. 2000), potentially increasing their chances of consumption by a carnivore
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definitive host. Directly transmitted microparasites can also manipulate host
behavior in ways that increase their transmission. Rabies transmission occurs when
saliva from an infected animal enters a susceptible host, usually through a bite
wound. After uptake into the peripheral nerves and transportation to the central
nervous system, cerebral infection leads to a number of host behavioral changes,
including wandering behavior and increased aggression (Baer 1991, Fig. 2.14).

It has been suggested that STDs would benefit from changing host sexual
behavior in ways that increase mating frequency, the attractiveness of infected hosts,
or rates of partner exchange (Møller 1993; Lockhart et al. 1996; Knell 1999).
Indirect support for this hypothesis comes from the observation that a large number
of STDs, including those infecting humans and livestock, are more likely to induce
host sterility than related non-STDs (Lockhart et al. 1996). Such an effect should
enhance their transmission if infected females are sterile, cycle repeatedly, and there-
fore mate more often (Nunn et al. 2001; Nunn and Altizer 2004). In another striking
example, a sexually transmitted fungal infection altered the mating preferences of its
insect host (Møller 1993). In this case, male flies preferred females with larger
abdomens, in part because female abdomen size may be an indicator of overall
fecundity. The contact-transmitted fungus alters the appearance of infected flies to
make them appear as large females, so that dead infected flies of either sex have
bloated abdomens. Møller (1993) found that healthy male flies preferred to mate
with dead infected partners over healthy females, and presumably fungal conidia
were transferred to males upon contact with the cadavers.
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Fig. 2.14 Examples of parasite-induced changes in host behavior (or appearance) that affect
the probability of transmission to other hosts. (a) A freshwater snail (Succinea sp.) parasitized
by the digenean trematode Leucochloridium. Sporocysts of the parasite containing cercariae
develop in the host’s eye stalks and are ingested when a definitive host (a bird) eats the
snail. The sporocysts are brightly colored (green and yellow) and pulsate continually, making
the snails more visible to avian predators. Photo credit: R. Mannesmann and C. Fuchs,
Bielefeld University. (b) A skunk infected with rabies showing evidence of a porcupine
attack—a common occurrence among rabid carnivores in North America that show increased
aggression and disorientation. Image courtesy of G. Wobeser, University of Saskatchewan.
Reprinted from “Essentials of Disease in Wild Animals, Wobeser, G. A., Copyright (2005) 

with permission from Blackwell Publishing.



2.6.1 Causes and consequences of altered behavior

Considering the effects of parasitism on host behavior in an ecological framework
can help scientists understand the consequences for parasite transmission and
identify general conditions under which host manipulation by parasites might occur
(Poulin 1994). In this regard, Dawkins (1982) provides a compelling argument for
considering how hosts serve as “extended phenotypes” of parasite genes. Physiological
or behavioral changes in the host may facilitate parasite transmission, selecting for
parasite genes that cause these changes in the host. Thus, a sexually transmitted par-
asite may benefit from increasing the attractiveness of infected males to potential
mates, which also benefits the male—although these benefits must be considered
against the potential loss of fecundity in mates that he infects (Knell 1999; Boots and
Knell 2002).

Dobson (1988) used an epidemiological framework to investigate the effects of
parasite manipulation of intermediate hosts for parasites with complex life cycles,
insect vectors of blood-borne protozoa, directly-transmitted microparasites, and
worms with free-living stages outside of the host. Parasite-induced changes in host
behavior made it easier for parasites to invade a susceptible host population by
increasing the frequency of contact events (i.e. net transmission rate) leading to new
infections (Dobson 1988). Furthermore, selection for parasites that manipulate their
hosts is expected to be strongest when this alters a limiting step or makes unusually
rare events leading to parasite transmission more common; thus, host manipulation
by indirectly transmitted parasites may be adaptations to exploit host populations
that are fragmented into smaller groups.

In some cases, it is difficult to separate manipulation by parasites from host
behavioral defenses (Moore 2002). For example, infection of mammalian hosts by
Plasmodium tends to make animals lethargic, which could facilitate attack by
mosquitoes (the vector of malaria and the host in which the protozoan reproduces
sexually). Is lethargy an adaptive host defense to fight the parasite immunologically,
or a case of parasite manipulation (Moore 1995)? Other behavioral changes induced
by parasites are less equivocal. For example, rabies is known to increase aggressive
behavior, makes swallowing difficult, and is propagated in saliva—all factors that
likely increase both contact rates and per contact probability of transmission of this
viral pathogen (Fig. 2.14(b); Baer 1991).

2.6.2 Manipulation of primate hosts

Primates serve as hosts to some parasites that are known to manipulate the behavior
of other (non-primate) hosts. For example, encysted stages of tapeworms in the
genus Echinoccus have been suggested to increase the likelihood of predation on
their intermediate mammalian hosts, possibly by inducing chest pain and thereby
limiting responsiveness to predators (Moore 2002). This parasite has been found in
baboons (Myers and Kuntz 1965). Similarly, Eimeria has been documented in the
slow loris, Nycticebus coucang (Colley and Mullin 1972), and mice infected with a
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congeneric protozoan (Eimeria vermiformis) were shown to fail more often at
avoiding cat (predator) odors in a Y-maze, as compared to uninfected mice. Finally,
Toxoplasma gondii, the parasite that has been shown to evoke fearlessness in rats and
mice (Berdoy et al. 2000), has been recovered from both New and Old World
monkeys (e.g. McConnell et al. 1974; Stuart et al. 1998). Remarkably, Toxoplasma
infections in humans (likely arising from consumption of contaminated meat or
contact with infected house cats) has been implicated in a variety of personality
changes, delayed reaction times, and greater risk of schizophrenia (see Chapter 8).

It also seems likely that parasites could manipulate intermediate hosts to increase
the likelihood of transmission to wild primates, or they might affect the behavior of
arthropod vectors that spread parasites from host-to-host (Moore 2002), thereby
impacting patterns of parasitism in primate host populations. As a case in point,
tsetse flies infected with trypanosomes have been shown to probe mammalian hosts
more frequently and feed more often, which results from parasite manipulation of
insect neurons that receive information from the digestive tract (Jenni et al. 1980).
Similarly, a recent study found that children harboring the infectious stages of 
P. falciparum were more attractive to mosquitoes (Lacroix et al. 2005). Although
little evidence exists for the effects of parasites on primate behavior in the wild, such
effects are plausible and would undoubtedly influence parasite transmission. Hence,
this should remain an area for future research, particularly when primatologists
investigating host behavior have the opportunity to simultaneously assess the health
status of animals being studied.

2.7 Summary and synthesis

Because primates are one of the best-studied groups of mammals and harbor a
diverse array of parasites, they represent a valuable system for investigating patterns
of infection in natural populations and the effects of parasites on hosts. In this chap-
ter, we defined and illustrated key parasite traits that are necessary for understand-
ing interactions between hosts and parasites, including taxonomic identity,
transmission mode, host specificity, and virulence. These traits are expected to have
substantial impacts on host-parasite dynamics, host behavioral and immune
defenses, and population viability.

One surprising result to emerge from recent studies of pathogen characteristics in
primates and other mammals is that the overwhelming majority of parasites can infect
hosts from multiple genera, families, or orders. Increasingly, the lines between risks to
human health and wildlife conservation are blurred by the awareness that emerging
pathogens in humans and wildlife are those that can cross species barriers—particularly
viruses that can infect humans, wildlife, and domesticated animals (e.g. West Nile
Virus, SARS, Ebola, and avian influenza). Understanding factors that drive outbreaks
of these multi-host parasites, including how their transmission strategies interact with
the environment and host ecology, could benefit conservation efforts and limit the
damaging effects of human activities that trigger disease outbreaks (Chapter 7).
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Major questions remain about the evolutionary relationships among extant
parasites. Although this information is important to understanding parasite diversity,
in this chapter we focused on describing major functional groups of parasites and
highlighting characteristics expected to influence their spread and impact on animal
populations. Many of the groups we described are not monophyletic, and this
summary barely scratches the surface of the myriad dimensions of parasite diversity.
Interested readers may wish to consult other, more comprehensive sources for
information on parasite diversity and biological traits.
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3
Primate socioecology and disease risk:
predictions and rationale

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter reviewed the incredible diversity of parasites found in primates
and highlighted some of the ways that parasites are transmitted from host-to-host.
This chapter addresses a different question: how do primate behaviors, life history,
and ecology influence disease risk? To illustrate the links between primate traits and
disease risk, we begin by describing three hypothetical examples that aim to capture
how infections might spread through primate populations.

First, consider a male ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta, Fig. 3.1) from Madagascar.
Males of this species move between social groups upon reaching maturity, leaving

Fig. 3.1 A male ringtailed lemur at the Duke University Primate Center using his
antebrachial (carpal) glands to mark a sapling. Photo by C. Nunn.



their natal group to search for breeding opportunities in other groups (Jones 1983;
Pereira and Weiss 1991). The grooming network of juvenile males within their natal
ranges includes their mothers and other juveniles (Kappeler 1993; Nakamichi and
Koyama 1997). Ring-tailed lemurs groom each other with their mouths (allogrooming,
Jolly 1966; Fig. 3.2), an activity that provides hygienic benefits but also facilitates
parasite transmission through contact with infectious stages caught in the fur or from
saliva left by previous grooming partners. Close proximity during grooming could
also facilitate the spread of respiratory pathogens. In socially structured primates
like these lemurs, contact within groups provides a network for the spread of
pathogens, and male dispersal to new groups serves as a conduit for among-group
parasite transmission. Thus, patterns of group fidelity and host dispersal are central
to understanding the establishment and spread of directly transmitted parasites
(Freeland 1979).

As a second example, consider a female mantled howler monkey (Alouatta
palliata) living in Costa Rica (Fig. 3.3). Howler monkeys are exposed to an incred-
ible array of vector-borne parasites, such as Plasmodium brasilianum (a relative of
the human malaria parasite) and flaviviruses such as those that cause yellow fever
(Galindo and Srihongse 1967; Stuart et al. 1998). These monkeys also suffer from
arthropod parasites, including a species of botfly (Alouattamyia baeri, see Fig. 2.10)
that specializes on howler monkeys and can contribute toward mortality (Milton
1996). As a result, female reproductive success in mantled howler monkeys is prob-
ably tightly linked to avoiding flies, mosquitoes, and other blood-feeding arthropods.
How can female monkeys avoid such parasites? Viewing arthropods as micro-
predators (see Chapter 1), one behavioral defense is to use predator-avoidance
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Fig. 3.2 Two ringtailed lemurs at the Duke University Primate Center performing allogroom-
ing, with a juvenile about to join in. Ringtailed lemurs use their mouths to groom the fur of other
individuals and pairs of individuals often perform the grooming activities simultaneously. 

Photo by C. Nunn.



tactics, such as living in a group (Hamilton 1971; Janson 1992), to lessen the
individual risk of being attacked by an arthropod (the “encounter-dilution” effect,
Mooring and Hart 1992). Females in larger groups therefore can reduce risk from
vector-borne diseases, but this strategy could come at the cost of increased preva-
lence of socially transmitted infections in these larger groups. At smaller spatial and
temporal scales, females actively defend themselves by using specific arthropod-
avoidance behaviors such as slapping at insects to shoo them away. But these 
behavioral defenses can be energetically costly (Dudley and Milton 1990) and might
take away from time spent resting, foraging, or socializing. Thus, living in social
groups and actively avoiding mobile arthropods represent key behavioral mecha-
nisms used by primates to limit their risk of contracting a vector-borne disease, but
these behaviors are themselves associated with energetic or opportunity costs and
greater risk of acquiring other pathogens.

Finally, consider an adult female bonobo (Pan paniscus, Fig. 3.4). In many ways,
bonobos are similar to chimpanzees (P. troglodytes), but bonobos display extremely
promiscuous behavior (Wrangham 1993). A female bonobo typically mates with
several males and may also rub genitals with other females in the community
(Manson et al. 1997). The bonobos’ promiscuous hetero- and homosexual behaviors
should provide a highly efficient network for the spread of sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs). Surprisingly little is known about STDs in bonobos (Van Brussel
et al. 1998), but data are available on probable STDs in other apes (Eberle 1992;
Verschoor et al. 1998; Gao et al. 1999; Santiago et al. 2002) and monkeys
(Lockhart et al. 1996). Because the transmission of STDs should be tightly linked to
host mating contacts, bonobos should harbor a variety of STDs that could play an
important role in their reproductive success and conservation. Alternatively, the
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Fig. 3.3 Mantled howling monkey from Costa Rica. Image courtesy of K. Glander, Duke
University.



extreme promiscuity of bonobos might have followed from the evolution of effective
behavioral and immune defenses in this host species, or other factors that caused
the loss of STDs in wild bonobo populations.

These examples reveal some of the many links between parasite transmission
and host behavior and ecology. Obviously even simple questions become compli-
cated when the same activities—such as grooming or clustering in groups—lower
the risk of certain parasite types but increase exposure to others. To make progress
in identifying the links between parasites and primate socioecology, we need a
conceptual framework that identifies the primary host traits that influence disease
risk for parasites with different transmission modes. For example, lemur social groups
probably serve as metapopulations for directly transmitted parasites, but what
about parasites that use invertebrates as intermediate hosts or vectors, in which host
population sub-structuring might pose less of a barrier to pathogen spread? In the
example of howler monkeys, how are the benefits of living in a larger group to
reduce risks of biting fly attacks balanced against the costs of acquiring infectious
diseases spread through social contact? Do bonobos possess effective behavioral
defenses to STDs, such as choosing healthy mates and post-copulatory genital
grooming (Hart et al. 1987; Nunn 2003)? If so, do these behavioral defenses influence
the characteristics of STDs, such as the expression of outward signs of infection
(Knell 1999)?

A comprehensive framework for studying disease risk is needed to elucidate
mechanisms underlying patterns of parasitism and to identify particular host
defenses to infectious disease. To develop such a framework, we must first identify
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Fig. 3.4 Bonobos grooming, with infant in background. Photographed by F. White,
University of Oregon.



the combinations of host and parasite traits that impact disease risk. The goal of this
chapter is to identify these traits, their interactions with parasite characteristics, and
the evidence for each trait as influencing disease risk. Later chapters build on this
framework with more sophisticated theoretical approaches. Because this chapter
might be consulted at later stages, we provide an outline of the major classes of 
host traits examined in this chapter (Box 3.1) and a table that summarizes the 
key predictions (Table 3.1). Before moving on to consider these traits on a 
case-by-case basis, we review background concepts related to the occurrence of
particular host–parasite combinations and the levels at which different traits may
operate.

3.2 Background concepts

3.2.1 Encounter and infection probability

What factors explain variation in the diversity and types of parasites found in
different primate species? The reproductive fitness of any parasite depends on its
ability to successfully infect and replicate within an individual host and to disperse
to other hosts. We can therefore think about whether or not parasites occur in a given
host as depending on two major factors—encounter between hosts and parasites, and
successful infection following encounter.

3.2.1.1 Encounter probability

The probability that a host encounters a parasite depends on whether hosts and
parasites co-occur in space and time. Encounter rates therefore depend on habitat
preferences of hosts and parasites, and on host density, social contact, diet, and
habitat use. For example, Davies et al. (1991) proposed that differences in malaria
infection rates among species of Amazonian primates were related to differences in
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Box 3.1 Chapter outline (specific hypotheses are summarized in Table 3.1)

Background concepts
● Encounter and infection probability (Section 3.2.1)
● Formulating hypotheses at individual and comparative levels (3.2.2)

Host traits and disease risk
● Body mass, life history, and individual age (3.3.1)
● Host population size and density (3.3.2)
● Social organization, group size, and dominance rank (3.3.3)
● Reproduction, mating behavior, and sex differences in parasitism (3.3.4)
● Ranging patterns, substrate use, and diet (3.3.5)
● Environmental factors and seasonality (3.3.6)

Synthesis and conclusions (3.4)



Table 3.1 Hypothesized host traits and ecological factors that affect disease risk in primates

Variable Prediction Evidence from primates

Body mass, life Positive associations are expected between Positive effects of body mass on parasite diversity and prevalence 
history, and disease risk and body mass,3 longevity,3 and have been found across species, but this pattern often disappears after
individual age individual age.1 controlling for phylogeny (Table 3.2 and Box 3.2). Comparative 

studies of longevity and individual age have produced 
mixed results (Table 3.2).

Population size Larger population size facilitates parasite Available evidence points to the importance of population size
invasion, leading to increased parasite species (especially for effects on parasite diversity), although few studies have
richness and prevalence.2,3 investigated this variable directly while controlling for other host traits.

Population Parasite diversity and prevalence are expected to Cross-species data support this prediction for a variety of pathogens,
density increase with population density.2,3 but studies within species have produced fewer definitive results.

Group size The presence of directly transmitted parasites Analysis of patterns within species provides evidence for this 
should increase with group size, but could prediction, whereas results from cross-species studies are less 
decrease at the population level if sub-structuring conclusive. Mixed patterns are also found in the case of vector-borne 
increases isolation among groups.2,3 diseases and mobile arthropods, possibly due to differences 

in vector behavior.
Social rank Positive associations are expected between Mixed (Table 3.4), possibly because multiple mechanisms impact the

dominance rank and encounter with parasites, links between social dominance and exposure and susceptibility to
but predictions based on compatibility are less parasites.
clear-cut (Table 3.3).1

Reproductive Prevalence or intensity should increase during Available evidence fails to support this hypothesis in females:
status gestation and lactation and during the mating parasitism tends to be reduced during pregnancy and lactation. Few

season for males and females.1 studies have investigated the effect of mating season.
Mating Increased promiscuity leads to increased STD Supported in studies of white blood cell counts, and qualitatively based
promiscuity prevalence and diversity.1,3 on primate species from which STDs have been reported (Table 3.5).

Sex differences Prevalence in males is expected to be greater than Mixed results for non-STDs, but prevalence is higher 
in females,1 possibly varying according to sex among females for STDs (Table 3.6).
differences in stress and exposure to parasites.2,3

STDs are an exception, with prevalence expected
to be higher in females.1



Range use Larger ranging area should increase parasite Patterns vary according to the type of parasite examined.
species richness, but more intensive use of a
home range may increase prevalence or intensity
via opportunities for re-infection.1,2,3

Range overlap, Parasite diversity is expected to increase with Results are inconclusive due to lack of study.
dispersal, and increasing range overlap, higher rates of
territoriality dispersal, and the frequency of aggressive

contacts during territorial behavior, particularly
in species with well-developed canines.1,2,3

Geographic Parasite richness should increase with geographic Geographic range size and sympatry emerge as predictors of parasite
range size and range size and greater overlap with other species diversity in primates.
overlap (host sympatry).3

Terrestrial Increased use of terrestrial substrates, or a Explicit tests of these hypotheses have found no support 
substrate use mixture of terrestrial and arboreal substrates, in cross-species comparisons, but patterns may be found in tests 

could expose animals to more parasites.1,2,3 focused on specific parasites that are found mainly on 
terrestrial substrates.

Diet Parasite species richness, prevalence, and Little evidence for an effect of diet, although some analyses of folivory
intensity are predicted to increase with greater produced significant results. Tests of parasites within transmission
insectivory, folivory, or omnivory, and with modes are needed, especially involving intermediate hosts.
specific feeding and drinking behaviors.1,2,3

Environmental Increased rainfall and warmer temperatures Conflicting results, but a general trend exists for wetter habitat or
factors and should increase parasite diversity, prevalence, seasons to result in increased disease risk.
seasonality of and intensity, although rainfall may also wash 
rainfall and away parasites.2,3 Risk is expected to vary with
temperature seasonal changes in rainfall and temperature, but

not always the same patterns for different 
parasite species.1

1 operates at individual level. 2 operates across populations. 3 operates across species.



encounter rates with mosquitoes that carry Plasmodium. The authors found that
larger-bodied monkeys living in larger aggregations exhibited higher prevalence of
malaria, presumably by attracting more mosquitoes (Davies et al. 1991). Sleeping
behaviors could also account for variation in malaria infections, with primates that
sleep in enclosed tree-holes exhibiting lower prevalence than animals that sleep in
the open (Heymann 1995; Nunn and Heymann 2005, see Chapter 5). As another
example of differences in encounter probability, Müller-Graf et al. (1997) studied
schistosome infections in baboons and found higher levels of infection in the
troop with the greatest contact with humans. Thus, both host characteristics and
environmental parameters can influence encounters with parasites, resulting in
variation in disease risk within and across species.

3.2.1.2 Infection probability

Even when hosts and parasites come into contact, infection requires that the host is
susceptible to the parasite in question, including compatibility between host and
parasite genotypes, and that environmental conditions are conducive to infection
(Combes 2000, 2001). Some novel host–parasite combinations can result in suc-
cessful infection because naïve hosts present few immunological obstacles to “new”
parasites, most likely due to historical lack of selection for host defenses to these
parasites. In other cases, parasites might be unable to infect novel hosts because they
lack the ability to adhere to or invade host membranes and cells, or because they fail
to avoid host immune responses or other anti-parasite defenses (Mescas and Strass
1996; Finlay and Falcow 1997). The effectiveness of host immune defenses further
depends on reproductive hormones, stress levels, age, and diet (Solomon 1969; Lloyd
1995; Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Nunn 2002a). Hosts might also actively remove
parasites following exposure using behavioral counterstrategies, such as grooming or
ingestion of medicinal plants. Thus, a range of interactions at the level of individual
hosts and parasites, many of which are addressed in detail in Chapter 5, will deter-
mine whether host–parasite encounters result in successful infections.

3.2.2 Formulating hypotheses at individual and comparative levels

Questions concerning disease risk can be addressed at two main levels. The first level
involves patterns of disease risk among individual hosts (individual variation). Within
a social group or population, why are some hosts more likely to be parasitized than
others? The key issue involves individual traits, such as age, sex, or dominance rank
that influence patterns of individual disease risk. The second level examines factors
that generate variation in disease risk among populations or species (comparative pat-
terns). Do ecological, life history, habitat, or social features of some populations or
species increase the success of parasite establishment? This comparative approach is
essential for understanding broad patterns of primate social evolution (Clutton-Brock
and Harvey 1977; Lee 1999; Nunn and Barton 2001), and it also plays a vital role in
identifying factors important for the conservation of threatened species (Purvis et al.
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2000; Cardillo et al. 2004; Fisher and Owens 2004). In many cases, cross-species
comparison requires that the investigator identify surrogate measures for the variables
of interest, for example by using relative testes mass as a proxy for levels of mating
promiscuity (Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a), based on previous comparative findings
that testes are larger in species in which females have multiple mates (Harcourt et al.
1981, 1995). Comparing disease risk across species also requires information on
primate phylogeny to account for the non-independence of species data points
(Box 3.2; Harvey and Pagel 1991; Nunn and Barton 2001), and methods to control
for the fact that some host species are well studied whereas others are poorly known
(Gregory 1990; Walther et al. 1995; Nunn et al. 2003a).

3.3 Host traits and disease risk

In the sections that follow, factors that influence disease risk are organized into six
broad categories: (1) host body mass, life history, and age, (2) population charac-
teristics involving host density and population size, (3) social organization, group
size, and individual differences in dominance rank, (4) reproduction and mating
behavior, (5) diet and habitat use, and (6) environmental factors, including habitat
characteristics and seasonality (see Box 3.1). Most hypotheses within each category
are derived from theoretical models and empirical data. Although we organized the
following discussion around host traits, it is also essential to remember that the
influence of a particular host trait on disease risk depends on parasite characteristics,
including transmission strategies. When appropriate, we address processes govern-
ing disease risk among individuals within species, as well as among species using
a comparative approach. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the main variables and
their predicted effects on disease risk; some details on the parasite transmission
strategies that are relevant to that prediction are given in the table, with further
details in the text. This table also provides a summary of support based on available
evidence.

3.3.1 Body mass, life history, and individual age

Hosts have been described as “island habitats” for their parasites, with the rationale
being that larger-bodied animals offer larger habitat patches that can support larger
parasite populations, and they provide more niches for parasite colonization (Kuris
et al. 1980; Poulin 1995; Gregory et al. 1996; Poulin and Morand 2004). Larger-
bodied hosts have greater energy requirements and could therefore be exposed to
more parasites through increased resource intake. Moreover, large animals represent
more apparent targets for vectors that carry parasites, perhaps by emitting increased
levels of chemical attractants (e.g. mosquitoes are attracted to humans with greater
mass or surface area, Port et al. 1980; Davies et al. 1991).

It is now well established that primate life history traits show strong scaling
relationships with body mass, so that larger bodied primates tend to live longer,
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Box 3.2 Phylogenetic comparative methods and patterns of infection across species

Comparative studies investigate broad patterns of evolution by using trait measures for
different species in an analysis (Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1984). In primates, these
studies might examine what factors best account for the number of males in primate groups
(Andelman 1986; Mitani et al. 1996a; Nunn 1999), allometric scaling of behavioral and
morphological characteristics (Martin et al. 1985; Nunn and Barton 2000; Smith and
Cheverud 2002), or differences in life history traits across species (Harvey and Clutton-
Brock 1985; Ross and Jones 1999). In recent years, comparative biologists have developed
phylogeny-based methods to account for the fact that closely related species might not
represent independent data points, and to control for variation shared through common
descent (Felsenstein 1985; Harvey and Pagel 1991; Garland et al. 1992; Martins 1996).
One commonly used method, based on “phylogenetically independent contrasts,” is shown
in the Figure 3.5. These methods provide a means to examine correlated evolutionary
change in traits and therefore deal with the possibility that species data points are not inde-
pendent of one another. Nunn and Barton (2001) review these methods in the context of
comparative studies of primate adaptation and allometry.

Except in the case of purely vertically transmitted parasites, infectious diseases are prob-
ably not shared through common descent in the way that brain size, diet, or life history
traits are shared. The question therefore arises as to whether controlling for host phylogeny
is necessary when investigating comparative patterns of parasite richness, prevalence, and
intensity of infection. In support of using these methods, a parasite community is to some
extent a characteristic of a host species, and it can be maintained as a community over time
through transmission among host individuals across overlapping generations. Moreover,
the community itself and the prevalence of particular parasite species will be determined
by a combination of host traits that are shared through descent, and environmental factors
that are often more similar among closely related species. Finally, from a statistical per-
spective, if phylogenetic propinquity between two species is associated with more similar
trait values, then data points in a comparative analysis will violate the statistical assump-
tion of independence, regardless of the mechanisms that underlie similarity in trait values.
Collectively, these factors suggest that cross-species comparisons of parasite richness and
abundance will require methods to control for phylogeny.

Several researchers have revolutionized parasitology by incorporating host phylogeny
into comparative tests of the factors that influence parasitism (e.g. Poulin 1995; Morand
and Harvey 2000; Sorci et al. 2003), and this has been followed by comparative research in
primates (Nunn et al. 2003a, 2004, 2005; Vitone et al. 2004). But a more nuanced view sug-
gests that before incorporating host phylogeny, researchers should test whether measures of
parasitism are in fact more similar among more closely related host species (i.e. whether
they show “phylogenetic signal,” Abouheif 1999; Freckleton et al. 2002; Blomberg et al.
2003). If traits are unassociated with phylogeny, some researchers advocate using standard
statistical tests based on species values rather than phylogeny-based methods (Abouheif
1999). In comparative studies of primate parasites, we found evidence for phylogenetic
signal in measures of parasite richness (after controlling for sampling effort, Nunn et al.
2003a) and prevalence (Nunn and Heymann 2005). Other analyses showed that white blood
cell counts were more similar among closely related primates (Nunn 2002a).

Comparing phylogenetic and non-phylogenetic results can reveal the presence of con-
founding variables (Nunn and Barton 2000, 2001). For example, several analyses of primate
parasite datasets showed that host body mass was a significant predictor of parasite species
richness in non-phylogenetic tests, but this effect disappeared once phylogeny was taken
into account (Nunn et al. 2003a; Vitone et al. 2004). Similar effects of phylogeny on
analyses of body mass have been shown in other mammals and birds (Poulin 1995). These
differences in phylogenetic and non-phylogenetic analyses raise the possibility of alternative
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explanations for patterns of parasite diversity (Nunn and Barton 2000, 2001). For example,
body mass is a surrogate variable that covers a large number of potential mechanisms that
might increase disease risk or parasite diversity, such as niches for parasite colonization and
increased energy needs of large-bodied hosts (Nunn et al. 2003a). Greater body mass is also
correlated with greater host defenses or immunity, with larger-bodied primates and carni-
vores exhibiting higher leukocyte counts (Nunn et al. 2000, 2003b; Nunn 2002a) and larger
spleens (Nunn 2002b). Similarly, larger bodied species are often more dimorphic in body
mass (Mitani et al. 1996b; Smith and Cheverud 2002), and competition among males might
make these individuals more susceptible to parasites through the immunosuppressive effects
of testosterone. And from an epidemiological view, body mass is correlated negatively with
population density in mammals (Damuth 1981), even though both variables are usually
hypothesized to be positively associated with parasitism, suggesting conflicting associations
(see Nunn et al. 2003a for discussion of these and other issues). Thus, differences between
phylogenetic and non-phylogenetic tests—when such differences exist—can often point to
biologically relevant factors for investigation in future studies.

Box 3.2 (cont.)
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Fig. 3.5 Calculation of phylogenetically independent contrasts. Independent contrasts
are calculated as differences between species values or higher nodes. In this diagram,
species are indicated by Latin numbers and contrasts between species sets are labeled with
lower case letters. The values of two traits to be compared are indicated by X and Y. In this
example, a pair of contrasts can be calculated as the difference between species i and ii:
�X � 38�28 � 10, and �Y � 21�15 � 6, with other contract calculated as shown.
Ancestral states at higher nodes can be reconstructed, and contrasts calculated at these
branching points as well. These contrasts are independent of one another and as species
differences, they represent evolutionary change since two species last shared a common
ancestor. Thus, a contrasts plot (such as Fig 3.6 and other figures in this volume) can be
interpreted as evolutionary change in X in relation to evolutionary change in Y. See Nunn

and Barton (2001) for further details.



reproduce later in life, and have lower average birth rates (Harvey and Clutton-
Brock 1985; Ross and Jones 1999). Among individuals, older individuals should
harbor greater parasite diversity because they encounter more parasite species and
are exposed to a larger number of infectious stages throughout their lifetimes
(Pacala and Dobson 1988; Bell and Burt 1991). This principle is perhaps most
obvious for STDs, where prevalence should be higher in sexually active adults
than in younger, sexually naïve animals (Nunn and Altizer 2004). Mathematical
models further predict that host life history traits should interact with key
epidemiological processes because high host mortality will limit parasite
establishment (Chapter 4 and Anderson and May 1979; Thrall et al. 1993a; De Leo
and Dobson 1996; Altizer and Augustine 1997). Thus, across species, those taxa in
which hosts have longer lifespans should encounter more parasites. These effects
of age and life history mainly involve encounter probabilities, but age-related
effects on infection probability can also be important. Thus, for many species,
individual immune defenses are weakest at the beginning and end of life (Lloyd
1995), with the latter association possibly leading to increased parasite suscepti-
bility among older animals or species with slower life histories (Morand and
Harvey 2000).

Based on these considerations, a positive association should exist between
measures of disease risk and body mass, and between disease risk and age or
longevity, both at the individual and species levels (Table 3.1). Separating the
correlated effects of age and body mass is challenging but crucial for explaining
comparative and within-species patterns, as is controlling for other variables
frequently correlated with these two variables, including dominance rank, sex, age
at first reproduction, interbirth interval, population density, and habitat use. In what
follows, we present evidence bearing on these predictions from primates and
other mammals.

3.3.1.1 Body mass

In a phylogenetic comparative study of white blood cell counts in primates, body
mass was positively correlated with neutrophil counts (Fig. 3.6), suggesting that
larger-bodied species experience greater disease risk. In cross-species comparisons
of primates and other mammals, body mass also correlated positively with parasite
species richness and prevalence of infection, but mainly in tests that did not control
for host phylogeny (Table 3.2). For example, in a cross-species comparative study of
Amazonian primates, Davies et al. (1991) showed that malaria infection rates
increased with (sleeping) group size and body mass, possibly because larger-bodied
primates emit more cues used by mosquitoes to locate hosts. The effect of body mass
on malaria prevalence became non-significant once phylogeny was taken into
account, possibly because group size is a better estimate of the area over which a
group is spread, as compared to mean body mass of individual hosts in that species
(Nunn and Heymann 2005). Another recent study of mammals found that the
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prevalence of infection increased with body mass, and that sex differences in preva-
lence were correlated with sexual dimorphism and male-biased mortality (Moore
and Wilson 2002).

Within single host species, few field studies have focused directly on links
between body mass and parasitism. In chacma baboons (Papio ursinus), Pettifer
(1984) used body mass as a proxy variable for age and suggested that prevalence
and intensity increased with age for several helminth species (Table 3.2). In non-
primates, Halvorsen (1986) found that larger-bodied male reindeer were more likely
to harbor intestinal parasites (results were non-significant for females). However,
body mass was again used as a proxy variable for dominance rank, thus emphasiz-
ing the need to control for multiple, potentially confounding variables when testing
predictions involving age and body mass.

3.3.1.2 Effects of age

Within host species, age effects on infection probability have been examined in a
number of field studies (Table 3.2). In yellow baboons (Papio cynocephalus), for
example, Hausfater and Watson (1976) found that adult males shed more eggs of
intestinal parasites than subadult males, and another study of baboons found higher
levels of schistosome infections in adult than immature animals (Miller 1960).
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Table 3.2 Effects of body mass or age on parasitism

Host Parasites examined Effect of age or body mass Reference

Across species Plasmodium Body mass: positive association, but this result became non- Davies et al. 1991; Nunn
(Neotropical primates) (prevalence) significant after controlling for phylogeny. and Heymann 2005

Across species Helminth species Body mass: positive association, but this result became non- Vitone et al. 2004
(69 anthropoid richness significant after controlling for phylogeny.
primates)

Across species Total parasite Body mass and longevity: mass became non-significant Nunn et al. 2003a
(101 anthropoid species richness in most tests when controlling for phylogeny, and 
primates) longevity results were sensitive to inclusion of outliers.

Papio ursinus Eight helminth Body mass: trends for parasite prevalence and abundance to Pettifer 1984
species increase with age for several parasites, but statistical 

tests were not provided.
Papio cynocephalus Intestinal Age: adult males shed more parasites than subadults. Hausfater and Watson

parasites 1976
Alouatta seniculus Nits and lice Age: no significant differences among age classes in Sanchez-Villagra et al.

ectoparasite loads. 1998
Papio anubis Lice nits Age: nits were more likely to be found on immature animals. Eley et al. 1989
Papio anubis Five helminth Age: prevalence and intensity of infection with Strongyloides Müller-Graf et al. 1996

species was greater in younger animals.
Papio anubis Schistosoma Age: marginally significant result indicating higher prevalence Müller-Graf et al. 1997

mansoni in younger animals.
Alouatta palliata Intestinal Age: no prevalence differences among age classes except in the Stuart et al. 1998

parasites case of Controrchis biliophilus, which increased with age.
Papio anubis Schistosoma Age: older males were more likely to be infected, but females Miller 1960

mansoni showed no consistent age-related pattern.
Cercopithecus ascanius Hepatocystis Age: adults have higher prevalence than immatures (not tested Haddow 1951

kochi statistically).
Papio cynocephalus and Intestinal Age: most parasites show a trend to increase with age, with Meade 1984
Cercopithecus aethiops parasites opposite trend for the nematode Strongyloides.

Theropithecus gelada Larval stage of Age: prevalence in adults is an order of magnitude higher than Ohsawa 1979; Dunbar
the cestode in infants, juveniles, and subadults. 1980
Multiceps serialis
(possibly Taenia/
Multiceps serialis)



All subadults in these populations probably were low ranking, potentially confounding
the effect of age with that of dominance rank.

Other studies found no significant effect of age on disease risk, or even patterns
opposite to predictions. For example, Sanchez-Villagra et al. (1998) found no
age-related differences in ectoparasite loads in red howler monkeys, and a study of
mantled howlers found no differences among age classes in infection with intes-
tinal helminths (Stuart et al. 1998). Among baboons, younger animals showed
greater prevalence and intensity of infection with both endoparasitic worms and
ectoparasites. Thus, Eley et al. (1989) reported that juvenile baboons exhibited
greater infestation with lice nits (eggs). For five classes of helminths analyzed in
olive baboon feces at Gombe, only one parasite showed an association with
age, with prevalence and intensity of the nematode Strongyloides found to be
significantly higher in younger animals (Müller-Graf et al. 1996). In another study,
the prevalence of Schistosoma mansoni was again higher in younger baboons, with
results approaching significance ( p � 0.051, Müller-Graf et al. 1997). The authors
suggested that this pattern was probably caused by differences in encounters with
parasites, as younger baboons contact water more frequently than adults. Meade
(1984) found that rates of infection with Strongyloides were highest in baboon
and vervet infants, possibly because this nematode is transmitted vertically to
infants from their mothers, and partial immunity then develops and persists into
adulthood.

Fewer comparative studies have examined associations between parasitism and life
history traits across species of primates or other mammals. Among anthropoid primates,
Nunn et al. (2003a) found a positive effect of host longevity (measured as maximum life
expectancy) on the diversity of protozoan parasites, but these results were driven by
several outliers. Arneberg (2002) found no effect of longevity in his study of 45 species
of mammals. In a comparative study of 23 mammals, however, Morand and Harvey
(2000) found a negative association between longevity and helminth species richness
after controlling for basal metabolic rate, body mass, and sampling effort, suggesting
that parasites could be an important factor that reduces host longevity. 

3.3.2 Host population size and density

Jared Diamond, in his (1997) book Guns, Germs and Steel, highlighted three factors
that “launched the crowd of infectious diseases” in human populations. These
included a more sedentary lifestyle (resulting from agriculture), increased world
trade, and perhaps most importantly, the growth of urban centers associated with
densely packed human populations (see also McNeill 1977; Anderson and May
1991). Indeed, a large number of epidemiological models, supported by data from
several empirical studies, point to strong links between host density or population
size and the spread of directly transmitted parasites, not just in humans, but across a
wide array of host species (Chapter 4 and Anderson and May 1979; Arneberg 2002;
Swinton et al. 2002). A broad range of mathematical models suggest that total host
abundance is probably the major factor affecting transmission between host individuals
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for many parasite species (Anderson and May 1991). Total host abundance in this
case refers to population size over an area where uniform contacts are likely to occur,
and a key assumption in these models is that host populations are well-mixed, meaning
that all individuals have an equal probability of contacting other individuals in the
population—an assumption that is addressed in Chapter 4.

Hosts living at high density or with large populations and frequent intraspecific
contacts should accumulate more parasite species (reviewed in Morand 2000;
Roberts et al. 2002; Poulin and Morand 2004), but the predicted positive relationship
between host abundance and pathogen fitness is subject to two caveats. First, this
relationship probably applies best to directly-transmitted contagious parasites for
which host contact rates increase with population size or density (Getz and Pickering
1983), and will be less important for vector-borne parasites and STDs where
transmission is decoupled from host population density (Thrall et al. 1993a, 1998;
Thrall and Antonovics 1997). An additional complicating factor involves identifying
the natural unit or spatial scale at which population density or abundance affects
disease transmission (Swinton et al. 2002). Thus, metapopulation models have
shown that certain pathogens can persist even in low density host populations,
provided that spatial heterogeneities and host dispersal generates sufficient opportu-
nities for disease transmission (Hess 1996; Keeling 1999b).

3.3.2.1 Evidence for effects of population density or size

Few studies of disease risk within species of wild primates have examined the
role of host population size directly. In a comparison of muriquis (Brachyteles
arachnoides) in different habitats, Stuart et al. (1993) found that animals from the
largest population exhibited the highest prevalence and species richness of intes-
tinal parasites. The authors described their result as “unexpected” because this
population also exhibited the lowest local density. However, this observed pattern
highlights the importance of understanding the spatial scale at which host contacts
and parasite transmission occur. In this case, total population size might have
affected parasite establishment more so than local density. Other explanations are
also possible, including the use of medicinal plants in the population with fewer
parasites (Strier 1992, 1993).

Empirical studies of mammals have investigated the importance of local popula-
tion density in explaining patterns of parasitism through time (Dobson and Meagher
1996b), across populations (Stuart et al. 1990; Stoner 1996), and across species
(Arneberg et al. 1998). Several studies of primates attributed differences in levels of
infection to variation in host population density. For example, Chapman et al. (2005a)
found that prevalence of Trichuris increased with increasing host density in two
species of colobines during population changes associated with logging. Similarly,
Stuart et al. (1990) found higher prevalence of intestinal parasites in mantled
howler monkeys at La Pacifica relative to less dense populations in Santa Rosa
(both sites are in Costa Rica). On the other hand, a later study (Stoner 1996) com-
pared prevalence at La Pacifica with a population of mantled howlers at La Selva,
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Costa Rica, and found that prevalence was higher in the low-density population, with
100% of the individuals at La Selva harboring two or more parasite species based on
fecal samples. These conclusions must be interpreted cautiously because compari-
son of only two populations makes it difficult to rule out the effects of other vari-
ables (e.g. McGrew et al. 1989a; Garland and Adolph 1994; Stuart and Strier 1995).
For example, at La Selva, howler monkey populations probably experienced a
moister environment, and other habitat variables might have contributed to differ-
ences between these populations (see Stoner 1996).

A comparative study also tested the importance of population density in
explaining patterns of parasite species richness in anthropoid primates. In this study,
Nunn et al. (2003a) controlled for other factors, including host life history, diet, and
geographic range size. Population density emerged as the most consistent host
trait that influenced overall parasite diversity (Fig. 3.7). Density also correlated
positively with the diversity of viruses, protozoa, and helminths tested separately. In
subsequent analyses, significant results were obtained when using an estimate of
population size, measured as density multiplied by geographic range size. Studies
by Arneberg and colleagues found similar relationships between population density
and the diversity of helminths across a wider range of mammals (Arneberg et al.
1998, 2002).
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In their study of 23 non-primate mammals, however, Morand and Harvey (2000)
found no effect of density on helminth species richness. Another study investigated
the relative effects of population size and density in fish and found that total
population size, but not density, explained species richness and abundance of
directly transmitted parasites (Bagge et al. 2004). Future comparative research
could investigate patterns among parasites grouped by transmission strategy,
focusing especially on directly transmitted parasites, and could also use independ-
ently derived estimates of total population size to better assess the independent
effects of density, geographic range size and overall population size on levels of
parasitism.

3.3.3 Social organization, group size, and dominance rank

Social interactions form the network of contacts through which many parasites
spread (Anderson and May 1979, 1991). If close proximity or contact among host
individuals increases parasite transmission, then greater degrees of host sociality or
gregariousness should translate to higher parasite prevalence, intensity, and diversity
(Møller et al. 1993; Altizer et al. 2003b). Highly social host species are therefore
predicted to suffer greater exposure to parasites (Brown and Brown 1986; Møller
et al. 2001), experience increased selection for immune defenses, and evolve behav-
ioral defenses against parasites (Chapter 5, 6, and Freeland 1979; Loehle 1995).
Population density is the key socioecological variable incorporated into standard
epidemiological models (Chapter 4 and Anderson and May 1979), but group size is
a major component of social organization that is widely viewed as increasing disease
risk in primates (Freeland 1976; Davies et al. 1991; Tutin 2000) and other animals
(see Møller et al. 1993; Côté and Poulin 1995; Krause and Ruxton 2002). More
recently, however, it has been proposed that by subdividing populations into smaller
groups, social organization could actually reduce disease risk. We examine these
alternative scenarios and then review empirical evidence for effects of group size on
disease risk in primates.

Several processes indicate that group size should increase with the risk of infec-
tion by directly transmitted parasites. First, group size represents a measure of local
population density, specifically the density of hosts in their typical social environ-
ments. Second, the number of contacts among hosts may be greater in larger groups,
for example through sharing of food or grooming interactions (Dunbar 1991). Third,
social groups represent natural habitat patches for parasites, linked through disper-
sal events, which diminishes the importance of overall population size for disease
spread relative to local group size (McCallum and Dobson 2002). Finally, the
size and composition of social groups affect other aspects of social systems, such
as mating system and the existence of dominance hierarchies (Kappeler and van
Schaik 2002).

In contrast to the usual prediction that group size correlates positively with disease
risk, several authors have argued that sociality should reduce the risk of acquiring
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directly transmitted parasites (Watve and Jog 1997; Wilson et al. 2003). These
conclusions are based on theoretical models showing that increased clustering
reduces disease risk if dispersal among groups is low (Fig. 3.8). As individuals
become more tightly clumped into relatively permanent groups, infections could
be effectively “quarantined” into patches, and parasites are therefore less likely to
establish in these structured metapopulations (Hess 1996). However, although
population sub-structuring could reduce the spread of disease at the population level,
as compared to panmictic mixing, once clumping occurs disease risk might still be
expected to increase in larger groups.

Finally, vector-borne diseases could be positively or negatively influenced by
group size, with effects depending on vector behavior and biology. Thus, mobile
parasites that actively search for hosts, such as flying arthropods, could be preferen-
tially attracted to larger groups, perhaps through greater emission of cues used by
arthropods to locate hosts (Davies et al. 1991; Nunn and Heymann 2005).
Alternatively, living in a larger group could help animals avoid flying vectors; if the
probability of locating a group does not increase proportionally with group size or
lead to higher biting rates by individual insects, individual infection risk should be
lower in larger groups. Mooring and Hart (1992) refer to this process as the
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encounter-dilution effect, suggesting that feeding characteristics of flying insects can
exert different effects on the grouping behavior of animals. Thus, host grouping
could reduce attacks by blood-sucking flies because such micro-predators typically
are satiated after one or two blood meals, whereas warble flies can deposit eggs on
multiple animals, with grouping providing fewer benefits to individual hosts
(Mooring and Hart 1992; Hart 1994).

In summary, a variety of mechanisms are likely to play a role in generating
correlations between group size and disease risk, with contact among individuals,
contact among groups, parasite transmission mode, and vector behavior paramount
among these factors.

3.3.3.1 Empirical evidence for an effect of group size: contagious parasites

Empirical tests of the link between group size and infection with directly transmitted
parasites have produced mixed results (Krause and Ruxton 2002). Multiple field stud-
ies of mammals support this hypothesis (Kunz 1976; Freeland 1979; Hoogland 1979;
Wilkinson 1985; Brown and Brown 1986; Shields and Crook 1987; Hoogland
1995). On the other hand, some field studies of non-primate mammals failed to
find a significant association between group size and parasite risk (e.g. Arnold and
Lichtenstein 1993), and probably many other non-significant results remain unpub-
lished. In an attempt to synthesize the results of many field tests, a study spanning
insects, birds, and mammals showed that links between group size and parasitism
depend on parasite transmission mode (Côté and Poulin 1995). The authors
classified parasites into two categories: those spread directly from host-to-host or
through intervening substrates (contagious parasites), and parasites that actively
search for hosts in water or air (mobile parasites). Using meta-analysis techniques,
Côté and Poulin (1995) found a positive association between group size and para-
sitism for contagious parasites.

Several field studies of primates have tested for an effect of group size on patterns
of parasitism. In a classic study, Freeland (1979) found an association between
group size and the number of intestinal protozoan species in mangabeys (Cercocebus
albigena) at Kibale. Similarly, McGrew et al. (1989a) found a positive trend between
nematode infections and group size in baboons at Gombe (n � 3 groups). However,
comparative studies in primates have so far revealed few links between social
group size and disease risk. Examples include tests of parasite species richness
using data on protozoa, helminths, and viruses (Nunn et al. 2003a), and studies of
immune system parameters involving relative spleen size (Nunn 2002b) and white
blood cell counts (Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a; Semple et al. 2002). Two studies
of helminth species richness in anthropoid primates showed limited support for an
effect of group size in primates, but these results became non-significant once
phylogeny was taken into account (Nunn et al. 2003a; Vitone et al. 2004). Research
on parasite richness in primates has generally focused on taxonomic groups of para-
sites without regard to transmission mode; thus, future studies should investigate
patterns of species richness and prevalence more directly within transmission mode
categories, particularly among socially transmitted parasites.
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3.3.3.2 Empirical evidence for an effect of group size: vector-borne parasites

In their meta-analysis, Côté and Poulin (1995) found that the intensity of infection
with mobile parasites, such as biting flies, showed a negative association with host
group size, indicating that animals can lower their individual risk of infection by
living in larger groups (e.g. Rutberg 1987; Ralley et al. 1993). Analyses of primate
vectors and vector-borne diseases have produced some different patterns. Thus, in a
comparative study of 25 species of New World primates, Davies et al. (1991) found
that malaria prevalence increased with group size. This result was confirmed in a
phylogenetic comparative study based on an updated dataset with the same clade of
primates (Nunn and Heymann 2005; Fig. 3.9). Because arthropod vectors spread
malaria, these results contradict predictions that group size reduces prevalence and
individual infection risk from mobile parasites, possibly because larger groups
attract more flying insects.

In contrast, Freeland (1977) argued that the risk of mosquito attacks best explained
the timing of polyspecific associations in primates at Kibale, to the exclusion of
alternative explanations involving predation and activity levels (see Fig. 1.3). To
measure rates of biting fly attacks, Freeland (1977) used data on mosquito activity
at Kibale and another field site in Uganda. He found that the hourly occurrence of
polyspecific associations correlated positively with mosquito activity levels (see
Fig. 1.3), but polyspecific associations were unrelated to rates of eagle attacks
(although the sample size of predator attacks was small, with only 18 observed
attempts over a nine-month period). The idea that associations among multiple host
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species can lower the risk of infection from vector-borne diseases is consistent with
the outcome of one recent modeling study that showed how vulnerable hosts might
be protected from pathogen-driven extinction by the presence of alternative host
species (Rudolf and Antonovics 2005). Surprisingly, however, Freeland’s conclu-
sions have not been investigated in follow-up studies, and most researchers have
focused on other ecological factors as drivers of polyspecific associations, such as
foraging or predation benefits (Waser 1987).

3.3.3.3 Social status and individual disease risk

Among individuals, variation in social rank could influence patterns of parasitism.
In terms of encounter probabilities, higher status or rank might come at the cost of
greater parasitism, as dominant individuals often experience increased mating
opportunities and more frequent aggressive interactions. Similarly, socially domi-
nant hosts that forage without restriction could ingest more parasites, just as
dominant males that mate with a greater number of partners should be exposed to
more STDs (see Chapter 5; Graves and Duvall 1995; Thrall et al. 2000). Thus, in
general we expect that encounter probabilities will lead to higher infection rates in
more dominant individuals. One possible exception could occur when lower-ranking
hosts are forced to use lower quality habitats that might contain more parasites.

Infection probabilities following encounters with parasites produce less clear-cut
predictions (Table 3.3). In some cases, more dominant males may suffer to a greater
extent from the immunosuppressive effects of testosterone and other hormones,
especially in unstable dominance hierarchies (Folstad and Karter 1992; Dixson
1998; Bercovitch and Ziegler 2002). Alternatively, stress in low ranking animals
could increase disease risk through modulation of immune defenses (Lloyd 1995;
Cohen 1999). Stressful effects of hormones, such as cortisol, may depend on
dominance rank and opportunities for kin support (Abbott et al. 2003). Finally,
higher dominance rank could improve access to resources that boost overall
condition and immunocompetence, leading to better anti-parasite defenses among
higher-ranking individuals and therefore lower prevalence of infection.

Thus, as summarized in Table 3.3, higher-ranking individuals should be exposed
to a greater number and diversity of parasites, and following exposure, infection
probability could augment or offset the encounter probability. Consistent with these
diverse expectations, conflicting or ambiguous empirical patterns have been
documented in primates (Table 3.4). In their study of yellow baboons, for example,
Hausfater and Watson (1976) found that higher-ranking animals expressed increased
output of helminth eggs, with the effect more pronounced in males than in females.
This result was supported in a later study of the same population using larger sample
sizes (Meade 1984). More recent studies of olive baboons, however, found no
association between social rank and measures of intestinal helminth infection
(Müller-Graf et al. 1996b). Other studies showed that lower-ranking individuals
experienced increased disease risk, measured as parasite intensity and impacts
on host fitness, including an experimental study of male long-tailed macaques
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(Macaca fascicularis) Cohen et al. 1997; Cohen 1999). In the wild, Cheney et al.
(1988) found that parasites have a more devastating effect on lower-ranking vervet
monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops). Similarly, lice nits were found more commonly
on female olive baboons from lower-ranking families (Eley et al. 1989).
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Table 3.3 Dominance rank and disease risk: roles of encounter and infection probabilities

Variable or effect Association between higher
rank and parasitism

Encounter probability: socially dominant individuals are Positive
expected to contact more parasites through better access 
to food, water, and other resources.

Encounter probability: dominant individuals may experience Positive
increased social and mating contact and therefore are 
more likely to be exposed to parasites.

Infection probability: dominant individuals may experience Positive
immunosuppressive effects of testosterone and stress.

Infection probability: improved access to resources may Negative
strengthen immune function.

Table 3.4 Social status and parasitism in primates

Host Parasite(s) Rank class Notes Reference
with greater
parasitism

Papio Two nematode High Higher-ranking Hausfater and 
cynocephalus genera individuals shed Watson 1976; 

more eggs, with Meade 1984
effects more 
pronounced in
males than females.

Papio anubis Six groups No effect No association for Müller-Graf 
of helminths multiple measures et al. 1996

of parasitism, and 
in males and 
females.

Cercopithecus Unknown Low Lower-ranking Cheney et al. 
aethiops individuals were 1988

more likely to die
from exposure to 
infectious disease.

Papio anubis Lice nits, possibly Low Among adults, nits Eley et al. 1989
Pedicinus were found more
hamadryas often on females

from low-ranking
families.



An interesting complication is that parasitism could influence social dominance
(rather than vice versa), so that heavily parasitized hosts should also be less able to
achieve high dominance rank. Such an effect was suggested for the debilitating
effects of cestode infections in geladas (Theropithcus gelada) (Ohsawa 1979).
Discerning the direction of cause-and-effect for parasitism and social rank requires
experimental manipulations to demonstrate costs of parasitism in terms of failure to
achieve high rank. Thus, Freeland (1981b) found that male mice experimentally
infected with the nematode Heligmosomoides polygyrus failed to become dominant, but
only at the highest inoculation levels (250 larvae per host). Similar results were obtained
in an independent experiment using the nematode Trichinella spiralis (Rau 1983).

In summary, the uncertain association between social rank and disease risk in
primates probably reflects multiple mechanisms by which social dominance affects
exposure and susceptibility to parasites, combined with the fact that we lack a firm
understanding of how parasitism could influence dominance rank itself. Future
studies that attempt to separate the effects of encounter and infection probabilities,
as well as measures of host stress, are needed to reconcile the diverse results in
Table 3.4.

3.3.4 Reproduction, mating behavior, and sex differences

3.3.4.1 Reproductive status and breeding effort

Reproduction is a costly activity, and breeding season stress could reduce immune
system responsiveness, particularly when resources are limited (Sheldon and
Verhulst 1996; Klein and Nelson 1999). Increased reproductive effort in several
bird species has been shown to correlate with higher parasite burdens and lower
antibody production and cell-mediated immunity (Hillgarth and Wingfield 1997;
Duckworth et al. 2001; Moreno et al. 2001; Møller and Petrie 2002). In primates,
males might experience stress from testosterone and mating displays, and among
primate species without male parental care, females could exhibit breeding season
stress from pregnancy, lactation, and energy devoted to offspring care. Thus, Festa-
Bianchet (1989) showed that lactating bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) had higher
levels of lungworm infection than non-lactating ewes (see also O’Sullivan and
Donald 1970). Ewes that raised sons, which are probably more costly to produce
than daughters due to extreme sexual dimorphism, had higher levels of infection
than those raising daughters (Festa-Bianchet 1989). Pregnant females might also be
at greater risk of acquiring parasites during the period of parturition, as mammals
have been shown to lower their own immunity during gestation and birth (Lloyd
1983). This probably reduces harm to the fetus, but could also increase the
susceptibility of females to infection during or immediately following pregnancy
(Cattadori et al. 2005).

Few studies have examined parasitism relative to host reproductive activity in
primates, but the limited evidence fails to support the prediction that parasite
risk increases during gestation or lactation. Yellow baboon females at Amboseli that
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were lactating or not cycling (and thus possibly pregnant) shed fewer worm eggs
than females showing estrous cycles (Hausfater and Watson 1976), although a later
study found higher parasite levels among pregnant females in the same population
(Meade 1984). Similarly, Müller-Graf et al. (1996, 1997) found that reproductive
status was unrelated to the prevalence of intestinal parasites and schistosome
infections in female baboons at Gombe, although lactating females showed higher
intensity of infection with Trichuris sp. Interestingly, pregnant females exhibited
the lowest level of infection. Among female howler monkeys, those with dependent
offspring had fewer botfly larvae than females without infants, at least toward the
end of the dry season (Smith 1977). Patterns that are opposite to predictions might
be caused by greater investment in behavioral and immune defenses among repro-
ductive females, or by negative effects of infection on female reproduction. Further
field and experimental research on parasite risk among lactating and cycling females
could shed more light on these questions, and on the more general effect of mating
season on patterns of parasitism.

3.3.4.2 Mating promiscuity

Sexual contact provides an effective means for parasite transmission, as revealed by
the remarkable diversity of STDs in humans (Holmes et al. 1999). Risks of acquir-
ing STDs should be higher in animals with promiscuous mating systems (Loehle
1995; Lockhart et al. 1996; Heymann 1999; Nunn et al. 2000) or in populations with
higher variance in male mating success (i.e. mating skew; Thrall et al. 2000). The
latter effect arises because a few individuals with large numbers of mating partners
can serve as loci (“super-spreaders”) for infections to spread through populations
(see Chapter 4 and Anderson 1999). Finally, STDs may be more common relative to
other infectious diseases in species living solitarily at low density, as mating is one
of the few times in which social contact occurs (Smith and Dobson 1992; Thrall
et al. 1998).

Is STD risk greater in species characterized by promiscuous mating contact?
Although more than 20% of primate species have been classified as monogamous
(C. Nunn, unpublished comparative database), the vast majority of reported STDs
have been documented in non-monogamous primate species (Table 3.5 and Nunn
and Altizer 2004). However, this apparent pattern could also reflect sampling bias if
researchers tend to search for STDs in more promiscuous primate species.

Nunn and colleagues (2000, 2002a) conducted comparative tests across a diverse
assemblage of primates to assess whether baseline leukocyte counts were associated
with mating promiscuity. Consistent with predictions, primate lineages characterized
as being more promiscuous exhibited higher leukocyte counts in phylogenetic com-
parative tests (see Fig. 1.2). These results were upheld when using different meas-
ures of promiscuity, after controlling for additional variables, and when limiting the
analysis to adult females or males only. More recently, a similar pattern was obtained
using an independent dataset on primate leukocyte counts (Anderson et al. 2004) and
in an analysis of carnivores (Nunn et al. 2003b). In Chapter 5, we consider the
mechanisms that might underlie this pattern.
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In addition to mating promiscuity, other behavioral and morphological traits
probably influence STD risk in primates. Species with complex genitalia, especially the
“spines” found on the penises of some species (Fig. 3.10), could damage the genitalia
of mating partners, thus increasing risk of disease transmission. The duration of intro-
mission during mating obviously influences the duration of genital contact, with a
longer period of copulation increasing the probability of STD transfer. Remarkable
variation in the duration of intromission exists in primates (Dixson 1998; Dixson and
Anderson 2004). Chimpanzees exhibit extremely short copulations, lasting on an aver-
age only 7 s and involving only 8.8 pelvic thrusts (Tutin and McGinnis 1981). By
comparison, orangutans have been reported to copulate for over 45 min (Nadler 1977),
and lesser galagos (Galago moholi) were observed to mount for up to 53 min (Pullen
et al. 2000). STD risk might also be greater in primate species that have multiple
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Table 3.5 Sexually transmitted parasites documented in wild primates

Genus1 Parasite(s) exhibiting Mating system
probable sexual transmission2

Alouatta palliata STLV Polygynandrous
Ateles fusciceps STLV Polygynandrous
Callithrix jacchus Brucella arbortus Variable: Polyandrous,

Polygynous, Monogamous
Cebus capucinus STLV Polygynous or Polyandrous
Cercocebus (3) SIV, STLV Polygynandrous
Cercopithecus (10) SIV, STLV, SFV Polygynandrous or 

Papillomavirus Polygynous
Colobus guereza SIV, STLV Polygynandrous or 

Polygynous
Erythrocebus patas SIV, STLV Generally Polygynous
Gorilla gorilla STLV, Alphaherpesvirus Polygynous
Hylobates (1–2) STLV, Hepatitis B Monogamous
Macaca (10�) STLV, Herpes B Polygynandrous
Mandrillus (2) SIV, STLV Polygynandrous or 

Polygynous
Miopithecus talapoin SIV, STLV Polygynandrous
Pan troglodytes SIV, STLV, SFV, Hepatitis B, Polygynandrous

Papillomavirus, Ebola
Papio (2�) SIV, STLV, Mycoplasma, Polygynandrous

Brucella, Herpes, Papillomavirus,
Cytomegalovirus

Pongo pygmaeus STLV, Hepatitis B Polygynandrous/Dispersed
Presbytis (2) STLV Polygynous or Polygynandrous
Procolobus verus SIV Polygynandrous
Theropithecus gelada STLV Polygynandrous/Polygynous

1 Numbers after genera indicate number of species in which one or more of the parasites listed has been
documented. Data from the Global Mammal Parasite Database (Nunn and Altizer 2005).
2 Most studies have not tested experimentally for sexual transmission. Parasites were coded as having a
sexual component to their transmission based on the known biology of the pathogen, data from captive
studies, or information from closely related host species (as described in Pedersen et al. 2005). It is
important to note that many primate viruses recorded as sexually transmitted could also spread by other
routes, including close non-sexual contact and vertical transmission.



intromissions prior to ejaculation (Dewsbury and Pierce 1989; Dixson 1998), because
this could increase the risk of micro-injury (abrasions, cuts) to the genitals and the total
contact time for each copulation. Finally aggressive interactions among males that are
competing for access to females could lead to the spread of disease (Tutin 2000).

3.3.4.3 Sex differences in disease risk

Three main factors can cause patterns of infection to differ between males and females
(Zuk and McKean 1996; Combes 2001). First, body size dimorphism should require
that males consume more resources, thus exposing them to more infectious stages of
parasites. Their larger nutritional requirements could also make males more suscepti-
ble to infections (Barrett and Henzi 1998). Second, males and females are likely to dif-
fer in their exposure to directly transmitted parasites due to sex differences in social
relationships, variation in access to mates, and differences in diet or habitat (Meade
1984; Nunn and Altizer 2004). Finally, sex differences in hormones could account for
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Fig. 3.10 Examples of penile spines found in primates. Images show scanning electron
micrographs from (a) Callithrix jacchus, (b) Galagoids demidoff, (c) Galago (Otolemur) gar-
netti, and (d) Microcebus murinus. See Dixson (1998) for further details on morphological
classifications of these spines in primates. Images provided by A. Dixson, Conservation and

Research for Endangered Species at the Zoological Society of San Diego.



differences in parasitism, including effects of pregnancy on immune defenses
(Solomon 1969; Alexander and Stimson 1988), or through the immunosuppressive
effects of testosterone in males (Folstad and Karter 1992; Zuk and McKean 1996).

Studies covering a wide range of host species have demonstrated a sex difference
in parasitism, with most studies finding higher prevalence or intensity of infection
among males (Zuk and McKean 1996; Combes 2001). A recent comparative study
by Moore and Wilson (2002) showed that across mammals (including data from
four primate species), males exhibited higher prevalence than females (Fig. 3.11).
On the other hand, studies focusing on ectoparasites and intestinal helminths in wild
primates have failed to show consistent sex differences in prevalence (Table 3.6).
Among primate studies that documented a significant sex difference, some authors
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reported higher prevalence in females (e.g. Hausfater and Watson 1976; Pope 1998),
whereas others reported higher prevalence in males (Müller-Graf et al. 1997). At
least one study of primates provided evidence supporting the importance of
encounter with parasites in the environment. In this study, Müller-Graf (1997) found
that males more frequently contacted water containing infectious stages of
Schistosoma mansoni, resulting in higher prevalence of this parasite among males
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Table 3.6. Parasitism in relation to sex

Host Parasite(s) Sex bias Notes Reference

Papio Two nematode F Higher abundance Hausfater and 
cynocephalus genera, Trichuris of eggs Watson 1976

and
Trichostrongylus

Alouatta Howler bot fly — Examined both Milton 1996
palliata (Alouattamyia prevalence and 

baeri) intensity
Alouatta Unknown F Females reported to Pope 1998
seniculus epidemic be more affected by 

epidemic than males†
Papio anubis Multiple F Higher intensity of Müller-Graf et al.

helminths and Streptopharagus sp. 1996
protozoa infections

Papio anubis Schistosoma M Higher intensity of Müller-Graf et al.
mansoni infection and trend 1997

for prevalence*
Alouatta Nits and lice — No sex difference in Sanchez-Villagra 

seniculus ectoparasite loads† et al. 1998
Alouatta Intestinal — No sex differences in Stuart et al. 1990;

palliata parasites prevalence Stuart et al. 1998
Alouatta Nematode and — No sex differences in Stoner 1993, 1996

palliata trematode eggs prevalence or intensity 
of infection

Papio ursinus Eight helminths M Higher prevelance of Pettifer 1984
identified to Physaloptera 
level species caucasica†

Alouatta Dermatobia — No sex differences† Smith 1977
palliata hominis

Papio Eight intestinal — No significant Meade 1984
cynocephalus parasites differences

Macaca fuscata Multiple M Males were more Fedigan and 
likely to die from Zohar 1997
infectious diseases;
semi-free-ranging
population

Comparative SIV and STLV F Prevalence significantly Nunn and Altizer
study of STDs higher in females 2004

†: statistical results not provided
*: Müller-Graf et al. (1997) used a significance level of � � 0.01, with p � 0.041 for sex differences in
intensity of infection with Schistosoma mansoni. The p-value for sex differences in prevalence was 0.081.
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than females. In another study, Pettifer (1984) suggested that physiological differ-
ences between the sexes accounted for a higher prevalence of Physaloptera cauca-
sica in males, although the author also noted that it could be due to sex differences
in consumption of the arthropod intermediate hosts. In terms of STDs, a recent com-
parative test showed that prevalence was higher among females (Fig. 3.12, Nunn and
Altizer 2004), as predicted by individual-based models showing increased biases in
prevalence toward females as sexual selection increases (Thrall et al. 2000).

Thus, few consistent patterns in relation to sex have been documented in primates
(Table 3.6, see also Solomon 1969), potentially because multiple factors operate in
different directions. Comparative approaches are likely to offer the strongest tests
of the factors that influence patterns of parasitism among the sexes (Moore and Wilson
2002), but to obtain sufficient sample sizes, such tests will require additional field
studies that collect parasite data from individually recognizable males and females
(e.g. Müller-Graf et al. 1996, 1997). Future studies should investigate additional host
and parasite traits that drive patterns in unexpected directions. Encounter probabilities
in particular are under-explored. For example, if females are more likely to seek
protein by consuming insects, while larger-bodied males eat leaves, this could increase
female exposure to parasites transmitted via intermediate hosts.

3.3.5 Ranging behavior, substrate use, and diet

3.3.5.1 Range use

Animals that inhabit larger areas, utilize a greater variety of habitats, or travel longer
distances per day should encounter a greater variety of parasite species (Mohr and
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Stumpf 1964; Nunn et al. 2003a). Alternatively, animals restricted to smaller areas
could experience continual re-infection with parasites that accumulate in the habitat,
particularly infectious stages of intestinal parasites that are shed in feces (Freeland
1976, 1980; Hausfater and Meade 1982; Stoner 1996). Thus, hosts with wide
geographic ranges should harbor a greater diversity of many types of parasites,
whereas hosts that defend a stable home range should experience more intense
infections by parasites that accumulate in the environment (Freeland 1976).

Primate field researchers typically report three measures of ranging behavior:
home range size, day journey length, and a variable derived from these two measures
known as the “defensibility index” or D-index (Mitani and Rodman 1979). Home
range size refers to the area covered by a group of primates, usually throughout the
year. Within this range, a smaller area might actually be defended (Cheney 1987).
Day journey length refers to the distance that a group (or individual) travels in a day,
based on following the animals throughout their active period. Finally, the D-index
measures the intensity of range use and is calculated by examining day journey
length relative to the size of the home range, based on the assumption of a circular
home range. Mitani and Rodman (1979) found that the D-index correlated positively
with qualitative measures of territoriality across species of primates (see also Lowen
and Dunbar 1994), indicating that animals were more likely to defend areas that are
regularly utilized. The probability of re-infection with parasite infectious stages that
build up and persist in the environment should correlate positively with this measure
of range use intensity.

Few field or comparative studies of primates examined the effect of range use on
parasitism. In their comparative studies of parasite species richness in primates,
Nunn et al. (2003a) found that day range length correlated positively with the
number of virus species reported in different primate hosts. Counter to predictions,
however, a negative association between home range size and parasite species
richness arose for some analyses (C. Nunn, unpublished data) and the D-index was
positively correlated with helminth species richness (Nunn and Dokey, in review).
Even fewer studies examined patterns within species, although a study of California
meadow mice (Microtus californicus) found that mice with larger home ranges har-
bored more intense chigger infections (Mohr and Stumpf 1964).

Finally, use of specific parts of a home range could affect disease risk. Hausfater
and Meade (1982) proposed that a troop of baboons at Amboseli altered their use of
sleeping groves in response to infectious stages of parasites that accumulate in the
soil below sleeping trees. Similarly, animals might modify ranging behavior to avoid
fetid water sources, fecal contaminated soil, or other habitats that expose them to
parasites (see Chapter 5).

3.3.5.2 Range overlap, territoriality, and dispersal

Increased contact between social groups should improve the ability of parasites to
spread and establish in primate populations (Freeland 1976, 1979; Loehle 1995;
Watve and Jog 1997; Wilson et al. 2003). Between-group contact might occur
indirectly when group ranges coincide, as this provides a means for parasites to
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spread through contact with water or soil contaminated by other groups, or even
through contact with dead animals from neighboring groups (Walsh et al. in review).
The extent of range overlap varies greatly among primate species (Cheney 1987),
and general predictions are that most measures of disease risk will increase with
range overlap. Thus, a recent study of gorillas in the Kahuzi-Biega National Park
found that home range overlap influenced the infection rate of individual gorilla
hosts based on fecal samples of gut parasites (Eilenberger 1997). However, a
preliminary comparative study of parasite richness in relation to primate home
range overlap produced no significant results (Nunn and Dokey, in review). Future
studies could investigate patterns of range overlap and parasitism to a greater extent
in wild populations.

Animals dispersing from infected groups represents another route for parasites to
spread through populations. This possibility was discussed by Freeland (1976), who
suggested that animals might undergo a period of “social ostracism” before being
allowed to enter a new group (see also Tutin 2000). Host dispersal should affect the
spread of STDs, since this class of parasites requires intimate contact, and therefore
host movement between groups should increase the establishment of STDs in a pop-
ulation (Thrall et al. 2000). For non-STDs, Freeland (1979) found that different
groups of baboons (P. anubis) harbor more similar protozoa than do rainforest mon-
keys, and he suggested that this can be explained by the observation that individuals
transfer between groups more commonly in baboons. As further testimony to this
possibility, Barrett and Henzi (1998) noted that an unidentified pathogen was intro-
duced to a new troop of baboons through transfer of an infected animal, and a dis-
ease similar to yaws was also likely to have spread through inter-troop transfer
among baboons at Gombe (A. Collins, personal communication).

Finally, territoriality will likely reduce contact among neighboring groups, but in
some cases it could also lead to aggressive interactions during territorial encounters,
resulting in the spread of disease between groups (Loehle 1995). Many viruses are
spread through territorial interactions in free-living carnivores, including rabies in
foxes (White et al. 1995) and FeLV in feral cats (Pontier et al. 1998). Risks of
pathogen transfer via aggressive contacts should increase in primate species with
long canines that can pierce the skin and increase contact with blood or saliva (Tutin
2000). In a semi-free-ranging population of mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx), for example,
SIV and STLV probably spread through biting associated with male intra-sexual
competition (Nerrienet et al. 1998). Thus, patterns of disease risk with directly
transmitted parasites should covary with canine size and quantitative measures of
territoriality in comparative tests.

3.3.5.3 Geographic range size

All else equal, host species with larger geographic ranges—defined as the range of
the species as a whole—should encounter more varied habitats and thus a wider
diversity of parasites (Dritschilo et al. 1975; Price and Clancy 1983; Gregory 1990;
Poulin and Morand 2004). Similarly, host species with larger geographic ranges are
expected to overlap with a greater number of other host species, increasing the
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possibility of cross-species transmission events among sympatric hosts (Ezenwa
2003; Nunn et al. 2004). Parasites spread through fecal contamination of the
environment, for example, could readily infect multiple host species in the same
habitat, a situation that may be common for nonhuman primates with ranges that
overlap with humans and domesticated animals (Chapter 7 and Nizeyi et al. 1999;
Wallis and Lee 1999; Graczyk et al. 2001). Direct contact among different primate
species also occurs when primates of different species form aggregations known as
polyspecific associations, possibly for avoiding arthropod parasites (Freeland 1977)
and other benefits (Waser 1987).

A number of parasite surveys in overlapping primate populations revealed shared
parasite communities that could reflect the effects of overlapping geographic ranges
(Meade 1984; McGrew et al. 1989a, b; Bakarr et al. 1991). For example, Landsoud-
Soukate et al. (1995) compared patterns of prevalence in sympatric chimpanzees
and gorillas in Lope Reserve, Gabon. They found that gorillas exhibited higher
levels of parasitism with a variety of protozoa and helminths, as compared to chim-
panzees, but six of the parasites (one may be commensal) occurred in both species
of apes.

From a comparative perspective, Nunn et al. (2003a, 2004) found that geographic
range size correlated with the richness of viruses and protozoa across anthropoid
primates. Moreover, two measures of geographic range overlap among primate hosts
explained additional variation in the diversity of generalist and specialist viruses,
even after controlling for the correlated effect of geographic range size (Nunn et al.
2004). Host ranging variables should be explored in greater depth when more
information becomes available on the global distribution of parasites in humans,
domesticated species, and other mammals.

3.3.5.4 Terrestrial substrate use

Animals often defecate, cough, vomit, bleed, or urinate on the ground or low-lying
substrates, and in so doing, they can disperse infective stages of parasites. Thus, it is
reasonable to expect that terrestrial primates experience greater disease risk than
arboreal primates (Nunn et al. 2000). Based on similar reasoning, Minette (1966)
proposed that the general absence of Leptospira infections in New World monkeys
reflects the more arboreal lifestyles of this group of primates, since this parasite is
spread through contact with contaminated soil and water. Dunn (1968) even
proposed that records of infection with trematodes and Leptospira could provide a
useful proxy for the degree of arboreality for primate species whose behavior has not
yet been studied!

Although this hypothesis is appealing, phylogenetically controlled cross-species
studies thus far have generated no support for the role of substrate use as a factor that
influences disease risk. Terrestriality failed to explain variation in leukocyte counts
and spleen size after controlling for body mass (Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a,b); in
fact, if any pattern is present, relative spleen size actually declined with increasing
use of terrestrial substrates, in a direction opposite to predictions. The percentage of
time terrestrial also showed no relationship with parasite species richness for three
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major groups of parasites (protozoa, viruses, and helminths), and similar results
were obtained for categorical measures of terrestriality (arboreal, mixed, and terres-
trial, Nunn et al. 2003a).

Several factors could explain a lack of association between disease risk and terres-
triality. First, the basic assumption underlying the hypothesis, namely that arboreal
species are protected from contaminated substrates, might be incorrect. Thus, Freeland
(1980) found that mangabeys commonly defecated on branches used for arboreal
locomotion, providing a means for intestinal parasites to spread even in an arboreal
environment. Second, hypotheses concerning substrate use might be better tested
using data on parasites that are known to have a strong environmental component to
their transmission, such as contact with infectious stages in water. For example,
Schistosoma have been reported mainly in ground-dwelling monkeys (e.g. Papio anu-
bis, P. hamadryas, P. papio, and Cercopithecus aethiops; Else et al. 1982; McGrew
et al. 1989a; Ghandour et al. 1995; Müller-Graf et al. 1997; Munene et al. 1998). This
association makes sense because transmission of Schistosoma requires contact with a
molluscan intermediate host—conditions that are less available in arboreal habitats
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Fig. 3.13 Male chacma baboon walking through water at a research site in Botswana.
Contact with slow moving or standing water could expose animals to intermediate stages of the
trematode Schistosoma mansoni and parasitic worms, protozoa, viruses, and bacteria trans-
mitted through water contaminated with animal feces or human sewage. Photo by D. Kitchen,

The Ohio State University.



(e.g. Fig. 3.13). Finally, a commonly overlooked alternative hypothesis is that animals
using both terrestrial and arboreal substrates might be exposed to more parasite species
than those that specialize on only one of these substrate categories (Dunn 1968;
Altmann 1974; Nunn et al. 2003a). These factors could be explored in future studies
that compare populations or species that vary in their degree of arboreality.

3.3.5.5 Diet

Primates and other animals unintentionally ingest parasites by consuming contami-
nated food and water. Leaf-eating (folivorous) primates typically ingest larger
volumes of food than frugivores and could therefore ingest more parasites whose
infectious stages contaminate leaf material (Moore 2002). On the other hand, diets
of frugivorous primates are often more varied, potentially leading to contact with a
wider array of parasites, and in folivores, consumption of leaves with secondary
compounds could reduce levels of intestinal parasites (e.g. Huffman 1997). Janzen
(1978) even suggested that the general absence of protozoan parasites among
folivorous primates could reflect a “steady flow of secondary compounds from the
foliage that they eat” (p. 78).

Invertebrates, such as grubs and cockroaches, serve as intermediate hosts for
trophically transmitted parasites, predicting increased diversity of these parasites
among insectivorous primates. Consumption of ectoparasites during grooming
should influence the distribution of ectoparasites among different primate hosts.
Thus, Dunn (1968) proposed that insectivorous primates should more readily consume
larger-bodied ectoparasites, possibly lowering the abundance of the larger ectopara-
sites among insect-eating primates.

Despite these probable links between diet and parasitism, few studies have
demonstrated convincing evidence for effects of insectivory and folivory on primate
exposure to infectious diseases. Two recent comparative studies found limited
associations between parasite diversity and the percentages of different dietary
components, with leaves positively correlated with the diversity of helminth species
(particularly nematodes) in some analyses (Nunn et al. 2003a; Vitone et al. 2004),
but generally non-significant for other parasite groups. In a comparative study of
23 mammals, however, basal metabolic rate exhibited a positive association with
helminth richness, possibly because species with higher metabolic rates consume
relatively more resources (Morand and Harvey 2000).

Other aspects of diet should influence disease risk, including prey specialization,
cannibalism, coprophagy, and the need to drink water (rather than obtaining most
fluids from fruit). Predation on other primates could serve as a source of new
infections (Tutin 2000), as could cannibalism (e.g. Goodall 1986; Palombit 2000).
Coprophagy, or the eating of feces, puts animals at risk of infection (or re-infection)
with intestinal parasites if infectious stages are present in fresh feces, and this
behavior has been observed in primates, including gorillas (Harcourt and Stewart
1978) and chimpanzees (Wrangham 1977; Goodall 1986; Krief et al. 2004). In
gorillas, Harcourt and Stewart (1978) documented coprophagy in all age-sex classes.
In most cases the animal ate its own dung. Moreover, coprophagy was associated
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with heavy rain and occurred more commonly at the end of a resting period. This
behavior may serve many functions, including improved absorption of vitamins (see
Harcourt and Stewart 1978) or re-ingestion of seeds passed through the intestinal
tract (Krief et al. 2004). Primates that are in close proximity to humans have been
observed to forage in garbage dumps, and this could expose them to infected meat
or human waste (see Chapter 7 for additional details).

Finally, many primate species consume water from rivers, drinking holes, or lakes.
These water sources provide opportunities for parasite infection. In Senegal, Guinea
baboons (Papio papio) have been shown to carry S. mansoni (McGrew et al. 1989a),
but green monkeys and patas monkeys are apparently not infected by this parasite
(McGrew et al. 1989b). The authors suggested that levels of infection were higher in
baboons because they more commonly used stagnant water sources (see also
Altmann 1974). Green and patas monkeys, on the other hand, tended to drink from
flowing or temporary water sources and showed no evidence of infection with schis-
tosomes. Meade (1984) suggested that Amboseli baboons limit their visits to drink-
ing holes in part to avoid moist soil that surrounds these holes and might serve as
focal points for acquiring infections.

In summary, omnivorous primates with diverse diets of plants and animals might
be exposed to a greater diversity of parasites (Dunn 1968), but insectivory could
increase the transmission of certain types of parasites. Additional dietary behaviors,
including preference for different types of water sources, coprophagy, and use of
garbage dumps, should further affect disease risk in primates, although only a few
links have been documented thus far. Since different populations of frugivores often
have markedly different diets, future field and comparative research could provide
new insights by comparing parasites among these populations.

3.3.6 Environmental factors and seasonality

Primate species, like other animals, experience dramatic variation in temperature,
rainfall, and the abundance of resources. Seasonal reductions in rainfall could induce
dietary stress as the availability of resources declines, increasing susceptibility to
disease (Lloyd 1995; Beisel 2000; Nelson et al. 2002; Nelson 2004). These reductions
could also force animals to share food and water resources with different social
groups and even different species, potentially leading to more opportunities for the
spread of parasites.

Vector-borne diseases are among the most likely to covary with environmental
conditions (Dobson and Carper 1992; Harvell et al. 2002). Temperature and rainfall
should affect arthropod vector distribution and abundance, parasite development,
and parasite transmission rates (Kovats et al. 2001). Many vector-borne diseases are
limited in geographic range by thermal constraints because parasites cannot com-
plete development before the vectors die. Several vector-borne human pathogens
that are also infectious to free-living primates have expanded their geographic ranges
or become more prevalent in recent decades, including malaria, trypanosomiasis,
yellow fever, and dengue (Gratz 1999; Lindgren et al. 2000).
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A global analysis of human diseases found a strong association between parasite
diversity and latitude, driven by climatic variables involving precipitation and tem-
perature (Guernier et al. 2004, see also Chapter 8). Across primate species, a com-
parative analysis showed similar results, with increased parasite species richness
among host species in the tropics (Fig. 3.14, Nunn et al. 2005). This pattern was
strongest for protozoan parasites, perhaps due to the greater proportional represen-
tation of vector-borne parasites among protozoa recorded in primates (see Fig. 2.11).
The pattern shown in Fig. 3.14 could also reflect a confounding influence of geo-
graphic range size, because when this variable was entered into the model, the lati-
tudinal effect weakened.

Bioclimatographs that capture data on moisture and temperature have traditionally
been used to predict outbreaks of gastrointestinal nematodes infecting livestock.
These associations arise because intestinal macroparasites of terrestrial animals are
often susceptible to variation in temperature and humidity at several stages of their
life cycles (Gordon 1948; Smith 1990). In S. mansoni, for example, a 10º C increase
in temperature can dramatically shorten development time by over two weeks
(Gordon et al. 1934).

Rainfall can clear away pathogens, especially for arboreal primates exposed to
contaminated vegetation. Thus, arboreal mangabeys (C. albigena) were found to use
an area more intensively during the rainy season (Freeland 1980). Overall, however,
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Fig. 3.14 Latitudinal gradients in protozoan parasite species richness. Points represent
independent contrasts. Increases in median absolute latitude are associated with decreases in
the size of the protozoan parasite community. In this plot, parasite species richness was
measured as least-squares residuals following regression analysis of protozoan parasite rich-
ness and a measure sampling effort for each host species. From Nunn et al. 2005. Printed from 
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the parasite-related costs of increased moisture probably outweigh any potential
benefits that rainfall might provide by removing parasites from the environment
(Freeland 1980). Because many nematodes require strict moisture levels for devel-
opment, Hausfater and Meade (1982) predicted that baboons would avoid contami-
nated sleeping sites more often in the rainy season than in the dry season—a
prediction that was supported by their data. Similarly, several studies of arboreal pri-
mates showed a positive relationship between moist environments and intestinal
macroparasite infections (Stuart et al. 1993, 1998; Stuart and Strier 1995; Stoner
1996). As noted above, intestinal parasite infections among howlers at La Selva (a
wetter environment) were greater than among howlers at La Pacifica (a drier habi-
tat). Furthermore, at La Selva, a river troop exhibited higher intensity of nematode
infection than a forest group (Stoner 1996). Similar effects have been documented in
terrestrial primate species, with nematode prevalence and intensity generally greater
among baboons and chimpanzees at Gombe, as compared to populations inhabiting
the drier conditions at Mt Assirik (McGrew et al. 1989a). Finally, in a recent com-
parative study of white blood cell counts in 33 primate species, lymphocyte and
phagocyte concentrations correlated positively with rainfall (Semple et al. 2002).

Seasonal cycles can generate periodic transmission opportunities for some human
and wildlife pathogens (Dowell 2001; Altizer et al. 2004). In chimpanzees, Huffman
et al. (1997) found that the prevalence of infection by the nematode
Oesophagostomum stephanosomum increased during the wet season in two years,
with sharp peaks in egg production in infected individuals occurring 1–2 months
after the onset of rains. Two other nematodes (Trichuris trichiura and Strongyloides
fuelleborni) showed no seasonal variation in this population. In gorillas, Watts
(1998) found that the incidence of respiratory infections (and deaths) were associ-
ated with annual periods of high rainfall, a pattern also suggested for geladas
(Ohsawa and Dunbar 1984) and chimpanzees (Boesch and Boesch-Achermann
2000). Botfly infections also vary in abundance seasonally, being more common
toward the end of the dry season (Smith 1977) and showing up to three cycles per
year (Milton 1996). Meade (1984) found that spirurid nematode prevalence
increased in the dry season, and Pettifer (1984) found that worm burdens in chacma
baboons were higher during the wet season for Bertiella studeri and
Oesophagostomum bifurcum, but the hookworm Trichostrongylus falculatus was
more common in the dry season. Other studies have found no striking differences
across seasons in the presence of macroparasites (intestinal parasites in chim-
panzees, McGrew et al. 1989a; and schistosomes in baboons, Müller-Graf et al.
1997).

Additional effort should focus on examining environmental factors at regional and
global scales using phylogenetic methods (Box 3.2) and geographic information sys-
tems (GIS), as discussed in Box 3.3. It is important to recognize that not all parasites
will be sensitive to environmental factors or will show seasonal variation. Thus,
some parasites, such as the nematode Trichuris, have thick shells that make them
resistant to desiccation and may reduce the magnitude of the impact of seasonal
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fluctuations on survival (Meade 1984). Seasonal changes can also affect host
susceptibility to infectious diseases (Combes 2000; Nelson et al. 2002; Nelson
2004). Thus, another potentially profitable direction would be to consider the links
between dietary stress and disease susceptibility, particularly among primates that
live in highly seasonal conditions, such as in Madagascar or desert habitats. Studies
of rodents and humans suggest that immune systems are weakened during the win-
ter (reviewed in Dowell 2001), and other environmental stressors or annual rhythms
in immune function and reproduction could further weaken immunity and increase
disease risk (Lloyd 1995; Nelson et al. 2002).

3.4 Summary and synthesis

In this chapter, we identified the host traits that influence patterns of parasitism and
developed predictions for future research that could uncover the directional associa-
tions and mechanistic links between parasites and primate behavior and ecology. A
multitude of host traits, in conjunction with environmental parameters and details on
parasite transmission mode, determine encounters with and susceptibility to infec-
tious diseases (Table 3.1). Many critical hypotheses remain untested, as summarized
in the sections above. In fact, most knowledge of primate-parasite ecology has
derived from studies of particular populations, whereas many questions will require
analysis of cross-species data that control for confounding factors, such as sampling
effort and a wide range of ecological covariates. Furthermore, studies of parasites
from wild primates tend to be biased toward intestinal helminths, viruses, and vec-
tor-borne protozoa, with data lacking on bacteria, fungi, and parasites that are spread
through the consumption of intermediate hosts (and therefore linked to diet). The
future is likely to hold many surprises, and further investigation will undoubtedly
lead to revision of the predictions presented in this chapter, while also producing
new predictions to explore through field and comparative research. 

Primatologists have devoted substantial effort to studying the effects of predation
on primate populations (van Schaik 1983; Anderson 1986; Janson 1992). Although
predation is a critical factor that undoubtedly drives patterns of primate behavior,
actual cases of predation are rarely observed (Cheney and Wrangham 1987). In
contrast, many field primatologists have observed animals that are obviously afflicted
with intestinal parasites, bot flies, respiratory infections, or other parasitic organisms.
Importantly, predation and resource competition are likely to be major ecological
factors that influence patterns of sociality, and that could therefore influence the
spread of disease; thus, research on parasites should be seen as one component in the
integrative framework already developed to study primate socioecology.



Fig. 3.15 Diagrammatic sketch of how spatial variation in environmental variables such
as temperature and precipitation can be used to predict risk of acquiring infectious
diseases, in this case for humans, using a GIS-based approach. Known relationships
between environmental variables and the distribution of parasites or vector abundance
can influence the risk of target hosts encountering the disease-causing agents. Reprinted
from Trends in Ecology and Evolution 20, R. S. Ostfeld, G. E. Glass and F. Keesing. Spatial
epidemiology: an emerging (or re-emerging) discipline, pages 328–355. Copyright

(2005), with permission of Elsevier.
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Box 3.3 Spatial epidemiology and geographical analysis of disease risk

Spatial epidemiology aims to identify the causes of spatial variation in disease risk includ-
ing large-scale landscape variables and localized processes that govern transmission events
(reviewed in Ostfeld et al. 2005). At one level, spatial data can be used to track the spread
of disease into new areas and to guide strategies for monitoring efforts and intervention.
For example, researchers have developed predictive models for the spatial spread of rac-
coon rabies in the eastern United States by using county-by-county dates of first appear-
ance, information on human population density, rivers, mountain ranges, and the expected
frequency of long-distance host translocation (Smith et al. 2002; Russell et al. 2004; 2005).
Rivers and mountain ranges substantially slowed the movement of rabies across the land-
scape (Smith et al. 2002) and highlighted regions for targeting oral vaccination efforts
(Russell et al. 2005).

Another approach to spatial epidemiology is to forecast epidemics and predict current
and future “hotspots” of infection using key environmental parameters such as temperature,
rainfall, elevation, humidity, and vegetation (Meade et al. 1988; Ostfeld et al. 2005).
Spatial variation in disease risk can also arise from biological variables like the presence
of vectors, other host species, human density, and habitat disturbance. Based on known
correspondence between habitat characteristics and factors influencing parasite transmis-
sion, geo-referenced landscape data can be used to create habitat risk assessment profiles
(see Fig. 3.15). Such methods were applied to several emerging diseases including
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Box 3.3 (cont.)

Campylobacter infections in humans (Nygard et al. 2004) and Lyme disease in domesti-
cated animals (Guerra et al. 2001). 

Most spatially explicit methods based on ecological data use computerized GIS to input,
extrapolate, and analyze information. Multiple layers of digitized map data can be
obtained from existing maps of landscape features, species occurrence maps, and data
tables showing climatic data records for known spatial coordinates. At large spatial scales
(global or continental levels), satellite images or remote sensing technology provide infor-
mation on surface temperature, rainfall, and vegetation indices (i.e. advanced very high
resolution radiometer data, or AVHRR). For example, remote sensing data have been used
to map the probable distribution of vector-borne pathogens of humans, including malaria,
trypanosomiasis, and tick-borne diseases (e.g. Hay et al. 1996; 2002; Rogers and Randolph
2003). Because locations in close spatial proximity are not likely to be independent of one
another, statistical methods are used to control for spatial autocorrelation (e.g. Guernier
et al. 2004)

GIS methods have been used to to create risk assessment maps for predicting human dis-
ease occurrence in the absence of complete surveillance information. Similar approaches
could be applied to wild primate hosts, asking whether measures of parasite prevalence
and diversity in wild primates covary with factors such as climate, human population den-
sity, and land use, and the presence of other wildlife species. An exciting area for future
research involves integration of GIS with agent-based modeling approaches (Rushton et al.
2000; Gimblett 2002). With such integration, it will be possible to study the spread of
disease at a landscape level using models that encompass information on habitat and
population-level characteristics, while also using agent-based models to provide details on
individual interactions within and between groups.



4
Host–parasite dynamics and
epidemiological principles

4.1 Introduction

How do infectious diseases spread through host populations, and under what conditions
will parasites regulate host abundance? What features of host and parasite biology
determine the probability of parasite invasion and persistence? As illustrated in
Chapter 3, ecologists can explore factors associated with disease risk using descript-
ive data on host biology and parasite occurrence. Indeed, primates provide 
many fascinating examples of how host biology and environmental variables can
influence variation in parasite occurrence. To move beyond qualitative and largely
intuitive approaches, more quantitative methods can be used for investigating
host–parasite dynamics. Such approaches are especially important for real-world
systems where multiple ecological, behavioral, and genetic processes interact.

Much of our understanding of wildlife-pathogen systems has been shaped by
mathematical models that examine how events that occur at the level of individual
animals—including birth, infection, dispersal, and death—translate into population-
level phenomena such as epidemic cycles or the spread of infectious diseases across
a geographic region. From a practical perspective, conclusions arising from even the
simplest of models can help assess the probability of parasite invasion and develop
control strategies for mitigating these risks in wild populations. These approaches
are also important for zoo collections or breeding facilities, where the introduction
of one infected animal (or the transfer of diseases among species) can devastate an
entire captive population. In a public health context, mathematical models have been
applied to develop strategies for containing threats arising from pathogens like
SARS, HIV/AIDS, and potential bioterror agents in human populations (Anderson
et al. 1989; Halloran et al. 2002; Lipsitch et al. 2003; Smith and Blower 2004).
Similar approaches can be used to predict and manage the spread of infectious
diseases in primate species, given sufficient information on host and parasite
characteristics and collaboration between theoreticians, wildlife veterinarians, and
field primatologists (Stuart and Strier 1995; Heymann 1999).

4.1.1 An historical perspective

Traditionally, epidemiology refers to the study of disease processes in humans, but
increasingly this term has been applied to nonhuman systems as well. The related



term epidemic—translated literally as “to come upon people”—defines a rapid
increase in the prevalence or intensity of parasitic infection beyond what is normally
present. This is in contrast to the term endemic, used to describe infections that are
established and constantly present in a particular region and normally do not show
large fluctuations in occurrence or area affected.

Many historians recognize the origins of epidemiology in the early ground-breaking
work of Dr John Snow, who in 1854 used data from the location of cholera deaths
to identify the Broad Street pump as the source of a cholera outbreak in London
(Rosenberg 1962; CDC 2004a). Dr Snow reportedly had this pump handle removed
and the outbreak subsided. His work led to the development of a new theory that
cholera was transmitted primarily through contaminated water, and thus pointed the
way toward public health reforms to limit disease spread, including improved sanita-
tion (CDC 2004a). In terms of understanding the dynamics of human diseases, other
groundbreaking work during this past century emerged from long-term studies of
measles and other communicable childhood diseases (Soper 1929; Bartlett 1957,
1960). The dynamics of measles in European cities probably represents one of the
most comprehensively studied data sets in ecology, and analyses of monthly case
reports of this viral infection have tremendously advanced knowledge of
host–pathogen interactions (Bjørnstad et al. 2002; Grenfell 2002). For example,
Bartlett’s (1957, 1960) seminal work on the epidemics of measles in English and
Welsh towns before the advent of vaccination gave rise to the concept of a “critical
community size,” namely the minimum population size above which an infection
persists in the population.

Parasitologists and veterinary workers studying infectious diseases in animals
have contributed extensively to descriptions of parasite taxonomy, life cycles,
pathology, and pathogen occurrence. This work uncovered important details of
parasite biology from a variety of wild animals, including nonhuman primates
(Fiennes 1967; Fowler 1976; Kalter 1983; Brack 1987). Also of historical note are
detailed studies of gastrointestinal helminths during the last century that pointed to
the role of temperature and moisture in determining parasite outbreaks in sheep and
cattle (Gordon et al. 1934; Levine 1963), and more generally set the stage for later
studies of the links between climate and the ecology of infectious diseases (Dobson
and Carper 1992; Harvell et al. 2002). By focusing on the life history of parasites or
infections within single animals, however more traditional approaches in parasitol-
ogy overlooked many important ecological processes, including the role of 
parasites in regulating animal abundance, factors determining the spread of parasites
through populations, and the potential for evolutionary change in both hosts and
parasites (Anderson 1995; Tompkins et al. 2001; Hudson et al. 2002; Altizer et al.
2003a).

Beginning in the late 1970s, a synthetic view of the ecological dynamics of
host–parasite interactions was initiated by a series of ground-breaking papers by Roy
Anderson and Robert May (Anderson and May 1979; May and Anderson 1979).
Their work joined fundamental approaches in population ecology with the biological
details of host–parasite interactions using epidemiological frameworks dating back
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to the first part of the twentieth century (Ross 1911; Kermack and McKendrick
1927). Anderson and May’s models showed that parasite establishment in host 
populations is linked fundamentally to host abundance and behavior (Anderson and
May 1978). These models further revealed the ways that parasites can regulate
populations and identified mechanisms that limit the spread of parasites (May and
Anderson 1978). A combination of modeling work and epidemiological data pro-
vided new perspectives on the dynamics of infectious diseases in humans (Anderson
and May 1991; Earn et al. 2000; Grassly et al. 2005), and these general principles
have been applied across a wide range of host–parasite systems. Indeed, studies of
infectious disease dynamics surged during the 1980s and 1990s, and scientific investi-
gation in this field continues to expand to this day (Figure 4.1), as evidenced by a large
number of scientific books and edited volumes addressing host–parasite ecology and
evolution published in the last decade (Grenfell and Dobson 1995; Clayton and
Moore 1997; Frank 2002; Hudson et al. 2002; Moore 2002; Thomas et al. 2004a).

Recent progress in the field of wildlife disease ecology has emerged from efforts
to apply experimental and modeling approaches to parasite spread and population
dynamics in natural populations (Grenfell and Dobson 1995; Hudson et al. 2002),
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Fig. 4.1 Increase in the number of published records (citation counts) from 5 bibliographic
databases addressing host–parasite ecology or evolution. Databases include BIOSIS Previews
(covering a wide range of life sciences journals; OVID Technologies, Inc.), PubMed (focusing
on the biomedical literature; National Center for Biotechnology Information), Zoological
Record Plus (ZooRecord, focusing on publications in animal biology; CSA Illumina) and
PrimateLit (covering references in primatology; Wisconsin Primate Research Center and
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(infectious disease or parasite or pathogen) and (dynamics or ecology or evolution), together
with the years of publication as shown on the X-axis. For PrimateLit and ZooRecord, only

journal publications were extracted (i.e. not websites, conferences, books, or other sources).



and from increased interest in the joint evolution of hosts and pathogens (Hamilton
and Zuk 1982; Lively 1992; Clayton and Moore 1997; Lively 1999). For example,
long-term studies on the dynamics of cecal nematodes (Trichostrongylus tenuis)
in red grouse (Lagopus lagopus scoticus) showed that parasites can drive host
population cycles, in part due to their sublethal impacts on host fecundity and the
persistence of parasite infectious stages during periods of low host abundance
(Hudson et al. 1985, 1992, 1998a; Dobson and Hudson 1992). Similarly, long-term
studies of genetic interactions between trematode parasites (Microphallus sp.) and
freshwater snails (Potamopyrgus sp.) demonstrated that parasites can adapt to infect
common host genotypes, and that frequency-dependent selection can generate
evolutionary cycles in host and parasite allelic frequencies (Dybdahl and Lively
1998; Lively 1999).

Surprisingly, virtually no detailed epidemiological studies have focused on
parasite dynamics in wild primate hosts. Even for primate infections of great
concern to human health, such as lentiviruses, spumaviruses, and Schistosoma
parasites, a great number of studies report data from “wild” primate hosts sampled
long after they were captured in the wild and far away from the capture sites, thus
calling into question whether patterns reflect those found in the wild and reducing
the usefulness of prevalence data for epidemiological analysis. The shortage of
studies on parasite dynamics in wild primates, including those that join modeling
approaches with field data, is perhaps the greatest challenge for developing a better
understanding of infectious diseases in these species.

4.1.2 Basic terminology and measures of infection

4.1.2.1 Prevalence

Several basic epidemiological parameters are important for describing parasitism in
natural populations. As mentioned briefly in Chapter 1, prevalence is a primary
measure of pathogen occurrence that refers to the proportion of hosts infected with
a micro- or macroparasite. Prevalence can be estimated using any methods that
discriminate infected from non-infected hosts, such as (1) outward signs of disease
linked to changes in physical appearance or behavior of the host, (2) direct evidence
of parasites in the blood, feces, or other host tissues, including use of PCR-based
methods for detecting parasite DNA or RNA, and (3) serological methods that use
antigen–antibody reactions to infer the past history of exposure to a particular agent
(i.e. seroprevalence). These different approaches for sampling individual animals
capture different phases of infection in the host (Table 4.1).

Some warnings are in order when interpreting prevalence estimated from field
sampling protocols. First, inferences of disease status will depend on the method
used and the hosts’ stage of infection, since hosts could be sampled before developing
disease or antibodies, and outward signs of infection might persist after hosts are no
longer infectious (Table 4.1). Thus, multiple methods for assessing host infection
status are often needed, especially when modeling approaches require information
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on the infection status of different individuals (see below). A second potential caveat
for interpreting prevalence data is that accurate estimates of prevalence might require
correcting for uneven sampling of healthy and diseased animals by researchers
(Jennelle et al., provisionally accepted). This issue arises because behavioral or
physical changes in diseased animals could make them more or less apparent to
observers, leading to systematic biases in estimated prevalence (Faustino et al. 2004).
Third, further complications occur when the infection status of animals is quantified
with uncertainty, as many methods for detecting parasites are accompanied by
imperfect specificity and sensitivity. In this case, specificity refers to the ability of a
test to discriminate between true versus false positives, and sensitivity refers to the
power of a test to detect true versus false negatives (Burr and Snodgrass 2004).
Detecting infection status at different stages following host exposure can influence
the sensitivity and specificity of the test.

4.1.2.2 Intensity

For microparasites, ecologists frequently assume that it is sufficient to know whether
or not a host is harboring a given parasite, rather than counting the actual number of
viral or bacterial particles per host. In some cases, however, high levels of pathogens
in the blood or other host tissues (e.g. viremia, bacteremia, or parasitemia) can indi-
cate particularly severe infections, with impacts on pathogen transmission and the
likelihood of host survival. A second useful measure of infection status commonly

Table 4.1 Stages of infection or disease status assignments based on different methods for
examining hosts for signs of infection, including actual presence of the pathogen (using
microscopy, culture, or PCR-based methods), physical or outward signs of disease, and the
presence of host antibodies using serological techniques

Stage of infection Test method

Presence of Outward signs Host antibodies
pathogen of disease to infection

Susceptible No No No
Exposed and infectious Yes No No
Diseased and infectious Yes Yes No
Diseased, infectious, Yes Yes Yes
and host immune
response

Recovering but still No Yes Yes
diseased

Recovered and immune No No Yes
Asymptomatic carrier Yes No Yes/No
state

Unrelated cause of No Yes No
disease

Different combinations of presence/absence information can be used to infer the infectiousness of the host
and potential impacts of disease at the individual level. Note that each test method alone could correspond
to multiple phases of infection in the absence of other information.
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employed for many macroparasites is the intensity of infection, or numbers of para-
sites per infected host (see Chapter 1). Not surprisingly, intensity is more likely to
be used for parasites that can be readily counted, such as ticks per animal or num-
bers of worms inhabiting a section of the gastrointestinal tract. Estimates of inten-
sity can be measured by quantifying parasite life stages in feces, blood smears,
muscles or other organs (Bush et al. 1997). Another measure related to intensity is
parasite abundance or the average number of parasites across all hosts. Because this
measure also includes non-infected hosts in the calculation, it is a composite meas-
ure of both intensity and prevalence (i.e. abundance � intensity * prevalence).

4.1.2.3 Parasite aggregation

Measures of intensity and abundance are closely tied to the fundamental ecological
question: are individual organisms clumped, randomly dispersed, or evenly dispersed
within host populations? Parasite aggregation is critically important to understanding
the population-level impacts of parasites on their hosts (Anderson and May 1978; May
and Anderson 1978). A large number of empirical studies have shown that macropar-
asites are almost always aggregated or clumped, with most parasites in a population
found in a small number of hosts, and most hosts harboring light infections (Fig. 4.2).
A key measure of parasite dispersion (or aggregation) is the ratio of the variance to the
mean in parasite numbers (Shaw and Dobson 1995; Shaw et al. 1998). This ratio
should be close to one when parasites are randomly distributed among hosts and much
greater than one when the majority of parasites are clumped in just a few hosts.
Another measure of parasite aggregation uses the negative binominal distribution (see
Fig. 4.2).

Some studies of wild primate populations have provided statistics on parasite
aggregation (Fig. 4.2(b)). Several processes could generate aggregated populations
of parasites, including parasite recruitment into already-infected hosts through
continual re-exposure. Differences in exposure could also result from behavioral
variation in food or habitat preferences (Müller-Graf et al. 1996, 1997), or from
patterns of dispersion linked to variation in primate mating and social systems
(Stuart and Strier 1995). Heterogeneity in parasite burdens might further reflect
differential susceptibility arising from genetic variation in host resistance (Patterson
et al. 1998; Coltman et al. 2001), or from variation in host social status, nutrition, or
stress. Traits of the parasites themselves, such as parasite mobility (Shaw and
Dobson 1995), could also affect levels of aggregation in populations.

4.2 Analytical models of disease spread

Mathematical models are used in epidemiology to investigate how processes operating
at the level of individuals translate into population-level phenomena. Individual-
level events include transmission and the onset of infection and host recovery and
death (Fig. 4.3(a)), whereas population-level outcomes capture waves of epidemics
traveling through populations, host population declines, and shifts in the frequency
of immune hosts (Fig. 4.3(b)). Depending on the details of the host–parasite system,
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Fig. 4.2 Patterns of aggregation in macroparasites. In all cases the bars represent frequency
distributions based on the proportion of hosts with a given parasite intensity. The parameter k
from the negative binomial distribution provides an index of the degree of aggregation; when k
is large, the distribution is approximately random (Poisson), and when k is small (less than 1) the
distribution is highly aggregated (Shaw and Dobson 1995). In these plots, s2 refers to the vari-
ance and m refers to the mean. (a) Theoretical distributions for a negative binomial process where
the mean number of worms per host is 15, and the k parameter is either relatively high (gray bars;
k � 5) or relatively low (black bars, k � 0.5). (b) Distribution of Schistosoma mansoni infection
in a natural population of olive baboons (Papio anubis) in Gombe Stream National Park,
Tanzania (Müller-Graf et al. 1997). Samples shown are worm eggs per gram of feces, from a total
of 396 fecal samples collected from 206 known individuals from five different troops. In this
case, the parasite shows a highly aggregated distribution (k � 0.16). Panel (b) reproduced from 

Müller-Graf et al., Parasitology vol. 115. Copyright (1997), Cambridge University Press.
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these individual and population-level processes could occur on similar or very
different time scales.

For many biologists, the utility of mathematical models for real-world infectious
disease problems is not always obvious. This lack of appreciation can be partly
attributed to the challenges of translating model parameters into phenomena that can
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Fig. 4.3 Individual- and population-level processes associated with a generic host-microparasite
interaction. (a) Processes occurring within individual hosts include: (i) a susceptible stage
prior to exposure and infection, (ii) the onset of infection following transmission, and (iii) an
increase and peak in parasite particles following replication within the host, which is often
associated with a period of illness or disease (shaded box). Once the parasite is detected by
the immune system, (iv) host antibodies are produced to help the host recognize and attack
parasite stages, and this is followed by (v) a decline in the circulating levels of parasites, fol-
lowing which (vi) host immunity could remain high or gradually decline following recovery.
(b) Population-level processes include (i) an initially entirely susceptible host population, (ii)
introduction of an infected host, and (iii) an increase and peak in the numbers of infected
animals following a classic “epidemic curve.” This typical outcome of an SIR model
(see Box 4.1) results in declining numbers of susceptible hosts and (iv) an increasing number 

of recovered and immune hosts.



be measured in the field. These challenges can be overcome, however, and many
benefits arise from using epidemiological models. Specifically, models demonstrate
the mechanisms by which parasites can regulate host populations, and they can high-
light processes that predict disease spread among groups or populations. Models also
can be used to evaluate the costs and benefits of intervention strategies aimed at lim-
iting disease risks to threatened host species, such as vaccination, quarantine, and
culling of reservoir hosts (Chapter 7). Models of host–parasite interactions share
several features in common with other mathematical models in population ecology,
including a set of clearly stated assumptions, reliance well-defined variables, quanti-
tative expression of processes influencing biological events, and a set of predictions
regarding dynamical outcomes and equilibrium conditions. To that end, collaboration
between modelers and field biologists is crucial, with field biologists providing key
information required to parameterize epidemiological models and models pointing to
predictions that are testable with field data.

Two general classes of mathematical models have been used to describe the
dynamics of infectious disease in microparasites and macroparasites. For
microparasites such as viruses and bacteria, where researchers are generally not
concerned with the numbers of parasites per host, a compartment model structure
divides the host population into susceptible, infectious, and recovered (or
resistant) individuals. For macroparasites such as helminths and arthropods,
models must also account for parasite eggs or larvae that persist outside of the
host, as well as the frequency distribution of the number of parasites per host.
Both types of models generally rely on a framework of coupled differential equa-
tions, and these can be complicated by factors such as latency or carrier states and
the details of the transmission process. A full description of epidemiological
models for both micro- and macroparasites is provided in Anderson and May
(1991).

4.2.1 Microparasites and compartment models

A broad array of microparasites can infect primate hosts (Chapter 2).
Mathematical models for directly transmitted microparasites typically divide the
host population into susceptible (S), infected (I), and recovered/immune (R)
classes and track changes in the number of hosts within each category (Box 4.1).
This type of compartment model (often called an SIR model) has been developed
and analyzed extensively by Anderson and May (1979, 1991), Getz and Pickering
(1983), and others, drawing on classical approaches of Ross (1911) and Kermack
and McKendrick (1927). For cases where hosts do not acquire immunity to 
re-infection (e.g. some STDs and chronic diseases, such as tuberculosis and bru-
cellosis), the resistant class is eliminated and the equations simplify to an SI model
(or SIS, for susceptible-infected-susceptible). Other complications can be added
to the simple compartment model, some of which are addressed later in this
chapter.
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Box 4.1 Compartment models for directly transmitted microparasites

Mathematical models for microparasites divide the host population into susceptible (S),
infected (I), and recovered/immune (R) classes and track changes in the number of hosts
within each category. Total host population size, N, is the sum of S � I � R. Susceptible
hosts arise from new births (where a is the per capita birth rate, here arising from each host
class) or loss of immunity from the recovered class (�). Individuals leave the susceptible
class through natural mortality (b) or through infection after encountering an infected host
(at rate �SI ). Infected hosts are lost through natural death (b), disease-induced mortality
(�) or through recovery (�) to an immune state. Arrows indicate movement between host
states, and the differential equations express these processes in mathematical terms. This
model assumes that hosts are uninfected at birth, that pathogens do not affect host
fecundity, and that host populations are large enough that stochastic processes can be
ignored. The simple SIR model shown here is useful for parasites with density dependent
transmission, which is a “mass action” process where transmission increases directly with
host population density.

Many complications can be added to the simple compartment model framework. For
example, a disease may reduce the fecundity of infected hosts, or be associated with a long
latent period. Age or social structure may complicate among-host contact rates and para-
site transfer. In addition, the density-dependent mixing assumed by this model is often
inappropriate to describe the transmission dynamics of many pathogens. Other transmis-
sion modes can have profound effects on the invasion, persistence, and temporal dynam-
ics of disease, and their consequences have been explored in theoretical and comparative
studies (described in Box 4.3). Additional factors that increase the realism and complexity
of host–parasite interactions are described in Section 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 Schematic diagram and differential equations for a typical SIR compartment
model for a directly transmitted microparasite.
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4.2.1.1 Basic reproductive number

The basic SIR model gives rise to several key principles that characterize
host–pathogen interactions and have important consequences for infectious disease
dynamics in wild populations. Probably the most important issue for any infectious
disease is whether it will invade and establish in the host population. A related ques-
tion concerns how fast it spreads. Both of these issues can be addressed by the basic
reproductive number, R0, which sets the conditions under which pathogens can
increase in prevalence when the disease is initially rare. Formally defined, R0 is the
number of secondary infections produced by a single index case introduced into an
entirely susceptible host population (Anderson and May 1991; Dietz 1993;
Heesterbeek 2002). This is estimated by multiplying the expected number of new
infections from a single infected host (�S, where initially S � N, the total population
size) by the average duration of infectiousness, D, where D � 1/(��b��). Thus, for
the SIR model in Box 4.1,

0 (4.1)

As in Box 4.1, � corresponds to the pathogen transmission parameter, � denotes
disease-induced mortality rate, b captures host background mortality rate, and � cor-
responds to host recovery rate from infection. In a deterministic system, R0 defines
a break-even point above which the pathogen will establish in the population and
below which the pathogen will decline to extinction. In other words, R0 must exceed
1.0 for the disease to invade (although in a stochastic system, the pathogen could go
extinct even if R0 � 1, and could increase if R0 � 1, albeit with low probability;
Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005).

Values for R0 clearly differ among infectious diseases and also can change over
space and time for the same pathogen (Dietz 1993). For the model in Box 4.1, the
form of Equation (4.1) suggests that pathogens with high transmission rates (�), low
virulence (�), and low host recovery (�) should have the highest R0 values, and that
pathogen spread will also be favored by high host population size and low host back-
ground mortality. Approaches for deriving expressions for R0 in more complicated
systems (such as when host populations are structured by age, sex, or other hetero-
geneities) have been developed by Diekmann et al. (1990), Hasibeder and Dye
(1988), and others.

Once an epidemic has started, the larger the size of R0, the faster the disease will
spread, although this will depend on whether R0 is large due to a longer infectious
period or because of greater transmission potential. Thus, pathogens with low values
of R0 should generally cause longer epidemics with lower peak prevalence, and
pathogens with high R0 values should initiate rapid epidemics with higher peak
prevalence. Once an epidemic is underway, a parameter defined as R measures the
number of subsequent cases following the initial secondary infections. In the
absence of control measures, R � R0s, where s is the remaining proportion of sus-
ceptible hosts in the population. This is an important concept and shows that the per

R �
�S

��b��
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capita rate of spread of a pathogen will decrease over time as animals are removed
from the susceptible class. For most directly transmitted pathogens, the expectation
is that the susceptible class will eventually be reduced to a break-even point that
roughly corresponds to R � 1, and this also corresponds to the threshold population
size described in Equation (4.2) below.

Estimating R0 is an important step toward management and intervention of epidemic
pathogens (Table 4.2), but it has rarely been calculated in wild primate populations.
In a perfect scenario, known parameter values for transmission ( �), host population
size, and the duration of the infectious period (D) can be used to evaluate expressions
such as Equation (4.1). On the other hand, this information is usually incomplete
and reliable values for � are extremely elusive (Heesterbeek 2002). Several methods
for estimating the reproductive number rely on detailed knowledge of host longevity
or retrospective studies of epidemics that recently subsided. For well-studied endemic
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Table 4.2 Estimated values of the basic reproduction number, R0, for some infectious
diseases in humans and wildlife

Pathogen Site Time R0 Reference

Pathogens in human populations
Measles virus England 1950–68 16–18 Anderson and 

May 1991
Polio virus USA 1955 5–6 Anderson and 

May 1991
Smallpox virus Developing Pre-1960s 3–5 May 1983

countries
Malaria, Nigeria 1970s 16–80 Anderson and
Plasmodium May 1991
falciparum and
P. malariae

Hepatitis C Virus, Southeast Asia 1900–2000 2–4 Pybus et al. 2001
subtypes 1a,b Africa, Global

Ebola virus Congo, Uganda 1995, 2000 1–2 Chowell et al. 2004
SARS virus Singapore, Hong 2002–03 ~3 Lipsitch et al. 2003

Kong

Pathogens in wildlife or domesticated animals
Phocine North Sea 1988 2–3 Swinton et al. 1998
distemper virus

Foot and mouth Europe 2001 4.5 Ferguson et al. 2001
disease

Bovine South Africa 2004 2–2.5 P. Cross, personal 
tuberculosis communication

Bovine spongiform Europe 19881 10–12 Ferguson et al. 1999
encephalopathy
(BSE)

Rabies Kenya 1992–19931 2.4 Kitala et al. 2002

1 Values shown for before control measures were set in place.



pathogens infecting host species such as humans, where detailed demographic data are
available, R0 can be estimated as the host life expectancy (L) relative to the average age
of infection (A, that is, R0 � L /A), assuming that the pathogen is constantly present and
that host demographic rates are relatively unchanging (Anderson and May 1991). This
approach has been applied to a variety of human pathogens including measles virus,
poliovirus, and HIV-1 and 2 (Table 4.2).

Observed changes in the number of cases early in an epidemic can also be used to
estimate R0 from the rate of exponential growth of the pathogen (r), assuming that
the infectious period, D, is also known (Keeling et al. 2003; Lipsitch et al. 2003). It
has even become possible to use gene sequence data to estimate R0 and temporal
changes in pathogen population size (Pybus et al. 2001; Yusim et al. 2001). In this
approach, coalescent theory is used to infer historical changes in pathogen popula-
tion size (the “effective number of infections”) from molecular phylogenies
constructed using pathogen gene sequence data, as based on comprehensive
sampling of contemporary cases. Results provide estimates for the pathogen growth
rate, from which R0 can be determined using plausible information on D (reviewed
in Holmes 2004). Finally, retrospective approaches can be used to estimate R0 for
newly emerged pathogens in situations in which there is lifetime immunity (Swinton
et al. 1998; Gani and Leach 2001). One approach is to sample a host population after
an epidemic wave has subsided and ask what fraction of animals remain susceptible
and hence unexposed (Tompkins et al. 2002). Assuming the entire population
was susceptible at the onset of the outbreak, greater values of R0 will result in lower
fractions of susceptible hosts after the epidemic has run its course.

4.2.1.2 Threshold population size and pathogen persistence

The establishment and persistence of many directly transmitted parasites can be
related to a critical population density of susceptible hosts below which R0� 1. The
break-even point at which a parasite can just invade the system is known as the
threshold host density that must be exceeded for parasites to increase (NT).
Assuming that the population is homogeneously mixed (as in Box 4.1), NT is calcu-
lated as:

(4.2)

Thus, pathogens that are highly virulent (high �) or have lower transmission rates
(low �) should require much higher host densities to establish than those that are
highly transmissible and relatively benign. Comparison of Equations (4.1) and (4.2)
shows that pathogens with high R0 values tend to be those with low threshold den-
sity requirements.

Evidence for threshold host densities has been documented for several micropar-
asites infecting wild mammal populations. Fox rabies in Europe and brucellosis in
American bison appear to be unable to establish in areas where the density of
susceptible hosts is too low (Anderson et al. 1981; Dobson and Meagher 1996a).
In Serengeti lion populations, outbreaks of several viruses (including coronavirus,

NT�
��b��

�
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calicivirus, parvovirus, and canine distemper virus) coincided with periodic
accumulation of susceptible animals born into the population, and each virus
appeared to have its own threshold number of susceptible animals beyond which
outbreaks occurred (Packer et al. 1999).

Relative to establishment, predicting pathogen persistence is more challenging, as
this can depend on chance encounters between a few remaining infectious hosts and
susceptible individuals. These encounters can be highly variable and will be
complicated by the finite nature of new births and the spatial distribution of suscept-
ible animals left in the population (Keeling et al. 2001). In addition, threshold
population sizes for persistence will be higher than invasion thresholds if recovered
hosts maintain lasting immunity, so that new births are required to rebuild the
susceptible population.

Persistence thresholds for human diseases are related to the concept of a critical
community size, which reflects the smallest number of susceptible hosts in a given
population below which infectious diseases are likely to go extinct, and above which
they are likely to persist or remain endemic (Bartlett 1960; Keeling and Grenfell
1997b). Persistence thresholds have been demonstrated for human diseases like
measles and whooping cough that can persist in large cities but “fade out” in smaller
towns (Keeling and Grenfell 1997b; Rohani et al. 2000). Among wildlife populations,
mathematical models were used to show that the persistence thresholds for phocine
distemper virus (PDV) in harbor seals exceeded the global population size of this host
species (Swinton et al. 1998), pointing to introductions from other host species as a
requirement for initiating new outbreaks. For many wildlife disease systems, how-
ever, thresholds for parasite invasion and persistence are difficult to detect, particu-
larly for small or subdivided host populations (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005).

Finally, the threshold density for pathogen persistence is relevant for the use of
vaccination programs to control infectious diseases (Box 4.2), as eradication
requires reducing the density or frequency of susceptible hosts below a level at
which the parasite can no longer maintain chains of transmission. Vaccination strate-
gies have been employed to control diseases like measles and polio in human popu-
lations, and were instrumental in the worldwide eradication of smallpox (discussed
in Chapter 8). Among wildlife populations, vaccines distributed with oral bait have
been successful in slowing or halting the spread of rabies in foxes and raccoons (see
section 7.4.5), but widespread vaccination programs to limit pathogen persistence
have rarely been employed in wild primates.

4.2.1.3 Frequency- and density-dependent transmission

Parasite transmission strategies determine the rate at which susceptible animals
become infected and are arguably the most important factor governing the spread of
infectious diseases (Begon 2002). A fundamental issue for transmission concerns
how host contact rates change in response to host population size or density
(Box 4.3, McCallum et al. 2001). In most simple models of contagious infections,
transmission is assumed to occur via a “mass action” process in which random
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encounters between infected and susceptible hosts increase directly with greater host
density (a phenomenon called density dependent transmission; illustrated in the SIR
model outlined in Box 4.1). In this case, the number of new infections per unit time
is modeled as �SI, or a product of the transmission parameter � and the number of
susceptible (S) and infected hosts (I). Although some confusion exists regarding
whether S and I refer to overall population size or density (numbers per unit area),
this transmission function has been used to model a large number of host–parasite
systems.

On the other hand, for infections limited by more fixed numbers of contacts—as
might result from restricted behavioral processes such as mating—the transmission
process is not expected to increase directly with host population size or density
(Box 4.3). Instead, an individual animal’s probability of encountering the pathogen
will depend on the relative probability that a particular encounter is with an infected
host. In the case of sexual transmission, for example, the rate at which animals
encounter an infected mate depends more on the chance that any given mate is
infected rather than on total host density (unless, of course, animals mate more often
in more dense populations). In this case, new infections arise according to the
frequency of infected hosts (�SI/N). This process has been termed frequency-
dependent transmission (Getz and Pickering 1983), and it probably characterizes
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Box 4.2 Host immunity and vaccination

Theoretical models show that if recovered hosts gain lasting immunity to future infections,
then a significant number of hosts at equilibrium can be resistant to infection. The pres-
ence of lasting immunity is important because this can affect both temporal dynamics and
management of disease outbreaks using immunization strategies. Systems characterized
by lasting immunity following recovery can express marked cycles in prevalence
(Anderson and May 1991). These oscillations result because parasites spread and exhaust
their base of susceptible hosts rapidly, and after recovery these hosts are removed from the
susceptible class. The number of susceptible hosts can slowly recover through new births
or loss of immunity, eventually resulting in enough hosts to sustain another outbreak
(Grenfell and Bjørnstad 2005). The effects of lasting immunity on disease dynamics
will depend on recovery rates, whether or not recovered hosts gain life-long immunity to
infection, and host turnover rates in the absence of disease.

Host immunity and the concept of a threshold density phenomenon are also closely
related to the idea that vaccination-based efforts can limit the spread of parasites or
eradicate them by reducing the abundance of susceptible hosts (see section 4.2.1.2). More
precisely, the critical proportion of a well-mixed population that should be immunized to
allow eradication of a directly transmitted disease is pc � 1� (1/R0), with the goal of
driving susceptible host density below NT (i.e. pc � N/NT). Even if the fraction of hosts
immunized does not reach this critical level, vaccination programs can still slow the spread
of disease considerably at the population level by reducing the effective R0 of the
pathogen. Similarly, herd immunity is a phenomenon whereby susceptible hosts are
protected from infection due to a high frequency of immune individuals in the population
(Anderson and May 1991).
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Box 4.3 Modeling pathogen transmission and host contact rates

For parasites transmitted by host contact, a general way of describing the process that leads
to new infections is to consider the number of new infections (�) as a function of the con-
tact rate (C(N)), per contact transmission probability (�), and the chance that any given
encounter will be with an infected host (I/N).

(4.3)

The contact rate C(N) describes the relationship between the number of host contacts per
unit time and host population density (Getz and Pickering 1983; Heesterbeek and Metz
1993; Thrall et al. 1998). This contact rate can increase directly with host population size
[C(N) � cN for density-dependent transmission], or remain constant over a wide range
of population densities [C(N) � c for frequency-dependent transmission]. Note that for
density-dependent transmission, equation (3) reduces to � � �cSI, which can also be written
as �SI. By comparison, for frequency-dependent transmission, equation (3) reduces to
� � �cSI/N, otherwise written as �SI/N. The distinction between these two transmission
strategies emphasizes that the transmission parameter � is actually a composite variable that
captures multiple processes, and that the units of � differ for density- and frequency-
dependent transmission (Begon et al. 2002)—a point that is highly relevant to estimating
transmission rates in captive and wild systems (Knell et al. 1998; Caley and Ramsey 2001).

When transmission is decomposed into contact rates and per contact transmission prob-
abilities, it is possible to capture a range of strategies along a continuum between density
and frequency-dependent processes (Dietz 1982). This is important because in reality, para-
site transmission is neither purely frequency- nor density-dependent, but is probably a com-
plex function of both, with spatial or behavioral processes tending to produce transmission
rates that are intermediate between density- and frequency-dependence (Antonovics et al.
1995; Knell et al. 1996; Begon et al. 1999; McCallum et al. 2001; Fenton et al. 2002).
Where the parasite lies on the density- to frequency-dependent continuum is a crucial deter-
minant of host–parasite dynamics. For example, Begon et al. (1999b) studied the transmis-
sion dynamics of cowpox virus (family Orthopoxviridae, related to smallpox virus) within
and between wild populations of bank voles and wood mice in Britain. This virus is directly
transmitted by close contact, and hence new infections might have increased directly with
host density. Counter to expectations, however, results showed that a model based on
frequency-dependent transmission provided a better fit to the data than one based on density-
dependent transmission. Similar approaches could be taken for directly transmitted
pathogens in primates, such as SIV, STLV, and hepatitis viruses, to explore whether the
incidence of infection changes as a function of host density, or whether it depends more
closely on the proportion of infected animals and rates of specialized encounters.

In the case of vector-borne diseases like malaria and Dengue fever, the risk of infection is
a complex function of the vector biting rates (i.e. number of bites by vectors per host per unit
time), and the proportion of vectors that are infectious based on their previous contact with an
infected host (Macdonald 1957). In some cases, the transmission of vector-borne diseases can
share features similar to frequency-dependence if the vector actively searches for hosts and
compensates for decreased host density by increasing its movement among hosts (Antonovics
et al. 1995). For many helminths or diarrheal diseases that have free-living stages that persist
outside of the host, these stages can be modeled explicitly in terms of their rates of accumula-
tion, persistence in the environment, and uptake by susceptible animals (Anderson and May
1980). Although we do not describe their dynamics in detail here, the consequences of these
and other transmission strategies have been explored in many theoretical and comparative
studies (Getz and Pickering 1983; Molineaux 1985; Thrall et al. 1993a; Lipsitch et al. 1995b).

��C(N)� I
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many STDs (Thrall et al. 1993a; Antonovics et al. 1995; Thrall and Antonovics
1997).

Several studies have contrasted host–parasite dynamics for STDs characterized by
frequency-dependent transmission with the dynamics of ordinary infectious diseases
(OIDs) characterized by density-dependent transmission (Box 4.3, Getz and
Pickering 1983; Thrall et al. 1993a). Perhaps the most striking result is that the host
density threshold expressed in Equation (4.2) disappears if parasites are transmitted
by a frequency-dependent rather than a density-dependent process (Getz and
Pickering 1983). In this situation, the spread of pathogens with frequency-dependent
transmission remains relatively constant over a range of host densities, so that in
deterministic systems, parasites with frequency-dependent transmission should
invade and persist at arbitrarily low host densities. Using a modeling approach,
Thrall and Antonovics (1997) derived conditions under which an STD could invade
and displace a direct-contact pathogen. Compared to an OID, invasion by the STD
was easier in smaller populations associated with lower rates of contact. Conversely,
the OID could invade more easily in larger host populations characterized by higher
contact rates (Fig. 4.5). In a later paper, these authors proposed the concept of a
social-sexual crossover point (SSCP). Increased sexual transmission was always
favored if the equilibrium population size was less than the SSCP; otherwise, non-
sexual transmission was favored (Thrall et al. 1998).
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Fig.4.5 Relationship between effective contact number (the number of contacts per unit time
that actually result in disease transmission) and host population size (N), which refers to the
number of animals in proximity to a target host with which it could potentially interact. The
arrow indicates the social-sexual crossover point (SSCP) where the number of nonsexual con-
tacts exceeds the number of sexual contacts. Because even at low population densities, indi-
viduals will still actively seek out sexual contacts for reproductive purposes, the number of
sexual contacts is generally assumed to initially increase rapidly even at low host density, but
to reach an asymptote at lower total numbers (due to longer contact periods associated with
sexual versus nonsexual contacts). Figure modified from Thrall, P. H., Antonovics, J., Wilson,
W. G. “Allocation to sexual vs. nonsexual transmission.” American Naturalist 151: 29–45.

Copyright (2005) with permission from University of Chicago Press.
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4.2.2 Macroparasite models

In contrast to many microparasites, macroparasites like worms and arthropods cause
persistent infections, and their aggregated distributions mean that a small fraction
of the host population usually accommodates most of the parasites (Fig. 4.2).
Furthermore, because effects on host fitness and the production of infectious stages
depend on the number of parasites harbored by individual hosts (Chapters 1 and 2),
macroparasite population models must account for variation in the numbers of
parasites per infected animal. The biology of macroparasites with direct life cycles
(see Fig. 2.2) is relatively straightforward to translate into a mathematical frame-
work, with adult worms inside host animals releasing infectious stages into the
environment and new infections resulting when hosts encounter or ingest parasite
eggs or larvae (Box 4.4).

Macroparasite models typically track the density of the entire host population (H),
the abundance of adult parasites within hosts (P), and the number of free-living par-
asite stages in the external environment (W). The model in Box 4.4 also assumes that
parasites are aggregated within hosts according to the negative binomial distribution,
where the degree of aggregation varies inversely with k (see Fig. 4.2). As indicated
by the equations, the mortality of adult parasites is affected by within-host cluster-
ing, with parasite mortality increasing when k is small (i.e. when parasites are highly
aggregated).

The basic reproductive number of macroparasites is the product of the mean
number of new infections produced by a single adult parasite and the average life
expectancy of adult and larval stages:

(4.4)

As with microparasites, Equation (4.4) must exceed 1.0 for the parasite to
establish when rare. Therefore, parasite invasion and persistence depend strongly
on the rate of production of eggs or larval stages (�), the rate at which hosts
consume parasite infectious stages (�), and the survival of infective stages
outside of the host (1-�). The threshold host population necessary to sustain
infection is:

(4.5)

Because the mortality rates of adult and larval parasites are likely to be low (larval
parasites often have long-lived resistant stages and adult worms can live for years
within their hosts), and the transmission rate of macroparasites is relatively high
(especially when infective stages actively seek out their hosts), this model predicts
that macroparasites should be able to persist at lower host population densities than
many directly transmitted microparasites.

HT�
�(��b��)

�(��(��b��))

R0�
��H
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Box 4.4 Models for host-macroparasite interactions

Mathematical models for host-macroparasite infections often track the numbers of adult
worms inside host animals and the size of the host population. Adult worms release infec-
tious stages into the environment, and hosts become infected through encounters with par-
asite eggs or larvae. This diagram depicts a host population of size H, harboring an adult
parasite population of size P. As in the microparasite model (Box 4.1), per capita host birth
and death rates are denoted by a and b, respectively. Adult parasites give birth to free-
living infective stages at rate �, and die as a result of three different processes: parasite
background mortality (�), host background mortality (b), and parasite-induced host
mortality (�). Thus, the model assumes that when hosts die so do their parasites. Free-living
egg and larval stages die in the external environment at rate � and are encountered by hosts
at rate �, thus giving rise to new adult infections. Adult parasites can induce host sterility
and mortality at rates 	 and �, respectively; these are per capita rates induced by each indi-
vidual parasite and assume that overall host death rate rises linearly with parasite burden.
Relatively simple host-macroparasite models developed by Anderson and May (1978)
have been modified by Dobson and Hudson (1992), Roberts and Grenfell (1992), and
others to incorporate the presence of free-living infective stages, arrested parasite develop-
ment, and complex life cycles (Fig 4.6).
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Death
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P2 (k + 1)
H k

Fig. 4.6 Schematic representation of host and parasite life cycle for macroparasitic
infections and accompanying differential equations.



4.3 The role of parasites in regulating host populations

Because parasites are rarely seen and frequently cause only mild or sublethal effects,
it is commonly thought that their impacts on animal abundance are minor, perhaps
accounting for occasional mortality among very weak, young, or old animals.
Counter to this view, epidemiological models and a growing number of wildlife-
parasite examples point to a number of conditions under which parasites can regulate
host population size (Scott and Dobson 1989). In some extreme cases, infectious
agents have caused precipitous losses of 50% or more of existing host populations,
as occurred with morbillivirus epidemics in black-footed ferrets and harbor seals and
more recently with transmissible facial tumors affecting Tasmanian devils (Thorne
and Williams 1988; Harding et al. 2002; Bostanci 2005). In other cases, removal of
endemic parasites revealed that parasites were a significant factor depressing host
population size or were responsible for generating dramatic population cycles in host
abundance (McCallum and Dobson 1995; Hudson et al. 1998a). It is important to note
that host regulation can arise from both within-species processes, such as competi-
tion for limited resources, and from species interactions like predation, interspecific
competition, and parasitism. Confusion in identifying regulatory mechanisms often
arises because most species are affected by a combination of biotic density-dependent
factors and extrinsic environmental variation (May 1983; Bjørnstad and Grenfell
2001), making it difficult to tease apart processes that contribute to population
dynamics in non-experimental systems.

4.3.1 Theoretical predictions

Parasites can impact total host population size (N) through their effects on individual
host fitness, including parasite-induced host mortality and reductions in host fertility.
To illustrate this mathematically for the microparasite model shown in Box 4.1, the
change in total host population size can be written as,

(4.6)

where the intrinsic growth rate of uninfected hosts is r � a�b, the prevalence of
disease is y � I/N, and � is disease-induced host mortality. Equation (4.6) implies
that one mechanism by which parasites regulate their hosts is through disease-
induced mortality (�) that offsets the host’s intrinsic growth rate. Somewhat sur-
prisingly, if pathogens affect host mortality alone, those with intermediate
virulence will depress host density to a greater degree (the upper-right face of
Fig. 4.7). This is because more lethal parasites are more likely to also kill their
hosts before transmission to other hosts occurs (Anderson and May 1979;
Anderson 1982a; McCallum 1994), so that the more virulent a parasite, the lower
its expected prevalence in the population. Indeed, highly virulent parasites do not
appear to reduce equilibrium host density, although they could induce short-term
population declines.

dN
dt

�(r��y)N
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A striking element of Fig. 4.7 is that equilibrium host abundance is lowest when
parasites completely sterilize infected animals with no additional host mortality (as
shown in the lower corner of this graph). Such negative effects on host reproduction
have been demonstrated across a range of animal–parasite systems including
helminths infecting red grouse, hares, and reindeer (Hudson et al. 1985, 1992; Stien
et al. 2002; Newey and Thirgood 2004). Further investigation of these issues in wild
primates would undoubtedly produce similar examples (e.g. Milton 1996). In the
case of helminth infections, parasite-induced reductions in host fecundity can also
trigger oscillations in host abundance (May and Anderson 1978; Hudson et al.
1998a), especially when parasites have long-lived infectious stages that persist in the
environment (Dobson and Hudson 1992). Collectively, these points suggest that
infectious diseases with low or moderate effects on host survival or those that steril-
ize their hosts may cause far greater conservation concerns and should not be over-
looked when assessing potential causes of wildlife declines.
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Fig. 4.7 Parasite-mediated reduction of host population size in relation to disease-induced
host mortality and the relative fecundity of infected hosts. Higher values of host mortality
(towards the left) and lower levels of fecundity (to the bottom) indicate greater negative
effects on the host (i.e. virulence). Results are based on a modified version of the model in
Box 4.1, with frequency-dependent transmission and density-dependent births (i.e. additional
host regulation in the absence of disease). Shown on the vertical axis is host population size
relative to the disease free carrying capacity (i.e. N*/K ) in the presence of the pathogen. 

Other parameters used were: a � 0.5, b � 0.35, and � � 3.
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Simple inferences about host regulation assume that parasites have a narrow host
range and cannot rely on a reservoir host for persistence. As discussed below,
pathogens with a wide host range that are relatively benign in reservoir hosts can
have severe consequences for endangered or rare species (McCallum and Dobson
1995). Furthermore, parasites whose transmission is density-dependent should have
stronger effects on high-density host populations (Anderson 1978; Getz and Pickering
1983), and can induce striking host population cycles. Because density-dependent
diseases in theory require a threshold host density for establishment and persistence,
they should be unlikely to cause host extinction when acting alone (Anderson and
May 1979). Pathogens with frequency-dependent transmission, on the other hand,
can persist and continue to spread even in low-density host populations.

Relative to microparasites, host regulation by macroparasites further depends on
the degree to which parasites are aggregated among hosts (Anderson and May 1978;
May and Anderson 1978; Tompkins et al. 2001). This effect arises because hosts that
harbor high numbers of parasites are most likely to be removed from the population,
whereas host with few parasites might experience little or no reductions in fitness.
When a large proportion of a macroparasite population is aggregated in a small
proportion of the hosts, stable regulation is more likely, although at the other
extreme, parasites can be so aggregated that the host escapes regulation entirely. As
most macroparasites show aggregated distributions (Shaw and Dobson 1995; Shaw
et al. 1998; Wilson et al. 2001), it seems probable that these parasites play some role
in regulating wild populations. A related point is that wildlife managers might expect
regulating parasites to be abundant in a high proportion of the host population,
including a large number of dead animals. Counter to this expectation, mathematical
models suggest that regulation by endemic macroparasites is probably more likely
when high parasite burdens are seen in only a few infected animals (McCallum and
Dobson 1995).

4.3.2 Regulation in experimental and natural populations

A common misconception is that parasite effects on host abundance can be inferred
using information on prevalence alone, or observations of parasite-induced host
mortality (McCallum 1994; McCallum and Dobson 1995). Unfortunately, modeling
approaches suggest that counter to common wisdom, the most frequently observed
causes of mortality are not necessarily the most important regulatory factors
(Anderson and Gordon 1982). In natural systems, therefore, observing host popula-
tion abundance and demographic rates in both the presence and absence of parasites
is probably the best way to examine the population-level impact of infectious disease
(Scott and Dobson 1989; Tompkins and Begon 1999; Hochachka and Dhondt 2000).

Only a handful of studies have been conducted to examine the population level
effects of disease in wild populations. In extreme cases, the effects of disease on host
abundance are obvious, as when populations of European rabbits (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) in Australia and Europe collapsed following the intentional introduction
of myxoma virus during the 1950s, and later, calicivirus during the late 1990s
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(Fenner and Fantini 1999). Similar dramatic declines in host abundance were
observed when populations of harbor seals in the North Sea crashed during out-
breaks of phocine distemper in 1988 and 2002 (Heide-Jorgensen et al. 1992; Jensen
et al. 2002). One thorough and groundbreaking analysis quantified the impacts of a
bacterial eye disease (caused by Mycoplasma gallisepticum) that emerged in wild
house finches (Carpodacus mexicanus) in North America starting in 1993.
Researchers used observed prevalence and host abundance data at a continent-wide
scale to show that as this disease spread across the house finches’ eastern range, host
populations dropped sharply to around 40% of their expected disease-free abund-
ance (Hochachka and Dhondt 2000). This analysis also showed that higher density
populations suffered more severe declines, relative to areas with lower host density.
Evidence indicates that the eye disease probably caused host population declines
through effects on individual survival rather than fecundity, as the timing of out-
breaks generally occurred during the fall and winter (outside of the breeding season,
Altizer et al. 2004) and birds with severe infections, where one or both eyes swelled
shut, probably died of exposure, starvation, or predation (Dhondt et al. 2005).

Although a few studies have the advantage of comparing host abundance before
and after pathogen introduction, experiments are essential to document parasite
effects to the exclusion of other regulatory factors, in part because it is difficult to
establish regulation when populations harboring endemic parasite infections are in
equilibrium (Tompkins et al. 2002). In manipulative experiments, researchers treat a
fraction of animals or a subset of populations—either by experimentally adding
parasites or by using anti-parasitic drugs or vaccination to lower infections—and
treat other animals (controls) with placebos. Survival and fecundity at the individual
level, together with population size and growth rates, can be compared among treat-
ment and control groups. A classic experimental study of population regulation by
parasites was conducted in a freely breeding colony of mice. In large arenas housing
up to 1000 individual mice, Scott (1987b) introduced a helminth (Heligmosomoides
polygyrus) that parasitizes mice in the wild. Whereas the unexposed control popula-
tion increased and maintained a high population size, the parasite-treated populations
crashed rapidly to very low abundance (Fig. 4.8), only recovering after antihelminthic
treatment was given. Because mice in these enclosures reproduced freely and had
access to abundant resources, this study underscored the potential importance of
parasites relative to competition for food or space. In the field, experimental
approaches have demonstrated impacts on host survival or population size induced by
nematode parasites on feral Soay sheep (see fig. 1.5, Gulland 1992; Gulland et al.
1993b), botfly parasites in wild mice (Munger and Krasnov 1991), and caecal
nematodes on population cycles of red grouse (Hudson et al. 1998a).

We currently have limited knowledge of parasite-induced population regulation in
primate hosts, but this should not discourage experimental work on suitable primate
subjects (Janson 2000). Although some researchers have proposed that parasites can
regulate primate populations (Freeland 1976; Smith 1977; Milton 1996), no experi-
mental studies of population regulation in wild primate have been conducted to date.
Records of severe population-level mortality have been recorded in a number of
primate populations (summarized in Chapters 1 and 7). In the absence of experimental
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data, researchers can only extrapolate from experimental studies in other taxa to
understand likely patterns of regulation in natural populations of primates. Clearly,
many primate parasites cause significant pathology, and combining limited informa-
tion on transmission and virulence with theoretical modeling approaches could allow
researchers to draw inferences for parasite-mediated impacts on abundance of primate
populations, as has been done for other species (Anderson and Gordon 1982; Scott and
Dobson 1989). In some cases, wild primates have been vaccinated against disease—
including mountain gorillas vaccinated against measles following an outbreak
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Fig. 4.8 Effect of the nematode parasite Heligmosomoides polygyrus on the abundance of
mice in experimental enclosures in a parasite addition-removal study. (a) Number of mice in
an uninfected population over time (in thousands). (b) Number of mice in two experimentally
treated populations. (i) Mice were maintained at N � 300 during the first 5 weeks, after which
time (ii) parasites were added, and this was followed by a dramatic crash in population size
(iii) which then remained low. During phase (iv), mice were treated with an antiparasitic drug,
after which population size increased rapidly. Data from Scott (1987a). Modified from Scott,
M. E. “Regulation of mouse colony abundance by Heligmosomoides polygyrus.” Parasitology 95:

111–124. Copyright (1987) with permission from Cambridge University Press.
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attributed to human introduction (Hutchins et al. 1991, Chapter 7). It is conceivable
that experimental “removal” approaches, similar to those described above, could be
adapted to study parasite-induced population dynamics of primate hosts in long-term
wild populations or free-ranging populations, such as among the rhesus macaques on
Cayo Santiago. Another useful approach for primates involves using radio tracking
and visual observations to monitor the behavior and vital rates in animals with known
parasite burdens (Faustino et al. 2004). These studies should obviously be conducted
in populations in which comprehensive long-term monitoring is possible.

4.4 Heterogeneities and dynamical complexities

The dynamics and persistence of infectious diseases cannot be understood without
considering the role of ecological and genetic heterogeneities that influence parasite
transmission dynamics (Rand et al. 1995; Hagenaars et al. 2004). Unlike the
relatively simple homogeneous populations described earlier, populations of wild
primates are stratified by age, sex, social rank, or clumped spatially due to naturally
fluctuating resources or habitat fragmentation. Further complications arise when
pathogens can infect multiple host species, requiring that researchers consider trans-
mission heterogeneities among multiple host species and the consequences for parasite
spread and persistence. Here, we briefly examine three factors that should be important
for patterns of disease spread in free-living primates: spatial heterogeneity (includ-
ing landscape features and metapopulation dynamics), host social system, and
parasites capable of infecting multiple host species. Several approaches have been
developed to examine how different sources of ecological heterogeneity influence
disease spread, including metapopulation models, mixing matrices, individual-based
models, and social network theory. Not surprisingly, advances gained by modeling
approaches have rapidly outpaced field and experimental work. Thus, empirical
studies in natural systems are badly needed to identify which heterogeneities are
likely to be most relevant in wild primate populations, and how control strategies
might be implemented in response to pathogens in heterogeneous environments
(Chapter 7).

4.4.1 Spatial heterogeneity: landscape features and 
metapopulation dynamics

In many other wildlife systems, spatially explicit models have been used to under-
stand the influence of landscape ecology and host dispersal patterns on the spread of
newly introduced diseases across a geographic region (Shigesada and Kawasaki
1997; Russell et al. 2004). Perhaps the best examples include rabies infecting foxes
(Murray et al. 1986) and raccoons (Smith et al. 2002), where transmission is highly
local and host movement is affected by natural barriers like rivers or mountain
ranges (see Box 3.3). Consideration of these factors requires information on the
spatial configuration of host populations, rates of local and long-distance host
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dispersal, and potential natural barriers to host movement. Spatial simulations could
point to sites for implementing physical barriers or intensive vaccination efforts to
slow or stop pathogen spread (Russell et al. 2005). Detailed records of habitat use,
spatial distributions, and between-group contact necessary for such simulations
already exist for several wild primate species (Waser 1976; Kappeler 1998b; Di
Fiore 2003; Dias and Strier 2003), and these can be augmented by gene flow
estimates derived from molecular data (Gagneux et al. 2001). In other cases, moni-
toring data that track the spatial spread of novel pathogens like Ebola virus can be
used to parameterize models, and thus used to predict where new outbreaks might
occur and how fast the pathogen will spread in populations of susceptible hosts.

Beyond the details of landscape features, models have also been used to examine
disease spread in the context of metapopulation processes more generally (Hess
1996; Carlsson-Graner and Thrall 2002; McCallum and Dobson 2002; Park et al.
2002). In the case of primates, metapopulations (defined as a group of populations
or patches between which dispersal can occur) might arise from naturally patchy
habitats or the subdivision of host populations into social groups. Loss of suitable
habitat caused by forest fragmentation and other habitat changes can further isolate
primate individuals or groups into remaining patches, as documented for primate
species such as Cercopithecus mitis, Procolobus badius, and Macaca silenus
(Lawes et al. 2000; Singh et al. 2002; Galat-Luong and Galat 2005).

Insights from metapopulation models point to the joint roles of two key processes
on pathogen establishment and persistence: (a) within-patch dynamics and (b) local
colonization and extinction (Hess 1996; Grenfell and Harwood 1997; Carlsson-
Graner and Thrall 2002; Gog et al. 2002). One consequence of metapopulation
dynamics is that subdividing a host population into smaller units can increase the crit-
ical community size required for pathogen persistence (Park et al. 2002). Thus, local
population sizes might be too small for pathogens to persist, and limited movement
among patches could further reduce pathogen spread at the entire population level
(Hess 1996; Gog et al. 2002). Other models show that host movement among local
patches can be crucial to re-colonization following local extinction, allowing hosts to
escape to areas not yet affected by parasites, while also facilitating the spatial spread
of alleles determining host resistance and pathogen infectiousness (Hassell et al.
1991; Hess 1996; Grenfell and Harwood 1997; Thrall and Burdon 1997).
Metapopulation approaches and concepts have tremendous importance for examining
the role of habitat fragmentation and isolation in host–pathogen dynamics, including
in primates (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000). In the context of disease and primate con-
servation, these issues are addressed in more detail in Chapter 7.

4.4.2 Host social system

Primates are generally social animals, and as such they might experience greater
infectious disease risk through increased local density, close proximity, or higher
contact rates among host individuals (Anderson and May 1979; Arneberg 2002,
see Chapters 3 and 6). The details of host social systems will determine how diseases
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spread through populations; pathogens spread within groups through a network of
social and mating contacts and between groups through dispersal. Patterns of trans-
mission will also depend on the type of contact and characteristics of interacting
individuals. For example, infections are more likely to spread from mother to
dependent offspring, or between preferred mating partners, than between individu-
als that avoid one another at food resources or sleeping sites. Information on the
frequency of pairwise contacts can often be extracted from existing data sources on
primates, such as grooming matrices or records of group composition and intergroup
movements (Sugiyama 1971; Pusey and Packer 1987; Rowell 1991; Isbell and
VanVuren 1996).

Several modeling approaches have been applied to capture heterogeneity in
patterns of social contact, focusing primarily on the spread of contagious infections
in human populations. One strategy is to group individuals into classes (e.g. social
status, kinship, or sexual activity) and describe contacts among classes in terms of a
“mixing matrix,” where the entries in each of the cells describe the frequency distri-
bution of contacts per unit time (Blower and McLean 1991). The most important
insight gained from these models is that the pattern of contacts between different
activity classes has a major impact on parasite spread (Jacquez et al. 1988).
Specifically, a high degree of mixing within an activity class results in a more rapid
initial spread but a lower population-wide prevalence, as compared to a higher
degree of mixing among activity classes. Despite their importance in human
epidemiology, mixing matrices have not been applied widely to animal social and
mating systems because detailed information for their construction (contact rates
within and among social classes or mating groups) has generally not been available.
In the context of a female-bonded primate species, this approach could be applied by
developing matrices that measure contact rates among females within and across
matrilines, among males, and among males and females.

Stimulated in part by increasing computational power, agent-based or individual-
based modeling approaches have been increasingly applied to problems in epidemi-
ology to simulate more realistic contact patterns (Keeling 1999a; Koopman et al.
2002). These models essentially assume that individual animals interact with one
another using simple local rules for group formation, within-group contact, and
among-group dispersal (see Grimm and Railsback 2005 for more details on individual
based models in ecology). For example, Thrall et al. (2000) used individual-based
models to show how the spread of an STD in a polygynous host was influenced by
variance in male mating success and migration of females among mating groups
(Box 4.5). Other individual-based models have been applied to understand patterns
of disease spread in social insects (Naug and Camazine 2002; Pie et al. 2004).
These models showed that division of labor, limited worker activity, and spatial sep-
aration of units within a colony could slow or diminish disease outbreaks. Although
these simulation-based approaches can provide insights into the consequences
of heterogeneities in behavior, they are relatively data-hungry in terms of the
number of traits, and detailed measures of these traits, that are required for model
parameterization.
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Box 4.5 Dynamics and evolution of STDs

STDs are increasingly recognized as an important parasite group with potentially large
impacts on host reproduction and evolution (Smith and Dobson 1992; Lockhart et al.
1996). The characteristics and dynamics of STDs differ from many other infectious dis-
eases. STDs have smaller host ranges, longer infectious periods, and are less likely to
cause host mortality or induce protective host immunity (Oriel and Hayward 1974;
Smith and Dobson 1992; Lockhart et al. 1996). Characteristics of many STDs also cause
their dynamics to differ from other directly transmitted parasites. In particular, STDs
tend to persist as endemic (rather than epidemic) infections, with transmission relatively
unaffected by increased host density or crowding. They have been described as a unique
class of pathogens well adapted to persisting in small, low density host populations
(Smith and Dobson 1992), although their presence in large populations is not theoreti-
cally precluded. Animals with promiscuous mating systems (or species in which females
engage in frequent extra-pair copulations) are predicted to experience a greater risk of
acquiring STDs. However, empirical patterns illustrating potential links between host
mating behavior and infectious disease risk have not been well documented in mammals
or other vertebrates.

The dynamics of most STDs in humans requires consideration of heterogeneities in
sexual activity (Anderson and May 1991). For this reason, population models developed
to predict the dynamics and control of HIV, syphilis, gonorrhoea and other STDs have
focused on human sexual contact patterns (Anderson et al. 1988, 1989; Boily and Masse
1997; Hethcote and Yorke 1984; Garnett et al. 1997). Mathematical models that incorporate
heterogeneity in mating behavior show that STD transmission increases with increasing
variance in partner exchange rates, and that highly promiscuous individuals (“super-
spreaders”) can facilitate STD persistence even when the mean number of sexual partners
is low (Anderson and May 1991). Consistent with models that predict a higher risk of
infection among more promiscuous subgroups, surveys of HIV and other STDs in human
populations show that prevalence increases with increasing numbers of sexual partners per
year (reviewed in Anderson and May 1991). One might expect this generalization to apply
to wild mammals with polygynous mating systems, with variance in male mating success
at the population level being proportional to increased transmission of STDs.

Using an individual-based simulation model of polygynous mating systems, Thrall
et al. (2000) examined how variance in male mating success (i.e. mating skew) affects the
spread of STDs, and how this interacts with longevity and the migration of females
among mating groups. Their model assumed that males varied in their attractiveness to
females, that females had only one mate per breeding season, and that females could
change groups between breeding seasons. Two mating system parameters were examined:
variation in male mating success (degree of polygyny) and variation in female fidelity to
males (dispersal to new groups between mating systems). When females moved fre-
quently among groups, variance in male mating success had a weaker effect on preva-
lence of infection in females. When intergroup movement was limited, parasites spread
more rapidly and reached higher prevalence in groups with more females (i.e. greater
polygyny) (Fig 4.9).

A notable outcome of the model by Thrall et al. (2000) was that equilibrium STD
prevalence was significantly greater in females than in males. When variance in male
mating success was high, many males remained unmated, lowering the equilibrium preval-
ence among males relative to females. Using published data on two sexually transmitted
retroviruses in wild primate populations (SIV and STLV), Nunn and Altizer (2004) found
support for the prediction that STD prevalence is higher in females than in males among
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non-monogamous species. (see Fig. 3.11). Although these analyses were consistent with
the model predictions, alternative explanations are possible, including the possibility that
females are more susceptible to STDs. Higher STD prevalence among females has also
been reported among captive breeding primate colonies, including sooty mangabeys and
baboons (Levin et al. 1988; Fultz et al. 1990).
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Fig.4.9 Schematic diagram (a) and results (b) of an individual-based simulation model used
to investigate the spread of an STD in males and females within the context of variance in male
mating success, female dispersal between groups, and mortality. (a) Each male was assigned
an attractiveness score from 0 to 1, and more attractive males were assigned greater numbers
of females. The number of males was equal to the number of females. (b) Model results show-
ing the change in population-wide STD prevalence in males and females separately, in rela-
tion to overall variance in male mating success. Note that the left side of this figure reflects a
more monogamous situation, in which males tend to have single mates, and the right reflects
extreme polygyny, in which a few males monopolized all the females in the population.
Bottom figure redrawn from Thrall, P. H., J. Antonovics, and A. P. Dobson. Sexually
transmitted diseases in polygynous mating systems: prevalence and impact on reproductive
success. Proceedings of the Royal Society London B., 267, 1555–1563. Fig 1(a), Copyright

(2000) The Royal Society.
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Differences in STD prevalence between males and females are more striking because
theory predicts the opposite pattern for OIDs, with higher prevalence in males due to ener-
getic costs associated with competition for mates or the deleterious effects of testosterone
on immunocompetence (see Chapter 3). Other observations show that males might not
only account for more infections, but also contribute disproportionately to the transmission
of macro- and microparasites (Perkins et al. 2003a; Ferrari et al. 2004a). Further studies
are needed to determine the mechanisms and consequences of sex-biased susceptibility,
including its role in the evolution of mate choice and traits that signal parasite infection
(see Chapters 5 and 6).

Box 4.5 (Cont.)

An individual-based simulation model was recently used to investigate how mat-
ing group size, group composition, and dispersal rates influenced the ability of a
highly pathogenic disease to spread through a susceptible population of primates
(Nunn et al. in review). In this model, females were assumed to disperse to new
groups when the number of males in their group dropped to zero, which could
happen during disease epidemics when the harem-holding male dies. The results
from this simulation model revealed that introduced pathogens such as Ebola virus
spread the fastest in host systems characterized by highly polygynous groups
(Fig. 4.10).

Social network theory represents a third approach that allows researchers to
focus directly on how interactions among individuals influence the spread of
disease (Moore and Newman 2000). This strategy is borrowed from sociological
methods in which researchers investigate relations and connectedness among
individuals (Wasserman and Faust 1994), and this basic approach could be applied
to model contagious agents in primate social groups. In the most basic sense,
network data can be captured by a square array of values, where both rows and
columns are the same individuals or subjects, and each cell of the array defines the
relationship between two individuals. In this case, each animal or person becomes
a point (or node) in a network, and lines (or edges) represent relationships between
subjects (Fig. 4.11). In these networks, some animals might have few connections
whereas others have many, essentially representing hubs of activity or potential
“super-spreaders” of infectious disease. Network models can simulate realistic
social and sexual interactions (Jones and Handcock 2003; Cross et al. 2004; Eubank
et al. 2004). This approach has been used to evaluate strategies for limiting the
spread of human pathogens, including emerging respiratory infections, HIV/AIDS,
and potential bioterror agents such as smallpox (Ancel Meyers et al. 2003; Jones
and Handcock 2003; Eubank et al. 2004). Information on pairwise relationships
between individuals in nonhuman primates could be used to explore disease spread
in the context of social interactions (e.g. using grooming matrices, Hemelrijk and
Lutejin 1998).
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4.4.3 Multi-host dynamics

The majority of parasites examined to date, including many emerging diseases 
and over 60% of pathogens infecting humans and nonhuman primates, are capable
of infecting more than one host species (Murphy 1998; Cleaveland et al. 2001;
Dobson and Foufopoulos 2001; Pedersen et al. 2005). These multi-host parasites
tend to pose problems for a wide array of wildlife species, as evidenced by popula-
tion declines or high mortality in African carnivores caused by rabies and canine
distemper virus, sea otters infected with Toxoplasma, and black-footed ferrets
infected by canine distemper (Roelke-Parker et al. 1996; Harvell et al. 1999;
Daszak et al. 2000; Jensen et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2002). In some cases, outbreaks
originate from livestock or animals kept as pets, from recently introduced exotic
hosts, or from pathogen exchanges following contact between wild host species
that do not normally interact with one another. Despite their apparent importance,
however, the dynamics of multi-host parasites in wild animal populations are not
well understood (Desdevises et al. 2002), in part because conventional studies focus
mainly on single host–pathogen systems (Anderson and May 1991; Bull 1994; Day
2001).

Adding multiple host species to an infectious disease system introduces another
level of heterogeneity that can have major impacts on pathogen spread and evolu-
tion, as researchers must account for transmission within and between host species
and differential effects of parasites on each host (Frank 1993; Begon et al. 1999;
Woolhouse et al. 2001; Antonovics et al. 2002; Gandon 2002, 2004; Holt 2003).
Theoretical studies point out several key dynamical properties of multi-host
pathogens (Dobson 2004; Fenton and Pedersen 2005). First, the presence of reservoir
hosts can lead to periodic pathogen resurgence following long durations of disease-
free periods in highly susceptible host species (Cleaveland and Dye 1995; Keeling
and Gilligan 2000; Haydon et al. 2002a; Swinton et al. 2002). Second, parasites in
multiple host systems can intensify disease impacts on sensitive wildlife species
(Greenman and Hudson 2000). This effect arises because a pathogen restricted to a
rare species is unlikely, by itself, to drive the species to extinction; on the other
hand, if the pathogen can infect a common host species, then infections to a less com-
mon species can remain high even if that species is declining toward extinction
(McCallum and Dobson 1995). Third, host–parasite interactions involving more
than two host species can yield complex dynamical outcomes, and often support the
proverb that “my enemy’s enemy is also my friend” (Dobson and Crawley 1994).
For example, parasites can reverse the outcome of competition between host species
sharing the same resource if the dominant competitor is more susceptible to infec-
tion. Apparent competition is a related phenomenon whereby two or more hosts not
directly competing for resources are affected by the same parasite, but to different
degrees (Holt and Pickering 1985; Greenman and Hudson 1999; Gilbert et al.
2001). In this case, generalist parasites that are relatively benign in one host species
may depress the density of other hosts for which they are more pathogenic. These
general insights indicate that many threatened species, including a number of
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Fig. 4.10 Disease emergence following the introduction of a novel parasite into a susceptible
host population defined by different average numbers of males and females per group, and with
female dispersal among groups. Plots show (a) average number of infections and (b) average
number of groups infected at the end of the simulation, relative to variation in the number of
males and females. The parasite establishes more readily in single-male systems (darker bars)
due to dispersal of females from groups following the death of the male. Groups were formed
and the infection was initiated in one randomly chosen individual, with a user-defined incuba-
tion period, disease-induced host mortality rate (virulence), and within-group transmission rate.
In this spatially explicit simulation model, dispersing individuals were assumed to move in a
random walk through the population until they encountered another group with one

or more opposite-sexed individuals. (Nunn et al. in review).
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primates, may be at risk from generalist parasites held in reservoir populations
(addressed in Chapter 7).

Multi-host parasites are often transmitted by vectors or via long-lived infective stages
that persist in the hosts’ environment. Although many researchers assume that adding
multiple host species to parasite transmission dynamics will have negative effects on
vulnerable wildlife species, in the case of vector-borne diseases this effect could be
reversed. Thus, Rudolf and Antonovics (2005) developed a general host–pathogen
model to show that under the assumption of frequency-dependent transmission (which
probably characterizes many vector-borne pathogens, see Box 4.3), adding a second
host species to the system could actually prevent the pathogen-mediated extinction of a
more vulnerable host. Their study emphasizes the need for empirical data on the role of
host diversity in the dynamics and impacts of multi-host parasites.

For some vector-borne pathogens, such as Borrelia burgdorferi (a tick-borne
bacterial pathogen and the causative agent of Lyme disease), a greater diversity of
host species might reduce pathogen prevalence and impacts on humans or species of
conservation concern (Schmidt et al. 2000; Logiudice 2003). This occurs in part
through a mechanism termed the “dilution effect,” whereby high host species diver-
sity reduces parasite prevalence by limiting the effects of competent reservoir hosts.

Fig. 4.11 Example of a social (in this case, sexual) network for modeling the spread of
directly transmitted infections. In this diagram, the solid circles are males and open circles are
females, and the lines connecting individuals indicate sexual relationships. Note that in this net-
work, the typical individual has relatively few partners per year, but there are a few individuals
that connect many of the nodes, including the male in the dotted circle who has had mating con-
tacts with nine other partners and represents a major link among these individuals. Modified
from Jones, J. H. and Handcock, M. S. “An assessment of preferential attachment as a mecha-
nism of human sexual network formation. Proceedings: Biological Sciences. 270: 1123–1128.

Copyright (2003) by The Royal Society.



In the Lyme disease system, for example, white-footed mice are the most competent
host for Borrelia replication. As the number of non-mouse species increases, more
contacts are likely to occur between the deer tick vectors and less competent reservoir
hosts, thus tending to reduce prevalence in the ticks, the non-competent reservoirs,
and the mice. Although host species diversity could play a similar role in reducing the
transmission potential of other vector-borne diseases, including parasites that infect
a range of primate hosts, its general importance in wild animal populations is largely
unknown.

The presence of multiple host species could also impact the evolution of
pathogen virulence (Woolhouse et al. 2001; Gandon 2004). For parasites infecting
a single host species, theory predicts that they should evolve to optimum levels of
virulence as determined by tradeoffs between virulence and transmission (or by dif-
ferent levels of within-host competition, see Chapter 2). On the other hand, the
presence of multiple host species allows parasites with unusually high virulence to
persist in some “dead end” hosts or those that contribute only weakly to parasite
transmission, provided that they have weaker effects in a reservoir host. Indeed, this
could explain die-offs caused by some multi-host pathogens in primates, including
outbreaks of Ebola and related filoviruses in humans and apes (Sanchez et al. 1995;
Leroy et al. 2004a), Sin Nombre Virus outbreaks in humans in the southwestern
United States (Khan et al. 1996), and high mortality induced by yellow fever virus
among monkeys and humans in Central and South America (Chapter 1). These and
other consequences of parasite interactions with multiple host species remain
largely unstudied at an empirical level.

Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the interplay between parasitism and
multi-host systems can have major repercussions for biodiversity and stability of
ecological communities (Holt and Pickering 1985; Begon and Bowers 1994).
Thus, parasites could prevent any single species or group of species from domin-
ating communities, allowing many species to coexist at relatively low densities.
Several empirical observations illustrate the role of pathogens in determining plant
and animal community structure and modifying ecosystems. Pathogens that attack
key herbivores can have major effects on plant recruitment and abundance
(Dobson and Crawley 1994), and can also impact the density of predators and
other natural enemies (Dobson and Hudson 1986). One example is furnished by
the myxoma virus epidemic in rabbits in southern England. Although a high
abundance of rabbits in the mid-1900s prevented the regeneration of woody plants
in grassland habitats, myxoma virus (introduced in the 1950s) led to a scarcity of
rabbits for the next 15 years. Remarkably, in areas where rabbit grazing had pre-
viously prevented tree establishment, a cohort of oak seedlings grew into forests
following the initial epidemic (Dobson and Crawley 1994). Similar cases can be
found in East Africa, where rinderpest and bacterial pathogens caused changes in
herbivore abundance and radically altered the structure of plant communities.
Although these examples are cases where pathogens have generated striking
changes in community structure, the vast majority of host–parasite interactions are
likely to yield more subtle yet still substantial effects on the assembly of
ecological communities.
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4.5 Summary and synthesis

A general understanding of parasite ecology and epidemiology is essential for
managing infectious diseases in nonhuman primates and other wild animal
populations, both in terms of detecting disease threats for vulnerable species and
implementing control measures to decrease pathogen pressure. Basic epidemiological
models give rise to several key principles that characterize host–parasite interactions.
These include the concept of the basic reproductive number, R0, which sets the
criteria for parasites to establish in a population and also provides information on
how rapidly pathogens will spread in a naïve population. Mathematical models point
to situations in which parasites will regulate or reduce the size of host populations
and show when social and spatial heterogeneities are likely to be important in
wildlife–pathogen systems.

Among wild primates, a large number of field studies have examined patterns of
habitat use, demography, and social interactions. We also know that primates harbor
an incredible diversity of parasites and infectious diseases (Chapman et al. 2005a;
Nunn and Altizer 2005). Yet surprisingly few studies have linked host characteristics,
including abundance, life history traits, and behavior with patterns of parasite occur-
rence. Furthermore, no comprehensive experimental studies addressing parasite
ecology have been conducted in wild primate populations (even though such exper-
iments are feasible, Janson 2000). Inferences of the population impacts of primate
parasites are therefore made indirectly, except where conspicuous epidemics have
decimated previously intact primate populations (Chapter 1). One priority for the
future is to collect comprehensive monitoring data for a variety of disease-causing
agents in wild primates (Chapter 7), including those shared with human hosts
(Chapter 8, Wolfe et al. 1998).

For species of conservation concern like many primates, non-invasive sampling
techniques should prove to be extremely useful for monitoring the occurrence of
infectious diseases (Makuwa et al. 2003). One promising example is the use of fecal
samples for epidemiological studies of a range of gut-dwelling parasites. More
recent molecular techniques have proven useful for extracting DNA or RNA of viral
pathogens from fecal material, including agents not typically associated with gut
infections, such as SIV infections in wild chimpanzees and sooty mangabeys (Ling
et al. 2004; Nerrienet et al. 2005). The advantage is that researchers could determine
the hosts’ infection status, and by amplifying portions of the parasite’s genome,
could also obtain molecular data useful for investigating the epidemiology of
parasite populations. Studies of feces could be further used for assessing the
magnitude and timing of host responses by detecting the presence of host mucosal
antibodies to particular pathogens, and by measuring levels of stress hormones, such
as corticosterone, present in fecal material. Host genetic data has been obtained from
non-invasive samples such as hair and feces in several primate species, including
baboons, Barbary macaques, chimpanzees, and gorillas (Smith et al. 2000; Jensen-
Seamann and Kidd 2001; Lathuilliere et al. 2001; Morin et al. 2001; Lukas et al.
2004). Combining host genetic data with monitoring of parasites in wild primate



populations could potentially point to factors that underlie primate susceptibility to
infectious diseases, and would allow biologists to explore the consequences of dis-
ease for shifts in the genetic composition and long-term viability of primate popula-
tions (Altizer et al. 2003a).

The shortage of detailed studies of primate–parasites dynamics calls for better
integration of quantitative theoretical approaches and records of parasitism in natural
populations. For example, it is difficult to relate categorically defined mating
systems (e.g. polygyny, serial monogamy) and social organization (e.g. solitary,
fission–fusion communities) to the spread of parasites in wild populations. More
precise measures of parameters suggested by theoretical models are needed from
wild mammal populations, including inter- and intra-group contact rates, dispersal
rates and distances, contact durations for different types of social interactions, and
better measures of variance in male and female mating success. Moreover, model
parameters that define contacts leading to parasite transmission must reflect biologically
realistic and estimable processes, which can be achieved by increasing interactions
between primatologists and epidemiologists. Indeed, perhaps the greatest challenge in
moving forward studies of parasite–pathogen interactions is to increase communication
and collaboration between mathematical ecologists studying the dynamics of infectious
diseases, veterinary workers collecting samples from the field, and behavioral ecologists
collecting detailed records of primates in their natural environments.
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5
Host defenses: the immune system and
behavioral counterstrategies

5.1 Introduction

Like other animals, primates employ an impressive battery of defenses to prevent or
respond to attacks from disease-causing organisms. These anti-parasite strategies
include immune defenses to combat infections and behavioral defenses to avoid
parasites in the environment. Some host defenses have a strong genetic basis, as
illustrated by the importance of diverse genes at the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) in the ability of vertebrate animals to recognize and respond to diverse
pathogens (Hedrick and Kim 2000; Knapp 2005). Other defenses are phenotypically
plastic or learned, such as when primates use medicinal plants to eliminate gastro-
intestinal helminths (Huffman et al. 1996), or when they avoid parasites spread through
fecal contamination of the environment (Freeland 1980; Hausfater and Meade 1982).
In many cases, resistance-conferring traits are costly in terms of time or energy that
could otherwise be spent foraging, reproducing, or defending territories (Webster
and Woolhouse 1999). Inducible immune or behavioral defenses activated upon
infection might be less costly and relatively effective in responding to rare or unpre-
dictable risks of infection (Harvell 1990).

Disease-causing organisms enter their hosts using a variety of mechanisms, and
these entry points act as selective pressures on immune and behavioral defenses.
Some parasites gain access through portals provided by cuts and skin abrasions.
Vector-borne parasites like malaria enter when biting arthropods pierce the skin
and effectively inject the parasite, potentially favoring behavioral strategies to avoid
contact with the vectors. Similarly, cercariae (free-swimming intermediate stages of
schistosomes) and hookworm larvae burrow directly into the skin of vertebrate hosts
(Schmidt et al. 2000), possibly leading to selection on animals to avoid prolonged
contact with water and moist soil. Parasites can also enter their hosts through mucous
membranes at epithelial sites in the respiratory, gastrointestinal, and urogenital tracts.
Once inside a host, parasites move to the blood, lungs, digestive tract, or other host
tissues to initiate growth and replication.

In this chapter we examine the incredible array of defenses employed by free-
living primates to prevent initial infection and limit subsequent parasite replication. We
begin by considering strategies for parasite removal, including immune responses,
self-medication, and grooming behavior. In the second section, we review behavioral
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strategies that primates use to limit the risk of encountering parasites. Finally, we
investigate the links between sexual selection and parasites, focusing on mate choice
related to parasite avoidance, selection of healthy caregivers, and the indirect bene-
fits of “good genes.” This chapter focuses primarily on individual-level strategies,
such as the immune system and behavioral defenses. Chapter 6 builds on these ideas
by considering properties of mating and social systems that serve as defenses to
infectious disease.

When reading this chapter, it is essential to remember that host behavioral and
immune defenses are part of a coevolutionary “arms race” that takes place between
hosts and parasites (Hamilton 1982; Hart 1994; Frank 2002). Parasites influence host
immunity and other host defenses, which exerts reciprocal selection pressure on the
parasite, including selection for alternative transmission strategies, manipulation of
host behavior, and changes in virulence (Knell 1999; Mackinnon and Read 2004).
Another crucial aspect of behavioral and immune defenses is that they are often costly
to implement in terms of energy expenditure, life history tradeoffs, and opportunity costs
(Hart 1994; Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Moret and Schmid-Hempel 2000). Moreover,
defenses employed against one parasite could increase vulnerability to other parasites,
and an important area for future research involves developing a better understanding of
costs of resistance and tradeoffs in host–parasite interactions. Such investigations
require means of reliably measuring both immune and behavioral defenses in the wild
and their correlations with other fitness-related traits (Norris and Evans 2000).

5.2 Responding to infections: strategies for 
parasite removal

5.2.1 Immune defenses

Knowledge of the molecular and physiological mechanisms of host immunity might
seem immaterial to primatologists who are mainly interested in explaining variation
in host behavior. Yet understanding host immune defenses is fundamental for
researchers working at the interface of ecology, behavior, and evolution. Indeed,
ecologists have shown growing interest in the evolutionary ecology of immune
defenses (i.e. ecological immunology), including studies of factors that maintain
variation in resistance in wild populations and the consequences of such variation for
host survival and life-history tradeoffs (Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Norris and
Evans 2000; McDade 2003; Schmid-Hempel and Ebert 2003). Understanding host
immunity is also essential for evaluating the degree to which immune defenses can
be used as predictive measures of disease risk in empirical studies (Nunn et al. 2000;
Nunn 2002a, b; Semple et al. 2002; Sorci et al. 2003).

The immune system has been relatively well studied in humans and captive 
nonhuman primates (Wakelin 1996; Roitt et al. 1998; Parham 2005), but virtually
nothing is known about how primate immunity functions in response to natural infec-
tions in the wild. Thus, biomedical researchers who study captive monkeys have
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gained major insights into host immune cells important to the progression of AIDS by
comparing the course of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) infection in natural
African primate hosts, in which immune deficiency fails to develop, relative to Asian
macaques that develop a disease similar to AIDS (Rey-Cuille et al. 1998; Hirsch et al.
2004). Because many excellent textbooks cover the biology of the vertebrate immune
system (e.g. Roitt et al. 1998; Goldsby et al. 2002; Parham 2005), here we provide only
a brief overview of the two major arms of the immune system (Fig. 5.1). These are

Immune system response

Pathogen
breaks the
barrier

Complement cascade leads
to the formation of MAC
and opsonization

Natural killer (NK) cells and
phagocytes (e.g. macrophages,
neutrophils) attack pathogen CTLs kill

infected host cells

Helper T-cells
stimulate CTLs
and activate B cells

B-cells release
antibodies

Humoral immunity

Innate immunity

Macrophage presents
antigen to T-cells

Cell-
mediated
immunity

Pathogen Complement cascade Phagocyte

Macrophage with attached antigens

Cytotoxic T-cell

Helper T-cell Antibody B-cell

Fig.5.1 A simplified representation of the major arms of the vertebrate immune system, includ-
ing innate and adaptive defenses. Innate defenses involve phagocytic activity by cells such as neu-
trophils that attack pathogens and natural killer (NK) cells that destroy infected host cells. The
complement cascade, another component of innate immunity, is made up of serum proteins that
form the membrane attack complex (MAC) and also opsonize (mark for destruction) invading
pathogens. The combination of leukocyte migration and the complement cascade often results in
inflammation at the site of infection. Phagocytic cells also signal the adaptive immune system that
a pathogen has invaded by presenting antigens (pathogen proteins) to T-cells. Adaptive defenses
can be divided into two branches: cell-mediated immunity and humoral immunity. In cell-medi-
ated immunity, T-cells detect antigens presented by macrophages; helper T-cells respond to 
extracellular invaders by activating B-cells and stimulating cytotoxic T-cell (CTL) proliferation
and maturation, while the cytotoxic T-cells destroy intracellular pathogens by lysing infected 
host cells. In humoral immunity, activated B-cells secrete antibodies into the plasma and lymph.
These antibodies recognize particular antigens and opsonize the invading pathogens, signaling 
to phagocytes in the innate immune system to destroy them. Figure provided by C. Bradley,

University of Georgia.
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often referred to as innate (or non-specific) and adaptive (or specific) immunity—
although it is important to note that some immune mechanisms classified as innate
defenses actually have some inducible and specific properties. Many defenses involved
in Fig. 5.1 are mediated by white blood cells (WBCs), also called leukocytes (Table 5.1).
At the most general level, all immune defenses require a system for recognizing that
infection has occurred and attacking the parasites or destroying infected host cells at
the site of infection (Roitt et al. 1998). Thus, the defenses that are most effectively
employed will depend on the characteristics of the parasite, including whether the
pathogen develops within or outside of host cells and its point of entry in the host.

5.2.1.1 Innate immunity

Innate immune defenses represent the first line of defense against a wide range of
parasite types (Roitt et al. 1998). Three major elements of innate defenses are phago-
cytosis, inflammation, and the complement cascade. Phagocytic leukocytes, such as
neutrophils and monocytes (Table 5.1; Fig. 5.2), directly engulf foreign material,
including pathogen particles, outside of host cells (Wakelin 1996; Goldsby et al.
2002). This baseline and relatively generalized defense probably represents an
important barrier against extracellular stages of pathogens (Box 5.1). A second com-
ponent of innate immunity is the inflammatory response, resulting in increased blood
flow and migration of phagocytic cells to the site of infection or damaged tissue. The
complement system of serum proteins (also known as the complement cascade)
helps to regulate immune reactions, destroy foreign cells, and generate inflammation
(Goldsby et al. 2002). Part of this complement cascade involves opsonization,
whereby serum molecules attach to the exterior of target foreign cells to make them

Table 5.1 Major cell types of white blood cells (leukocytes) involved in innate and adaptive
immunity in mammalian hosts. See also Fig. 5.2

Cell type Immune system component Function

Neutrophil Innate Short-lived phagocyte; binds to and ingests
extracellular bacteria

Eosinophil Innate Attacks large extracellular parasites such as
helminths by injecting destructive enzymes 
into parasite tissues

Basophil Innate Enhances inflammatory response
Monocyte Innate � adaptive Long-lived phagocyte; engulfs and destroys

foreign particles; moves into host tissues 
and develops into macrophages;  
macrophages present antigens from 
destroyed pathogens to T-cells

Lymphocyte
B-lymphocytes Adaptive— Counters extracellular pathogens by 

humoral encoding and producing antibodies
T-lymphocytes Adaptive— Controls B-cell development (CD-4); kills 

cell-mediated and humoral viral-infected cells (CD-8 or T-cytotoxic
cells)
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more easily ingested and to attract phagocytic leukocytes. Also important is the
membrane attack complex (MAC) that demolishes the lipid membranes of gram-
negative bacteria and viral envelope proteins (Fig. 5.1). 

5.2.1.2 Adaptive immunity

The second major arm of immune defenses is known as acquired or adaptive immunity.
Adaptive components of the immune system recognize an incredible diversity of
pathogen types based on their antigenic markers, and in many cases allow hosts to retain
a memory of past infections (Roitt et al. 1998). Adaptive immunity is further divided

(a)

10 µm

(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5.2 Four types of leukocytes, or white blood cells (WBCs), from a rhesus monkey
(Macaca mulatta). All images are given to the scale shown in the first panel. (a) Neutrophils are
the most common WBC type (50–70% of WBCs), and are characterized by a multi-lobed nucleus
(with 3 or more distinct lobes) and pale-staining, small granules in the cytoplasm. (b) Monocytes
are considered agranulocytic (though they may contain some very small granules), and generally
have a kidney- or U-shaped nucleus. The cytoplasm of monocytes is abundant, and may contain
vacuoles (non-staining areas) that help to distinguish smaller monocytes from large lymphocytes.
Monocytes are rare in the bloodstream (3–9% of WBCs). (c) Eosinophils, like neutrophils, are
granulocytic, but have larger granules and only two nuclear lobes. Eosinophils are much less
common (�5% of WBCs) than neutrophils. (d) Lymphocytes are distinguishable from other
WBC types by their large, somewhat round nucleus that takes up most of the cell, and a thin pale
band of cytoplasm at the periphery of the cell. Lymphocytes come in two varieties, B-cells and 
T-cells, that are morphologically indistinguishable from each other through a microscope.

Photomicrographs courtesy of AnaPatricia Garcia, Yerkes National Primate Research Center.
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into two major types of inducible defenses, referred to as cell-mediated and humoral
immunity. Both of these components involve the recognition of antigen-presenting cells,
but a major difference is that humoral immunity operates through antibodies circulating
in blood plasma and lymph to attack extracellular parasites, whereas cell-mediated
immunity depends on lymphocytes that recognize and attack pathogens developing
inside host cells (Goldsby et al. 2002, Fig. 5.1).

Box 5.1 Comparative studies of baseline leukocyte counts in primates

The cross-species association between overall white blood cell (WBC) counts and measures
of mating promiscuity in primates described in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.3) supports the hypothesis
that promiscuous species experience greater disease risk—and hence have higher concentra-
tions of circulating leukocytes (Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a). However, this comparative
pattern also raises questions about mechanisms underlying this association (Read and Allen
2000b; Anderson et al. 2004). Specifically, why would higher levels of basal WBCs improve
defenses to parasites, and in particular, defend against STDs? One possible explanation
relates to the timing of the vertebrate immune response relative to the within-host course of
infection for many STDs. For instance, among healthy, captive animals, levels of WBCs
could indicate the capacity of innate immune cells (monocytes, granulocytes, or natural killer
cells) to respond quickly to infections. Such generalized defenses could be critical to STD
prevention because, unlike the “hit-and-run” strategy of many direct contact pathogens,
STDs are difficult to eradicate once they become established. In fact, many STDs result in
life-long infections (Lockhart et al. 1996), and by stockpiling basal defenses, higher WBC
counts could be essential in preventing the initial establishment of an STD.

WBCs might also play a role in removing sperm and seminal fluid from the female
reproductive tract, in part to reduce infection risk, but could also eliminate incompatible
sperm as a form of cryptic female choice (Eberhard 1985). Immediately following copula-
tion, massive numbers of WBCs are known to inundate the female reproductive tract,
where they actively engulf sperm and seminal fluid (Phillips and Mahler 1977; Pandya and
Cohen 1985; Barratt et al. 1990). Neutrophils are a primary phagocytic cell in this process,
which is relevant because analyses of neutrophil counts provided the most consistent results
in phylogenetic comparative tests involving both primates and carnivores (Nunn et al.
2000; Nunn 2002a, 2003b). Given that infectious stages of many STDs are present in
seminal fluid (Holmes et al. 1999), a plausible interpretation is that active and immediate
phagocytosis of ejaculate functions to reduce the risk of STD infection.

Finally, Anderson et al. (2004) emphasized that the mechanism underlying the associa-
tion between WBC levels and mating promiscuity remains unclear, suggesting that social
factors rather than sexual factors might play a role in explaining variation in WBC counts.
For example, promiscuity could increase the transmission of pathogens with non-sexual
transmission modes, and differences in stress levels across species could arise through
competition for mates in more promiscuous species. Similarly, if restricted from mating
with multiple partners in captivity, individuals of a promiscuous species could become
stressed, much as carnivores with larger home ranges experience greater stress when held
in confined conditions, such as zoos (Clubb and Mason 2003). Future research should
therefore evaluate the mechanisms that account for variation across species in WBC
counts, including potential biases resulting from captive housing of primates with different
mating systems, as the source of WBC counts is usually from captive populations
(International Species Information System 1999; Nunn et al. 2000; Semple et al. 2002;
Anderson et al. 2004).
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The adaptive immune response is mediated by two main types of lymphocytes
called T-cells (or T-lymphocytes) and B-cells (or B-lymphocytes; Table 5.1). There
are two main types of T-cells (CD-4 and CD-8), distinguished by their membrane-
bound surface molecules. CD-8 T-cells function in cell-mediated immunity and can
destroy host cells invaded by pathogens, whereas CD-4 T-cells help activate B-cells,
which in turn generate antibodies involved in humoral immunity. Thus, in the anti-
body response, B-cells are activated by binding to CD-4 cells that themselves have
recognized antigens, or surface molecules of pathogens that evoke the hosts’
immune system. These activated B-cells differentiate into plasma cell clones that
produce serum antibodies specific to the antigens that stimulated their production
(Graham 2002). Each antibody type released into the blood recognizes and binds to
a single antigenic site on a parasite’s surface, but a diversity of antibodies can
recognize a multitude of components of infectious organisms. Antibodies defend
against extracellular pathogens by binding to surface antigens to block active sites
on pathogen membranes. Through a process called agglutination, antibodies also
attach to pathogens and facilitate their recognition by phagocytic cells (Fig. 5.1).

Five classes of antibody molecules are produced by the hosts’ immune system;
these molecules vary in size and their general location in the body (Bush et al. 2001).
The different classes of antibodies—called immunoglobulins or Ig for short—are
distinguished by their “heavy chains” and referred to as IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG, and
IgM. The relative abundance of different types of antibodies can provide information
regarding the cause of infection and indicate whether the hosts’ immune system is
functioning normally (Table 5.2). For example, high levels of IgG can indicate long-
term chronic infections such as HIV, and high levels of IgE can indicate infection
with larger parasites, allergic reactions, or certain autoimmune diseases, in which
self-recognition mechanisms fail and the immune system attacks the host’s own
body (Roitt et al. 1998).

Table 5.2 Five classes of immunoglobulins, or antibody molecules1

Type Representation2 Description and Function

IgG 70–75% Part of the intra- and extra-vascular pools, IgG is the major  
antibody of humoral immune responses. Maternal IgG
provides immunity to neonates in early life.

IgM 10% Mainly found in the intravascular pool and commonly used in 
response to antigenically complex parasites.

IgA 15–20% Found in sero-mucous secrections, including saliva and in 
secretions of the genital tract.

IgD �1% Present in greater amounts on the membrane of B-cells. The 
function of this immunoglobulin is largely unknown.

IgE �1% Uncommon in blood serum, but found on the membrane of 
some immune system cells and mucosal surfaces. Associated 
with defenses against helminths as well as allergic reactions.

1 Taken from Roitt et al. (1998).
2 Proportional representation of immunoglobulins in normal human blood serum, based on Roitt et al. (1998).



Antibodies involved in humoral immunity can attack extracellular parasites, but
cell-mediated immunity is necessary to destroy pathogens within host cells
(Fig. 5.1). This latter type of adaptive immunity involves cytotoxic T-cells that rec-
ognize and respond to antigens expressed on the surface of infected cells. In this
way, they bind to and destroy infected host cells, thus preventing further within-cell
replication and exposing pathogens to circulating antibodies (Roitt et al. 1998).

Important features of adaptive immunity are the ability to recognize and respond
to a high diversity of antigens, and the high level of specificity of inducible
responses. Perhaps the most important feature in terms of protecting against future
infections is immune memory. During an immune response, memory T-cells are
produced that remain in the lymph nodes, and together with longer-lived memory 
B-cells, allow the immune system to mount a faster and stronger response following
subsequent exposures to the same (or similar) antigens.

5.2.1.3 Organs and tissues involved in immune defense

Key organs and tissues involved in both innate and adaptive immune defenses
include the spleen, thymus, and bone marrow. The spleen stores blood cells, includ-
ing those used in immune defense and detection of blood-borne antigens. The thy-
mus and bone marrow represent sites of lymphocyte development, with the thymus
linked most strongly with T-cell development and bone marrow associated with B-
cell production. Following their development, lymphocytes and other blood cells
typically move around the body and can migrate to peripheral tissues including
lymph nodes and lymphoid tissues. This migration is important in facilitating rapid
responses to infectious agents, as cells involved in the immune system and located
in different organs can respond to antigens circulating in the blood, on the surface of
leukocytes, or on mucosal surfaces in the body.

5.2.1.4 Costs and tradeoffs of immune defenses

Immune defenses must be rapidly deployed against foreign organisms, but an overly
strong response can be harmful to the host. Thus, many non-infectious diseases are
the result of a hypersensitive immune system (autoimmune diseases). Moreover,
vertebrate immune defenses are themselves costly to implement (Lochmiller and
Deerenberg 2000; Derting and Compton 2003). For this reason, hosts cannot simply
set immunity to a maximum level, and they therefore “turn down” the immune
system until defenses are needed.

The idea that immune defenses are costly has been supported by a number of
studies showing that animals invest less energy in reproduction or growth when
maintaining high immune defenses, and vice versa. For example, experimental
increases in reproductive activity can reduce levels of innate, humoral, and T-cell
mediated immunity (reviewed in Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000; Norris and
Evans 2000). Such tradeoffs lie at the core of research on ecological immunology
(Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Norris and Evans 2000; McDade 2003), and given the
potential costs of immunity, we would expect animals to invest in greater defenses
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only when the risk of pathogen infection is high. Despite the importance of evolu-
tionary tradeoffs for explaining natural patterns of host immunity, studies assessing
these costs in wild mammal populations are rare (Saino et al. 2000). Nevertheless,
ecologists have implemented a growing number of techniques for assessing immune
parameters in wild vertebrate hosts (Box 5.2 and Table 5.3), opening the door for
future work in captive and wild primates.

Box 5.2 Quantifying immune defenses in wild vertebrate animals

To understand how primate immune systems defend against different pathogens and respond
to environmental variables, and to evaluate the costs of immune system parameters for
reproductive fitness, ecologists must quantify levels of innate, cell-mediated, and humoral
immunity in wild animals—in addition to collecting measures of infection status, body
condition, or stress (Krief et al. 2005). Researchers often define immunocompetence as a
host’s investment in baseline immune defenses or ability to mount an immune response
following exposure to a pathogen (Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Roitt et al. 1998; Zuk and
Stoehr 2002). Two general approaches to measuring immunity in an ecological context
include point-estimates of immune parameters and assessing the response to immune
system challenges (reviewed in Norris and Evans 2000). As expected, many immuno-
diagnostic techniques have been used extensively in humans and domesticated animals
(Edwards 2000; Harvey 2001; Thrall et al. 2004), and ecologists have employed a number
of methods in studies of wild birds (reviewed in Norris and Evans 2000).

Monitoring techniques often require collecting a small blood sample (e.g. 0.1–1.0 ml)
from which several hematological parameters can be measured (Table 5.3). These include
total white blood cell (WBC) counts and differentials (i.e. numbers of each type of WBC)
as measures of innate immunity, in addition to ratios of neutrophils to lymphocytes, which
have been used as an index of stress across a variety of vertebrate animals (Morrow-Tesch
et al. 1993; Reichert et al. 2002; Weber et al. 2002). If blood is collected in microcapillary
tubes, a hematocrit centrifuge can be used to obtain a hematocrit reading (based on the
separation of plasma, red and white blood cells into different layers), providing informa-
tion on possible anemia and leukocyte abundance (Table 5.3). Serological tests can be
used to assess current antibody levels to particular pathogens, including serum or rapid plate
agglutination (SPA/RPA) and ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay), thus provid-
ing information on current or previous exposure to known infectious agents (Edwards 2000).
Blood serum proteins, including albumin and globulin, can also be separated to measure
levels of circulating transport proteins and antibodies (Thrall et al. 2004).

Relative to monitoring techniques, challenge methods involve exposing animals to
stimulants to trigger an immune reaction. The overall strength of response is usually taken
as an indication of the level of immuncompetence. These methods require either holding
animals temporarily in captivity, or reliably recapturing challenged individuals in the field,
which might make this approach difficult for some larger-bodied primates. A common
method for assessing antibody production (humoral immunity) is to inject animals with a
harmless protein or cell type and assess the antibody response. Many researchers use the
sheep red blood cell (SRBC) hemagglutination assay, where SRBCs are injected into
animals and resulting production of specific antibodies is measured at a later time by
collecting blood and performing a hemagglutination assay or ELISA test (Cichon et al.
2002). Cell-mediated immunity can be assayed by injecting animals sub-dermally with a
substance known to trigger cell division, such as phyotohemagglutinin (PHA), which
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5.2.1.5 MHC and the genetics of immunity

The genetics underlying variation in host immunity have attracted much recent
interest, including studies focusing on the evolutionary maintenance of immunolog-
ical variation (Frank 2002). Among vertebrate animals in particular, genetic loci
associated with the MHC play a key role in acquired immunity (Box 5.3), and the
extreme polymorphism of MHC class I and II genes is important for recognition and
response to a wide diversity of pathogens (Nei and Hughes 1991; Hedrick and Kim

stimulates T-lymphocytes to migrate to and proliferate at the site of injection (Lewis et al.
2000). The level of inflammation or thickness of skin at the injection site (relative to a con-
trol site) indicates the strength of the T-cell response.

Each method for assessing host condition and immune defenses has advantages and
drawbacks. Monitoring techniques are often faster and less invasive, and provide a 
snapshot of immune status when samples were collected in the field. However, these point-
estimates will be influenced by an animal’s overall condition and the history or presence
of any current infections, making it difficult to interpret these measures unless concomitant
data on the infection status of animals are also available. For example, an animal might
have high leukocyte counts due to a current infection or because of high baseline invest-
ment in innate immunity. Challenge methods, on the other hand, can measure adaptive
immunity (either humoral or cell-mediated) by exposing hosts to antigens and measuring
the subsequent response. Although favored by immunologists or veterinary workers,
challenge techniques can be more invasive and could induce stress or elevate natural
mortality by holding or recapturing animals between the time when a challenge is applied
and when the response is measured.

Cross-species comparisons of leukocyte counts and the relative size of immune system
organs (i.e. thymus and spleen) have been used to investigate whether features of host
behavior or ecology are associated with the risk of parasite infection and host immune
defenses (Møller et al. 1998a; Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a). However, a critical task that
remains is to determine which parameters in primates and other wild mammals are linked
with greater investment in immune defenses, and which cell types and immune system
components play significant roles in responding to different types of infectious diseases
(see Box 5.1). This is difficult in part due to a lack of information on the function of dif-
ferent cell types in wild animals, and due to species-level heterogeneity in baseline meas-
ures of many of these defenses.

Finally, it is important to note that blood samples collected for immune system assays
can be used for other purposes, including host genotyping or PCR-based tests to probe for
pathogen-specific markers. These samples can also be used to assess levels of stress
hormones (i.e. glucocorticosteroids), thus providing information on acute or chronic stress
responses (Table 5.3, Sapolsky et al. 2000; Romero 2004). Increasingly, non-invasive
techniques using information acquired from feces can provide information on levels of
adrenal and gonadal hormones associated with physiological stress, levels of pathogen
infection (including pathogen DNA), and the presence of mucosal antibodies (reviewed
in Wasser et al. 2002). Such non-invasive sampling techniques are probably crucial for
primate species of conservation concern, or those that are difficult to capture or restrain for
blood collection.

Box 5.2 (Cont.)
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Table 5.3 Methods used to measure immune defenses in wild or captive animals

Type Sample Technique Description

Monitoring—innate Blood: smear WBC counts Total numbers of WBCs per blood volume, and the proportion of each
immunity and differentials leukocyte type, such as neutrophils, monocytes and eosinophils. From

these counts, the numbers of neutrophils divided by lymphyocytes has
been used to assay chronic stress. Elevated total WBC counts can indicate
a current infection, as can high counts of certain WBCs (e.g. neutrophils
in response to bacterial infections)

Monitoring—innate Blood: hematocrit Hematocrit reading Separates red blood cells, plasma, and WBCs into different layers; ratio 
immunity tube of red blood cells to plasma indicates anemia; buffy coat layer 

indicates WBC abundance
Monitoring— Blood: serum or Antibody tests Serum or rapid plate agglutination tests (SPA, RPA) and enzyme-linked
humoral immunity plasma immunosorbent assay (ELISA) used to detect or quantify antibody

production against specific antigens
Monitoring— Blood: serum Serum proteins Albumin and globulin (separated from blood serum) indicate levels of
humoral immunity circulating transport proteins and antibodies (i.e. immunoglobulins)

Monitoring—stress Blood plasma or Stress hormone assay Concentrations of glucocorticosteroid hormones (cortisol, corticosterone)
hormones feces from blood plasma or feces; can indicate acute stress response or chronic

stress depending on sampling protocols
Monitoring/ Spleen or thymus Size of organ Measuring size of organ relative to body size indicates investment in the
Measuring— production of immune system cells
immune organs

Challenge— Blood: serum Sheep red blood cell Inject novel antigen (e.g. SRBC) and measure levels of antibody
response of humoral (SRBC) production over time
immunity hemagglutination

Challenge— Dermal thickness Phytohemagglutinin Inject mitogen (e.g. phytohemagglutinin or other substance that induces
response of cell- assay (PHA) or cell division) into sensitive skin area and measure swelling to assess 
mediated immunity Delayed T-cell migration and replication

hypersensitivity test

The type of assay refers to whether the test provides a point-estimate of immune status (monitoring) or involves a challenge test, and also whether the test quantifies
elements of innate, humoral, or other aspects of immunity. Sample refers the type of tissue or component of the blood that is examined. Technique refers to the name
or abbreviation of the test, and description provides a brief explanation of what is measured or how tests are performed (modified after Norris and Evans 2000). WBC
refers to white blood cell (leukoctye).
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2000). Multiple lines of evidence support a role for MHC in responding to pathogen
infections. In captive experiments with mice, for example, MHC heterozygotes
were more resistant to multiple-strain bacterial infections (Penn et al. 2002). Recent
studies of vertebrates further suggest that MHC heterozygosity and the occurrence
of specific alleles or genotypes provide resistance to a variety of pathogens in the
wild (Paterson et al. 1998; Hedrick et al. 2001; Froeschke and Sommer 2005).

In humans, researchers have identified an extraordinary number of alleles across
three MHC Class I loci, which in humans are called HLA for Human Leukocyte
Antigen region (HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C genes, Robinson et al. 2003). These
extremely high levels of variation at MHC loci could result from balancing selec-
tion based on a combination of frequency-dependent selection (as pathogens evolve
to escape common MHC genotypes) and selection resulting from heterozygote
advantage (heterozygotes have a greater diversity of MHC types). In nonhuman pri-
mates, MHC genes also appear to be highly polymorphic, but levels of variation dif-
fer tremendously among species (Knapp 2005). For example, common marmosets
(Callithrix jacchus) are used in biomedical research as models for several human
diseases, and in captivity show high vulnerability to a range of parasites, including
enteric bacteria (Potkay 1992). Relative to other primates, this species showed evi-
dence for fewer alleles across several MHC Class II genes and at least one non-
functional region (Antunes et al. 1998).

An important question, therefore, is whether populations of threatened primates and
other declining species will suffer disproportionate impacts from infectious disease
due to loss of variation across MHC loci. Indeed, allelic diversity at these loci has been
shown to be lower than expected among endangered species, such as those that have
undergone population bottlenecks, longer-term genetic drift, or inbreeding following
declines in population size (Hedrick et al. 1999). On the other hand, recent studies of
populations of endangered salmon, Arabian oryx, red wolves, and desert bighorn sheep
indicate that strong positive and balancing selection has maintained a surprisingly high
diversity of MHC genotypes (Hedrick et al. 2000, 2002; Garrigan and Hedrick 2001;
Gutierrez-Espeleta et al. 2001), and this pattern is in direct contrast to the level of
diversity of other genes that are not affected by natural selection. In the most striking
example documented to date, Aguilar et al. (2004) demonstrated that despite extreme
monomorphism at selectively neutral loci in the San Nicholas Island fox (Urocyon lit-
toralis dickeyi), animals showed remarkably high levels of variation across five MHC
loci. The authors concluded that this pattern was best explained by an extreme popu-
lation bottleneck (ca. � 10 individuals) followed by intense balancing selection to
maintain MHC variation. This and other studies imply that a goal of captive breeding
and conservation efforts for wild primates should be to characterize and maintain exist-
ing levels of MHC variation that are present in the wild. To balance this view, some
authors suggest that MHC is but one of many fitness-related loci, and some contro-
versy has emerged regarding whether conservation genetics should focus on maintain-
ing MHC variation versus genome-wide heterozygosity in captive breeding programs
(see O’Brien and Evermann 1988; Hughes 1991; Miller and Hedrick 1991; Vrigenhoek
and Leberg 1991).
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Box 5.3 MHC genes in pathogen resistance, host behavior and evolution

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules are immune proteins that are crucial
to the process of specific or adaptive immunity. These molecules recognize and bind to
pathogen proteins (antigens) inside infected host cells and transport these antigens to
the outer membrane of the cell where they are presented to T-cells to initiate humoral and
cell-mediated immune responses (Parham and Ohta 1996). Most nucleated host cells
produce MHC class I molecules that are recognized by cytotoxic T-cells, which then
destroy the infected antigen-presenting host cells. In contrast, MHC class II molecules are
produced only by certain lymphocytes (macrophages, B-cells and dendritic cells) to aid
in antibody production. Specific MHC molecules preferentially bind to specific pathogen
peptides, and hence different MHC alleles can confer resistance to different pathogens.
Individual hosts that are heterozygous across multiple MHC loci should be able to
recognize and present a greater diversity of pathogen peptides than homozygous indi-
viduals (Doherty and Zinkernagel 1975). Similarly, high levels of MHC allelic variation at
the population-level will reduce the chance that a single pathogen can affect the majority
of hosts, and may be adaptive in the face of unpredictable and frequent disease outbreaks
(Hedrick and Kim 2000).

Among primates, variation and function in the relatively large MHC coding regions or
“gene families” have been characterized in several species, including chimpanzees, yellow
baboons, and several macaque species (reviewed in Knapp 2005). As expected, most
studies of MHC variation focus on humans, where this complex is called the HLA (human
leukocyte antigen region, encoding MHC class I, II, and III molecules). In humans, over
200 tightly linked genes (defined as potentially coding sequences, although only a subset
have known immunological functions) have been identified across the HLA complex,
and collectively these are associated with more than 1500 alleles or molecular variants
(Robinson et al. 2003; Yuhki et al. 2003). Evidence for the selective maintenance of
variation at these loci comes from several sources, including a high frequency of non-
synonymous nucleotide substitutions at sites that encode peptide-binding regions (Hughes
and Nei 1988), and studies showing that individuals homozygous for one or more HLA
class I loci are more vulnerable to infectious diseases, including more rapid progression of
AIDS following infection with HIV-1 (Carrington et al. 1999).

Surprisingly few studies of MHC variation have been conducted in wild primates. Future
studies of the role of MHC polymorphism in relation to pathogen-mediated selection in
wild primates could include comparative differences among primate species that differ in
known levels of pathogen exposure. The prediction would be that species with greater
MHC variability (in terms of number of alleles and frequency of heterozygotes) should be
those that have been historically exposed to a broader spectrum of parasites. It is important
to note that results could depend on the specific loci examined and the pathogen(s) of greatest
relevance. For example, certain MHC genes in humans are associated with protection against
malaria and heptatitis B virus (Hill et al. 1992; Thursz et al. 1995), and in rhesus macaques
(Macaca mulatta), particular MHC class I and II alleles are linked with slower progression
of SIV-associated disease (Sauermann et al. 2000; Carrington and Bontrop 2002). Strong
pathogen-mediated selection could therefore lead to a high frequency of resistance-conferring
alleles and the concomitant loss of others. Such an event could have occurred among wild
chimpanzees as a result of selection by a retrovirus related to SIVcpz. In this case, de Groot
et al. (2002) showed that relative to humans, chimpanzees exhibit reduced allelic variation at
several MHC loci. The authors argued that this may indicate a “selective sweep” induced by
widespread viral infection following a hypothesized ancient pandemic of SIV, although other
explanations are possible.
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5.2.1.6 Parasite evasion of host immunity

Despite sophisticated and varied host defenses, some parasites can persist and replicate
within hosts, even over extended periods of time. On the one hand, this could result
from individual host characteristics. With respect to immune defenses, chronic stress
and nutritional shortfalls depress the immune system and increase susceptibility to
infection (e.g. Koski et al. 1999; Koski and Scott 2001; Padgett and Glaser 2003).
Studies have shown that psychological stress can alter immune responses and the
course of infection in humans (e.g. Cohen et al. 1991), and stress in animals reduces
vaccine responses, slows wound healing, and intensifies the pathogenesis of viruses
and bacteria (Padgett et al. 1998a, b; McCabe et al. 2000). Indeed, glucocorticoid (GC)
hormones like cortisol, produced by the adrenal cortex during acute stress responses,
form a major link between the neuroendocrine system and the immune system
(Padgett and Glaser 2003). These GC hormones provide energy for “fight or flight”
responses to threats, but chronic activation of this stress response can deteriorate the
expression of immunologically related genes, and GCs can also bind to and interfere
with the activity of some leukocytes.

On the other hand, physiological changes associated with stress fail to explain
why some parasites persist in hosts for much longer periods of time, particularly in
non-stressful situations. Parasites can also evade detection by immune cells by
masking their antigens, or by producing molecules so similar to the host that they do
not evoke an immune response (Phillips 2002). Some parasites evade detection for a
time by entering intracellular space, as happens with the invasion of red blood cells

Other studies have pointed to assortative mating and kin recognition in maintaining
heterozygosity and allelic variation across the MHC. Studies focusing mainly on mice
showed that MHC variation is related to mate choice and inbreeding avoidance, and that mice
can discern individuals with similar or dissimilar MHC genotypes based on olfactory cues
(Boyse et al. 1987; Potts et al. 1994; Carroll et al. 2002). Perhaps the most celebrated of
these studies focused on humans and provided evidence that females prefer scents of
males with dissimilar MHC genotypes (Wedekind et al. 1995). Limited evidence from wild
primates points to a similar role for mate choice and MHC compatibility in maintaining
MHC heterozygosity (Knapp et al. 1996).

Finally, tiny amounts of tissue, including those extracted from hair follicles or animal
feces collected in the field, can be used to amplify fragments of DNA for MHC typing in
wild primates (Lukas et al. 2004; Knapp 2005). Because MHC genes are tightly linked
and are generally inherited as large segments of DNA (i.e. as intact haplotypes), these
genes are useful in paternity studies for identifying haplotypes transmitted from male and
female parents (Walsh et al. 2003a). Thus, MHC genes could offer a powerful tool for
assessing patterns of relatedness and sociality in wild populations (Nurnberg et al. 1998)
in addition to investigating patterns of genetic variation relative to current and past
pressures from infectious diseases.

Box 5.3 (Cont.)



by malaria parasites, or by taking up residence in host organs that are poorly
defended, such as the eye, brain, and neural ganglia. Remarkably, some parasites
avoid host defenses by changing their surface antigens, either as a facultative
response (e.g. trypanosome parasites that vary their antigenic surface proteins) or
through natural selection for “escape mutants”—thus staying one step ahead of the
immune system (Bitter et al. 1998). This sort of parasite–immune system interaction
has received much attention in studies of within-host dynamics of the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), the virus that causes AIDS. A remarkable aspect
of HIV is that viral genotypes in later stages of the infection differ markedly from
the initial viruses that entered the host, and evidence points to a positive role for
T-lymphocytes in selecting for antigenic variants (Frank 2002). Finally, some para-
sites, such as flaviviruses, can decoy the hosts’ immune systems into producing large
numbers of lymphocyte types that are poor at clearing the virus (King et al. 2003),
whereas others can actively suppress or interfere with host immunity (Bush et al.
2001). Frank (2002) described several examples in which viruses interfere with
MHC presentation of antigens or with mechanisms of cell death (apoptosis) aimed
at controlling infections.

In general, interactions between immune defenses and parasite infection can lead
to one of three outcomes: (1) complete and rapid removal of the foreign organism,
(2) total failure to control the pathogen, or (3) partial control with longer-term per-
sistence and potential disease (Phillips 2002). These possible outcomes lead to the
question, how effective is the primate immune system in combating different types
of parasites? Complete immunity is documented for many viruses and other
microparasites, whereas some protozoa and many macroparasites can at best illicit
only partial immunity. For example, animals cannot be successfully re-infected with
the protozoan Leishmania tropica, and partial immunity is known in schistosomia-
sis (Bush et al. 2001). Understanding mechanisms that influence innate and adaptive
immunity, including genetic components of host resistance, may be important for
protecting threatened primates from the spread of highly pathogenic diseases, such
as Ebola (Walsh et al. 2003b). Characterizing variation in primate resistance or
immunity among populations or species that differ in their interactions with parasites
could also provide a deeper understanding of how infectious diseases have shaped
the evolution of human resistance traits.

5.2.2 Physiological responses and sickness behaviors

Exposure to parasites often triggers a range of physiological changes including
fever, reduction in blood plasma iron levels, reduced food intake, and diminished
activity levels. Hosts initiate and maintain these “acute phase responses” through
products secreted by leukocytes, and such responses often aid in recovery from
infection (Johnson 2002).

Perhaps the most widely appreciated and well-established physiological response
to infection is fever, defined as the elevation of core body temperatures (Kluger
1979). Induced fever response is so widespread in the animal kingdom that even
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ectotherms seek warmer areas to raise their body temperatures following infection
(Kluger et al. 1975; Elliot et al. 2002). Fever benefits hosts in part because most
infectious microparasites have an optimal temperature for development, often at or
below the hosts’ normal body temperature, and replicate poorly at higher body
temperatures (Kluger et al. 1975; Johnson 2002). Elevated body temperatures also
can boost the immune response by enhancing the production of lymphocytes and
antibodies and by increasing rates of phagocytosis (Kluger 1991).

As part of their core physiological responses to infection, mammals also exhibit a
variety of outward behavioral responses that Hart (1990) termed “sickness behav-
iors.” Sickness behaviors include sleepiness, inactivity, reduced food intake, and
postures that reduce heat loss—behaviors that should be familiar to readers with past
exposure to virulent pathogens such as influenza or malaria. Although sickness
behaviors have been documented in nonhuman primates (e.g. Huffman and Seifu
1989), the absence of detailed reports on sickness behaviors in wild primates is more
remarkable than the presence of a handful of descriptive accounts in the literature.
These behaviors could be very costly, as animals exhibiting sickness behaviors
might be more susceptible to predation and will lose feeding opportunities. With the
goal of encouraging a closer examination of sickness behaviors in wild primates, we
briefly review several benefits these behaviors could provide to primate hosts to off-
set these costs. At the outset it is important to note that many potential sickness
behaviors could in fact represent clinical signs of disease rather than adaptive behav-
iors to inhibit infections. Identifying their underlying causes will require experi-
mental determination of the net benefits of these activities to both hosts and parasites
under a range of environmental conditions.

Many animals suffering from infectious diseases exhibit behaviors that can reduce
heat loss. Sick chimpanzees have been reported to build and occupy nests during the
day or take longer to leave a nest in the morning (Takasaki and Hunt 1987; Huffman
and Seifu 1989; Krief et al. 2005), although healthy apes also build and use day nests
(Fruth and Hohmann 1994). Reducing heat loss could serve to prime the fever
response (Johnson 2002) so that compared to healthy animals, we expect that sick
primates more frequently huddle in groups, seek sun during fair conditions, curl up
to reduce surface area and lessen heat loss, and use nests or tree holes during periods
when they would normally be active.

A related sickness behavior involves lethargy, characterized by prolonged periods
of sleep or rest and lower rates of movement and socialization. Although inactivity
could result directly from morbidity caused by pathogen infection, lethargy could also
represent a strategy to reduce the demand for food and limit energetic expenditures.
Several anecdotal examples are available in the literature. For instance, Altmann
(1980) reported that a sick male baboon was unable to keep up with movements of
other group members. More recently, Krief et al. (2005) documented a higher pro-
portion of resting and less feeding in a chimpanzee infected with an influenza-like
virus, as compared to other individuals of the same community. Their study highlights
how quantitative information on activity budgets, which are commonly recorded in
primate field studies, could provide new insights to sickness behaviors.
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Infected animals often reduce their intake of food or specific dietary items, which
could favor the elimination of certain parasites and aid in host recovery (Murray and
Murray 1979; Crompton 1984; Symons 1985; Kyriazakis et al. 1998). Reduced food
intake might directly starve some parasites of resources, especially for intestinal
helminths and protozoa. Many bacteria require iron for successful growth and repro-
duction (Wright et al. 1981), and animals infected with bacteria might therefore avoid
sources of iron, which for primates include many leaves and certain invertebrates
(Barker et al. 1998; Rode et al. 2003). Finally, reduced foraging activity could con-
serve energy reserves that are better placed in maintaining body temperature to fight
infections with the fever response, and might also lower the risk of predation for ani-
mals weakened by infection (Johnson 2002).

Links between the immune and nervous systems probably activate several sickness
behaviors (Maier et al. 1994; Johnson 2002). Indeed, these links are extensive,
bidirectional, and often involve diverse mechanisms such as hormones, release of
messenger proteins from leukocytes, and direct innervation of immune system
organs. Previous research has demonstrated, for example, that proteins secreted by
activated macrophages serve as signals between the immune system and the brain
(reviewed in Johnson 2002). In addition to changes in behaviors and physiological
responses, sensitivity to pain can increase during illness or injury (Maier et al. 1994).
This increased sensitivity could facilitate the conservation of energy when an animal
is ill, or it may stimulate licking at the site of an injury or infection (Bolles and
Fanselow 1980).

As noted earlier, it is important to consider the costs of sickness behaviors.
Animals that are lethargic and not mentally alert could suffer from increased preda-
tion (Johnson 2002), suggesting that sickness behaviors could be among the most
costly behavioral defenses to parasites. Altmann (1980) reported that a sick male
baboon was killed by a leopard during his recovery following a viral epidemic.
Animals expressing sickness behaviors are also less likely to socialize and might
have difficulty caring for dependent offspring (Altmann 1980; Huffman and Seifu
1989). Lethargy and the direct effects of parasites can reduce an animal’s capacity
for concentration or memory (Kavaliers et al. 1999), thus posing costs for hosts that
need to find food or a safe refuge. Finally, lethargic animals might not be able to per-
form other behavioral defenses important to countering parasite infections, resulting
in greater risk of acquiring other types of infectious diseases (Moore 2002).

5.2.3 Grooming as a means of parasite removal

Grooming allows primates and other animals to remove ectoparasites, such as ticks
and lice, and could also lower the risk of infection by some microparasites, espe-
cially pathogens transmitted by insect vectors and intermediate hosts (Hart 1990;
Moore 2002). Although often overlooked, ticks are a major group of ectoparasites
known to reduce host survival and reproduction (Lehmann 1993). As testimony to
their importance, Brain and Bohrmann (1992) found that chacma baboons were
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heavily infested with ticks of the genus Rhipicephalus, with particularly high tick
loads on their ears. Two adult males examined after natural deaths harbored over 400
ticks, and more than 50% of infant deaths in this population were attributed to tick
infestation, possibly due to an inability to suckle. Similarly, an experimental study
using a tame redtail monkey (Cercopithecus ascanius) revealed that this animal
acquired 8.2 ticks per hour when it was walked on a leash through Kibale Forest in
Uganda (Freeland 1981a). Thus, in the absence of grooming, tick burdens in wild
primates accumulate rapidly.

An individual primate can groom itself (autogrooming) or another individual
(allogrooming; Figs 3.2 and 5.3). After observing three African monkey species,
Freeland (1981a) suggested that autogrooming involves brushing movements to
remove unattached ectoparasites and loose skin, whereas allogrooming more often
involves careful searching and particle removal from fur. Relative to autogrooming,
allogrooming serves both social and utilitarian purposes (Freeland 1981a; Barton
1987; Dunbar 1991). The social benefits of grooming in primates have been
documented, with grooming occurring between kin, during alliance formation, and
during male–female interactions (Smuts 1985; Silk 1987; Hemelrijk and Ek 1991).

The hygienic benefits of grooming seem obvious and nontrivial (Hutchins and
Barash 1976; Freeland 1981a; Barton 1985; Reichard and Sommer 1994). For example,
in a study of captive primates, Barton (1985) found that allogrooming was con-
centrated on body areas that animals cannot access on their own. After taking into
account the area available for grooming, nearly 90% of allogrooming focused on these
inaccessible sites. Zamma (2002) also found that grooming was concentrated in
regions of highest louse density in Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata), and Freeland

Fig. 5.3 Chaema baboons showing both autogrooming and allogrooming. Image courtesy of
D. Kitchen, The Ohio State University.
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(1981a) found similar results based on a study of three species of free-ranging
catarrhines. Other studies have been more critical in their assessment of the hygienic
benefits of grooming, although many arguments are based on anecdotal evidence. For
example, Brain and Bohrmann (1992) reported that baboons actually avoided removing
ticks from one another, even though allogrooming could have resulted in parasite
removal (cf. Struhsaker 1967; Hausfater and Sutherland 1984). The authors proposed
that animals might avoid removing ticks due to the foul taste of ticks when the mouth
is used, and due to pain and bleeding in the recipient that follows tick removal.

In a comparative study of 44 primate species, Dunbar (1991) observed that groom-
ing was correlated positively with group size but not body mass among Old World
primates, consistent with a social rather than a hygienic function (unless, as
acknowledged by Dunbar, the spread of ectoparasites increases with group size). On
the other hand, the same study showed that among New World primates, grooming
was more strongly related to body mass and therefore more likely to serve a hygienic
function. Motivated in part by these results, Sanchez-Villagra et al. (1998) investi-
gated patterns of grooming and ectoparasite loads in five groups of red howler mon-
keys in Venezuela. These authors found evidence consistent with both social and
hygienic functions of grooming. Hygienic benefits were supported by the finding
that animals spent the largest amount of time grooming inaccessible areas, and males
that had recently become solitary exhibited higher rates of parasite infestation, pre-
sumably because they lacked grooming partners (see also Struhsaker 1967). Counter
to expectations, however, there was no association between ectoparasite load and
body mass of the animal being groomed, and the “beard” received little attention
despite the high number of nits and lice found in this region.

As already noted, host defenses are costly, and grooming is no exception (Moore
2002). Some costs of grooming involve opportunity costs, such as time spent groom-
ing that could be spent foraging. Other costs are physical, including the energy and
concentration required to perform the activity, and even the loss of saliva during oral
grooming (in rats: Ritter and Epstein 1974). Grooming also increases exposure to
other parasites. Thus, ectoparasites and other infectious organisms could be trans-
mitted during allogrooming, or the consumption of ectoparasites could lead to inges-
tion of parasites carried by arthropod intermediate hosts (Moore 2002). Fecal
contamination of the fur provides a potential transmission route for intestinal parasites.
Similarly, grooming wounds and surrounding tissue could expose groomers to
blood-borne infections (Tutin 2000), and increased proximity during grooming
episodes could facilitate transmission of respiratory diseases.

One conspicuous behavior of many mammals involves oral self-grooming of the
genitals, particularly after mating. In an experimental study on male rats, Hart et al.
(1987) used a restraining collar to prevent grooming after the male mated with a
female that was vaginally inoculated with a bacterial marker organism. Compared to
controls, experimentally restrained males were more likely to acquire the infection.
Moreover, rat saliva was shown to be effective in killing two pathogens thought to
cause genital infections in rats (Hart et al. 1987), possibly through anti-pathogen
substances such as lysozyme and lactoferrin (Baron et al. 2000).
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Many primate species exhibit stereotyped genital self-grooming after mating,
using their hands or their mouths (Fig. 5.4), and this behavior has been observed in
both sexes (Vick and Conley 1976; Foerg 1982; Perry et al. 1992). Using phylo-
genetic comparative methods, Nunn (2003) tested whether genital grooming is
more commonly reported among primate species in which individuals are more
likely to be exposed to sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)—specifically those
species in which females mate promiscuously with multiple partners. Promiscuity
was quantified using data on relative testes mass (controlling for body mass) and
the duration of estrus, as both of these measures are known to correlate with female
mating promiscuity (Harcourt et al. 1981, 1995; van Schaik et al. 1999; Nunn et al.
2000). Counter to predictions, however, measures of promiscuity were unrelated to
patterns of genital grooming, with the behavior only common in prosimians and
callitrichids (Fig. 5.5). These results could indicate that smaller-bodied primates
benefit more from allogrooming, or that many larger-bodied primates are biomechan-
ically constrained in their ability to orally groom their own genitals. Moreover,
because oral grooming was concentrated phylogenetically in prosimians and
callitrichids, these species offer an opportunity to investigate individual variation in
grooming behavior relative to disease risk, ideally using an experimental approach
(Hart et al. 1987).

Many primates also orally groom wounds elsewhere on their bodies, potentially
benefiting from anti-microbial factors in saliva (Baron et al. 2000). For example,
Ritchie and Fragaszy (1988) described observations of a mother capuchin monkey

Fig. 5.4 Male genital grooming following mating. The image shows a male ringtailed lemur
at St. Catherines Island, Georgia, orally grooming his genitals following mating. Picture provided

by J. Parga, University of Texas.
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M F
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Nycticebus coucang
Nycticebus pygmaeus
Loris tardigradis
Lagothrix lagothricha 
Ateles belzebuth 
Alouatta caraya
Alouatta pigra 
Alouatta palliata
Alouatta seniculus 
Chiropotes satanas
Aotus trivirgatus 
Callicebs moloch
Saimiri sciureus
Cebus apella 
Cebus capucinus
Callimico goeldii
Saguinus fusicollis
Saguinus oedipus
Saguinus mystax
Leontopithecus chrysomelas
Callithrix jacchus
Cebuella pygmaea
Hylobates lar
Pongo pygmaeus
Pan paniscus
Pan troglodytes
Gorilla gorilla
Presbytis melalophos 
Presbytis potenziani
Presbytis johinii
Presbytis entellus
Simias concolor
Colobus polykomos
Colobus vellerosus
Colobus kirkii
Colobus badius
Procolobus verus
Macaca radiata
Macaca sinica
Macaca thibetana
Macaca mulatta
Macaca fuscata
Macaca cyclopis
Macaca fascicularis
Macaca maurus
Macaca silenus
Macaca sylvanus
Carcocebus albigena
Cercocebus torquatus
Mandrillus sphinx
Papio anubis
Papio ursinus
Papio cynocephafus
Papio hamadryas
Cercopithecus ascanius
Cercopithecus mitis
Cercopithecus neglectus
Cercopithecus aethiops
Erythrocebus patas
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No
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Prosimians

Fig. 5.5 The phylogenetic distribution of oral genital self-grooming in primates shown for
males (M) and females (F) separately. Filled boxes indicate the presence of oral genital groom-
ing, open boxes indicate absence, and no box represents missing data. Hatched boxes 
indicate species in which observers reported conflicting patterns of behavior or intermediate
values of the trait. Reprinted from Animal Behaviour, Vol. 66, C. Nunn, “Behavioral Defences
Against Sexually Transmitted Diseases in Primates,” pp. 37–48, Copyright 2003, with

permission from Elsevier.
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(Cebus apella) orally grooming her infant’s head wounds, including possible
application of saliva to a stick that was used as a “grooming tool.”

In summary, grooming serves a variety of social functions in primate groups, but
abundant evidence also supports hygienic benefits of grooming. Many questions
remain unanswered and deserve further investigation. Important among these are the
tradeoffs that animals face in grooming, in particular because close contact between
individuals could spread other directly transmitted diseases. Moreover, we know little
about the effectiveness of genital grooming in eliminating STDs in primates, or the
host characteristics that account for striking variation in these behaviors across species
(Fig. 5.5 and Nunn 2003a). Finally, a wide variety of other behaviors documented in
non-primates could provide hygienic benefits, including dust bathing, swimming,
and applying ants to the skin (Hart 1997; Moore 2002). With a few exceptions (e.g.
Longino 1984; Valderrama et al. 2000), we lack knowledge of these and related
behavioral defenses in primates.

5.2.4 Medicinal plant use

Ecologists have long recognized the potential role of plant secondary compounds in
eliminating parasites and reducing pain. However, only recently have systematic
investigations of medicinal plants taken place, and there is much room for experi-
mental testing of several exciting ideas. Janzen (1978) was among the first to sug-
gest that consuming certain plants benefited animals in their battles against parasites.
Noting that tannins and other substances in plants confer resistance to fungi and
other microbes led him to propose, “certain tropical mammal-dispersed fruits should
be a major source of antibiotics of all kinds . . .” (p. 75). He further speculated that
a species of legume acts as a pain killer for elephants, that leaf-eating monkeys have
fewer parasites than omnivores due to increased consumption of secondary com-
pounds, and that feral pigs consume roots to combat helminth infections. Janzen also
hypothesized that primates and other animals consume particular plants to facilitate
food passage through the gut.

In primates, research on self-medication, including plant and soil consumption,
has expanded significantly in the past two decades (Krishnamani and Mahaney
2000; Huffman 2006). Studies on wild primates have mainly focused on
chimpanzees (Wrangham and Nishida 1983; Huffman and Wrangham 1994; Huffman
1997), with additional studies on, for example, baboons (Phillips-Conroy 1986),
sifakas (Propithecus verreauxi, Carrai et al. 2003), bonobos (Dupain et al. 2002),
gorillas (Fossey 1983; Mahaney et al. 1990), colobine monkeys (e.g. Presbytis
entellus, P. rubicunda, and Colobus guereza, Oates 1978; Davies and Baillie 1988;
Newton 1991), muriquis (Strier 1992, 1993), mantled howler monkeys (Glander
1994), and macaques (e.g. Macaca fuscata and M. radiata, Mahaney et al. 1993;
Voros et al. 2001; Wakibara et al. 2001). Evidence consistent with some form of 
self-medication therefore has been documented in all major lineages of primates, with
existing reports probably covering only a small fraction of the actual occurrence of
medicinal plant use. Deeper questions have been raised about the actual benefits
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obtained from consumption of putatively medicinal plants, with an absence of
experimental tests fueling skepticism and calls for increased rigor in testing hypo-
theses concerning medicinal plant use (Sapolsky 1994; Lozano 1998; Hutchings
et al. 2003), although the ideal experimental tests are unlikely to be feasible (or
ethical) for many wild primates.

Several major types of self-medication have been suggested in primates, including
eating berries, chewing plant pith (Fig. 5.6), swallowing leaves, eating bark, and
consuming soil. The mechanisms of self-medication generally fall into three cate-
gories: (1) plant compounds that pharmacologically kill parasites (e.g. bitter pith
chewing), (2) rough surfaces that help expel gut parasites (e.g. whole-leaf swallow-
ing), and (3) substances that alleviate discomfort, such as pain or stomach upset,
rather than reducing parasite loads (e.g. consumption of clay soils). Any given
medicinal item could provide more than one benefit, and animals might use these
items to prevent infection or they might be used therapeutically, that is, to treat
infections (Lozano 1998). It is not our intention to summarize all examples of self-
medication in primates, which have been reviewed elsewhere (Newton 1991; Huffman
and Wrangham 1994; Huffman 1997; Lozano 1998; Huffman 2001). Instead, we
give an overview of the diversity of medicinal plant use and the possible mechanisms
involved in fighting parasites.

One of the first studies of medicinal plant use in primates focused on schistosome
infections in baboons. In this study, Phillips-Conroy (1986) noted that baboons along
the Awash River in regions at greatest risk of infection with Schistosoma consumed
the fruits and leaves of Balanites aegyptiaca. Interpreting these results is complicated

Fig.5.6 A chimpanzee chewing on the bitter pith of Vernonia amygdalina. Bitter pith chewing
is thought to help control nematode infections (see Huffman 1997, 2006). Image courtesy 

of M. Huffman, Kyoto University.
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because two different baboon species (and their hybrids) were studied, raising the
possibility that behavioral variation unrelated to parasite avoidance accounted for
the observed differences (see also Newton and Nishida 1990). Mechanistically, the
steroidal saponin in Balanites aegyptiaca (diosgenin) is known to be toxic to infectious
stages of schistosomes and could affect the development of the schistosome in the
definitive host, possibly by changing the host’s hormones or by affecting parasite
attachment to the host. In a later experimental study in mice, however, Philips-
Conroy and Knopf (1986) found that ingestion of the putatively active chemical
agent actually increased the number of eggs released by infected hosts, casting doubt
on the initial correlative study in baboons (although it is important to note that egg
production might not be linearly related to numbers of adult worms).

Other researchers have conducted detailed studies of self-medication in chimpanzees
(Huffman and Wrangham 1994; Huffman 1997), where several behaviors alerted
investigators that consuming certain materials might not be tied strictly to food
acquisition. For example, chimpanzees meticulously process shoots of particular
species and chew on the bitter pith inside the shoots of plants (Huffman and Seifu
1989), or swallow leaves whole (Wrangham and Nishida 1983; Huffman and Caton
2001). Bitter-pith chewing (Fig. 5.6) is likely to provide pharmacological benefits,
including alleviating stomach upset (Huffman et al. 1993; Huffman 1997), and swal-
lowing whole leaves could help remove intestinal parasites (Huffman and Caton
2001), probably through physical action rather than chemical processes (Huffman
et al. 1996; Page et al. 1997). Specifically, trichomes on certain whole leaves passing
through the digestive tract might disrupt intestinal nematodes that are less firmly
attached to the intestinal lining, probably by inducing diarrhea and leading to the
expulsion of parasites in the feces (Huffman and Caton 2001; Huffman 2006).
Whole leaves could also disrupt the attachment of tapeworms, although simple
occurrence of proglottids (i.e. reproductive stages of tapeworms) in the feces does
not necessarily indicate effective control of the actual parasites, since they will be
found in feces whenever hosts are infected (Wrangham 1995). In addition, by slowly
chewing plants or keeping them in the mouth before swallowing or spitting them out,
secondary compounds may be absorbed by the oral mucosa, much as nicotine is
absorbed from chewing tobacco, or nitroglycerine is absorbed under the tongue and
used to treat individuals with heart conditions (Newton and Nishida 1990).

Many primates consume soil, a behavior known as geophagy (e.g. Knezevich
1998; Krishnamani and Mahaney 2000; Aufreiter et al. 2001; Ketch et al. 2001;
Voros et al. 2001; Wakibara et al. 2001). A variety of hypotheses have been proposed
to account for soil consumption, including acquiring minerals and detoxifying
compounds in plant materials (e.g. Kreulen 1985). Medicinal benefits also have been
proposed, specifically that soil alleviates diarrhea, isolates microorganisms, prevents
toxin uptake, and buffers the stomach against gastric upset (Krishnamani and
Mahaney 2000). Thus, Knezevitch (1998) proposed that high rates of soil consump-
tion by free-ranging rhesus macaques account for the low levels of diarrhea found
in these animals on Cayo Santiago. Although 89% of the animals in one study group
were infected with parasites that cause diarrhea, the occurrence of diarrhea was low
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(2%), and 76% of individuals practiced geophagy. Similarly, Bicca-Marques and
Calegaro-Marques (1994) proposed that their observations of geophagy in black
howler monkeys (Alouatta caraya) could be related to the presence of large numbers
of cestodes in the feces of their study animals. Many researchers have suggested that
soils alleviate physical discomfort from gastrointestinal upset (Mahaney et al. 1999;
Ketch et al. 2001; Wakibara et al. 2001). It is important to remember that as with
other behavioral counter-strategies, ingesting soil also has costs, particularly if
infectious stages of parasites are consumed incidentally along with the soil. Red
colobus monkeys in Zanzibar have been observed to consume charcoal (Cooney and
Struhsaker 1997), which might function in ways similar to soil consumption in other
primates.

A critical issue involving the use of medicinal plants concerns how this knowledge
is acquired and transmitted to conspecifics (Huffman and Wrangham 1994; Huffman
1997; Huffman and Hirata 2003). Individual primates could select plants based on
innate preferences for particular tastes as their health status changes, much as women
often exhibit preferences for different foods when they are pregnant. Other
researchers have considered socially driven mechanisms of cultural transmission
(Huffman and Wrangham 1994; Huffman 1997, 2001). One recent study investigated
the foundations and propagation of medicinal plant tradition (Huffman and Hirata
2004). Using a captive group of 11 chimpanzees, these authors introduced a locally
available plant species with leaf characteristics that are virtually identical to leaves
that are swallowed whole in wild chimpanzees. Remarkably, despite having never
used this plant before, two of the chimpanzees were observed to swallow the plant
whole, using behaviors similar to those documented in the wild. This suggests that
chimpanzees exhibit an innate tendency to fold and swallow leaves with a rough
texture. Moreover, Huffman and Hirata (2004) documented the spread of leaf-
swallowing behavior to other individuals in the captive group, probably through
observation of others. In terms of broader patterns of cultural transmission, offspring
might learn the behavior from their mothers, or adults could learn from one another,
and the trait would spread through the population via individual dispersal and group
fission. Individuals must learn not only what plants to consume and when to con-
sume them, but also the manner in which to process and consume the plants, for
example, by chewing the pith, or overcoming their natural tendency to chew and
instead fold and swallow whole leaves (Huffman and Wrangham 1994; Huffman
1997; Lozano 1998).

A number of important research directions are needed to better understand
medicinal plant use in primates. First, we need to know whether the use of putatively
medicinal plants actually assists animals in recovery and improves their health (Krief
et al. 2005). Even though sick animals might use plants with medicinal properties,
the lack of experimental protocols pose challenges for determining the effects of
plant consumption on individual health (see Huffman 1997). Ultimately, researchers
must show that the plant in question alleviates signs of infection or eliminates
parasites to a greater extent than other plants in the host’s diet (Lozano 1998). Second,
there is an urgent need to increase our understanding of the origins and propagation
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of medicinal plant use within and across populations of primates (Huffman and
Hirata 2003, 2004), which Huffman (1997) noted is “one of the most challenging
questions which needs to be investigated” (p. 192). Third, detailed studies on the
mechanisms by which plants aid in the recovery from parasites are needed to provide
evidence for the effectiveness of self-treatment. Although the use of plants by local
humans will point the way toward plants with potential medicinal uses in nonhumans,
ultimately it is necessary to demonstrate the mechanisms that underlie the effect of
the plant on parasites. Finally, do animals ever use plant parts as stimulants or
recreational drugs? One study raised this possibility after finding a “low but
persistent intake” (p. 912) of hallucinogenic plants in free-ranging baboons
(Hamilton et al. 1978).

5.3 Preventing infections:
strategies for parasite avoidance

Among humans, behaviors such as avoiding contact with visibly sick individuals,
sterilizing drinking water, washing hands, and applying insect repellant can limit
exposure to infectious diseases. In this section, we review behaviors used by
nonhuman primates that lower their risks of encountering parasites.

5.3.1 Habitat use and ranging behavior

5.3.1.1 Movement patterns and fecal contamination

Several investigators proposed that some aspects of primate movement patterns
represent responses to variation in disease risk. A study of mangabeys (Cercocebus
albigena) found that feces landed on branches used for locomotion in over 40% of
observed defecations (Freeland 1980). Mangabeys remained in an area for a longer
duration of time during the rainy season, which Freeland attributed to two factors:
rain probably washed fecal material from vegetation, and fungal activity during
damp conditions increased the mortality of infective protozoa. Freeland (1980) ruled
out several alternative explanations that could also generate this pattern, including
decreased movement of mangabeys when vegetation is wet and lower predation risk
during periods of rain. Curiously, however, the animals showed little outright avoid-
ance of fecal contamination during normal ranging, despite the potential for odors to
demarcate fecal remains. Moreover, a recent study in the same species found the
opposite pattern, with animals ranging more widely during the wet season (Olupot
et al. 1997). Additional predictions of the “parasite avoidance” hypothesis were
tested but not supported in this later study; instead, fruit availability was found to be
a better predictor of ranging patterns. Thus, it remains unclear whether risk from
intestinal parasites influences ranging patterns in this species.

In a study of red howler monkeys, Gilbert (1997) found that animals defecated
selectively in areas where feces were more likely to fall unimpeded to the ground,
reducing the potential for fecal contamination of arboreal pathways and food



resources. Before defecating, animals moved away from the resting area, looked
down, and avoided soiling branches used for travel and resting. Mantled howling
monkeys also show defecation patterns consistent with avoidance of gut parasites.
They tend to defecate lower in the canopy and at more peripheral areas of the
canopy, making it less likely that they will contaminate food resources (Henry and
Winkler 2001). Braza et al. (1981) documented defecation behaviors in another
study of red howler monkeys. The function of defecation behaviors in this latter study
appeared to be territorial rather than hygienic, because particular locations near the
monkeys’ sleeping trees were used as latrines, and “after defecating, the howlers
sometimes rubbed their anuses on the branches, which then took on a characteristic
odour . . .” (p. 469). Obviously, anal marking of branches is not necessarily an
example of “good hygiene,” unless those same branches are subsequently avoided in
locomotion.

Links between ranging patterns and parasitism have rarely been considered in pri-
mates (e.g. Stoner 1996), but one exemplary study focused on African bovids
(Ezenwa 2004). These species show variation in grouping tendencies and patterns of
ranging behavior, which is linked to territorial behavior (discussed in Chapter 6).
Among individuals, Ezenwa (2004) found that territorial gazelles experienced higher
parasite intensity. Across multiple bovid species, territoriality also correlated with
parasitism, with more territorial host genera experiencing higher infection with
strongyle nematodes. Grouping tendencies of the genera (gregarious versus solitary)
showed effects that appeared to be independent of territoriality in some tests
(Fig. 5.7) and interactive effects in other tests (e.g. for the effect of mean individual
parasite richness, which was highest in territorial-gregarious hosts).

More intensive use of a range may therefore favor greater selectivity in contact
with soil, water, or vegetation (Hart 1994). The timing of parasite development and
survival in the hosts’ environment probably determine the relative effectiveness of
different patterns of avoidance and habitat use. Parasites could also influence pat-
terns of migration and habitat use at a larger scale, which is relevant for some pri-
mates with large home ranges. For example, Folstad et al. (1991) proposed that the
post-calving migration in reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) allows them to escape from
warble fly (Hypoderma tarandi) infections by leaving behind areas contaminated
with parasites.

5.3.1.2 Sleeping site selection

In his study of mangabeys, Freeland (1980) found that sleeping areas were heavily
contaminated with parasites, so that animals might benefit from seeking uncontami-
nated sleep sites. In a later study, Hausfater and Meade (1982) investigated the links
between sleeping trees, ranging patterns, and parasites in yellow baboons at Amboseli
National Park, Kenya. When the baboons used the same sleeping trees on consecutive
nights, infectious stages of nematodes accumulated in the surrounding soil. Animals
contacted this soil when they sunned and foraged after leaving the sleeping site.
Hausfater and Meade (1982) found that the nematodes Oesophagostomum,
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Strongyloides, and Trichostrongylus become infectious to primates several days fol-
lowing defecation. The authors proposed that risk of acquiring infectious nematodes
influenced the baboons’ use of different sleeping groves, with animals rotating among
sleeping trees within the range relative to parasite buildup in the soil (see also
Hausfater and Sutherland 1984).

Subsequent studies failed to support the role of parasites in determining primate
sleeping tree selection, whereas other studies demonstrated additional factors that
could be more important. First, a group of baboons at Amboseli that foraged at a
garbage dump (Lodge Group) used only a single tree repeatedly (S. Alberts, personal
communication and Hahn et al. 2003). This group was found to have levels of
parasitism that were comparable to other free-ranging groups in the population
(Hahn et al. 2003). Second, a study of sleeping behavior in Guinea baboons (Papio
papio) also revealed more regular use of sleeping sites and less alternation of
sleeping trees (Anderson and McGrew 1984). Third, a study of sleeping site selection
by golden-handed tamarins (Saguinus midas), a small-bodied arboreal species from
South America, produced results consistent with parasite avoidance, but also high-
lighted predation and proximity to food resources as factors that influence the
selection of sleeping sites (Day and Elwood 1999). Finally, Di Bitetti et al. (2000)
failed to find any support for the parasite avoidance hypothesis in tufted capuchins
(Cebus apella), another Neotropical, arboreal primate. Instead, sleeping site selection
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was most consistent with predation avoidance. Di Bitetti et al. (2000) noted that
parasite-mediated pressure to select new sleeping sites may exist only in terrestrially
foraging species, as these animals are most likely to contact parasites in the soil
beneath sleeping sites.

Although the majority of studies conducted to date have not supported the initial
results of Hausfater and Meade (1982), future tests could examine the effect of
substrate use by focusing on terrestrial species and simultaneously quantifying the
parasite communities in the hosts, in the soil, and on vegetation surrounding sleep-
ing sites (Hausfater and Meade 1982). One potential explanation for the conflicting
results is that sleeping sites are likely to play different roles in different species, and
even among different populations of the same species. Understanding will probably
only be achieved when predation risk and other factors that influence sleeping site
selection are simultaneously quantified.

5.3.1.3 Nest-use

All species of great apes build nests, whereas many prosimians and monkeys use
nest holes or other “shelters” (Fig. 5.8, Kappeler 1998a; Anderson 2000). Nest-use
could reduce parasitism by providing a barrier between primate hosts and infectious
stages of parasites in the soil or in vegetation (Landsoud-Soukate et al. 1995), and
primates that build new nests every night should experience lower exposure to
parasites that accumulate in the hosts’ environment (MacKinnon 1974). Tree holes
probably offer further protection from environmental conditions, such as rain and cold

Fig. 5.8 Image of a gray mouse lemur (Microcebus murinus) in a tree-hole. Photo by
U. Walbaum, taken at Kirindy, Madagascar.
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temperatures, and might reduce attacks from arthropod vectors (see Section 5.3.3.2)
or other insects (Whitten 1982). However, repeated use of the same tree hole could
facilitate infection with ectoparasites (Dunn 1968) or fecally transmitted parasites
that accumulate in the nest, thus pressuring animals to change sleeping sites when
old ones become infested or contaminated (Butler and Roper 1996; Moore 2002).
Some animals line their nests with materials that repel or damage parasites. Studies
of birds have found some support for this “nest fumigation hypothesis” (Wimberger
1984; Hart 1997), but the idea has yet to be tested in primates.

5.3.2 Diet

Given that infectious stages of many parasites are ingested through contaminated
food and water, surprisingly few studies have considered strategies that primates
might use to avoid parasites while foraging (Lozano 1991; Hutchings et al. 2003),
with most attention focused instead on medicinal plants that can reduce existing
infections (see above). Several aspects of foraging behavior could reduce contact
with parasites, including avoidance of infected prey and potentially contaminated
fruit, leaves, and water.

5.3.2.1 Infected prey

At first glance, it seems plausible that predators should avoid vertebrate and
invertebrate prey that serve as intermediate hosts for trophically transmitted parasites
(e.g. Lozano 1991). Using a theoretical model, however, Lafferty (1992) showed that
selective pressure for predators to avoid infected prey may be weak, particularly
when parasites are not costly to definitive hosts, and when parasites enhance their
transmission by manipulating the behavior of intermediate hosts (see Chapter 2
and Moore 2002). Under these conditions, the benefits of increased access to prey
can outweigh the costs of becoming infected or, as noted by Lafferty (1992), “The
parasite provides a delivery service for hard-to-get prey” (p. 862).

On the other hand, when predators and prey are closely related, the risk of
contacting a harmful pathogen could be high, in part because species with more
similar phylogenetic backgrounds are likely to be susceptible to similar infectious
organisms (Southwood 1987; Pfenning 2000). Primates are known to hunt and
consume other primates as prey, including chimpanzees that actively hunt red colobus
monkeys (Stanford et al. 1994; Mitani and Watts 1999). Thus, we might expect to
find more similar parasite communities among primate predators and their primate
prey. Interestingly, some molecular and phylogenetic evidence supports this pos-
sibility. In one case, researchers found that blood serum samples from a yellow
baboon reacted strongly to SIV from vervet monkeys, and based on these results, the
authors proposed that baboons have acquired this virus through predation on vervet
monkeys (Kodama et al. 1989). Another widely publicized example is the role of
bushmeat hunting in exposing humans to infectious diseases from nonhuman pri-
mates, including multiple introductions of SIV/HIV, Ebola hemorrhagic fever, and
Simian Foamy Viruses (e.g. Wolfe et al. 2004, see Chapters 7 and 8).
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5.3.2.2 Contact with contaminated water

Another potential source of infection involves drinking or other physical contact with
water. Whereas many primates obtain sufficient water from their diets, others utilize
water sources (Fig. 5.9), including non-flowing lakes (Ransom 1981) or seasonal
pools (Hall 1965). Concentrations of primates and other mammals at water sources
during the dry season could also increase contact among hosts (Struhsaker and Gartlan
1970; Hamilton et al. 1976), facilitating the spread of disease within and across
species. Primates may prefer flowing water sources to non-flowing or stagnant sources
as a means to reduce contact with the molluscan intermediate host of schistosomiasis
(McGrew et al. 1989b), and they may limit their time at the edge of water sources, as
these areas provide suitable conditions for the development and survival of a number
of parasites (Meade 1984). Similarly, hamadryas baboons have been reported to dig
holes for drinking water rather than drink from slow-moving rivers during the dry sea-
son (Kummer 1968). However, at least once study concluded that “in general, baboons
did not seem deliberately to avoid contaminating the water” with their own urine and
feces (p. 6.12, Sharman 1981). As compared to other terrestrial primate species,
baboons may be more susceptible to some water-borne parasites, such as schisto-
somes, due to greater reliance on water sources and an omnivorous diet that can
include aquatic intermediate hosts, such as snails (Nelson 1960).

5.3.2.3 Ingestion of parasites on leaves and fruit

Animals could avoid food items that are common sources of parasites (Lozano 1991;
Hutchings et al. 2003), although resource-limited animals may also benefit from
eating foliage even when it is contaminated with parasites (Hutchings et al. 2003),

Fig. 5.9 Primates, such as these chacma baboons can be exposed to parasites through con-
tact with slow moving, standing, or stagnant water. Image courtesy of D. Kitchen,

The Ohio State University.
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especially when nutritional stress acts to further increase disease risk (Gulland 1992;
Milton 1996; Koski and Scott 2001; Chapman et al. 2005a). Ungulates are known to
avoid foraging near feces (Hart 1994; Moore 2002), and the risk of fecal contami-
nation may account for the use of “latrines” by a wide variety of mammals, such as
raccoons (Procyon lotor, Page et al. 1999) and badgers (Meles meles, Stewart et al.
2002). In many species, however, latrines also provide social information to con-
specifics through olfactory signals (Stewart et al. 2002), therefore potentially
increasing exposure to parasites when conspecifics investigate these signals.

Primates are known to avoid eating potentially toxic plants, and in some cases
they actually prepare foods to remove more toxic parts (Freeland and Janzen 1974;
Wakibara et al. 2001). Thus, it is reasonable to propose that primate hosts avoid
obvious sources of parasites either through diet choice, or by inspecting, cleaning,
and preparing dietary items. Little is known about how primates avoid encounters
with parasites on food resources, although observations of macaques washing
potatoes in both salt and freshwater suggest that this might confer hygienic benefits
(in addition to improving the taste of food items; Nakamichi et al. 1998). This and
other behavioral strategies could be examined experimentally in wild and captive
primate populations.

5.3.3 Avoidance of arthropod vectors and parasites

Arthropods serve as vectors for several major groups of infectious diseases,
including blood-borne protozoa (e.g. malaria, trypanosomiasis), viruses (dengue and
yellow fever), and helminths (filarial worms). These important parasite groups
should select for host avoidance mechanisms that reduce bites from the arthropod
vectors that transmit them (Moore 2002). Here we consider individual-level deterrents
to insect pests. Later, in Chapter 6, we discuss how primates might adjust group size
in response to mobile arthropods.

5.3.3.1 Physical deterrents to insect pests: fly-swatting

Animals can discourage insect pests by fly-swatting using their hands, ears, feet, and
tails (Hart 1990, 1994). Many host species exhibit these behaviors, including cattle
(Harris et al. 1987) and birds (Edman and Kale 1971). Tool use may even play a role
in avoidance of flying arthropods, with elephants reported to use branches as
“switches” to repel flying insects. Thus, in experiments that compared fly counts
among elephants in two experimental treatments, Hart and Hart (1994) showed that
elephants provided with a switch experienced a 43% decline in the number of flies
on or near their bodies. On multiple occasions, the elephants modified the branches
by shortening them or removing branches, possibly to maximize their efficiency as
switches.

Among primates, Dudley and Milton (1990) provided fascinating details on fly-
swatting behavior in mantled howling monkeys. In a population of howlers on Barro
Colorado Island, Panama, monkeys performed slapping behaviors with hands and
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tails at a rate of up to 20 times per minute. Based on a mean of 3.8 slaps (or other
gestures) toward insect pests per minute, Dudley and Milton (1990) estimated that
individual monkeys performed at least 1500 fly-avoidance actions per day. Remarkably,
this activity consumed about 4.6% of the animals’ metabolic costs (in excess of basal
metabolism).

Wedge-capped capuchin monkeys (Cebus olivaceous) of Venezuela exhibit a
remarkable behavior to reduce bites from mosquitoes and the parasites that they
carry. Valderrama et al. (2000) reported that capuchins anoint their fur with secretions
from millipedes (Orthoporus dorsovittatus), with many bouts involving sharing of a
millipede in a “writhing cluster” (p. 2783) of up to four monkeys. The millipedes are
known to contain benzoquinones, a chemical that repels mosquitoes (Weldon et al.
2003). This chemical defense also has costs because these substances are toxic and
carcinogenic in rodents, yet capuchins presented with these substances in captivity
readily exhibit self-anointing behavior (Weldon et al. 2003). Other potential repel-
lents derived from insects or plants have been documented in a wide variety of
primates, including owl monkeys (Aotus spp., Zito et al. 2003), red-bellied (Eulemur
rubriventer) and rufous lemurs (Eulemur fulvus rufous, Overdorff 1993), spider
monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi, Richard 1970), and in additional studies of capuchins
(Baker 1996; see also Huffman in press). Similarly, white-nosed coatis (Nasua
narica) in Panama use resin from the plant Trattinnickia aspera during grooming,
possibly as repellent (Gompper and Hoylman 1993), although further study is
needed to identify the benefits, if any, obtained from this behavior.

Several additional traits might influence avoidance of parasites in mammals and
could apply to some species of primates. These include cooperative defenses, running
from flying parasites, and (remarkably!) pelage coloration, such as the stripes of
zebras (Duncan and Cowtan 1980; Waage 1981; Mooring and Hart 1992).

5.3.3.2 Use of closed sleep sites and containment of chemical attractants

Nunn and Heymann (2005) investigated host traits correlated with malaria prevalence
in Neotropical primates, focusing on group size, body mass, and sleeping behavior.
Anopheline mosquitoes transmit malaria to these monkeys and are attracted to body
odorants and carbon dioxide emitted by hosts (Bock and Cardew 1996; Hallem et al.
2004). In comparative tests, the authors confirmed that malaria prevalence increases
with group size in Neotropical primates, as suggested by a previous non-phylogenetic
analysis (Davies et al. 1991). Sleeping in closed microhabitats, such as tree holes or
tangles of vegetation, was also associated with a reduction in malaria (Fig 5.10, Nunn
and Heymann 2005), possibly by limiting the ability of mosquitoes to locate hosts.
This conclusion was based on only three evolutionary transitions in sleeping behav-
ior, and animals probably obtain additional benefits from closed sites, such as ther-
moregulation or protection from predators (see Fig 5.8). Thus, further research, with
larger datasets on vector-transmitted diseases and a larger number of primate
species, should investigate whether use of closed sleeping reduces disease risk inde-
pendently of other factors. In the field, it would be interesting to investigate whether
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primates prefer to sleep at heights above the ground that avoid overlap with vector
foraging height preferences.

5.3.4 Parental care

In addition to providing resources and protection from predators, parents can help
defend their offspring against infections and facilitate immune system development
(Hart 1990). Mothers provide antibodies across the placenta or in milk, and they can
be instrumental in exposing infants to sources of microorganisms that are essential
for effective digestion and protection of the gut tissues (Hart 1990). Freeland (1976)
and Hart (1990) proposed that parents regulate exposure to potential sources of par-
asites to stimulate immune system development in young animals. Altmann (1980)
also proposed a role for parents in developing the immune defenses of their young,
noting that she had “not seen mothers limit . . . the nonfood items that their infants
mouth from the ground, especially in their first week” (p. 174). Freeland (1976) con-
sidered such exposure in the context of infant handling by non-mothers in primate
groups, specifically proposing that handling exposes the infant to a wider range of
group-specific microorganisms than if such handling did not occur. Freeland also
acknowledged the disadvantages of this behavior, including exposure to more para-
sites in larger groups.

Primate infants obviously must suckle, and the mammary glands and surrounding
skin and fur on mothers could harbor sources of infection. Mothers can provide
a clean surface for nursing by self-grooming their mammary glands and nipples
(Hart 1990). More speculatively, Hart (1990) proposed that mothers might protect
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offspring by practicing infanticide to eliminate infants harboring contagious infec-
tions that could spread to litter-mates, although this seems unlikely in primates given
their typically small litters. Finally, mothers can help offspring that are sick by allow-
ing them to rest and recover from infection. The primatological literature provides
several examples of mothers carrying sick or injured offspring (e.g. Altmann 1980;
Goodall 1986).

5.3.5 Avoiding infected conspecifics

One obvious way to reduce the risk of directly transmitted parasites is to avoid
contacting other hosts that express outward signs of infection (Freeland 1976;
Borgia 1986; Loehle 1995). Experimental work on non-primates has shown that
chemical or physical cues might limit interactions between diseased hosts and other
animals. In tadpoles, for example, animals used chemical cues to avoid conspecifics
infected with a fungal parasite (Kiesecker et al. 1999). Similarly, mice detected
infection in conspecifics through cues excreted in urine, with subsequent effects on
social interactions (Kavaliers and Colwell 1995a; Penn and Potts 1998; Penn et al.
1998). Among house finches, diseased birds with severe outward signs of
mycoplasmal conjunctivitis, caused by a bacterial pathogen, were more likely to be
seen foraging alone or in smaller flocks relative to birds that appeared healthy
(Hotchkiss et al. 2004). However, “apparent isolation” of these diseased hosts could
be caused by their reduced mobility rather than avoidance by flock mates (Kollias
et al. 2004).

Anecdotal evidence suggests that nonhuman primates also can recognize sickness
in conspecifics. Chimpanzees and baboons provide some intriguing, although
speculative, examples. Thus, Goodall (1986) noted that “a change in the appearance
or movements of an individual due to injury or ill health may affect the way he is
treated by his fellows” (pp. 121–122), provoking fear or aggression in healthy
chimpanzees. On the other hand, Huffman et al. (1997) described how individuals
who were extremely sick continued to socialize with others, albeit at a reduced rate,
and there was little convincing evidence to suggest that healthy animals actively
avoided sick individuals (see also descriptions in Takasaki and Hunt 1987; Huffman
and Seifu 1989; Wallis and Lee 1999; Boesch and Boesch-Achermann 2000). Reports
from baboons also indicate that individuals might be capable of detecting sickness in
conspecifics, including offspring (Altmann 1980). It remains unclear whether pri-
mates use behavioral, chemical, or physical cues to identify sick conspecifics.

Despite these intriguing examples, there is little support for the hypothesis that
animals are shunned or quarantined based on infection status, even when trying
to enter new groups. Freeland (1976) suggested that the stress and challenges of
immigration should reveal latent infections, enabling resident animals to reject
immigrants that carry infections. He noted that primates are “often conspicuous for
the length of time that it takes for a new member to become completely assimilated
into the group” (p. 14). In vervet monkeys, for example, the integration of a new



male took approximately 45 days (Struhsaker 1967), and ring-tailed lemurs drove
away solitary males in over 90% of interactions at Berenty (Nakamichi and Koyama
1997). However, alternative hypotheses for this behavior have little to do with avoid-
ing infection, and in many cases seem more plausible. For instance, opposition to
immigrants is often greatest among like-sex members of the new group (Pusey and
Packer 1987), suggesting that resistance to immigrants functions to minimize com-
petition for mates or resources. Moreover, among 20 species of primates included in
a review of female choice (Small 1989), females of nine species demonstrated a pref-
erence for strangers, such as extra-group males and recent immigrants.

It is important to bear in mind that reduced social activity of diseased hosts could
occur as a byproduct of lethargy associated with illness (Hart 1990), with sick animals
simply being unable to keep up with healthier members of the group (Huffman et al.
1997). It is also worth noting a more speculative benefit of identifying diseased indi-
viduals—rather than avoiding these infected hosts, healthy animals might benefit from
helping kin to recover (Hart 1990). In this scenario, healthy animals could enable
diseased relatives, mates, or allies to recover from illness, for example, by providing
resources and medicinal plants that facilitate healing (dwarf mongooses, Rasa 1983).
Thus, detecting behavioral cues could be driven by selection to help sick kin, especially
in cases of infection with non-contact-borne infectious diseases such as malaria or
schistosomiasis.

When individuals successfully avoid interacting with diseased animals, this breaks
the links needed for directly transmitted parasites to spread through populations.
From an evolutionary perspective, this could favor less pathogenic parasites that
trigger fewer signs of infection in their hosts, an idea that has been investigated with
both verbal models and in mathematically explicit epidemiological approaches (see
Chapter 6 and Ewald 1994a; Møller and Saino 1994; Knell 1999). In other words,
when animals can recognize and avoid contact with contagious hosts, this should
select for parasites that most effectively hide their presence. Such an outcome could
in fact benefit hosts, since parasites that produce fewer outward signs should be, on
average, less virulent. But this scenario would also make it extremely difficult to
document tangible benefits derived from behavioral avoidance of infected con-
specifics at the population level.

Recognizing illness in conspecifics is a fascinating cognitive question (Heymann
1999), yet few investigators have directly examined this possibility in nonhuman
primates. In future research, knowledge of the type of parasite and its transmission
strategy could be integrated with understanding the benefits derived from identifying
another animal’s disease status. Thus, primates should most actively avoid contacting
individuals that harbor highly contagious and debilitating diseases, whereas avoidance
might not be observed for indirectly transmitted parasites. In addition, it would be
useful to investigate the mechanisms used by primates to detect sickness in conspecifics.
Human physicians and veterinarians have long used such cues, based on body smell
or urine characteristics, for detecting infections (Hamilton and Zuk 1982; Penn and
Potts 1998). Thus far, primatologists have focused on behavioral correlates of
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illness, but hormonal variation or immune system activity, as signaled by chemical
changes, might provide more convincing evidence that individuals can identify, and
potentially avoid, sick animals.

5.4 Parasite pressure, mate choice, and sexual selection

Parasites play a prominent role in studies of sexual selection (Hamilton and Zuk
1982; Clayton 1991; Folstad and Karter 1992; Andersson 1994; Møller et al. 1999),
and sexual selection also plays a central role in studies of primate sociality and
evolution (Dunbar 1988; Jones 2003; van Schaik and Kappeler 2003). Indeed, a
synthesis of individual-level host behavioral defenses would be incomplete without
considering sexual selection as a response to infectious disease risk.

Sexual selection involves two processes: competition among individuals of the
same sex for access to mates (intra-sexual competition), and preference for particular
mating partners (mate choice, Andersson 1994). Most studies of parasite-mediated
sexual selection center on mate choice, with three main benefits to the hosts (Read
1990; Møller and Saino 1994): (1) maximizing the quality of parental care by select-
ing uninfected partners (Milinski and Bakker 1990; Price et al. 1993), (2) avoiding
contact with partners infected with contagious parasites spread through social con-
tact (Price et al. 1993; Loehle 1995, 1997; Able 1996), and (3) choosing mates that
will pass genetically based resistance to offspring (Hamilton and Zuk 1982). The
first two cases provide direct benefits because the choosy individual benefits directly,
that is, by avoiding contracting the parasite or obtaining better care for its offspring.
The final hypothesis involves indirect benefits, with offspring acquiring genetic traits
important to combating future infections (see Andersson 1994).

Several caveats should be noted when considering how mate choice might reduce
the individual risk of infection. First, benefits acquired from mate choice typically
focus on female preferences, but male primates could also be the choosy sex (Pagel
1994c; Paul 2002). Specifically, mate choice by males might be driven by parental care
benefits, given that females are the primary caregivers in primates. Second, parasites
could also affect the outcome of intersexual competition in addition to their effects on
mate choice (Freeland 1976, 1981b; Howard and Minchella 1990). Third, remarkably
few studies have been conducted in primates, leading Paul (2002) to note, “How the
male mandrill, one of Darwin’s famous examples, got his brightly colored face, is still
unknown” (p. 877). This lack of evidence could partly reflect that females often mate
promiscuously with many males, probably to reduce infanticide risk (Hrdy 1979;
Schaik et al. 1999; Soltis 2002). Indeed, in surveys across primates, several experts
have argued that evidence for female choice in primates is inconclusive (Small 1989)
or “modest at best” (Keddy-Hector 1992, p. 65). Or, as stated by Small (1989), although
“female primates are assertive sexual partners . . . they seem to be less discriminating
than might be expected” (p. 124).

Finally, most hypotheses assume that sexually selected traits involved in mate
choice, such as skin coloration or coat condition, have the potential to reveal an
animal’s infection status to potential mating partners. After reviewing three major
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categories of benefits that primates might obtain from mate choice, we discuss
possible signals used by primates to select healthy partners.

5.4.1 Direct benefits: selection of uninfected caregivers

Infected animals might provide poorer quality parental care, especially if they are
unable to monitor their offspring or sequester sufficient resources for offspring
growth and development. For example, Huffman and Seifu (1989) described how a
sick female chimpanzee was unable to monitor her dependent infant, and in a separate
study, an influenza-like sickness contributed to the separation of another mother–infant
pair of chimpanzees (Uehara and Nyundo 1983). Based on these observations, animals
should prefer uninfected partners that offer the best parental care, as potentially
reflected by condition-dependent secondary sexual characteristics (Møller and Saino
1994). This hypothesis can apply to a wide range of parasites, regardless of whether
or not they are contagious (i.e., spread through direct contact). The plausibility of
this “caregiver” hypothesis has received little attention, however, and only a few
studies have tested for benefits related to improved parental care (e.g. Milinski and
Bakker 1990).

We can make predictions for when choosiness related to parental care is most likely
to exist in primates and other animals. First, benefits should increase in populations
or species that invest more in their offspring, a trait that can be quantified by the
length of the juvenile period (age at sexual maturation) relative to body mass or other
life history features. Second, the benefits of choosing healthy partners should be more
important when hosts are faced with particularly virulent parasites that compromise
the quantity and quality of parental care. Third, choice for healthy caregivers is
expected to increase when mating is costly for the non-caring sex (in primates, these
are generally males). When mating is not costly in terms of mate guarding, or risky
in terms of STDs, males are expected to take advantage of all mating opportunities
when they arise. Finally, a preference for healthy mates should be more likely under
uniparental offspring care, since the other sex can do little to make up for lost parental
care when a partner is infected with a debilitating parasite. Thus, benefits are most
likely to accrue to male primates who choose uninfected females.

Future research on this subject will need to identify parasites that impact parental
care in primates, and whether cues at the time of mating indicate future susceptibility
to infection when offsping care is provided. In assessing the mechanisms used in mate
choice, it is important to determine whether patterns of mating reflect deliberate mate
choice by a healthy individual, versus a simpler explanation that infected individuals
are less active and hence less interested in mating. For example, Edwards and Barnard
(1987) found that infected female mice were more likely to avoid mating attempts by
males, while Kaviliers et al. (1997) showed that infected males also expressed less
interest in females, although this depended on the stage of infection.

5.4.2 Avoidance of directly transmitted parasites

Mating involves extremely close physical contact during which contagious parasites
can be transmitted. Condition-dependent secondary sexual characteristics could
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offer a means to identify healthy mating partners and hence avoid contacts with
potentially infectious hosts (Freeland 1976; Price et al. 1993; Able 1996; Loehle
1997). In considering the direct benefits of parasite avoidance, the crucial assumptions
are that at least one sex exhibits mate choice based on sexually selected ornaments,
expression of the trait reflects current infection status, and a significant risk of infec-
tion occurs during courtship, mating and shared parental care. As noted in the previous
section, tests of this hypothesis in the field and lab will need to control for the
possibility that infected individuals may be less interested in mating.

Under this hypothesis, infections with parasites transmissible by direct contact
should reduce mating success more so than infections by other parasite types. Able
(1996) found support for this idea using a small dataset on parasitic infection and male
mating success in vertebrate animals (n � 15 studies). Similarly, Walther et al. (1999)
found that across 66 species of Peruvian passerines, male showiness correlated
negatively with louse abundance, consistent with the hypothesis that females reduced
their contact with infected males. Finally, Loehle (1997) developed a simulation model
to investigate the plausibility of contagion avoidance as a driver of mate choice in a
host population where the expression of showiness indicated lack of infection with an
STD; he concluded that this mechanism provided a viable alternative to other models
of sexual selection. However, one drawback of this general hypothesis is that it treats
pathogens as evolutionary static entities, rather than considering a more dynamic
model where parasite virulence and transmission can evolve. The assumption of fixed
effects of infection on host mortality and sterility is violated if mate choice in fact
selects for less virulent pathogens (Møller and Saino 1994; Knell 1999). Furthermore,
rather than choosing mates based on ornaments or displays, female primates could
instead mate with younger males, who are less likely to have contracted an STD sim-
ply because they have had fewer mating opportunities (discussed in Stumpf and
Boesch 2005).

In summary, many animals can reduce disease risk through mate choice to avoid
infected partners. Future experimental studies of primate mate choice in relation to
host infection status can address whether or not the parasites in question can be trans-
mitted by host contact. In addition to empirical studies, there is a need for coevolu-
tionary models that allow both mate choice and pathogen virulence to evolve in
order to understand the direct benefits of mate choice in terms of individual infec-
tion risk, parasite establishment in host populations, and evolution toward reduced
parasite virulence (see Chapter 6 and Knell 1999).

5.4.3 Indirect benefits of mate choice

Indirect benefits of sexual selection in the form of “good genes” for parasite resistance
have played a major role in sexual selection theory for several decades (Freeland 1976;
Hamilton and Zuk 1982; Andersson 1994). But conflict remains over whether parasites
actually generate fitness variation and whether they mediate honest signals for sexual
selection (Read 1990). Hamilton and Zuk’s (1982) classic argument is that animals
(usually females) choose mates based on secondary sexual traits that signal resistance
to parasite infection, thus indicating whether potential mates could pass resistance
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traits on to their progeny. The hypothesis rests on three key premises: that host–parasite
coevolution maintains heritable variation in parasite resistance, that parasites in
question are debilitating in some way (but do not cause rapid host death), and that
expression of secondary sexual traits is reduced in infected animals (Read 1990).

Researchers have investigated the Hamilton-Zuk hypothesis across a wide array
of species with mixed results. An area particularly ripe for exploration in primates
involves the role of hormones as mediators of immune responsiveness. Central to the
good genes model is the requirement that sexually selected traits convey honest
information about an individual’s underlying genetic resistance to disease. Research
on this topic has provided a conceptual framework for the “dual effects” of testosterone
under the immunocompetence handicap hypothesis (Folstad and Karter 1992; Roberts
et al. 2004). Under this hypothesis, testosterone is responsible for the expression of
male sexual signals, but this hormone is also immunosuppressive. Thus, only those
males that can withstand parasite pressure, possibly through “good genes,” can
afford to express traits used in female choice. With increasing understanding of
hormones in primate behavior and sexuality (Dixson 1998), the interactions between
hormones, sexually selected traits, and the immune system should receive greater
investigation (Møller and Saino 1994). Hormones may also account for differences
in patterns of infection between the sexes (see Fig. 3.10; Solomon 1969; Zuk and
McKean 1996; Møller et al. 1998b; Moore and Wilson 2002).

5.4.4 Parasite status, resistance, and signals for choosing mates

Intriguing evidence from non-primates suggests that female mammals avoid mating
with parasitized males. For example, one experimental study of mice indicated a
preference by females for mating with un-parasitized males (Ehman and Scott
2002), and another study found that female meadow voles avoid nest materials used
by parasitized males (Klein et al. 1999). In primates, too, a number of studies have
identified links between parasitism and the expression of traits used in mate choice.
Females can judge male health by examining their skin and coat condition, which is
plausible in primates given the extent of inter-sexual grooming (e.g. Small 1989),
and the large number of species with exposed, colorful skin (Dixson 1998). For
ectoparasites, showy traits could allow females to discern infected males by providing
a background that makes these parasites more visible to a potential mate (Borgia
1986; Able 1996).

Ayres (1986) proposed that the red and hairless head of the bald uakari (see
Fig. 1.5) indicates health and plays a role in sexual selection. Indeed, bald uakaris
appear to be ideal test case for the role of parasites in primate sexual selection for
several reasons. First, the heads of captive bald uakaris fade when they become ill
(Lasry and Sheridan 1965), suggesting that health status affects red coloration.
Second, the red coloration of the uakari’s bare facial skin probably depends on
testosterone (Dixson 1998) and hence should be an “honest cue” of disease resist-
ance, possibly driven by a tradeoff between testosterone and immune defenses
(Folstad and Karter 1992). Finally, as compared to the black uakari (Cacajao
melanocephalus), the bald uakari lives in “white water” forests where pH may be
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more conducive to mosquito breeding. This is important because mosquito-borne
diseases such as malaria can be debilitating and have figured prominently in previ-
ous studies of indirect benefits of parasite avoidance, particularly in birds (Hamilton
and Zuk 1982; Yezerinac and Weatherhead 1995).

A recent study tested whether female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) choose
mates based on skin coloration. During the mating season, the facial skin of adult
male rhesus monkeys becomes red. Using digitally altered images of males from
Cayo Santiago, Waitt et al. (2003) tested whether captive females preferred males
that displayed more red. In a video choice test, five out of six females exhibited a
preference for the redder male, measured as gaze duration toward one male over the
other. The results could support indirect or direct benefits of mate choice, but
hormonal mediation of the signal (and thus its indication of overall male quality)
could be a clue that indirect benefits play a role. Red coloration is commonly used
in ornamental coloration and courtship displays across a wide range of species, and
could also play a role in contests among males, as demonstrated by a recent study of
humans using data from Olympic contests (Hill and Barton 2005). When contestants
were randomly assigned red or blue outfits (or protectors) in four combat sports,
the individual wearing red was significantly more likely to win!

Some studies in large mammals produced evidence for links between parasitism,
body coloration and other traits in males and females, including one study showing
that relatively parasite-free male Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) have longer
tusks (after controlling for age, Watve and Sukumar 1997). As another example, par-
asite removal lead to more symmetrical antlers (but had no effect on size) in female
reindeer (Rangifer tarandus, Folstad et al. 1996), suggesting that antler asymmetry
may be important in assessing genetic resistance to parasites. In primates, Cheney
(1988) reported that the coat color of vervet monkeys “changes from its usual olive
gray to pale whitish” (p. 389) when they become ill, especially in infants. In another
example, a Ph.D. study of semi-free-ranging brown lemurs (Eulemur fulvus)
revealed a link between parasites and female appearance in the form of an associa-
tion between worm burden and female body coloration (Regan 1998). A later study
of the same species (Cooper and Hosey 2003) demonstrated that female brown
lemurs preferred males with more colorful faces, suggesting that sexual selection
could operate on both sexes in this species.

5.5 Summary and synthesis

The ubiquity of parasites and the pressures they exert on host fitness has favored a variety
of resistance mechanisms to avoid, remove, limit, or clear infections, as illustrated by
the multitude of defenses employed by wild primates. The strategies used will likely
depend on the type of parasite, transmission mode, entry location, and site of infection,
and whether the infectious agents are intra- or extra-cellular. Behaviorally avoiding
encounters might be more important in reducing risks from macroparasites, in part
because effects on host fitness depend on total parasite loads, and in turn parasite loads
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for many macroparasites are directly related to the number of encounters (as most
parasitic worms do not directly multiply within a single host animal, see Chapters 2
and 4). Conversely, microparasites can replicate quickly within the host, even following
encounters with just a few infectious particles, and hence might select for a more
efficient immune response to eliminate parasites following exposure.

Most host responses following pathogen invasion involve a combination of innate
and adaptive immune defenses in addition to behaviors that actively counter infec-
tions. In the context of primate socioecology, immune defenses could lower disease
risk when behavioral counterstrategies are unavailable or come with substantial costs
in terms of other host activities. For example, animals could effectively avoid STDs
through the behavioral strategy of lifetime monogamy (Loehle 1995), but this comes
with its own costs, including lost reproductive opportunities and increased infanti-
cide risk (Nunn 2003; Nunn and Altizer 2004). Similarly, mathematical models have
shown that fitness advantages to multiple mating are so strong, at least among males,
that they probably outweigh costs from STD infections under a wide range of
scenarios (Thrall et al. 2000).

Immune responses can also be energetically costly and may divert resources away
from basic maintenance and reproduction (Bonneaud et al. 2003), so that if the risk of
infection and the virulence of the pathogen is low, hosts should invest in other activities.
In general, optimal allocation to immune and behavioral defenses should depend on a
balance between three key factors: (1) risks of encountering parasites and the fitness
impacts of infection, (2) the effectiveness of a given strategy in light of parasite trans-
mission and development within the host, and (3) the cost of the defense in terms of
energy or lost opportunities for increased fitness. With this in mind, allocation to
different types of defenses could vary among different primate species, and even among
populations within a species.

The examples in this chapter highlight fascinating accounts of behavioral counter-
strategies in wild primates, but simultaneously expose a need for experimental
approaches and studies that control for other ecological forces, such as predation
pressure. This is partly because many putative defenses likely provide multiple ben-
efits. For example, sleeping in a closed site might reduce exposure to vectors
(Heymann 1995, 2001; Nunn and Heymann 2005), but also could provide benefits
involving predator-avoidance and thermoregulation (Kappeler 1998a). In addition,
most behavioral defenses depend strongly on parasite transmission strategy, thus
accounting for why behaviors to avoid STDs (Hart et al. 1987; Donovan 2000a, b;
Nunn 2003) differ in fundamental ways from behavioral defenses to vector-borne
parasites (Freeland 1977; Dudley and Milton 1990) or intestinal parasites (Hausfater
and Meade 1982). Future research should focus on uncovering these defenses in
greater detail, while also developing a cost-benefit framework for investigating why
particular defenses are used against particular types of parasites. In the next chapter,
we move beyond individual responses to infection and consider how social and mat-
ing systems might reflect both facultative and evolved strategies to counter disease
risk and the ways in which hypotheses involving sociality can be tested.



6
Infectious disease and primate social
systems

6.1 Introduction

Like other animals, primates gain many advantages from living in groups (Krause
and Ruxton 2002). The main benefits of group living probably involve reduced
predation risk (van Schaik 1983; van Schaik and van Hooff 1983), and possibly
defense of food resources from neighboring groups in some species (Wrangham
1980). However, sociality also comes with costs, and one often-cited cost involves
the spread of infectious disease (Alexander 1974; Freeland 1976; Møller et al. 1993;
Krause and Ruxton 2002). This cost arises because social interactions provide an
efficient network for the spread of directly transmitted parasites (Altizer et al. 2003b).
Moreover, larger social groups could produce denser concentrations of chemical
cues used by vectors to locate their hosts (Davies et al. 1991; Nunn and Heymann
2005). Thus, a major question is whether parasites represent a significant ecological
force in primate mating and social systems.

In this chapter, we focus on whether social and mating systems are adjusted in
response to parasite pressure—either as a plastic behavioral response, or genetically
as a result of evolutionary change. We are stepping into an immense intellectual void
by raising these questions, as most empirical and theoretical research on infectious
disease and sociality in animals has focused on opportunities for transmission in dif-
ferent mating and social systems, whereas here we are considering the effects of
disease on sociality and mating behavior. Examples of similar research on other
animal species include studies of parasite dynamics and host evolution in social
insects (Sherman et al. 1988; Schmid-Hempel 1998), and shifts in mammalian
sociality in response to flying insects, especially in ungulates that form larger groups
with increasing intensity of biting fly attacks (Rubenstein and Hohmann 1989;
Mooring and Hart 1992). These studies demonstrate that parasitism can shape
patterns of social interaction and evolution, but no studies have shown, for example,
that individual primates adjust group size or restrict the entry of potential immigrants
to minimize the spread of disease.

The idea that parasites are a potent force operating on sociality is not a new one.
In pioneering papers, Freeland (1976) and Loehle (1995) forwarded the hypothesis
that social behaviors have evolved to reduce the risks of acquiring new infectious
diseases, and to reduce the spread of diseases that individuals already harbor (see
Chapter 1). Also of historical significance are W.D. Hamilton’s joint interests in



social interactions (e.g. Hamilton 1963, 1964) and the evolutionary arms race
between hosts and parasites (Hamilton 1980; Seger and Hamilton 1988). Our goal in
this chapter is to build on these conceptual frameworks to investigate how parasites
influence primate sociality, and more generally, to identify approaches for studying
the links between parasite pressure and animal social systems.

Three issues should be kept in mind when investigating the effects of infectious
disease on social and mating systems. First, it is important to clarify the mechanisms
that drive variation in social systems, and in this context to remember that social sys-
tems emerge from interactions among individuals (Chapter 1 and Hinde 1976;
Kappeler and van Schaik 2002). Factors that influence costs and benefits to individ-
ual animals will determine, for example, whether they remain in a particular group,
and which other animals they interact with in the group. Thus, questions aimed at
mechanisms should primarily focus on selective pressures operating on individuals,
rather than on groups.

A second issue is that parasite pressure could generate evolutionary changes in
mating or social systems, or they could induce more facultative, short-term responses
by individuals without necessarily producing evolutionary change. Many variables
discussed in this chapter—such as group size, territoriality, and mating systems—
show greater variation across primate species than within species; thus, much of the
data needed to test hypotheses will come from comparative databases. However, dif-
ferences in social parameters among primate species do not require that the behav-
iors in question are evolved (genetic) responses to selective pressures from parasites,
as it could be that all host species exhibit the same potential for facultative responses
to ecological conditions.

The final issue to keep in mind concerns responses by the parasite to host behavioral
changes. When investigating the links between parasites and social systems, changes
in host sociality induced by parasites are likely to result in reciprocal selection
pressure on the parasites (coevolution), potentially causing the behavioral response
of the host to become less effective. For example, increased resistance to immigra-
tion could select for parasites with longer incubation periods and reduced virulence,
as diseased immigrants might otherwise die or recover before they enter new groups
(Ewald 1994a; Boots and Sasaki 1999; Cross et al. 2005). This response by the
parasite would therefore make resistance to immigrants less successful. Thus, the
coevolutionary process makes it difficult to generate simple predictions, and through
evolutionary responses, parasites could persist in the face of host social behaviors that
would otherwise reduce infections, limiting potential benefits conferred by changes
in host behavior.

Related concerns arise when attempting to identify causality in observed correla-
tions between host behavioral traits and patterns of parasitism. By causality, we are
referring to whether it is possible to show that parasites have actually impacted pat-
terns of host sociality, versus an alternative scenario in which non-disease ecological
forces determine social system characteristics, which then impact the establishment
and spread of infectious diseases within those systems. To the extent that coevolu-
tionary dynamics may obscure the effects of parasites on host sociality, this question
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is unlikely to have a simple answer, and the most likely scenario is that parasite pres-
sure and social systems are intertwined in complex ways and modified by ecological
conditions.

In the face of these complications, the first step is to outline clear hypotheses, and
that is the goal of this chapter. We review the potential interactions between infec-
tious disease and primate sociality, specifically considering how parasites might
influence group size and composition, interactions within groups, inter-group
contact, and territorial defense. A major point is that increased group size and social
contact are generally thought to increase disease risk—and hence hosts might
become less social in the presence of harmful pathogens. However, some studies
actually predict the opposite pattern, and parasites with different transmission modes
could produce divergent effects on different social system parameters.

We begin with a brief review of the tremendous variation in sociality found among
wild primates and the ways in which primate social systems provide networks for the
spread of pathogens. We next consider more directly how parasites might generate
pressure on host social and mating systems. We then explore how changing social
systems can lead to evolutionary responses in the parasites themselves, thus drawing
attention to coevolutionary dynamics and how this interplay complicates efforts to
investigate the effects of parasites on host social systems. The chapter concludes by
identifying methodological approaches for future research.

6.2 Variation in primate social systems

Primates are renowned for their incredibly diverse and complex social interactions,
including grooming networks, sharing and cooperation, competitive interactions
within and between groups, and the development of lasting social relationships
between kin, mating partners, and even unrelated coalition partners. Primate species
also show variation in group size, sex ratio, and mating system. Thus, if we look
within a clade of primates, a remarkable diversity of social systems is captured
(Fig. 6.1). In Asian primates, for example, the macaques (Fig. 6.2) generally live in
large multimale–multifemale groups, with group sizes varying among species and
ranging in size from 6 to more than 100 individuals (Melnick and Pearl 1987). In
comparison, langurs (Fig. 6.3) often live in single-male mating systems and smaller
group sizes (Struhsaker and Leland 1987). Primates of the genus Rhinopithecus
(commonly called snub-nosed and golden monkeys, Fig. 6.4) exist in extremely
large aggregations of hundreds of individuals (Bleisch et al. 1993; Kirkpatrick et al.
1998; Grüter and Zinner 2004). By comparison, proboscis monkeys in the genus
Nasalis live in smaller, single-male groups at low altitudes along riverbanks in
Borneo (Yeager 1990, 1991), and when they form aggregations, these gatherings are
smaller than those found in Rhinopithecus.

These examples highlight that primate societies show variation with respect to
many variables thought to influence variation in disease risk, with group size and
rates of contact between groups especially relevant to the topics covered in this
chapter. When considering variables such as group size, it is important to keep in
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mind that different types of grouping patterns can be found in primates, and that
actual contact patterns within groups of the same size can vary greatly and may be
crucial for understanding disease risk. In addition to the more common type of
“stable” group, in which individuals forage, sleep, and move as a relatively cohesive
unit, some primates exhibit more flexible arrangements, as just noted for Nasalis and
Rhinopithecus, and also characteristic of hamadryas baboons and geladas. In these
multi-level societies, units consisting of one male and several females are embedded
hierarchically within a larger population (Stammbach 1987; Grüter and Zinner
2004). These units can forage individually or with other one-male units during
the day, and commonly form larger groups at safe sleeping refuges at night. In
fission–fusion societies, such as chimpanzees and spider monkeys, individuals also
form subgroups within a larger community (Klein and Klein 1977; Nishida and
Hiraiwa-Hasegawa 1987). Unlike the one-male units of hamadryas baboons and
geladas, however, these subgroups show more flexible group composition, including
all-male or all-female groups, and the subgroups rarely, if ever, fuse into one larger
group that contains all individuals in the community.
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Fig. 6.1 Phylogenetic relationships among Asian primates. Branches are proportional to
time, with scale bar in millions of years before present. This phylogeny includes most of the
well studied primate lineages that are found in Asia. Taxonomic and phylogenetic information 

taken from Smith and Cheverud (2002).
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Fig. 6.2 Long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) in a temple forest in Ubud, Bali. 
Photo courtesy of M. Huffman, Kyoto University.

Fig. 6.3 Hanuman langurs, Presbytis entellus, from Yala National Park, Sri Lanka. 
Photo courtesy of D. Behrens. 

Group composition is another variable that is fundamental for understanding links
between sociality and disease risk. Primatologists have a long-standing interest in
the factors that influence the number of males and females in primate groups
(Dunbar 1988). A combination of predation risks and resource availability are



thought to determine the distribution of females in space and time (Emlen and Oring
1977). Provided that resource availability permits larger groups, female group size will
increase in diurnal primates when predation pressure increases, and when animals
benefit from banding together to defend a resource from other groups. Males attempt
to monopolize females, but their ability to do so is determined by the number of
females in the group, the area over which those females are distributed, and overlap
among their fertile (estrous) periods. In primates, it is now well established that the
number of males in a group increases with the number of females, probably because it
is more difficult for a single-male to monopolize a larger number of females, lead-
ing to multi-male groups (Andelman 1986; Altmann 1990; Mitani et al. 1996a; Nunn
1999). Similarly, greater mating synchrony explains additional variation in the
number of males in a group, with groups of more synchronous females being more
difficult to monopolize by one or a few males (Nunn 1999; Boesch et al. 2006). This
general model of females having a causal effect on the number of males has been
supported by findings that evolutionary changes in the number of males lag behind
changes in the number of females (Lindenfors et al. 2004).

Researchers have long regarded resource competition and predation risk as two
of the most important factors influencing primate social systems, with additional
effects of inbreeding avoidance and intersexual conflict on patterns of grouping
and dispersal. If infectious disease represents another ecological force that shapes
patterns of sociality, we might expect individuals to live in smaller groups than
predicted based on other environmental forces, to reduce their contact with
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Fig. 6.4 Golden snub-nosed monkeys (Rhinopithecus roxellana) inhabit high elevation
forests in China. Photo courtesy of Zhang Peng, Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University.



group-mates, or to show lower rates of dispersal between groups. Given the role
of multiple factors in shaping both disease risk and primate social systems, it is
important to bear in mind that considering the effects of other variables could be
critical for making sense of the associations between sociality and parasite pres-
sure. As compared to frugivores, for example, folivorous primates such as langurs
might benefit to a greater extent from living in smaller groups to reduce disease
risk, given that they probably face higher exposure to fecally transmitted parasites
on leaves (Chapter 3). Substrate use can also influence exposure to parasite infec-
tious stages, with terrestrial primate species encountering more parasites in the
soil or water, resulting in stronger selection to reduce group sizes to minimize this
risk. These potential effects of diet and substrate use illustrate that selection pres-
sures arising from environmental forces could oppose or reinforce the effects of
parasites on host social systems.

6.2.1 Chains of transmission within and among primate groups

An individual primate probably sheds countless numbers of parasite infectious
stages into the environment over its lifetime. Some parasites are expelled with feces
or urine, contaminating food, water or substrates used for locomotion. Animals in
the same or overlapping social groups take in these parasites when they forage on
material contaminated earlier by an infected host. Other parasites, such as the bac-
terium that causes tuberculosis, are ejected with microscopic droplets in the breath
when an animal coughs or exhales forcefully; these bacteria must be inhaled by con-
specifics in close proximity to generate a new infection. Still other parasites require
close physical contact, such as occurs during mating, in aggressive encounters that
involve biting or scratching, or through networks of grooming interactions when par-
asites are transmitted on the fur, mouth, or fingertips. Some of these directly trans-
mitted parasites can spread from mother to offspring and will lower the mother’s
reproductive success when infections cause death, sterility, or developmental delays in
offspring.

Within social groups, many individual primates interact most frequently with kin.
As a result, directly transmitted infections are likely to move between networks of
animals that are closely related to one other, and parasite transmission within groups
could be highly detrimental to an individual’s inclusive fitness. Primates can also
transmit parasites to unrelated individuals within groups, as occurs when a male
baboon grooms or mates with females from different matrilines, thus facilitating
parasite transmission across kinship lines. A primate could accidentally infect an ally
that could prove instrumental in attaining a top rank later in life. On the other hand,
infections spread by aggressive encounters could infect a competitor within the
group, thus indirectly improving the originally infected individual’s reproductive
success in a manner similar to parasite-mediated competition among species (Holt
and Pickering 1985; Holt and Lawton 1994).

Less is known about how parasites move between groups, but individual dispersal
and interactions among groups provide two major routes for parasites to spread through
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Box 6.1 Pathogens as agents of selection on primate social behavior

Fluctuations in parasite pressure might induce phenotypically plastic changes in
primate social systems, with individual animals adjusting their behaviors in response to
factors linked with disease risk. Animal mating and social systems might also change
over evolutionary time scales in response to parasite pressure. Parasites that increase
host mortality or sterility will increase the relative fitness of resistant phenotypes;
indeed, the evolution of host resistance traits in response to parasites is supported by
an impressive number of positive associations between resistance measures and
parasite exposure in natural populations, and parasites are known to drive rapid host
evolution for traits that confer resistance in systems ranging from birds to mammals
to insects (Van Riper et al. 1986; Dwyer et al. 1990; Altizer et al. 2003a). Yet despite
their pervasiveness and impacts on host fitness, we know relatively little about the
degree to which infectious diseases have caused evolutionary changes in the behaviors
of wild animals, including social and mating contacts, patterns of dispersal, grooming
rates, or levels of territoriality.

Researchers could demonstrate the evolution of host social or mating behavior in
response to parasitism using information on (1) the genetic basis for host behavior and its
underlying variation or heritability in the wild, (2) knowledge of how these behaviors
influence disease risk, and (3) demonstrated effects of infection on host mortality or
fecundity. For traits that show quantitative variation, including many behavioral character-
istics, selection can be inferred by a relationship between measures of host fitness and
measures of the trait in question (Lande and Arnold 1983; Endler 1986). For example, by
regressing a measure of fitness (e.g. annual survival rate or lifetime reproductive success)
on measures of the trait of interest (such as daily contact rates, lifetime mating partners, or
group size), researchers can infer the potential strength of selection on these traits
(Hoekstra et al. 2001).

Although the genetic basis for host susceptibility in the wild has been characterized in
a variety of systems, we have little information about the rate at which hosts respond
to parasite-mediated selection and how this compares to selection on other character types.
Furthermore, most studies of the strength of phenotypic selection in the wild have focused
on morphological rather than behavioral traits (Kingsolver et al. 2001), probably because
morphological traits are easier to measure, especially in natural populations. More recently,
breakthroughs in understanding the genetic, hormonal, and neurological bases for indi-
vidual differences in social behavior have allowed researchers to examine components
of host social behavior both within and among species, such as patterns of monogamy
(Lim et al. 2004a,b).

Given that most parasites are likely to be endemic in populations and of low virulence,
the spread of a single infection from one host to another probably has only a minor effect
on an individual’s short-term reproductive success. Over a lifetime, however, the cumula-
tive effect of parasites is likely to be substantial, increasing mortality risk and decreasing
individual reproductive success. For example, in the case of STDs, infection of a mating
partner can cause long-term infertility or developmental defects in offspring (see Holmes
et al. 1999). Depending on patterns of home range use, parasites might also re-infect
the original host, with the result that once an individual is infected with a parasite, that
infection can exert a chronic impact throughout the life of the animal and other animals
in its group.



a population. Several studies have demonstrated the importance of immigrants for
introducing novel pathogens (e.g. Freeland 1979; Barrett and Henzi 1998). Mobile
arthropods could also move vector-borne parasites among individuals from different
social groups, thus spreading the pathogen through socially structured host populations.
Parasites can also invade a new group when infectious stages persist in areas of
home range overlap, or at shared food and water sources. The ranging patterns of
intermediate hosts, such as insects, can determine whether parasites move between
groups, while flowing rivers provide a way for parasites such as schistosomes to
infect individuals in another group. Finally, territorial encounters provide opportun-
ities for the spread of disease when these activities are accompanied by physical
contact, such as biting or scratching (Tutin 2000).

These scenarios emphasize how primate social interactions can influence disease
spread across a wide range of parasite types. The role of host behavior in generat-
ing exposure to parasites, combined with parasite effects on primate survival and
reproductive success, sets the stage for parasite-mediated changes in primate social
systems. For such changes to occur, host behaviors must influence disease risk, and
parasites must be costly in terms of individual survival, development, or reproduc-
tion. As noted above, these changes can be facultative behavioral responses or the
result of evolutionary change. Demonstrating a potential for evolutionary response
requires establishing a genetic basis for variation in host mating or social behavior
(Box 6.1).

6.3 Disease risk and primate social systems

Infectious disease can potentially influence major axes of primate mating and social
systems. Table 6.1 summarizes the key variables that are covered in greater depth in
the text.

6.3.1 Group size and contagious infections

Many infectious diseases spread more rapidly in dense populations, and in some
cases even appear to require a minimum host density to increase in prevalence or to
persist in a population (reviewed in Chapters 3 and 4). Whether or not this occurs
will depend on the transmission mode of the parasite and the biology of the host. In
general, we expect that if close proximity or contact among individuals increases
rates of parasite transmission, then greater levels of host sociality or gregariousness
should lead to higher prevalence, intensity, and diversity of parasites, particularly for
parasites transmitted by social contact. Based on this logic, more social hosts are
predicted to suffer greater exposure to parasites (Brown and Brown 1986; Møller et al.
1993; Altizer et al. 2003b), to experience increased selection for innate or acquired
immune defenses (Møller and Erritzoe 1996; Møller et al. 2001), and to be under
greater pressure to evolve behavioral defenses against parasites (Freeland 1976;
Loehle 1995).
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As reviewed in Chapter 3, few field studies of the links between group size and
disease risk have been undertaken in primates, and comparative studies across a
large number of primate species have generated mixed results. Important questions
therefore remain about which parasites correlate most strongly with group size and
their effects on primate sociality. It is also clear that an overly simplistic view of
the relationship between group size and disease risk ignores other important vari-
ables, such as parasite transmission mode and actual patterns of contact within
groups.

Primates could use several mechanisms to limit group size to reduce disease risk,
most generally by increasing the rate at which animals leave groups (emigration)
and reducing the rate at which they enter groups (immigration). Freeland (1976)
proposed that parasites could drive primate hosts to leave larger groups for smaller
ones, and that dominant animals could force subordinates to leave larger groups.
He also argued that animals should be less likely to immigrate into larger groups,
where infectious diseases should be more of a cost (see also Loehle 1995). Fission
of large social groups into two or more smaller ones allows for more substantial and
rapid reductions in group size; such fissions are common in primates, although these
changes are not necessarily driven by the need to reduce disease risk (Cords and
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Table 6.1 Social system variables potentially influenced by infectious disease

Category Expected effects of increased parasite pressure

Group size and socially Smaller groups, possibly driven by forced emigration, and 
transmitted parasites more “floater” individuals that are unassociated with  
(6.3.1) reproductive groups. Subordinate individuals of the dispersing

sex are likely to experience the strongest negative effects.
Group size, flying Larger, more cohesive groups, although may not operate with
arthropods, and vector- nocturnally active mosquitoes. Effects felt most strongly on
borne infections (6.3.2) less dominant individuals who are forced to remain on the 

edges of groups.
Group composition Fewer males per female in primate groups, including possibly 
(6.3.3) more polygynous groups (although this may increase risk of

STDs, see below).
Interactions within groups Increased inter-individual distance (group spread), and less
and group spread (6.3.4) grooming or more restricted grooming cliques.

Dispersal (6.3.5) Behaviors that reduce immigration and lengthen the time
required to enter groups, and a higher abundance of “floater”
individuals who are unassociated with bisexual groups.

Territoriality (6.3.6) Either increased or decreased territorial defense, reduced home 
range overlap or use of shared resources, and a reduced level  
of physical contact during intergroup encounters.

Sexual interactions, Reduced promiscuity and less reproductive (mating) skew, and
promiscuity, and mating a reduction in the number of sexual contacts (and contact  
system (6.4) duration) per partner. Benefits of promiscuity may outweigh

the costs in some circumstances.



Rowell 1986; Ménard and Vallet 1993). If parasite pressure leads to increased
emigration from groups, the effects are likely to be felt most strongly on the sex class
that disperses, and on younger, older, or less dominant individuals who are unable to
retain a toehold in groups when pressure mounts from within to reduce group size.
When parasite pressure increases at the population level, resistance to immigrants
might also increase, leading to a larger number of dispersing or “floater” individuals
who are unattached to reproductively active groups (see Section 6.3.5).

Few studies have directly examined primate dispersal and group size in the context
of parasites, but available evidence suggests that primates probably do not commonly
use this strategy to reduce disease risk, or at least that other benefits of living in larger
groups erode the costs arising from increased disease risk. Thus, dispersing males
prefer to move into groups with more females, rather than smaller groups, which
probably reflects the importance of mating opportunities for male reproductive suc-
cess. In baboons, for example, Alberts and Altmann (1995) found that males were
more likely to emigrate from groups with an excess number of males and were more
likely to join groups with a lower ratio of males to females. In females, dispersal deci-
sions often are based on resource availability, predation risk, or protection offered by
dominant males (e.g. Moore 1984; Watts 1990). The intensity of competition within
groups over resources or mates (rather than effects of infectious disease) is probably
a primary factor favoring dispersal in many species (e.g. howling monkeys, Crockett
1984; Glander 1992; see also Pusey and Packer 1987).

Introduction of an infectious disease could generate the appearance of smaller
groups over time, but such patterns might arise from host mortality alone rather
than behavioral mechanisms to reduce group size. An example of this comes from
large-scale surveys of the abundance of wild house finches (Carpodacus mexi-
canus) before and after the introduction of a novel bacterial disease (Mycoplasma
gallisepticum), which revealed that overall host abundance declined following
pathogen establishment (Hochachka and Dhondt 2000). Although social aggrega-
tions (measured by flock sizes at bird feeding stations) also declined by a factor of
two or more and remained low even a decade after establishment of the pathogen
(Hochachka and Dhondt 2000), it is unclear to what degree this decline was driven
by a behavioral tendency to avoid living in a group when parasite pressure
increased, or whether the smaller flocks were due to increased host mortality.

Several approaches could be taken to assess whether infectious disease has
shaped patterns of group size in primates. Using field protocols, researchers could
examine whether changes in grouping patterns follow the introduction and spread
of new pathogens in wild populations. For example, Carpenter (1964) documented
a decline in mantled howler monkey group sizes following a yellow fever
epidemic. This type of approach requires measuring group sizes before and after
pathogen introductions, and it is necessary to discount the effects of disease-
related mortality, that is, to show that reductions in group size are due to behav-
ioral responses, rather than simply being the result of a death-related decline in
population size.
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An important caveat to the assumption that disease risk increases with group
size has been noted in previous chapters but bears repeating: in some cases, group
living might actually reduce parasite transmission at the population level, especially
if groups are relatively isolated from one another (Watve and Jog 1997; Wilson
et al. 2003). Thus, if hosts form groups with little dispersal or inter-group contact,
then the risk of parasites entering new groups will be low, even if the potential for
parasites to spread within groups following introduction is high. From a different
perspective, a recent modeling study showed that optimal levels of host sociality
might not necessarily decline in response to elevated disease risk (Bonds et al.
2005). In fact, when hosts benefit strongly from sociality and the prevalence of a
communicable infectious disease is unusually high, then “the benefits of disease
avoidance, in terms of decreased likelihood of acquiring the disease, are negated by
the survival advantages conferred from higher contact rates” (Bonds et al. 2005, p.
1861). These theoretical insights are discussed further in Box 6.2 and show that
assuming a reduction in sociality following increased disease pressures might be
unjustified in some cases; scenarios could exist in which pathogens drive greater
levels of sociality.

6.3.2 Group size, flying insects, and vector-borne infections

Based on theoretical studies of sociality and predation risk (Hamilton 1971; Turner
and Pitcher 1986; Krause and Ruxton 2002), some authors proposed that gregari-
ousness can reduce exposure to vector-borne parasites (Mooring and Hart 1992). As
discussed in Chapter 3, the effect of grouping on rates of attack by vectors depends
on the interaction between two processes: encounter and dilution effects. The
encounter effect arises when the probability of locating a group increases more slowly
than increases in group size, and the dilution effect occurs if vectors are satiated after
visiting only one (or a few) hosts. Mooring and Hart (1992) refer to the combined
process as the encounter-dilution effect.

In Chapter 3, we reviewed the evidence for and against the hypothesis that living
in groups provides benefits against mobile parasites. A field study of polyspecific
associations (Freeland 1977) and meta-analysis of previous studies (Côté and Poulin
1995) provided support for the hypothesis, but comparative research on malaria
prevalence in New World primates suggested that rates of mosquito attack were
higher in larger primate groups (Davies et al. 1991; Nunn and Heymann 2005). Thus,
effects of flying insects on patterns of sociality in primates deserve a closer look,
with different insect vectors, parasites, and host species potentially producing dif-
ferent patterns. Major biogeographic shifts in hosts or parasites could also be useful
in testing for a link between vector-borne disease and group size. For example, sev-
eral vector-borne diseases, such as yellow fever and malaria, have been introduced
to the New World from the Old World. Thus, we expect the largest changes in group
size among New World primates to occur in regions with the highest abundance of
vectors that spread these diseases.
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Box 6.2 Could infectious diseases favor increased host sociality?

Most studies of infectious disease risk in social animals assume that parasite pressure
increases with greater rates of host social contact. Thus, social hosts should suffer to a
greater extent from directly transmitted diseases, with greater parasitism favoring reduced
sociality. On the other hand, some recent analytical and simulation-based modeling
approaches indicate that parasites might favor the evolution of increased host sociality—
either because host social organization actually slows pathogen spread, or because social-
ity confers other benefits that become more important than disease avoidance when
parasite prevalence is high. We briefly explore these two ways that infectious disease could
favor greater host sociality.

As discussed in Chapter 3, some authors argued that sociality should reduce disease
risk by limiting random host mixing at the population level. One simulation model
showed that increased aggregation could reduce pathogen spread and persistence when
dispersal among groups was low (see Fig. 3.6, Wilson et al. 2003). In this study, social
organization was captured by subdividing a larger population into smaller groups;
within these subdivisions, contact rates were high, but among-group contact was
restricted. As individuals become more tightly clumped into relatively permanent
groups, infections were essentially “quarantined” into patches, and parasites were
therefore less likely to establish in these structured meta-populations. A meta-
population model by Hess (1996) similarly suggested that population sub-structuring
and limited dispersal among patches could reduce the spread of disease at the popula-
tion level. In this model, hosts divided into relatively discrete social groups might be
somewhat protected from certain types of infections at the population level, although
once a parasite invaded a group, greater host density or larger group sizes or contact
rates would still increase parasite spread. Furthermore, other authors (Gog et al. 2002;
McCallum and Dobson 2002) suggested that when disease risks arise from external
sources, such as generalist parasites acquired from other species, greater movement of
hosts among patches could prevent their population-wide extinction, even if disease
prevalence is high.

From a different angle, Bonds et al. (2005) used an optimality model to show that
even if greater rates of host social contact increase rates of parasite spread, other ben-
efits conferred to hosts by sociality, such as reduced predation risk, can alter
fundamental conclusions about the effects of parasite pressure on host social contacts.
Using an approach whereby host fitness in the absence of infection was a positive
function of contact rate (as a proxy for sociality and its benefits), Bonds et al. (2005)
showed that when disease prevalence was low, the optimal host contact rate declined
from its disease-free value with small increases in prevalence (see Fig. 6.5). However,
when prevalence was intermediate or high, further increases in prevalence actually
selected for hosts to maintain relatively high contact rates (near their disease-free level
in Figure 6.5). This effect arises because, when prevalence is high at the population-
level, even hosts with low contact rates have a relatively high probability of contract-
ing the infection. It is important to note that this result was mainly true for highly
transmissible pathogens of low to moderate virulence—and extremely virulent infec-
tions always selected for lower rates of host social contact.

Thus, counter to the conventional wisdom that hosts should become less social in the
presence of infectious diseases, circumstances exist in which greater parasite pressure
selects for increased levels of sociality that either make host populations more “viscous”
and slow parasite spread at the population level, or allow hosts to realize the benefits of
sociality when disease prevalence becomes high.
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In addition to influencing overall group size, attacks from flying insects could
influence the behavior of animals within groups. In the presence of biting arthropods,
for example, animals should seek the center of the group, since edge positions repre-
sent the attack zone for predators as well as for parasites (Mooring and Hart 1992).
Hamilton (1971) termed this “the selfish herd effect” (see also Vine 1971, 1973).
Mooring and Hart (1992) summarized studies documenting this behavior in response
to both parasite and predator risk. They concluded that studies based on avoiding par-
asites provided stronger evidence for the selfish herd effect than studies of predator
avoidance, and therefore proposed that protection from mobile parasites should
be considered as one of the primary advantages of group-living in animals. This con-
clusion is strikingly divergent from the usual thinking in primate socioecology, which
more often focuses on predation as the overriding force that drives the evolution of
grouping behavior.
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Box 6.2 (Cont.)

Fig. 6.5 Optimal rates of host social contact in response to parasite prevalence, where
prevalence was “exogenously” determined as a fixed value of I/N, for three different
values of pathogen virulence (v, the disease-induced death rate). When virulence is mod-
erate to low, optimal host contact rates initially decrease with greater prevalence, but then
further increases in prevalence cause optimal contact rates to rise. For virulent parasites,
optimal host contact rates fall monotonically with increasing prevalence. Results are
based on the output from a simple S-I (susceptible-infected) compartment model, where
host contact rates (C) lower host mortality in the absence of disease, but also increase the
rate of disease transmission. Copyright (2005) from “Higher disease prevalence can
induce greater sociality; a game theoretic coevolutionary model,” by M.H. Bonds, D.C.
Keenan, A.J. Leinder and P. Rohani. Evolution, vol. 59, pp. 1859–1866. Reproduced with
permission of the Society for the Study of Evolution.



6.3.3 Group composition

We commonly think that group size is the key variable impacted by disease risk, but
group composition (number of males and females) could also change in response to
parasite pressure. For example, when disease risk from socially transmitted
pathogens is high, we might expect to find fewer males per female (and thus smaller
overall groups). The effect would be driven by females living in smaller groups or
exhibiting less estrous synchrony, thus making it easier for a single male to
monopolize all females and producing smaller mean group sizes. Increased parasite
pressure might also lead to increased male emigration and an earlier emigration
age. If this scenario is correct, the distribution of males could respond strongly to
pressure from parasites, resulting in a large number of floater males in populations
where disease risk is high. A prediction in this case is that greater risks from
directly transmitted parasites should result in fewer males in a group, that is, a
higher degree of polygyny, although this prediction might not be supported if other
factors increase individual-level disease susceptibility in more polygynous systems,
(for example due to stress from increased takeover attempts by floater males, or if
diseases are introduced to groups during takeovers). More refined tests are dis-
cussed in Section 6.7.3.

Another important question involves identifying individuals within social groups
that are at greatest risk of acquiring infections, as this could influence selection pres-
sures acting on group composition. One host response to limiting disease spread in
social groups might be to behaviorally exclude members of the most susceptible
class(es) before they infect other members of the group. As noted in Chapter 3, par-
asitism is likely to correlate with dominance rank, age, and sex because these factors
influence exposure to parasites through habitat use and the frequency of social con-
tacts. Parasites could therefore drive pressures on age structure, kin structure, and
patterns of host relatedness within groups.

6.3.4 Group spread and contact within groups

As noted in Chapter 5, animals can limit their individual risk of infection by avoiding
conspecifics that show visible signs of disease, including behavioral, physical or even
olfactory cues. An alternative to identifying infected individuals would be to reduce
overall levels of interaction within groups. For example, a higher risk of acquiring
socially transmitted diseases could lead to selection to increase the distance between
individuals, a measure commonly referred to as “group spread.” Or, there could be
selective pressure to reduce grooming, or to avoid grooming outside of one’s social
clique. Because primates sleep in “huddles” (Anderson 1998, 2000), newly intro-
duced communicable diseases could act as a pressure on individuals to sleep solitar-
ily, or at least in smaller huddles.

Thus, the occurrence of socially transmitted infections should favor greater inter-
individual distances, reductions in grooming behavior, or an increased tendency
for animals to sleep or rest in smaller subgroups. It should be possible to test these
predictions comparatively or in the field. Following the logic used with hypotheses
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involving group size and composition, for example, we expect that introductions of
a new infectious disease will be followed by increases in group dispersion and more
restricted grooming patterns. Despite the intuitive appeal of these predictions, how-
ever, they may not be supported in all cases. As noted in Section 6.3.1 and Box 6.2,
for example, one recent modeling study showed that when hosts are infected with a
moderately virulent pathogen but also benefit from social contacts, deaths could
actually lead to increased attempts by hosts to locate other individuals (Bonds et al.
2005). Similarly, ecological factors such as resource competition could reinforce
negative effects of contagious parasites on host contact rates, whereas other ecological
forces, including predation pressure or selection from biting flies, could counteract
the effects of socially transmitted parasites by selecting for more cohesive groups
(Mooring and Hart 1992).

6.3.5 Dispersal among groups

As noted above and in Chapter 3, host movement between groups may be more 
important than group size for parasite establishment. Freeland (1976) and Hoogland
(1979) suggested that contact with unfamiliar animals could be more critical for the
spread of infectious diseases, as compared to contact with members of the same social
unit. Effects of dispersal among groups should be more relevant for the spread of acute
infections (i.e. those with a shorter infectious period), as these pathogens will have a
narrower window of time for infected individuals to move among groups before the
hosts die or clear the infection (Cross et al. 2005).

Group size and inter-group movement could be positively correlated, with larger
numbers of individuals moving into and out of larger social groups. On the other
hand, if smaller groups are composed of closely related individuals of the philopatric
sex (e.g. Lukas et al. 2005), higher rates of dispersal could be favored to reduce
inbreeding. These interacting factors could make it difficult to empirically disentan-
gle the relative effects of group size and dispersal on patterns of disease risk and, con-
versely, the effects of parasitism on these host characteristics. As a case in point, in
their classic paper on coloniality and ectoparasitism in cliff swallows, Brown and
Brown (1986) noted that larger colonies also experienced more immigration, which
could lead to increased introduction of swallow bug ectoparasites. In a more recent
study, Brown and Brown (2004) found support for this possibility: immigration
increased with group size, and these factors were positively correlated with parasite
transmission among groups. Thus, it may be that social group size alone is not
the critical factor, but rather overall levels of risk depend on a combination of group
size, movement between groups, and the duration of the infectious period (Cross et al.
2005). From this perspective, we might expect to find a reduction in both sociality and
immigration rates when disease risk increases, with a corresponding increase in the
number of “floater” individuals (or the formation of new groups by floaters).

A major implication of this perspective for primates is that infectious disease should
select for behaviors that reduce immigration of potentially infected hosts. Freeland
(1976) made this point and followed it with support from a field study of mangabeys
(Freeland 1979). He acknowledged that allowing new immigrants into groups provides
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genetic advantages, but he proposed that risks associated with parasite introductions
could outweigh these benefits. Freeland (1976) therefore suggested that disease-wary
group members should inflict stress on potential immigrants to reveal their infection
status and increase the time that it takes for immigrants to enter a new group. Given
that emigrants in this situation will have more difficulty finding a new group, we
should also find a higher abundance of floater animals in species or populations that
experience pressure from socially transmitted parasites. Substantial variation in inter-
group mixing exists among wild primate species. For example, some primates, such as
muriquis (Brachyteles arachnoides), move easily between groups (Printes and Strier
1999), while others, such as baboons, undergo a lengthier and more competitive period
of assimilation into new groups (Altmann and Altmann 1970).

Freeland’s hypothesis may be supported in some cases, but many other factors
could also account for resistance to immigrants in primate social groups. For exam-
ple, females will benefit from preventing the entry of potential competitors for food,
and males could benefit from excluding possible competitors over mates. Carefully
designed tests will be needed to control for these factors, perhaps by developing
experiments and by focusing on sex-related patterns of emigration and resistance.
Testing these ideas across species is further complicated because we lack a quanti-
tative measure of dispersal rates (e.g. frequency of immigration and emigration) to
include in comparative tests, and we also lack comprehensive data on the time it
takes for dispersal to occur (relative to the duration of infection). In constructing a
measure of dispersal rate, immigration rates are probably more useful than emigra-
tion rates, as the latter often include disappearances caused by a variety of factors,
including death. Unfortunately, however, immigration rates could be affected by the
presence of researchers in ways that reduce the movement of less habituated animals
into habituated groups that are observed by field biologists (E. Heymann, personal
communication).

In summary, if infectious diseases are carried from group to group and have signi-
ficant fitness costs for members of groups, we expect to find patterns similar to what
Freeland (1976) envisioned: limits on immigration and the imposition of stressful
situations to weed out immigrants who are likely to be infected. Thus, floater
individuals that fail to enter a group should be carrying more parasites than those that
successfully enter new groups. Experimental removal of infections from a subset of
floaters might be feasible, providing an experimental approach to test whether
treated individuals meet less resistance than untreated individuals during immigra-
tion into groups. Solitary floaters can exist outside of groups for long periods of time,
and their survival goes against the notion that predation risk is important in primate
socioecology. Thus, understanding how parasites impact behaviors that lead to
floaters could provide new insights to primate behavior and ecology.

6.3.6 Territoriality and range overlap

Primates exhibit great variation in territorial behavior and parasite pressures could
explain some of this variation (and resulting variation in home range overlap; see
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Chapters 3 and 5). Physical separation of groups should prevent the spread of directly
transmitted parasites and might therefore be under selection when this risk increases
(Freeland 1979; Møller et al. 1993; Loehle 1995; Altizer et al. 2003b; Wilson et al.
2003). On the other hand, between-group interactions might also expose animals to
new diseases when territorial defense involves physical contact (Loehle 1995;
Nerrienet et al. 1998; Tutin 2000), potentially selecting for non-contact avoidance
mechanisms involving visual or vocal displays (Loehle 1995, although of course
other direct costs of fighting could also select for these signals). As noted in previous
chapters, greater territoriality might also correlate with more intensive use of the
home range (Mitani and Rodman 1979), elevating the exposure to, and re-infection
with, fecally transmitted parasites already present among individuals in the group
(Stoner 1996; Ezenwa 2004).

Thus, some aspects of territoriality are likely to increase disease risk, specifically
when parasites spread through physical contact during inter-group encounters, and
when animals become re-infected with fecally transmitted parasites that accumulate
in the defended range. Other aspects of territoriality are likely to reduce disease risk,
as might result from reduced home range overlap. Field tests in primates have not yet
investigated these possibilities, but comparative tests provide some evidence linking
territorial behavior and parasitism (Nunn and Dokey, in review). Causal links from
parasite risk to territorial behavior remain to be studied in future research.

6.4 Mating systems, sexual behavior, and STDs

Primates exhibit an incredible diversity of mating behaviors (Hrdy and Whitten 1987;
Dixson 1998; van Schaik et al. 1999). Some species, such as gibbons, are generally
monogamous, with adults rarely changing mating partners throughout their lives
(Leighton 1987). In other species, individuals mate promiscuously with multiple
partners. For example, a Barbary macaque female in estrus may change partners up
to ten times in a single day (Taub 1980), and female muriquis, who exhibit remark-
able freedom in their ability to choose partners, generally mate with an average of
eight males over a 5-year period, including extra-group males (Strier 1997). Females
of supposedly monogamous species also engage in extra-pair copulations (e.g.
Hylobates syndactylus, Palombit 1994; Hylobates lar, Reichard 1995; Callicebus
moloch, Mason 1966).

Clearly, such variation in mating behavior should affect the spread of STDs
(reviewed briefly in Box 4.5). A related and more challenging question that emerges
is: how does variation in STD risk influence the evolution of primate mating systems
and mating behavior? The most intuitive way that STDs could influence animal
mating systems is through selection for lifetime monogamy (Freeland 1976; Sheldon
1993; Loehle 1995). In primates, Freeland (1976) argued for the importance of
“sexual fidelity” of primate groups, focusing on the benefits of preventing both
sexually and non-sexually transmitted infections. Similarly, Immmerman (1986)
proposed that STDs are a key factor promoting human monogamy, a topic that we
will return to in Chapter 8.
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A fuller appreciation of the impact of STDs on primate mating behavior requires
that we understand the contact structure of mating systems and how these networks
facilitate the spread of disease. In what follows, we focus on two mating traits that
are likely to shape STD risk. The first of these is mating promiscuity, defined
primarily in terms of numbers of partners (or partner exchange rates) and also the
number of copulations with each partner. The second trait is mating skew, defined as
the distribution of copulations among individual males or females (Cowlishaw and
Dunbar 1991; Kutsukake and Nunn, in review). We will focus in particular on
mating skew among males, which we will assume is equivalent to reproduce skew.
Throughout it is essential to keep in mind that dispersal, life history traits, and
parasite characteristics will further influence the establishment of disease, including
STDs (Thrall et al. 2000).

6.4.1 Mating promiscuity

Mating promiscuity has perhaps the most obvious implications for the spread of
STDs (reviewed in Box 4.4). But should monogamy be the optimal mating strategy
in the presence of a potentially sterilizing STD? Using a theoretical framework,
Thrall et al. (1997) addressed this question by modelling mating events that were
associated with both a per-contact disease transmission probability and a fertiliza-
tion probability. Their results showed that STDs had the potential to influence
differences in optimal mating strategies for males and females, but the outcome was
sensitive to the parameters used, and monogamy was not always the optimal
strategy. This study also confirmed that STDs spread more rapidly in promiscuous
mating systems and that monogamy often resulted in lower disease prevalence.

In a subsequent study, Thrall et al. (2000) used an individual-based model to
investigate the spread of an STD in polygynous mating systems. In addition to
results involving reproductive skew (described in Box 4.5), the authors showed
that increasing dispersal of females among single-male mating groups (which is
equivalent to increased female promiscuity) tended to favor the establishment of
an STD. At extremely high levels of dispersal, individuals effectively changed
partners every mating season, resulting in high prevalence of infection in the
simulated populations.

Given the risks of mating with multiple partners, why do individuals of so many
primate species exhibit such high rates of promiscuity? The benefits of promiscuity
are more obvious for males that do not exhibit parental care, since their reproductive
success is usually more tightly linked to the number of partners they have. Although
males could infect mating partners and thereby reduce their own reproductive
success, the benefits of having more partners are likely to outweigh these costs in
generally situations. Female primates probably mate with multiple males to confuse
paternity and reduce the risk of infanticide (Hrdy and Whitten 1987; Schaik et al.
1999; Soltis 2002). One interpretation of these observations is that immediate repro-
ductive benefits from multiple mating outweigh the costs of STD infection, even in
generally monogamous species (Nunn and Altizer 2004).
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6.4.2 Effect of reproductive skew

An important epidemiological consequence of heterogeneity in host sexual behavior
is that more “attractive” males could experience a higher risk of STD infection
(Graves and Duvall 1995; Thrall et al. 2000; Kokko et al. 2002). This effect could
have major consequences for female mate choice and fecundity, as highly competi-
tive or more preferred males may serve as super-spreaders, increasing the prevalence
of infection in the population and potentially leading to higher rates of sterility. This
pattern was nicely illustrated in Thrall et al.’s (2000) simulation study, in which they
found that the prevalence of infection increased more rapidly for females than for
males as sexual selection increased (see Box 4.5), and that a few males became the
primary source of the infection for females. Because “successful” males had larger
harems, they could infect more females, lowering female reproductive success in
these groups. This effect could act as a “brake” on the evolution of extreme polyg-
yny, depending on the details of host ecology, the mating system, and the effects of
the pathogen on host reproduction (Thrall et al. 2000).

A more recent study also examined the effect of reproductive skew on the spread of
STDs and the possible impact of these patterns on mating systems. Kokko et al. (2002)
showed that female choice for particular males impacts the spread of STDs. They used
two simple scenarios: one in which females could choose high-quality mating partners,
and a second in which monogamous females paired with low-quality males could seek
extra-pair copulations. In the first scenario, the simulations revealed that prevalence of
infection increased to very high levels in attractive males when females were choosy,
but declined to near zero when females were not choosy (Fig. 6.6). Similarly, extra-pair
matings were not always advantageous, with an STD potentially selecting for greater
mate fidelity by females, even when mated to an unattractive male. In a model in which
female choosiness was allowed to evolve, a mixed ESS or polymorphism was favored,
with perturbations from this equilibrium leading to a return to equilibrium levels of
prevalence (center line in Fig. 6.6). From these results, the authors concluded that an
STD could lower the preference by females for otherwise attractive males. Some studies
have systematically examined patterns of mating skew in primates, and interest in this
topic is increasing (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 1991; Hager 2003; Kutsukake and Nunn
in review).

6.4.3 Testing effects of STD risk on primate mating systems

Comparative tests could help researchers understand the role of STDs in the evolution
of primate mating systems. For example, species with longer durations of reproductive
activity over their lifetimes could experience greater STD risk, predicting greater
monogamy in these species (Loehle 1995). This prediction could be tested
comparatively by examining how mating system correlates with the length of the
lifetime reproductive period across species. Thus, Nunn (2003) tested whether
monogamous species tend to be those that have longer lifetime reproductive activity
or more reproductive events (expected number of births over a female’s lifespan), but
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found no support for greater STD risk in long-lived primates as a factor leading to
monogamy.

For some species, researchers could assess the costs and benefits of promiscuity
by using data on the duration of copulation events and the number of intromissions
with each partner (Dixson 1998), as these variables should increase the risk of STD
transmission on a per copulation basis. Thus, females that benefit from promiscuous
mating but also suffer costs from STD transmission could offset this cost by reducing
the duration of copulation, or they could have fewer mounts with the same male
or different males. Genital morphology, such as the presence of penile “spines” (see
Fig. 3.10, Dixson 1998), might increase the per mating probability of transmitting an
STD by damaging the female genital tract, and hence might be selected against when
the risk of infection is high, or could make promiscuity unsustainable when an STD
is introduced to a population.

The models developed by Thrall et al. (2000) and Kokko et al. (2002) make
predictions for mating patterns in primates that could be tested empirically. In poly-
gynous groups, in which females are paired with a presumably high-quality male,
more successful males are more likely to be infected with STDs, and prevalence
should be higher in females than in males (Box 4.5). Similarly, females in popula-
tions where males represent a major source of STDs could be under pressure to leave
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larger mating groups and to reduce mating skew. Nunn and Altizer (2004) tested the
prediction that prevalence of STDs should be higher in females than in males, and
they found support for this prediction (see Fig. 3.12). Other predictions involving
STDs and primate mating systems have yet to be tested in the field or comparatively.

From a different perspective, studying host manipulation by STDs could provide
insights to pressures favoring STD transmission. As mentioned in Section 2.6, one
would expect that STDs benefit from manipulating hosts in ways that increase
mating frequency, the attractiveness of infected hosts, or rates of partner exchange.
Little is known about parasitic manipulation of vertebrate hosts, but a possible
candidate for investigating these links involves herpes simplex virus 2 (HSV-2), which
exists as latent infection of sensory nerves leading to sex organs (Hatalski and Lipkin
1997). STDs could also indirectly increase mating behavior in females through
the effects of sterility, which would cause infected females to cycle repeatedly,
and therefore to have more lifetime mating partners (Nunn et al. 2001; Nunn and
Altizer 2004; Altizer et al. 2003b). Finally, theoretical models have shown that STDs
may evolve to be inconspicuous in hosts (see Section 6.6.1 and Knell 1999).

6.5 Impacts of host behavior on pathogen evolution

Just as infectious diseases might influence variables linked with host sociality, host
social behavior should also influence the evolution of parasites that depend on host
contact for their spread. A major outstanding challenge in infectious disease research
is to understand forces affecting variation in virulence among parasites in wild host
populations. Modeling work has demonstrated that both parasite transmission and
virulence can change in response to host social and mating behavior—sometimes in
non-intuitive ways (Lipsitch and Nowak 1995; Bonds et al. 2005). Mathematical
models combined with molecular phylogenies of hosts and parasites should provide
new opportunities to study patterns of coevolution (Box 6.3), including investigating
directional changes in traits associated with both long- and short-term host–parasite
associations.

6.5.1 Evolution of virulence

Models of virulence evolution—where virulence is defined as disease-induced host
mortality and/or reductions in fecundity—generally assume that there is an intermediate
level of virulence that optimizes parasite fitness (Bull 1994, reviewed in Chapter 2).
This intermediate level arises from the tradeoff between the benefits of within-host
replication, leading to increased transmission, and the costs of killing a host (see
Section 2.5 and Lenski and May 1994). How parasites are transmitted among hosts
and the underlying rates of host contact are crucial to the balance of these benefits
and costs (e.g. Fig. 2.13). In an oft-cited paper, Ewald (1983) proposed that parasites
in which transmission is relatively independent of host activity (such as those spread
by contaminated water or biting arthropods) should express higher levels of virulence,
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because host death or morbidity represents a much lower cost in terms of lost trans-
mission opportunities (see also Ewald 1994a). For directly transmitted diseases,
greater rates of horizontal transmission are traditionally thought to select for higher
levels of pathogen virulence (Ewald 1983, 1994a; Herre 1993, 1995; Fenner and
Fantini 1999), in part because increased transmission compensates for the costs of
virulence.

Recent theoretical work challenges these intuitive inferences about the evolution of
pathogen virulence in response to host sociality on several grounds. First, in a model
of virulence evolution for STDs, Lipsitch and Nowak (1995) showed that the effect of
host contact rates on pathogen virulence depends critically on the stage of the epidemic
and on the host population growth rates. Their results emphasized a difference between
evolutionary pressures operating shortly after parasite invasion, versus those that affect
the long-term success of parasite strains. When pathogens were newly introduced into
a population in this model, increased partner exchange rates (which would increase the
transmission of an STD) selected for more virulent strains. In contrast, at equilibrium
when the disease is widespread and transmission opportunities are fewer, the parasite
benefits more from host survival, thus favoring milder strains, and increasing rates of
partner exchange could actually favor less virulent parasites. This counterintuitive
effect arises because high rates of host contact will increase pathogen prevalence—and
lower the numbers of susceptible hosts—hence favoring the less virulent strains
(Lipsitch and Nowak 1995).

Second, when sociality provides benefits to hosts, for example through reduced pre-
dation, these benefits can affect the outcome of virulence evolution. In an optimality-
based mathematical model, Bonds et al. (2005) showed that when host sociality lowers
host death rates in the population, then higher host contact rates could select for
reduced pathogen virulence. This relates to the more general phenomenon in which
high host death rates will shorten the infectious period and favor more virulent
pathogens that can replicate faster within hosts and achieve more rapid transmission.
In the short-term, higher rates of host contact might sustain more virulent parasite
strains, but in the long term, increasing rates of host social contact could in fact select
for less virulent strains, if these contacts benefit hosts and increase survival in the
absence of infection.

A third complicating factor relates to the ability of parasites to disperse through
spatially structured populations. Most models assume that host populations are well
mixed and average contact rates and transmission probabilities apply to all individ-
uals. However, socially structured host populations are often also spatially struc-
tured, with higher rates of interaction within groups and less frequent mixing
between groups. In general, mathematical models show that virulence evolves to
lower levels when host populations are structured spatially (Van Baalen 2001;
O’Keefe and Antonovics 2002; Haraguchi and Sasaki 2000). Boots and Sasaki
(1999) modeled disease spread across a network of sites where new infections
could arise from both local and global pathogen dispersal (as might be affected by
host movement distances). They allowed pathogen transmission rate and virulence
to evolve. When transmission events were highly local, as might be expected if
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hosts interact predominantly within local groups and long-distance dispersal is rare,
pathogens evolved to lower virulence. This effect arose because virulent pathogens
in highly structured host populations tended to spread rapidly within local groups,
but then local pockets of infection went extinct before the pathogen could disperse
to a new group. When host populations exceeded a “critical connectivity” and new
transmissions were widely distributed in space, pathogens evolved much higher
virulence. These results suggested that greater connectivity and mixing among
social groups would favor the evolution of more virulent pathogen strains (Boots
and Sasaki 1999; O’Keefe and Antonovics 2002; Boots et al. 2004).

STD virulence is expected to be higher when extra-pair copulations are common,
as compared to situations in which monogamy predominates. This idea has been
discussed with respect to human sexual behavior and the evolution of HIV (Ewald
1994b) and is consistent with virulence increasing as host contact and transmission
events increase (Lenski and May 1994). However, the results of Lipsitch and Nowak
(1995) underscore the role of short-versus long-term selective pressures and suggest
that higher contact rates might favor virulent strains in the short run, and less virulent
strains (or no net change in virulence) in the long run.

Another complication for STDs is that selection could operate against parasites
that “give away” their presence to potential mating partners, with animals avoiding
sexual contact with infected individuals. A theoretical model by Knell (1999) inves-
tigated the links between STD virulence and host mating success (Fig. 6.7). In his
model, virulence reflects the degree to which a parasite produces symptoms or
outward signs of infection that results in reduced mating success. Knell’s (1999)
model showed that mate choice tends to reduce the optimal virulence for the
pathogen, with the pathogen able to  persist in a narrower range of virulence levels as
mate choice increases. Similar principles should apply to other contagious pathogens
when hosts avoid contacting infected individuals based on outward signs of
infection.

An interesting case study for virulence evolution in human STDs involves
syphilis, caused by the bacterium Treponema pallidum. Although the geographic
origins of syphilis remain uncertain (see section 8.2), historical descriptions of
the disease point to a rapid decline in virulence in just a few short years following
the initial cases in Europe in 1495 (Knell 2004). Thus, initial reports of early
syphilis included large (and often necrotic) pustules on the skin, a foul smell, and
excruciating pain—effects that undoubtedly would have reduced sexual activity
of affected individuals! Interestingly, a similar infection caused by another
Treponema-like pathogen was reported to cause severe genital infections among
baboons in Gombe, leading in some cases to genital mutilation and death (Wallis
and Lee 1999, A. Collins, personal communication). Animals were treated with
antibiotics to halt the outbreak, thus limiting any potential to observe evolution of
the pathogen itself.

Although most models of virulence evolution assume that parasites lower host
survival, virulence could also be expressed in the form of reduced host fecundity,
as might be the case for a wide range of STDs (Lockhart et al. 1996). In this case,
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the self-limiting effects of increased virulence resulting in a shorter duration of
infectiousness become irrelevant, and pathogens that sterilize their hosts can
continue to be transmitted over relatively long time intervals. Using both individual-
based simulation models and an analytical differential equation approach, O’Keefe
and Antonovics (2002) showed that in a well-mixed host population, pathogens
that cause varying degrees of reduced host fecundity should evolve to maximize
their transmission, and hence sterilizing pathogens are favored, potentially leading
to both host and parasite extinction. The simulation models further showed that in
spatially structured host populations, less virulent parasite strains were favored,
consistent with local infection and extinction events favoring lower levels of
parasite virulence.

6.5.2 Evolution of transmission strategies

Transmission modes themselves could evolve in response to host social and mating
behavior, and theoretical studies have provided some insights as to how this might occur.
Using differential equation models, Thrall and Antonovics (1997) derived conditions
under which an STD could invade an otherwise well mixed host population and
displace a pathogen transmitted by non-sexual contacts. Invasion by the STD was
easier when the equilibrium host population size was relatively small, whereas the
non-STD could invade more easily if the equilibrium population size with an STD
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was larger. Overall, these results reflect the general expectation that sexual transmis-
sion should be favored in lower density host populations (where social contact rates
are generally lower), whereas non-sexual transmission should be favored at higher
population densities with higher rates of social contact (Anderson and May 1991;
Smith and Dobson 1992).

Based on more realistic assumptions related to the importance of host population
density, Thrall et al. (1998) proposed the concept of a “social-sexual crossover
point” (SSCP, see Fig. 4.5) for parasite transmission, focusing on the factors that
lead to sexual versus non-sexual transmission. These formulations assumed that: (1)
as population density increases, social and sexual contacts also increase, (2) the
number of sexual contacts will initially increase more rapidly with density than the
number of social contacts (at low population densities, individuals still seek mates),
and (3) at higher densities, the number of sexual contacts will rapidly saturate, but
the number of social contacts will continue to increase. Thus, the SSCP represents
a critical host population density at which the number of social and sexual contacts
is equal. Clearly, the host density at which the SSCP occurs can vary considerably
depending on the details of host social and mating structure. Thrall et al.’s (1998)
model predicted that increased sexual transmission will be favored if the equilib-
rium population size is less than the SSCP; otherwise, non-sexual transmission will
be favored. This prediction could be tested using data from wild primates, based on
the expectation that species characterized by living at high density should
have more socially transmitted parasites, while those at low density should have
more STDs.

6.5.3 Coevolution

A significant challenge to studying parasites and host social evolution is that both
hosts and parasites will evolve in response to one another, reflecting reciprocal
interactions between host and parasite lineages (Box 6.3). These evolutionary
dynamics can happen on the order of a few host generations, or over millions of
years—on the faster end, for example, consider the evolution of antibiotic resist-
ance in response to drugs developed in the twentieth century (reviewed in Palumbi
2001). In this context, it is worthwhile to briefly return to the encounter and infec-
tion probabilities discussed in Chapter 2 and to consider how this framework
informs the understanding of host-parasite dynamics. When encounters increase
host exposure, we expect selection on parasites to exploit vulnerabilities in host
defenses (i.e. increased infectiousness), and selection on hosts to reduce the likeli-
hood of successful infection (increased resistance). Similarly, selection on host
behavior should act to reduce the frequency and duration of encounters with para-
sites, whereas selection on parasite behavior should improve their ability to locate
hosts. Finally, parasites have been shown to manipulate hosts (Moore 2002, section
2.6), and we expect hosts to respond evolutionarily to this manipulation when it is
costly to their reproductive success (Poulin et al. 1994).
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Box 6.3 Studying host–parasite coevolution

Coevolution can be broadly defined as the interdependent evolution of two or more species
sharing any type of ecological relationship, including relationships that involve predation,
competition, parasitism, and mutualism (Thompson 1989, 1994a). It is an alluring idea
because it focuses our attention on the interactions between organisms as driving the
reciprocal evolution of species, generating mutual adaptations, and preserving genetic
diversity within species (Antonovics 1992). In the strictest sense, coevolution refers to the
evolutionary changes in one population in response to a second species, followed by a
reciprocal evolutionary change in the second species to changes in the first (Janzen 1980).
On a large time scale, this could result in reciprocal adaptations of interacting lineages,
possibly accompanied by cospeciation events (parallel cladogenesis) and genetic arms races
(Moran and Baumann 1994; Clayton et al. 2003; Page 2003b). However, narrower views of
coevolution should be buffered by the reality that most species interactions involve more than
two partner species (diffuse coevolution, see text), that the strength of interactions can be
asymmetrical or nonlinear, that partners might evolve at different rates and disperse over
different spatial scales, and that environmental heterogeneity will play a crucial role in
species abundances and the strength of species interactions (Thompson 2005).

Relative to other types of species interactions, the intimate associations between hosts and
parasites offer many opportunities for observing coevolution on contemporary time scales—
as well as investigating historical patterns of cospeciation and coadaptation. This intimate
association is partly due to the fact that parasites live within their hosts, and that hosts and
parasites have overlapping ecological dynamics and habitats, so that in many cases hosts and
parasites do share a common and often ancient evolutionary history (Page and Holmes 1998).
On relatively short (contemporary) time scales, studies of host–parasite systems emphasize
a variety of processes that underlie host–parasite coevolution, including directional selection
for greater host resistance and shifts in parasite virulence (Clayton and et al. 1999; Fenner
and Fantini 1999), frequency-dependent selection leading to time-lagged cycles in host and
parasite abundance and allelic frequencies (Dybdahl and Lively 1998; Lively and Dybdahl
2000), and genotype-specific interactions leading to the accumulation of a large number of
resistance and virulence alleles through frequency-dependent and balancing selection (Nei
and Hughes 1991; Hedrick and Kim 2000). These studies examine changes in host and
parasite phenotypes or genotypes across multiple sites over time scales ranging from a few
years to several decades, and they emphasize that evolutionary change in hosts and parasites
can be extremely rapid. A classic example of selection operating on a wildlife–pathogen
system over relatively short time scales is myxomatosis in Australian and European rabbit
populations (Fenner and Fantini 1999).

On longer time scales (and larger geographic scales), interactions between hosts and
parasites can lead not just to coadaptation but also to cospeciation (e.g. Fig. 6.8).
Cospeciation is defined as the joint speciation of two or more lineages that are ecologically
associated (Page and Charleston 1998; Page 2003b), and this process can generate con-
gruent host and parasite phylogenies when interacting species diverge in parallel. Parasite
traits that might favor cospeciation include chronic infections and limited dispersal or
restricted transmission (i.e. vertical, sexual); host traits that favor cospeciation include a
patchy distribution, limited dispersal, or other factors that lead to geographic isolation or
limited contacts among species, and specific chemical or immune defenses against partic-
ular parasites (Hafner and Page 1995; Hafner et al. 1998; Clayton et al. 2003; Page 2003b).
Several studies have demonstrated patterns consistent with host–parasite co-speciation, yet
in general this should be relatively rare compared with other possible patterns, including
host-shifting, parasite extinction, and a process called “missing the boat,” whereby the host
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splits into two or more lineages but the parasite remains in only one (see Fig. 6.8 and Page
2003b). Host-shifting is likely to be more common among parasites that can evolve rap-
idly relative to host generation times (due to high rates of mutation, recombination, large
population sizes, frequent bottlenecks, and fast generation times), and for which trans-
mission leads to frequent opportunities for cross-species transfer (see Section 2.4). It is
important to note that although we usually think of phylogenetic patterns of coevolution
involving assemblages of host and parasite species (such as pinworms in primates,
Fig. 6.9), evidence for cospeciation could also include within-species phylogenies that
show evidence for geographic variation and co-divergence among different populations
(Biek et al. 2003).

Modern molecular tools allow researchers to examine the origins and longer-term
coevolution of host–parasite associations as well as the relative rates of host and pathogen
evolution (Holmes 2004). This can be achieved by comparing the relative genetic dis-
tances of host and parasite groups derived from phylogenies that include branch lengths
(Nieberding et al. 2004). For most microparasites like viruses and bacteria that have fast
generation times and large population sizes, we expect that parasites evolve much faster
than their primate hosts and might frequently show evidence for rapid adaptation follow-
ing shifts or jumps to new host species. Surprisingly, one study of cospeciation among

Box 6.3 (Cont.)

Fig 6.8 Example processes and evolutionary outcomes of host–parasite associations.
Parasite lineages are drawn as black lines within host lineages (represented as “tubes”).
Figures along the top row illustrate parasite divergence events that may or may not be
associated with host evolutionary divergence, including: (a) hosts and parasites cospeciate,
(b) parasites shift among unrelated host lineages (c) or speciate without its host. Along the
bottom row are cases of parasite loss or host divergence in the absence of parasite
divergence. (d) Hosts could persist while parasites go extinct and are lost from lineages,
(e) hosts can speciate and parasites might be lost from one or more lineages, a phenomenon
known as “missing the boat,” or (f) the host might speciate but parasites do not, leading to
the appearance of two or more host species “sharing” a parasite. Copyright (2003) from
“Tangled Trees: Phylogeny, Cospeciation and Coevolution,” by R. Page. Reproduced with

permission of the University of Chicago Press.
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strains of simian foamy viruses (SFVs, in the family Retroviridae) isolated from 44 species
of Old World monkeys and apes provided evidence counter to this general expectation
(Switzer et al. 2005). This study showed strong evidence for congruent primate and virus
molecular phylogenies (albeit with evidence for a few “host jumps”) and comparable
divergence times and rates of nucleotide substitution for hosts and parasites, suggesting
that primates and SFVs were evolving at similar rates (and documenting the lowest ever
substitution rate reported for an RNA virus). Molecular phylogenies of hosts and

Box 6.3 (Cont.)

Fig. 6.9 Example of co-speciation between primates and their pinworm parasites. The
parasite phylogeny (on right) is a morphologically based analysis of Enterobininae. The
main genera of parasites fit major clades of primates and support the hypothesis that host
and parasite lineages co-speciate. Despite generally high correspondence between host and
parasite phylogenies, several discordances are also found, including possible host shifts
from squirrel hosts. Copyright (1999) from “Primates and their pinworm parasites” by
J. P. Hugot. Systematic Biology, Vol. 48, pp. 523–46. Reproduced by permission of Taylor

and Francis Group, L.L.C.
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parasites can also be used to search for potential loci under selection (see Conway and
Polley 2002; Anderson 2004).

As a final point, cospeciation is very suggestive of coevolution, but an adaptive basis for
reciprocal interactions has to be established before it can be concluded that coevolution
occurred. For example, recent studies of interactions between feral pigeons and feather
lice demonstrated that selection in favor of host defenses for parasite removal was accom-
panied by parasite mechanisms to escape these host defenses (Clayton et al. 1999, 2003).

Box 6.3 (Cont.)

To identify coevolution requires evidence that two lineages have evolved together and
exerted selective forces on one another (Clayton et al. 2003; Page 2003b). In the case of
parasites and primates, we are often dealing with communities of multiple species of
hosts and multiple species of parasites, a situation known as “diffuse” coevolution (see
Ridley 1996 and Thompson 2005 for discussion of these and other topics). Coevolution
can be contrasted with the alternative of non-reciprocal evolution, in which changes in one
lineage impact the other lineage, but not vice versa. Predictions based on “coevolutionary
equillibria” might be needed to evaluate empirically observed patterns of host social
organization and parasite traits (e.g. Bonds et al. 2005), together with information on
their history of evolutionary associations. Some tests could make use of non-reciprocal
evolution, despite the fact that coevolutionary dynamics are likely to predominate. For
example, in investigating the effects of parasites on host social systems, some signal of
the effect of parasite introduction on the host lineage, such as smaller group sizes with
fewer males, could remain even after counter-adaptations by the parasites—for example
a longer incubation period—thus providing a means to detect a causal effect of the
parasite on host behavior.

Coevolutionary studies of host–parasite interactions are challenging even in the
most tractable biological systems, and studying coevolution in primates raises a
number of challenges. In particular, we are dealing with long-lived, often highly
endangered host species, where experiments that manipulate levels of disease risk
are either impractical or unethical. To get around this problem, it would be possi-
ble to remove parasites in primate hosts and document the effects of removal on
their behavior, provided that researchers are prepared to observe the animals over
both the short term (to record plastic responses) and the long term (to record
evolutionary responses over multiple generations). Alternatively, one can view
primate evolutionary history as a “natural experiment” and use comparative methods
to study coevolution of parasites and hosts. However, simply showing that a
particular host trait, such as group size, is correlated with measures of parasite
occurrence (or parasite characteristics) across species is not sufficient evidence for
the hypothesis that disease has shaped the social system.

Another challenge arises if effects of parasites on selective pressures involving
sociality are obscured by other, non-social host defenses. For example, if the
probability of infection increases with group size or promiscuity, then highly



social or promiscuous hosts should experience more intense selection in favor of
immunological defenses to limit transmission (Freeland 1976; Loehle 1995; Nunn
et al. 2000). Ironically, if elaborate defenses act as effective barriers to parasite infec-
tion and impacts (e.g. Møller et al. 2001), this could eliminate expected correlations
between parasitism and host sociality (the “ghost of parasitism past”). In other words,
some host species might have few parasites or low infection rates despite living in
groups with high rates of social contact. These same hosts might retain high measures
of immune defenses or behavioral mechanisms to counter infections, indicating that
they possibly experienced high parasite pressure at some point in the past.

6.6 Methodological approaches to study effects of 
parasites on host social systems

Researchers are just beginning to understand the many ways that host social and
mating contacts influence disease risk—including the role of parasites as selective
agents operating on host sociality, and how host and parasite traits might coevolve.
Indeed, Janson (2000) and Kappeler and van Schaik (2002) identified infectious
disease as a major frontier in our understanding of primate socioecology—an assess-
ment with which we heartily agree! One major challenge is that in unmanaged
wildlife populations, epidemiologically relevant data on social and mating contacts
can be difficult to collect and often require long-term observational studies of indi-
vidual animals. A related difficulty involves recognizing the critical temporal and
spatial scales for analysis, as social contact patterns for many species will change
seasonally, yearly and spatially. How and whether host contact patterns affect dis-
ease spread will further depend on the parasite’s transmission strategy and on the
duration of the infectious period. For chronic infections, effects of some social con-
tact parameters might only become obvious at large spatial or temporal scales,
whereas in other cases frequent host contacts at local scales could be crucial for par-
asite invasion and spread. With these challenges in mind, we return to the issue of
“causality” raised in the Introduction to this chapter and identify four approaches to
assessing whether and how parasites have impacted host behavior.

6.6.1 Fields studies

Observational and experimental field-based approaches require detailed data for
demographic and social variables such as group size, local host population density,
and social contacts both within and between groups. Observationally, if a parasite
outbreak occurs in a group and animals subsequently splinter into smaller groups or
reduce their social contacts with other individuals, this would provide circumstantial
evidence for an effect of disease on social patterns. Evidence would be strengthened
if the pattern were repeated as the infection spreads to additional social groups in the
population. On the other hand, species in which individuals have experienced a long
history of parasite exposure might already have evolved a variety of non-social
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defenses to lower the prevalence of infection, including behavioral and immune
defenses discussed in Chapter 5.

More research is needed on how and whether primates are cognitively aware of
sickness in conspecifics, and whether they respond defensively to outbreaks of infect-
ious disease, particularly for parasites that can spread via social contacts. We know
remarkably little about whether primates recognize the infection status of con-
specifics, and furthermore whether they use this information to modify their social
interactions. As noted in the previous chapter, it may be that kin selection has tended
to favor helping behavior rather than avoidance, especially if most diseases in pri-
mates are not highly contagious following direct host-to-host contact. Experimental
tests could compare patterns of interaction among individuals, some of which are
treated for infectious diseases while others are left untreated as controls. If disease
status impacts levels of social contact, we expect that both treated and untreated indi-
viduals will preferentially interact with individuals who are uninfected (treated). Such
tests would need to control for overall levels of activity, since infected animals may
exhibit sickness behaviors (Hart 1990) that reduce their activity—an interesting ques-
tion in its own right because these behaviors have been under-studied and rarely
described in primates (Chapter 5).

Primatologists interested in behavior have collected data on pairwise interactions
that could be used in social network based models, such as grooming matrices (see
Chapter 4), similar to contact matrices and network graphs used to study pathogen 
outbreaks in human communities (Newman 2002; Ancel Meyers et al. 2003). These
data can also reveal empirical variation in the level of heterogeneity in social and
mating contacts (e.g. if most individuals have few contact partners whereas other have
many)—leading to comparisons of social contacts in relation to individual infection
risk (Ferrari et al. 2004), and pointing to selective forces operating on individual
contact patterns before and after parasites are introduced naturally (or experimen-
tally removed). At the population-level, social network models based on empirical
data can indicate how temporal and spatial variability in contact structure influences
rates of disease spread and prevalence. Such combined modeling and field approaches
should be especially fruitful for exploring how host contact patterns affect disease
dynamics over space and time for different pathogen types, and how pathogens
change host behavior (Cross et al. 2004; Lloyd-Smith et al. 2004).

From the perspective of evolutionary responses to infection, studies that focus on
shorter-lived hosts, such as social insects (Schmid-Hempel 1998), have some advan-
tages over studying primates, including the possibility to run more invasive experi-
ments. But the factors that play a role in insect societies are also likely to differ, for
example with infanticide being more important in primates. Thus, while long genera-
tion times and low population sizes of many primate species make studying coevo-
lution challenging, these challenges are not prohibitive. In fact, experimental studies
of infectious diseases have been successfully performed in other large vertebrates,
most notably Soay sheep (Gulland et al. 1993). Similarly, many “natural” experi-
ments are available, as occurs through fragmentation and logging of forests (Gillespie
et al. 2005; Chapman et al. 2005b).
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6.6.2 Directional tests using comparative methods

Cross-species tests were discussed in the context of STDs (6.4.3). Phylogenetic
comparative analyses also provide a means to investigate how parasites have influenced
host social evolution more directly. If increased pressure from socially transmitted
diseases generates selection for smaller social groups, we predict that evolutionary
transitions to increased levels of parasitism will be associated with reductions in
group size on a phylogenetic tree (Fig. 6.10). Harvey and Pagel (1991) term 
methods for testing whether one trait evolves before another “directional” approaches.
One basic test uses parsimony to reconstruct ancestral states on a tree, then investi-
gates whether one trait, for example increased richness of parasites, precedes reduc-
tions in measures of sociality (Maddison 1990). A more sophisticated approach uses
maximum likelihood methods to test alternative evolutionary scenarios based on
Markov models of trait change, including models that consider the temporal order of
trait transitions (Pagel 1994). Other methods are useful for continuous characters
(Deaner and Nunn 1999). For example, Lindenfors et al. (2004) used a method based
on independent contrasts to test whether the number of males lags behind the num-
ber of females in primate social groups, as predicted if females determine the num-
ber of males in the group (Altmann 1990).

A related approach for studying host–parasite coevolution is to acquire phylo-
genetic information on co-occurring host and parasite lineages to examine the
correlated evolution of host and parasite traits (Harvey and Keymer 1991; Morand
et al. 2000). For example, Clayton et al. (2003) studied cospeciation and coadap-
tation among lice infecting multiple species of doves. High levels of specificity
and cospeciation events among host and parasite lineages were supported by cor-
related host and parasite phylogenies. The authors also documented positive asso-
ciations between host and parasite body sizes. In this case, experimental studies
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Fig. 6.10 Comparative tests of parasite-mediated selection on host social systems. Figure
shows hypothetical data on group size for seven species, with parasite introductions (para-
site � 1) into species iii, iv and vii. Evolutionary transitions over branches indicated by marks
on the tree are associated with declines in group size. With more species, evidence for a chrono-
logical response to introduction of disease could provide evidence consistent with parasitism

impacting social and mating systems.



further demonstrated that parasite adaptations to host body sizes resulted from host
behavioral defenses, such that smaller parasites on smaller hosts were better able
to avoid removal by host preening. Comprehensive parasite phylogenies have been
compiled in relation to primate phylogeny (see Box 6.3, Hugot 1999; Switzer et al.
2005). These could be combined with infection characteristics to explore parasite
adaptations to host behavioural traits.

6.6.3 Incorporating parasites in comparative studies of sociality

Comparative approaches could also be used to examine how patterns of parasitism
alter well known functional relationships involving primate sociality. Some of the
factors that influence male number are well established—for example, primate groups
that contain more females also contain more males (Andelman 1986; Altmann 1990;
Mitani et al. 1996a; Nunn 1999). As discussed above, evidence also suggests that
females have the potential to manipulate the number of males in primate groups,
specifically by increasing or decreasing the synchrony of their fertile (estrous)
periods. More synchronous matings will tend to reduce the ability of any single male
to defend access to females, leading to a greater frequency of multi-male groups
(Dunbar 1988; Nunn 1999). Thus, if contagious parasites select for lower group sizes,
levels of parasitism should explain additional variance in the association between the
number of males and females across species, with female behavior favoring fewer
males and reduced movement of males between groups when disease risk increases
(see Section 6.3.3). By calculating residuals from the regression of the number of males
on the number of females across species, negative residuals would be expected in
species that experience greater pressures from directly transmitted parasites (Fig. 6.11).

In a pioneering study, Janson and Goldsmith (1995) investigated ecological traits,
including proxy variables for feeding competition and predation risk, that influence
primate group size. These authors did not include the costs of parasitism in larger
groups because, at the time they were writing their paper, “there exist(ed) no broadly
available indicators of different levels of exposure of primate species to parasites”
(p. 331). Comprehensive data on primate infectious diseases are now available (Nunn
and Altizer 2005), and it would be interesting to incorporate measures of parasite
risk into such analyses to test whether group size is influenced by parasitism.

Finally, if biogeographic factors and climate play a role in determining disease risk,
we might expect that social parameters show geographical variation associated with
areas of high versus low parasite risk. Smaller groups might therefore be expected
closer to the equator if contagious pathogens (or those spread by arthropod vectors that
are attracted to larger groups) are more common at lower latitudes (Nunn et al. 2005).

6.6.4 Modelling approaches

Effects of parasites on host social evolution have been modeled explicitly, as
described in several examples highlighted earlier in this chapter (Kokko et al. 2002;
Bonds et al. 2005, see Box 6.2). A major challenge involves developing modelling
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approaches to explore the joint coevolution of transmission characteristics, social
systems, and pathogen virulence. In this case, researchers must decide how to
represent variation in host behavior in a biologically realistic way that corresponds
to observed social and mating systems. One possible approach would be to use
contact networks or individual-based rules for association and dissociation of males
and females to generate a wide range of social and mating structures (Cohen 1969;
Thrall et al. 2000; Read and Keeling 2003). Behavioral ecologists have discussed
verbal and optimality-based models extensively, but these approaches overlook the
fact that it is unrealistic to describe selection on genes that directly translate to spe-
cific social systems. Rather, genetic effects will act on social systems by affecting
individual behavior.

6.7 Summary and synthesis

Although researchers have long considered host social interactions to be important
for parasite transmission dynamics and rates of disease spread, only recently have
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Fig. 6.11 Potential effects of parasites on group composition. Using the relationship between
the number of males and the number of females in primate groups, one can make predictions
for the effects of parasites on group composition. When parasite pressure is high and smaller
groups can reduce that pressure, we expect negative residuals (filled circles) from the rela-
tionship shown here, under the assumption that females can control group composition by
affecting male monopolization potential. Conversely, for relatively low parasite pressure, we
expect positive residuals (open circles), with females potentially benefiting from male pres-
ence by reducing predation risk (van Schaik and Horstermann 1994). Examples of species
with negative residuals include guenons, such as Cercopithecus mitis, C. ascanius, and
C. campbelli, while positive residuals are found in multimale species such as Pan paniscus,

Macaca sylvanus and Cebus capucinus (using data from Mitani et al. 1996b).



studies of host social responses to parasite pressure emerged. In this chapter, we
considered how parasites could impact group size and composition, contact among
individuals within groups, movement of individuals between groups, and mating
behavior. Given the increasing amount of data available on infectious diseases in
primates (Nunn and Altizer 2005) and the development of models for parasite spread
in animal mating and social systems (Hess et al. 2002), we are now in a position to
begin addressing the role of parasitism as an ecological force in primate social sys-
tems. Theoretical models are revealing that the simplistic frameworks of the past
may need to be discarded in favor of more sophisticated models that take into
account contact patterns within and between groups (e.g. for STDs, Thrall et al.
1997, 2000; Kokko et al. 2002). Predictions will also hinge upon the transmission
mode of the parasites themselves (Loehle 1995), an obvious point but one worth
repeating because the importance of transmission mode is often overlooked.

Infectious disease has been considered a potent evolutionary force in primate
social systems in several papers by Freeland (1976, 1979). But in the years since
these papers were published, parasitism has been studied mainly within particular
species and given less attention at broader scales. For example, in his remarkable
synthesis of primate social systems, Dunbar (1988) mentioned infectious disease as
a source of mortality, but he did not explore parasites as a major factor influencing
variation in primate social systems. Other authors interested in social systems within
particular primate host species have failed to distinguish between diseases caused by
infectious agents and those caused by genes or environmental contaminants, lumping
all of these together as “illnesses” (e.g. Goodall 1965; Cheney et al. 1988). This is
not intended as criticism of previous work, but illustrates the difficulty of identifying
causal agents of disease in the wild—a situation common even for human diseases
in industrialized countries (Ewald 2000).

At present, we lack convincing evidence for the general effects of parasites on
broad patterns of sociality and mating systems in primates. Such effects may not be
there, or it could reflect a need to control for potentially correlated host and para-
site traits and to better quantify host behavior and key parameters from epidemio-
logical models. Furthermore, and somewhat ironically, if highly social hosts evolve
more elaborate immune or behavioral defenses against parasites, this could virtu-
ally eliminate expected relationships between parasitism and host sociality, and
would motivate further studies that controlled for the degree to which hosts invest
in anti-parasite defenses (Nunn et al. 2000; Møller et al. 2001; Nunn 2002a; Wilson
et al. 2003).

Finally, it is worth making a brief comparison of parasitism and predation, because
the latter has featured so prominently in studies of primate socioecology (van Schaik
1983; Janson and Schaik 1993). Parasitism bears a superficial similarity to predation,
but the effects of parasitism are usually more cryptic and less spectacular than an
attack by a predator on a primate. Predation has received a great deal of attention
despite its occurrence at a low rate, while parasitism has received less attention, and
yet deaths or loss of reproduction due to disease probably occurs more frequently
(Cheney et al. 1988). Like predators that use stealth or cooperative hunting to
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acquire their prey, parasites exhibit a wide array of mechanisms to make use of hosts,
including variation in transmission and manipulation of host behavior. Finally, anti-
predator defenses are largely behavioral or involve anatomical adaptations, whereas
mammals have an additional line of defense against parasites, namely the immune
system, that could relieve pressure on primate behavior to be as tightly linked to
parasite avoidance as it is to predation avoidance.
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7
Parasites and primate conservation

7.1 Introduction

A paper published in Nature in 2003 captured headlines in newspapers around the
world (Walsh et al. 2003b). “Gorillas and Chimps in Peril,” proclaimed the New York
Times (April 7, 2003), while the Guardian warned, “Wipe Out Warning on Great
Apes” (April 7, 2003). In the paper that garnered this attention from the press, Peter
Walsh and his colleagues compiled data on gorilla and chimpanzee nests in western
equatorial Africa and compared the results to an earlier survey (Tutin and Fernandez
1984). They found that formerly healthy ape populations from relatively intact
forests in Gabon declined by an average of 56% in the period from 1983 to 2000,
with some populations falling by more than 90% (Fig. 7.1). A statistical model that
included both distance from the nearest urban center and distance from the most
recent Ebola virus outbreak explained 63% of the variation in ape density, suggesting
that severe population declines were linked with a combination of bush meat hunting
and Ebola infections. Additional research confirmed the presence of Ebola in ape
carcasses (Leroy et al. 2004a), with antibodies to Ebola present in other primate
species (Leroy et al. 2004b). Although details are still emerging on the mechanisms
of the spread of Ebola in wild apes, Ebola poses a clear threat to wild apes (Morell

Ape nest encounter rates in Gabon

Fig. 7.1 Decline in ape populations in Gabon over a 17-year period. The relative size of
circles indicates density of ape nests, with the smallest points showing sampling sites where
no nests were found. Walsh et al. (2003) presented evidence showing that this decline was
a function of both hunting and disease pressure. From P. Walsh et al., “Catastrophic ape
decline in western equatorial Africa.” Nature, vol. 422, pp. 611–61. Copyright (2003),

reproduced with permission of P. Walsh and Macmillan Publishers Ltd.



1995; Formenty et al. 1999b; Walsh et al. 2003b, 2005; Leroy et al. 2004a; Karesh
and Chapman 2005).

Primates are among the most threatened mammals worldwide, with over 60% of
all species showing evidence for some degree of conservation concern (IUCN,
Hilton-Taylor 2002). The two most widely acknowledged threats to wild primate
populations are habitat loss and direct removal via hunting (Cowlishaw and Dunbar
2000; Chapman and Peres 2001). Surprisingly, no primate species had been formally
listed as threatened as a direct result of infectious disease up through the release
of the 2002 IUCN Red List (Hilton-Taylor 2002). By comparison, many examples
of carnivores, artiodactyls, and marsupials have been identified as threatened due to
parasitism (Fig. 7.2). It seems likely that parasites also have a role to play in primate
extinction risk. Indeed, major epidemics in wild primates, such as those resulting
from Ebola and examples highlighted in Table 1.2, have attracted worldwide
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Fig. 7.2 The distribution of “threat due to disease” among mammalian taxonomic groups.
Light gray represents the proportion of non-threatened species in each clade, medium-gray
and dark-gray combined represent the proportion of threatened species (including species
classified as extinct in the wild, critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable, lower risk-
conservation dependent, and lower risk-near threatened), and dark gray only represents the
proportion of species where infectious disease is identified as a threatening process. Numbers
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low Wilson and Reeder (1993) and threat data are from Hilton-Taylor (2000). Image courtesy
of K. Jones, Zoological Society of London. Modified from S. Altizer et al., “Social organiza-
tion and parasite risk in mammals: Integrating theory and empirical studies. “AREES Vol. 34,

pp. 517–537. Copyright (2003), reproduced with permission of Annual Reviews.



attention and emphasize the potential negative consequences of infectious disease.
More cryptic pathogens could go undetected for long time periods or persist in small
and declining host populations, thus presenting more insidious obstacles for primate
conservation, in part due to the challenges of convincing government organizations,
conservation and management groups, and the general public that the impacts of less
virulent pathogens warrant concern.

The goal of this chapter is to investigate the role of infectious diseases in primate
conservation. We focus on two issues central to the conservation of primates—
anthropogenic effects on disease risk in wild populations, including the emergence
of new diseases, and the importance of considering parasites when planning conser-
vation efforts (Fig. 7.3). Parasites can threaten biodiversity through a variety of
processes, and several recent reviews have outlined a number of ecological and evo-
lutionary drivers of disease emergence and disease-induced population declines in
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Epidemiological and 
immunological processes

Human activities that 
impact wildlife

Conservation planning 
and intervention

                   Habitat destruction 
Reductions in host population size 
               Novel species introductions 
                                       Climate change 

Captive breeding 
           Ecotourism and field research 
        Reserve design and management
  Culling, treatment, and vaccination

Parasite establishment in host populations 
Changes in prevalence or intensity 

Disease-induced declines or extinction 
Genetic changes in hosts or parasites 

Host stress and immune defenses

Fig. 7.3 Overview of the links between human activities, infectious diseases, and wildlife
conservation. Habitat destruction concentrates animals into smaller areas and generates novel
stressors that can negatively impact immunocompetence, while fragmentation can lead to food
and social stress and new interactions among species that are usually separated. Reductions in
host population size can reduce host potential to respond to disease by reducing genetic variation,
while also increasing the risk of stochastic factors that drive host extinction. Human activities can
also introduce novel pathogens directly or with the introduction of new host animals.
Conservation planning involves a variety of activities in the field, lab, and captive breeding
facilities. It is essential to have long-term monitoring of parasites in place as a means to identify 

outbreaks in primate populations and new threats arising from reservoir hosts.



humans and wildlife (Scott 1988; McCallum and Dobson 1995; Holmes 1996; Daszak
et al. 2000; Taylor et al. 2001; Cleaveland et al. 2002; Lafferty and Gerber 2002;
Altizer et al. 2003a; Chapman et al. 2005a). From this growing literature, we highlight
mechanisms and issues most pertinent to primate conservation, including linking
specific examples to more general principles in the emerging field of “conserva-
tion medicine,” which aims to understand the connections between anthropogenic
drivers, infectious disease risk, and wildlife health and conservation (Aguirre et al.
2002).

We begin by considering the direct effects of parasites on host population declines,
focusing on emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) and impacts of humans on disease
risk in wildlife. We then discuss how conservation efforts can become more effect-
ive by taking into account risks from infectious disease. Given the numerous
examples of pathogen-driven wildlife declines, a need exists for wildlife managers
to quantify parasite occurrence in primates to obtain baseline knowledge on the par-
asites that are present, to gain an understanding of transmission modes and impacts
on individual hosts, and to identify potential “reservoirs” of infection in other hosts
that might cross-infect primates. In the last section, we shift gears by considering the
potential role of parasites in promoting biodiversity. If so, then conservation of par-
asites could be critical for maintaining existing host diversity now and in the future.
The goal then would be to strike a balance between treating infectious disease as a
natural process worthy of maintaining, and ameliorating the risks from new diseases
entering natural systems.

7.2 Parasites as a cause of wildlife declines

Because of their ability to trigger sudden epidemics and their potential for rapid
evolution, parasites represent a rising concern in conservation biology (Harvell et al.
1999; Dobson and Foufopoulos 2001; Lafferty and Gerber 2002). A growing list of
disease outbreaks point to introduced pathogens as a cause of dramatic declines in
previously thriving populations, or as threats to already declining species (Roelke-
Parker et al. 1996; Hochachka and Dhondt 2000; Jensen et al. 2002). Although infec-
tious disease theory predicts that parasite establishment and spread should be greater
in larger host populations, smaller host populations might experience significant
impacts from infectious diseases due to limited genetic variability or threats from
generalist parasites (Lyles and Dobson 1993; Funk et al. 2001).

The example of Ebola in African apes provides sobering evidence that disease
epidemics can decimate wild primate populations. The ultimate issue concerns
whether parasites can drive hosts to extinction, either acting alone or in conjunction
with other forces (de Castro and Bolker 2005). Multiple lines of evidence from non-
primate species support this possibility (Sato et al. 1994; McCallum and Dobson
1995; Woodroffe 1999; Altizer et al. 2001; Boots and Sasaki 2002). In birds, for
example, the introduction of avian malaria into Hawaii contributed to the extinction
of several endemic forest species (Warner 1968; Van Riper et al. 1986). Several
mammals have been driven to extinction (or the brink of extinction), in part due to
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infectious disease. One of the best-known examples involves the precarious recovery
of the black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes, Thorne and Williams 1988), which
is arguably the most endangered mammal in North America. In the mid-1980s, out-
breaks of canine distemper and sylvatic plague effectively eliminated black-footed
ferrets from the wild and severely threatened a captive breeding program, to the
point that the entire species was reduced to fewer than 20 captive individuals
(Dobson and Lyles 2000). Maclear’s rat (Rattus macleari), once common on
Christmas Island in the Indian Ocean, may have been driven to extinction by an
infectious disease carried by ship rats (Rattus rattus) that were introduced to the
island (Andrews 1909; Pickering and Norris 1996). Some scientists have even spec-
ulated that an unknown infectious disease was responsible for the extinction of the
thylacine (Thylacinus cynocephalus)—the so-called “Tasmanian tiger”—from
Australia (Guiler 1961).

Populations of howler monkeys appear to have been exterminated by yellow
fever epidemics (Galindo and Srihongse 1967), and the recent outbreak of Ebola
in Lossi Sanctuary eliminated an entire population of 143 gorillas (representing
8 social groups) that had been studied for 10 years (Leroy et al. 2004a).
Remarkably, this gorilla population disappeared within a 4-month time period.
Other cases where parasites appear to have caused substantial mortality or mor-
bidity in wild primate populations were summarized in Chapter 1 (see Table 1.2).
Similar effects span primate hosts from multiple continents and have been caused
by vastly different types of parasites, including helminths, bacteria, arthropods,
and viruses.

At a broader scale, MacPhee and Marx (1997) hypothesized that highly virulent
generalist parasites were responsible for the extinction of large mammals during the
last 40,000 years. Specifically, they proposed that cross-species transmission occurred
during “first contact” episodes as humans and their domesticated animals expanded
across the globe (see Van Blerkom 2003 for discussion of some of the viruses that
could have been involved). While offering a provocative contrast to the alternative
proposal that over-hunting contributed to faunal declines, the disease hypothesis
cannot easily explain why large-bodied hosts were more susceptible to extinction
(see Alroy 1999). In fact, because of the negative association between body mass and
population density in mammals (Damuth 1981), smaller bodied hosts living at
higher density would be more likely candidates for new pathogens to establish and
spread (see Chapter 4 and De Leo and Dobson 1996 for conditions in which this is
expected). Hunting pressure by humans would have further reduced the population
densities of larger-bodied species, reducing the possibility of a sustained outbreak
of a virulent pathogen. And once their numbers were reduced to low levels, recovery
of larger-bodied hosts would be less probable, due to slower birth rates and longer
generation times.

Regardless of whether it accounts for the megafaunal extinction that coincided
with the spread of humans around the world, MacPhee and Marx’s (1997) disease
hypothesis does raise a key concept that will emerge repeatedly throughout this
chapter: most attention should probably focus on generalist parasites as the primary
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threat to biodiversity because these parasites can be maintained in high-density reser-
voir hosts (e.g. domesticated animals), and from these reservoirs, parasites can cross-
infect threatened species that exist at lower population densities (and so cannot
maintain the parasites on their own).

7.2.1 Emerging infectious diseases in primates and other wildlife

Concerns about direct threats from novel pathogen introductions have erupted over
the past two decades as human populations gained intimate experience with AIDS,
West Nile virus, sudden acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Nipah virus, and threats
of bioterrorism. The implications of these EIDs for humans have been discussed
extensively in both scholarly and popular publications (Garrett 1995; Preston 1995;
Morse 1996; Taylor et al. 2001, see Chapter 8). We follow other authors in defining
EIDs as infections that either appear for the first time, or are increasing in prevalence
or expanding their geographic ranges (Morse 1995; Daszak et al. 2000; Dobson and
Foufopoulos 2001; Cleaveland et al. 2002; Wobeser 2002b).

In terms of wildlife populations, EIDs can undermine conservation efforts and
pose significant threats to biodiversity (Harvell et al. 1999; Daszak et al. 2000). A
growing number of emerging infections have been documented in mammals (Fig. 7.4),
ranging from rabies and canine distemper viruses in African carnivores to rinderpest
in ungulates (Scott 1981; Alexander et al. 1996; Roelke-Parker et al. 1996;
Laurenson et al. 1998; Kock et al. 1999). Perhaps only amphibians have been studied
more extensively than mammals in this regard, with great scientific effort focused on
identifying the role of several parasitic agents in the global decline of amphibian
populations (Berger et al. 1998; Daszak et al. 1999; 2003).

Three features characterize EIDs in humans and domesticated animals; these
same three features are likely to play a similar role in pathogen emergence in
wildlife. First, EIDs are usually caused by viruses, bacteria, or other microparasites
that can evolve rapidly, rather than larger or more slowly reproducing parasites like
arthropods and helminths (Cleaveland et al. 2001). Second, pathogens identified as
EIDs can often infect a wide range of host species (i.e. multi-host or generalist
pathogens, see Cleaveland et al. 2001; Woolhouse et al. 2001) or show evidence for
recent cross-species transmission. Finally, anthropogenic effects on the environment—
including habitat loss, pollution, and climate change—can trigger or enhance the
emergence of novel infectious diseases in wildlife (Schrag and Wiener 1995; Daszak
et al. 2000; Chapman et al. 2005a).

Bovine tuberculosis (caused by Mycobacterium bovis) is one example of an
emerging pathogen that illustrates how infectious diseases can threaten wild primates
and other mammals. This bacterium infects a wide array of mammals, including wild
and captive ungulates, brush-tailed possums (Trichosurus vulpecula), and badgers
(Meles meles, Hunter 1996; Clifton-Hadley et al. 2001). Bovine tuberculosis also
poses concerns in captive settings, including zoological parks, farms and captive
breeding facilities, in part because domesticated animals can serve as reservoirs of
infection. Among primates, chacma baboons (Papio ursinus) are infected by M. bovis
(Fig. 7.4.(d)), with rapid progression of disease (including the development of lung
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nodules and emaciation). In one baboon troop in Kruger National Park, prevalence
of bovine tuberculosis reached up to 50% (Keet et al. 1996; 2000). In this case,
baboons probably became infected by feeding on infected buffalo carcasses, and
subsequent rapid spread followed the use of a confined sleeping area that enhanced
airborne and oral transmission among troop members (Keet et al. 2000).

The spread of bovine tuberculosis and other wildlife EIDs are consistent with the
view that a major cause of disease emergence in threatened hosts relates to “pathogen
pollution,” namely the transmission of infectious agents from reservoir host species
to more vulnerable wildlife populations (Daszak et al. 2000). In fact, the smaller
population sizes of threatened species should be less able to support parasites on
their own, particularly in fragmented host populations and when parasites are both
directly transmitted and highly pathogenic (Lyles and Dobson 1993; Woodroffe 1999;
de Castro and Bolker 2005). In many cases, an initial cross-species transmission event
leads to some initial spread (but eventual fade-out) of the pathogen in a non-target
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Fig. 7.4 Examples of emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) in wildlife. (a) Young male lion
(Panthera leo) suffering from canine distemper virus. This individual was so lethargic that he
made little effort to remove the biting flies from his body. Image taken in Ngorongoro Crater,
Tanzania, Africa, 2001, courtesy of C. Packer, University of Minnesota. (b) This harbour seal
(Phoca vitulina) died of phocine distemper virus (PDV) during an epidemic in northern
Europe in 2002. This picture was taken at the Seal Rehabilitation and Research Centre,
Pieterburen, the Netherlands, and provided by J. Philippa, Institute of Virology, Erasmus MC,
Rotterdam. (c) Kudu (Tragelaphus sp.) with corneal opacity caused by rinderpest virus. This
pathogen was introduced to wild African ungulates through domesticated cattle during the late
1880s. Image from Kenya, 1994, reproduced from FAO/EMPRES 2004. Image credit: P. B.
Rossiter. (d) Emaciated chacma baboon (Papio ursinus) infected with bovine tuberculosis, caused

by Mycobacterium bovis. Image courtesy of D. Keet, Kruger National Park.



host population. But even for pathogens that can never spread directly within native
wildlife populations, continual exposure from reservoir hosts can generate high
prevalence in a vulnerable host species (Fenton and Pedersen 2005).

7.2.1.1 Epidemiology of emerging diseases

How do parasites establish in new host populations, and what factors influence the
probability of parasite success? To further clarify the issues concerning EIDs, the
process of disease emergence can be broken into two steps: (1) initial introduction
of an agent into a novel host population, and (2) establishment and spread at the
population-level (Morse 1995). Both epidemiological and evolutionary considera-
tions become important during and following emergence (Schrag and Wiener 1995).
Epidemiologically, parasites must meet the criterion of R0�1 to establish and
spread in a new host population (Chapter 4). Evolution could play a crucial role in
the emergence process, as demonstrated by a modeling study by Antia et al. (2003).
These authors used simulation and analytical approaches to show that for pathogens
with R0 just below the invasion threshold, evolution during initial introduction could
allow parasites to increase in prevalence (Fig. 7.5). In this case, models demonstrated
that novel infections are much more likely to establish in a host population if chains
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of transmission are maintained long enough for new mutations to arise that increase
the parasite’s transmission in the new host, raising R0 to greater than 1. Counter to
the suggestion that ecology is more relevant than evolution in the emergence of
infectious diseases (Schrag and Wiener 1995), this modeling effort revealed that
ecological factors can provide a crucial platform for evolutionary changes leading to
disease emergence.

A second important epidemiological question is, “can a novel parasite actually
drive a host to extinction?” Indeed, standard compartment models for the dynamics
of directly transmitted diseases in single host populations (see Chapter 4) lead to the
expectation that all else being equal, pathogen fitness will decline as host population
density falls. Thus, counter to the proposition of MacPhee and Marx (1997) discussed
above, highly virulent EIDs should disappear from dwindling populations before
their hosts go extinct, in part because infected hosts will die faster than new infec-
tions arise. A related point is that as parasites spread and diseased animals recover
or die, the density of susceptible hosts will fall, leading to concurrent declines in
parasite fitness. This is particularly true for directly transmitted parasites, where
reductions in host density below the critical threshold population size (Chapter 4)
will cause the parasite to go extinct (Anderson and May 1991; but see Lloyd-Smith
et al. 2005).

Yet there are probable cases of disease-induced extinction, summarized in 7.2 and
in de Castro and Bolker (2005). What are some of the conditions in which an EID
might drive a host to extinction? First, directly transmitted parasites could drive host
population sizes so low that extinction by stochastic factors becomes a concern,
especially in host species with slow life histories in which populations require more
time to recover. Second, pathogens transmitted sexually or by biting arthropods (i.e.
with frequency-dependent transmission) should not suffer from reduced prevalence
as host populations decline (reviewed in de Castro and Bolker 2005). Third, generalist
parasites maintained in “reservoir” populations, particularly domesticated animals
living at high density, can “spillover” to threatened species (as mentioned above and
discussed further in the next section). Finally, spatially explicit models show that
even if parasites do not cause global host extinction, they can certainly lead to local
extinctions in many circumstances, in part because the parasites can be maintained
in patches and cause large-scale density declines as the infection spreads to new
patches (Sato et al. 1994; Haraguchi and Sasaki 2000; Boots and Sasaki 2002). Thus,
a variety of disease-related mechanisms can drive host species to critically low
abundance and even to extinction (Box 7.1).

7.2.1.2 Humans and domesticated animals as sources of infection for primates

Like other wild mammals, primates can be exposed to pathogens through contact
with reservoir host species. In fact, humans and domesticated animals are probably
important sources of infection for primates because they often exist at high density,
can overlap in geographical range with wild primates, and because humans are
relatively closely related to Old World monkeys and apes (Wolfe et al. 1998; Wallis
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Box 7.1 Role of infectious disease in population viability analysis

Population viability analysis (PVA) is a conservation strategy aimed at estimating the
relative extinction risk of populations given a variety of ecological scenarios; typically,
the goal is to make conservation decisions in light of the probability that a population
will persist over a set period of time (Boyce 1992; Beissinger and McCullough 2002;
Morris and Doak 2002). PVA can involve one of several modeling approaches,
incorporating information on key parameters like initial population size, age-specific
birth and death rates, inbreeding depression, and the role of stochastic environmental
forces (Morris et al. 1999; Gerber and VanBlaricom 2001). Within this framework,
infectious diseases can be studied as a threat to population viability, especially when
host populations are already small or when transmission occurs from reservoir hosts
(Ballou 1993; Haydon et al. 2002b).

Use of PVA to study the impact of infectious disease requires information on
pathogen biology and key social and life history variables of the host, particularly rates
of dispersal between groups, social contact within groups, and host reproductive rates
and lifespan. Several detailed PVA studies have been conducted on primates (see
Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000 for examples). Some of these models examined the poten-
tial for infectious disease to impact populations (as in the Barbary macaque, Macaca
sylvanus: Fa and Lind 1996), but more work is needed to assess the threats of pathogens
in different primate systems.

Haydon et al. (2002b) laid out a general procedure for integrating epidemiology and
PVA, and they applied this framework to the case of rabies and canine distemper as threats
to Ethiopian wolves (Canis simensis). Models predicted that introducing rabies from
domesticated dogs sharply increased the extinction probability of the wolf population,
particularly when the simulation was run with small numbers of individuals (�100
individuals), but that canine distemper had a weaker effect. Haydon et al. (2002b) used
their simulation results to recommend actions to protect remaining populations at risk of
rabies, including implementing vaccination programs aimed at wolves. In their models,
vaccination of only 20–40% of the wolf population greatly improved the stability of the
population in response to epidemics (Haydon et al. 2002b).

PVA can also be a useful tool for designing reserves of appropriate size and geometry
to control infectious disease outbreaks. Indeed, future modeling and empirical studies that
consider the spatial configuration of populations and contacts with reservoir species are
needed to assess the effectiveness of reserve design and direct intervention methods for
countering the harmful effects of disease (McCallum and Dobson 2002).

Although not strictly a PVA, a recent study of the spread of Ebola in African apes also
is relevant to discussion of simulation models in assessing disease risk for primates. Using
data on host characteristics from the field, Nunn et al. (in review) simulated the spread of
an Ebola-like pathogen in chimpanzee and gorilla populations following a single intro-
duction from an unknown reservoir (this model was discussed in Chapter 4, see Fig. 4.10).
The simulations revealed that the pathogen spread to more groups when the simulation was
parameterized using data from gorillas rather than chimpanzees, despite the typically
larger social groups of chimpanzees (see Fig. 7.6). The key factor accounting for this dif-
ference involved the likelihood of female dispersal following the death of other group
members. Female gorillas were in groups with only one or a few males; when these males
died from disease, remaining females were more likely to disperse to neighboring groups,
potentially carrying infections with them. In contrast, dispersal of females from infected
chimpanzee groups was delayed by the presence of multiple males, as the model assumed
that females would not disperse until most or all males had died. Because infected primates
were assumed to die within 18 days post-exposure, reduced dispersal among groups



and Lee 1999; Tutin 2000; Chapman et al. 2005a). Here we follow Haydon et al.
(2002a) by defining a reservoir host as one or more populations that can maintain
pathogens and transmit them to target hosts. This definition emphasizes that control
strategies for limiting parasite effects on wildlife frequently require reference to a
“target” host population—usually an at-risk population that cannot maintain the
pathogen indefinitely without an outside source—and one or more reservoir species
that serve as the primary sources of the infection.

Transmission of directly transmitted parasites from reservoir hosts to target hosts
has been investigated using epidemiological models of multi-host systems (see
Section 4.4.3 and Fenton and Pedersen 2005). Dobson (1995) provided one example
involving the spread of rinderpest among eleven species of hoofed mammals in
Ngorongoro Crater. Empirical data on nearest neighbor distances were used to esti-
mate potential within- and cross-species transmission rates. A combined modeling
and empirical approach showed that the vast majority of viral transmission probably
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greatly limited the wider spread of Ebola among chimpanzee populations in the simulations.
Empirical data on the population-level impacts and rates of spread of Ebola in chimpanzee
versus gorilla populations could be used to test the model assumptions and predictions.

Box 7.1 (Cont.)
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Fig. 7.6 Computer simulation of disease emergence in gorillas (gray bars) and chimpanzees
(white bars). The simulation model used in Fig. 4.10 was initiated with a single case of Ebola
in gorillas and chimpanzees using parameters from seven field sites, with an incubation period
of eight days and a subsequent 10-day period over which the infection could be spread. The
probability of death changed during the infectious period, followed a normal distribution,
with a peak probability of death equal to 0.25 at the midpoint of infection. Plots show mean
values +/- 1 SE. Population codes: Mbe: Mbeli; Vir: Virungas; Kah: Kahuzi; Gom: Gombe;

Kan: Kanyawara; Mah: Mahale; Taï: Taï. From Nunn et al., in review.



occurs within species (Fig. 7.7), and that some pairs of species are likely to provide
more opportunities for transmission (e.g. Thomson’s and Grant’s gazelles) than others
(e.g. wildebeest and topi). A similar multi-host modeling approach examined the
potential threat to wildlife from a pathogen harbored by a domesticated species
(Foufopoulos et al. 2002). In this case, the shared pathogen had greater negative
impacts on wild hosts when the domesticated animals were more abundant and when
the total infectious period was greater (because animals could transmit disease for a
longer period of time).

As reviewed in Chapter 4, researchers have developed multiple-host models for
wildlife diseases, asking questions such as, “under what conditions can parasites
generate ‘apparent competition’ between host species?” and “what role does host
species diversity play in pathogen persistence?” (Begon et al. 1999; Gilbert et al.
2001; McCallum and Dobson 2002; Holt et al. 2003; Dobson 2004; Gandon 2004;
Power and Mitchell 2004). From a management perspective, these models can inform
intervention decisions when pathogens threaten wildlife through cross-species trans-
mission, including whether control efforts should concentrate on threatened hosts or
on the reservoir populations (Woodroffe 1999).

Our close phylogenetic relationship to wild primates, and especially apes, means
that humans are likely to be an important reservoir host for wild primates (Wolfe
et al. 1998; Wallis and Lee 1999; Tutin 2000; Chapman et al. 2005a). It has long been
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known that nonhuman primates are susceptible to a wide range of human diseases
(Kalter 1972a; Brack 1987; Chapman et al. 2005a), as evidenced by the widespread
use of nonhuman primates as human models in biomedical research and the spread
of pathogens between primates and humans. A recent survey found that nearly 25%
of all micro- and macroparasites reported from free-living primate species were also
reported to infect humans (119 out of 415 primate parasites, Pedersen et al. 2005).

Several prominent examples of infections that cross the boundaries between
humans and wild primates are found in areas where human–primate contacts are
common (Fig. 7.8). Schistosoma mansoni infections are frequently reported among
baboon troops at Gombe, where animals commonly encounter humans (Müller-Graf
et al. 1997; Murray et al. 2000). Similarly, a comparison of baboon populations at
Gombe and Mt Assirik in Senegal showed higher levels of intestinal parasites at
Gombe (McGrew et al. 1989a). In other populations, wild baboons likely contracted
tuberculosis multiple times through contact with humans and domesticated animals
(Tarara et al. 1985; Sapolsky and Else 1987; Keet et al. 1996; 2000). Gorillas in the
Virunga Mountains are increasingly exposed to infectious material from humans,
including food remains, fecal contamination, and even human corpses in the area
around Karisoke; indeed, a measles outbreak in the area caused the death of six
female gorillas before a vaccination program was implemented (Steklis et al.
1996/1997; Mudikikwa et al. 2001). Stuart et al. (1990) found evidence for infection
with the human roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides) in one howler monkey that lived
in close proximity to humans, and an epidemic of paralysis in chimpanzees at
Gombe might have been acquired from close contact with nearby humans infected
with the polio virus (Goodall 1986; Wallis and Lee 1999).

Primates living in close proximity to humans have been observed to forage in
garbage dumps, and this could expose them to infected meat or human fecal matter
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7.8 Primates foraging near human settlements could be exposed to a number of zoonotic
pathogens. (a) A male chacma baboon (Papio ursinus) emerging from a gargage can. This indi-
vidual was observed eating waste material from inside the can. (b) Vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus
aethiops) foraging near human dwellings. In many places throughout Africa, vervet monkeys
and baboons live near tourist campus and forage at human waste dumps or by taking food 

directly from tourists. Images courtesy of D. Kitchen, The Ohio State University.



(e.g. Fig. 7.8(a)). Evidence is mixed as to whether using human garbage increases
disease risk in these populations. In a study of the baboons at Amboseli, Hahn et al.
(2003) found no evidence that one social group that forages daily in human garbage
pits acquired parasites that exhibit high prevalence in local human populations,
including roundworm infections. Similarly, Eley et al. (1989) did not find increased
risk of acquiring gut parasites from foraging in garbage dumps. Other studies, how-
ever, have documented costs to baboons from foraging in human garbage dumps,
including infection with antibiotic-resistant bacteria probably acquired from humans
(Rolland et al. 1985; cf. Routman et al. 1985), infection with tuberculosis from eat-
ing contaminated meat (Keet et al. 2000; Sapolsky and Share 2004), and greater inci-
dence of cavities and periodontal diseases (Phillips-Conroy et al. 1993).

This partial list of examples reveals the tremendous potential for transmission
events from humans and domesticated animals to cause new infections in wild primate
populations. These examples also point out that primate behavior itself can influence
patterns of contact with humans. For instance, crop raiding by monkeys probably
results in exposure to human wastes and increased contact with other crop-raiders,
such as wild pigs or heterospecific primates. Some primates have been identified as
pests or “weed species” that depend on and compete with humans, resulting in regular
contact with humans and domesticated animals in the “urban matrix” (Richard et al.
1989; Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000) and thereby provide more opportunities for
disease spread to humans and domesticated animals (Jones 1982). These “weedy”
primates include macaques, especially rhesus and bonnet macaques (Macaca radiata),
some species of baboons, and Hanuman langurs (Presbytis entellus).

As human populations continue to expand, contact with wildlife, including nonhu-
man primates, is likely to increase (e.g. Cleaveland et al. 2002). Through habitat
fragmentation, primates will encounter humans living in the surrounding habitat,
while ecotourism and biological field research provide opportunities for pathogen
“spillover” from international travelers that collectively carry a wide diversity of
infectious diseases. Road-building increases the flow of humans into forests to extract
resources or hunt primates, and political instability often leads to human migration,
intensifying pressure on remaining forest fragments and increasing the probability of
parasite transfer between humans, domesticated species, and wild primates.

In the future, it will be important to develop genetic approaches to determine
whether cases of cross-species infection between humans and nonhuman primates
have occurred. Thus, a number of studies that point to parasite transmission between
humans and other primates are based on characteristics of parasite eggs (Muriuki
et al. 1998; Jones-Engel et al. 2004; Legesse and Erko 2004), but combined genetic
and morphological analysis are needed to determine whether or not parasites
recovered from the dung of different host species are genetically indistinguishable.
For example, recent genetic analyses have shown that Oesophagostomum bifur-
cum infections in human populations in Ghana were genetically distinct from
those recovered from nonhuman primates in overlapping areas, suggesting that
transmission is largely restricted to within single host species (De Gruijter et al.
2004, 2005).
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7.3 Disease risk and anthropogenic change

It is well known that changes in pathogen incidence can result from natural processes,
such as seasonal and longer-term climatic cycles and range expansions of hosts. In the
present day, however, evidence for a human role in causing disease outbreaks has
increased substantially, not only because humans directly introduce novel pathogens
into wild host populations, but also because human activities alter environmental
parameters in ways that increase the probability of disease emergence (Schrag and
Wiener 1995; Holmes 1996; Daszak et al. 2000; Chapman et al. 2005a). Mechanisms
such as habitat loss and climate warming can directly influence patterns of biodiversity,
but little is known about their indirect consequences for host–pathogen dynamics.

In this section we explore how anthropogenic change could influence infectious
disease risk in wild primates through habitat destruction and degradation, reductions
in host population size, and human impacts on parasite biology. It is important to
note that many of these ideas regarding anthropogenic drivers of infectious disease
risk are based on theoretical models or speculation, supported in some cases by
anecdotal evidence, but usually not investigated by quantitative field experiments or
long-term monitoring. For example, most of what we know about habitat fragmen-
tation and the mechanisms by which it influences disease risk in a metapopulation
context is almost completely based on mathematical models, with only a few stud-
ies investigating how increased logging and fragmentation affects patterns of para-
sitism (Chapman et al. 2005a, c; Gillespie et al. 2005). Increased monitoring and field
data are badly needed to evaluate the mechanisms by which human activity changes
the dynamics of primate–parasite interactions.

7.3.1 Habitat destruction and degradation

Without question, disturbed and fragmented habitats lower the viability of primate
populations in tropical forests (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000; Chapman and Peres
2001; Mittermeier et al. 2002). Land developed for agriculture in the tropics has over-
run forested areas, and expanding human populations cause widespread habitat degra-
dation as humans extract resources from forest fragments and introduce waste
products and pollution. Because many tropical primates rely on forests for food and
shelter, the destruction of rainforest generates dire consequences for many of these
species (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000).

Habitat loss can also change the behavior and abundance of wildlife in ways that
influence parasite spread, and human activities that crowd and subdivide populations
should influence patterns of disease risk and host susceptibility (Chapman et al.
2005a, b, c). In the early stages of habitat destruction, the number of fragments
increases and their size decreases (Fig. 7.9; Bascompte and Solé 1996), and this can
result in both positive and negative outcomes for infectious disease risk. Positively,
subdividing populations could slow epidemics in the same way that social clumping
reduces the spread of disease at the population level (Watve and Jog 1997; Wilson
et al. 2003), and smaller host populations within fragments might support fewer
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parasite species in those fragments. On the negative side, habitat fragmentation
increases edge effects (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000), potentially exposing hosts to
novel pathogens (see below). Indeed, a recent field study of two African colobines
found that individuals on edges of forest fragments were more likely to be infected
with multiple species of gut parasites, as compared with monkeys in the interior of
these fragments (Chapman et al. 2005c). As habitat is destroyed and animals are dis-
placed from their home ranges, they might crowd into the remaining habitat, result-
ing in increased population density (Diamond 1975), which could enhance the
spread of directly transmitted parasites (Chapter 4). Over the longer term, densities
decline in these fragments, either because the populations are not sustainable, or
because individuals move to other habitats (Rylands and Keuroghlian 1988; Medley
1993).

By limiting pathways for travel and foraging, habitat loss further displaces primates
and forces them into remaining forest, often concentrating animals into smaller areas
of suitable habitat. More intense habitat use can cause build-up of fecal contaminants
in the environment, leading to re-infection and greater parasite burdens (Chapter 3).
For example, Stoner (1996) proposed that more intensive home range use (as might
occur in shrinking habitats) could increase the risk of re-infection in the mantled
howler monkeys that she studied. Among red-tailed guenons (Cercopithecus
ascanius) in Uganda, Gillespie et al. (2005) showed that the number of intestinal
parasites, including a debilitating nematode (Oesophagostomum), were higher among
fecal samples from logged forests relative to undisturbed forest tracts. This pattern
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could have resulted from several processes, including the effects of dietary stress on
susceptibility to parasitism. From a different perspective, isolated populations
characterized by small size and low inter-patch dispersal may ultimately lose all traces
of an “immune class” of previously exposed animals. Ironically, this loss of new
infections, and related loss of animals exposed to acute infections, creates a situation
which would favor “virgin ground epidemics” when pathogens are reintroduced.

Crowding animals into smaller patches of habitat elevates stress levels and thereby
can negatively impact immunocompetence, lowering resistance to infection and
potentially intensifying the severity of disease (Coe 1993; Lyles and Dobson 1993;
Lloyd 1995; Capitanio and Lerche 1998; Friedman and Lawrence 2002). This effect
was highlighted in a recent comparative study of captive carnivores, in which carni-
vore species with the largest home ranges in the wild exhibited more stress-related
behaviors, such as stereotypic pacing, when confined in captivity (Clubb and Mason
2003). Pollution and resource extraction as causes of habitat degradation could serve
as additional sources of stress for wildlife. Crowding also increases rates of aggres-
sion, which has been shown to contribute to the spread of disease. In a semi-captive
colony of mandrills, for example, researchers documented that simian immuno-
deficiency virus (SIV) spreads predominantly through male–male aggression (Nerrienet
et al. 1998), whereas its spread through sexual transmission is probably more
common in free-living populations (Phillips-Conroy et al. 1994).

7.3.2 Reductions in host population size

Declining population sizes are one major outcome of habitat loss, hunting, and other
anthropogenic changes, particularly for rainforest animals such as primates that are
sensitive to the destruction of primary habitat. Reductions in population size can
further increase the risk of stochastic factors that drive populations toward extinction
(Lyles and Dobson 1993; Dobson 1999). Of course, the introduction of a new
pathogen threat itself can be a “random event” that pushes already depleted popula-
tions below a recovery threshold (Lafferty and Gerber 2002). Moreover, deaths
caused by habitat loss (or any other process for that matter) can lead to social disrup-
tions, with the magnitude of the effects depending on the social and mating system.
For example, loss of males in a polygynous system could lead to greater movement
of females among groups at the population level (see Fig. 4.10 and Box 7.1).

Small populations should harbor lower genetic diversity (Frankel and Soule
1981), and several examples point to the role of host genetic diversity in buffering
populations against widespread epidemics (reviewed in Altizer et al. 2003a). Thus,
inbred host populations will likely show limited ability to respond evolutionarily
to new threats imposed by parasites and infectious diseases due to loss of allelic
diversity or reduced heterozygosity. Although examples of disease-related problems
arising from genetic bottlenecks are generally missing for primate systems, inbreed-
ing in species such as lions and cheetahs has been linked with mortality caused
by Spirometra, Mycobacterium, and a coronavirus (Heeney et al. 1990; Caro and
Laurenson 1994; Müller-Graf et al. 1999). Evidence from California sea lions
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showed that more inbred animals (as determined using microsatellite markers) were
more likely to harbor helminth and bacterial infections, and were also more fre-
quently afflicted by carcinoma linked with herpesvirus infection (Acevedo-
Whitehouse et al. 2003).

It is also important to keep in mind that epidemics involving highly pathogenic
diseases could themselves reduce genetic diversity and hence limit the ability of that
host to respond to future outbreaks of disease (O’Brien and Evermann 1988). Thus,
James et al. (1997) found a low level of genetic diversity in a population of black
howler monkeys (Alouatta pigra) in Belize and proposed that past population bot-
tlenecks from disease and natural disturbances (hurricanes) accounted for this low
diversity. Similarly, low levels of polymorphism were found in several MHC Class I
genes sequenced from wild and captive chimpanzees (de Groot et al. 2002). Because
molecular evidence showed that this loss of variability did not affect other gene sys-
tems, the authors hypothesized that a selective sweep in the distant past coincided
with a widespread pandemic caused by the original exposure to SIVcpz or a related
retrovirus, much like the current emergence of the HIV pandemic in humans.

In addition to concerns regarding genetic diversity, smaller host populations
should tend to support fewer species of parasites (Morand 2000); thus, threatened
species might have fewer parasites simply because they cannot reach the threshold
population size needed for some parasites to establish (Lyles and Dobson 1993).
This effect should be most pronounced for directly transmitted parasites with narrow
host ranges, as these parasites might depend most strongly on large populations for
their maintenance in hosts. One comparative analysis provided evidence that host
threat status correlates with parasitism using a dataset of 119 primates: host species
classified as vulnerable, threatened, or endangered based on the IUCN Red List (Hilton-
Taylor 2002) harbored fewer species of parasites than those listed as non-threatened
(Altizer, S., C. Nunn and P. Lindenfors unpublished data). Counter to expectations,
however, there was no indication that any single type of parasite, such as specialists
or those transmitted by direct contact, was more likely to be missing from threatened
primate species (Fig. 7.10).

When hosts go extinct, so do numerous host-specific parasites (Durden and Keirans
1996; Gompper and Williams 1998). An important question in a conservation
context concerns whether the loss of parasites is beneficial or harmful to host
populations. Put differently, would it be desirable to eliminate all naturally occurring
parasites? One could argue that it is best to preserve intact communities that
include predators and prey, competitors, and hosts and their parasites, thus leaving
coevolutionary processes intact. This is especially true for host–parasite systems, as
resistance-conferring host traits might be costly in terms of reducing other fitness
components (reviewed in Altizer et al. 2003a). Hosts bred in captivity and protected
from pathogenic agents may therefore experience increased susceptibility caused by
relaxed selection and costs associated with immune defense (Lyles and Dobson
1993). Under this scenario, if pathogens are removed or lost from wild or captive
hosts, resistance could decline over evolutionary time scales, potentially setting the
stage for severe outbreaks in vulnerable hosts.
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7.3.3 Human impacts on parasite biology

In addition to affecting the biology of hosts, anthropogenic factors can also influence
the development and survival of parasites (Altizer et al. 2001). Evidence from diverse
parasite systems highlights the importance of human-induced climate change on
parasite distributions and the behavior and ecology of vectors (Walther and Morand
1998; Harvell et al. 2002). Consider, for example, the effect of climate change on
the distributions of biting arthropods that spread parasites to mammalian hosts.
Rising temperatures and increased rainfall could increase vector abundance through
greater reproduction or lower mortality rates, facilitating their expansion into new
geographic regions (Dobson and Carper 1992); logging and other environmental
impacts can increase mosquito abundance and shift the composition of mosquito
communities and the pathogens they carry (Patz et al. 2000). Importantly, these alter-
ations are unlikely to cause negative impacts in all host species at all localities, with
some areas experiencing declines in risks from malaria. Multiple vector-borne
pathogens of humans and wildlife recently have shifted their geographic ranges into
higher latitudes and altitudes, probably due to the inter-related effects of human
activity and climate change (Gratz 1999; Mellor et al. 2000), but closer monitoring
will be required to understand the factors that lead to increased disease risk and
whether this is a widespread outcome of climate change (Hay et al. 2002; Rogers
et al. 2002).

In terrestrial systems, most attention related to environmental impacts on the
distribution of disease has focused on vector-borne diseases, such as malaria, yellow
fever, and dengue hemorrhagic fever. The focus on this group of pathogens may be
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justified, given that many vector-borne parasites are highly pathogenic in human
hosts (Ewald 1983). Moreover, many of the biodiversity hotspots where primates are
in danger of extinction lie near the equator, such as the Atlantic coastal forest of
Brazil (Myers et al. 2000). Given that the distribution of vectors is tightly linked to
climatic variables involving rainfall, temperature, and humidity (Patz et al. 2000),
latitude is likely to be an important factor influencing the distribution of disease risk.
Thus, a recent study of human infectious diseases found a strong association
between parasite diversity and latitude, driven by climatic variables involving pre-
cipitation and temperature (Guernier et al. 2004). Across species of nonhuman pri-
mates, Nunn et al. (2005) found that the diversity of vector-borne protozoa increases
closer to the equator (see Fig. 3.14). Associations between climate, latitude, and
vector-borne protozoa are pertinent to primate conservation, as these parasites have
been documented in several threatened primate species (e.g. Brachyteles arachnoides,
Pan troglodytes, Garnham 1966; Deane et al. 1969; Coatney et al. 1971).

Diarrheal diseases that spread through contaminated water, such as human
cholera, could also respond to weather and rainfall patterns (Harvell et al. 2002).
Many waterborne bacteria, for example Leptospira and Shigella, also occur in non-
human primates (Minette 1966; Karesh et al. 1998; Kilbourn et al. 1998). Increased
rainfall and humidity will plausibly produce some benefits for tropical primates, but
could also increase the development rates of bacteria, protozoa, and helminths in the
environment, resulting in greater transmission of these pathogens (McMichael et al.
2003). Similarly, these effects could improve conditions for reservoir hosts. For
example, greater rainfall could increase rodent population density through resource
augmentation, possibly leading to higher prevalence of infection and increasing the
potential for cross-species transmission.

Schistosomiasis represents another parasitic disease relevant to primate conserva-
tion in the context of human-induced environmental change (Martens et al. 1995,
1997; Patz et al. 2000; Morgan et al. 2001). Reproduction and survival of this
parasite in the environment, and the geographic range of snail intermediate hosts,
depends on patterns of temperature and rainfall. Even Ebola outbreaks have been
suggested to exhibit seasonal patterns in relation to temperature and rainfall,
although associations with climate change have not been made explicit. Thus,
Boesch and Boesch-Achermann (2000) suggested that Ebola outbreaks in Tai Forest
occur more commonly during years with more dry months, as drier conditions might
increase the density of the reservoir host that carries the infection naturally. Similar
evidence from human cases corroborates this seasonal effect of outbreaks occurring
during drier conditions at the end of the rainy season (Pinzon et al. 2004).

In summary, human impacts on parasite biology, particularly via climate change,
pose increasing concerns for human health (McMichael et al. 2003) and should influ-
ence disease dynamics in nonhuman primates (Chapman et al. 2005a). This is partic-
ularly true for parasites transmitted by arthropod vectors, through contaminated water,
or by stages that persist outside of their vertebrate hosts. Although the bulk of evidence
cited here (and in several recent reviews) points to human-driven environmental
changes as increasing the severity of pathogen-related threats (e.g. Harvell et al. 1999;
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Patz 2002), it is important to keep in mind that climate warming and other components
of global change could also reduce the risks from some pathogens and release their
hosts from parasite pressure. Increased monitoring and comprehensive analyses that
examine the mechanistic links between climate and disease risk are greatly needed to
improve our ability to predict future risks to both humans and biodiversity, including
better understanding of the diseases that are lost when climate changes.

7.4 Conservation efforts in response to infectious 
disease risk

Although infectious diseases can contribute to host population declines and push
small populations closer to extinction, conservation managers often lack the informa-
tion and tools needed to respond rapidly to disease risks in threatened species.
Management strategies could be designed to mitigate the introduction of novel
pathogens, to maintain genetic diversity, or to directly intervene to protect wildlife
populations when necessary. Conservation planning strategies aimed at minimizing
disease threats to nonhuman primates might focus on reserve design, maintaining
wildlife corridors, captive breeding efforts, minimizing risks associated with eco-
tourism and scientific field research, and specific intervention strategies to limit the
impact of parasites on threatened populations.

7.4.1 Monitoring parasites in wild populations

How much do we know about the occurrence and prevalence of primate parasites?
At the present time, such data are rarely collected and published unless there is a
direct implication for human health, livestock production, or other economically
important activities (Cleaveland et al. 2002). With respect to wild primates, many
studies have probed populations for pathogens that directly impact human health,
such as arboviruses, retroviruses, malaria parasites, and schistosome infections (see
Chapter 3). A smaller number of studies provide more exhaustive surveys of partic-
ular types of parasites (e.g. intestinal helminths) from single host species (e.g. Kuntz
and Myers 1966; Myers and Kuntz 1967). Some of the best-studied primates with
respect to parasites in the wild are baboons, chimpanzees, gorillas, and some
macaques. Indeed, an online database for parasite reports from nonhuman primates
(www.mammalparasites.org, Nunn and Altizer 2005) indicates that in some cases 50
or more different species of micro- and macroparasites have been reported from natu-
ral populations of a few primate host species, with over 400 parasite species in total
reported across all wild primates. Despite these seemingly large numbers, data on
parasites from wild primates lag far behind knowledge of parasites in domesticated
animals and humans. For example, over 900 parasites have been reported to infect
just seven species of domesticated animals (Cleaveland et al. 2001), and over 1400
parasites have been reported in humans (Taylor et al. 2001). This could indicate that
humans and their domesticated animals harbor more parasite species than wildlife,
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but also underscores that we have identified only a fraction of all parasite species that
infect wild animals.

How is parasite surveillance best accomplished in threatened species like primates?
As highlighted in Chapter 4, data can come from multiple sources, including
noninvasive sampling of wild individuals, such as fecal sampling, which is already
commonly used to assay hormones (Whitten et al. 1998; Hodges and Heistermann
2003). Blood, skin, or other samples could be taken from dead animals or from
animals immobilized for other purposes, including for individual identification,
vaccination, or treatment of existing health problems. Because of their close relation-
ship to humans, primates have been used extensively in biomedical research (including
studies of infectious disease), and up until recently, large numbers of primates were
harvested from the wild for biomedical research (see Box 2.1). Some of these
recently captured animals were examined for parasites prior to export to research
laboratories, accounting for the high representation of baboons, macaques, and
vervet monkeys in comparative data on primate parasites. More complete sampling
of primates and other animals killed for food consumption (bushmeat) could provide
critical information on pathogens found naturally in wild populations, as well as
revealing the full spectrum of disease threats to humans from butchering and con-
suming wild primates (Hahn et al. 2000; Peeters et al. 2002; Wolfe et al. 2004).

At the present time, disease outbreaks are almost certainly poorly documented or
remain unpublished, and even published data are not always rapidly accessible to the
broader scientific community. Effective use of the knowledge gained from field
studies further requires a storehouse of information that can be readily accessed by
veterinarians, wildlife managers, zoo keepers, ecologists, and primatologists. Thus,
a central repository is needed to aggregate data from historical surveys of parasite
occurrence, museum collections for major parasite taxonomic groups, serological
surveys of prevalence, and unpublished field records maintained by primate biologists.
Several online databases currently exist that provide presence/absence data for
different host–parasite species combinations (e.g. the Host–Parasite Database of the
Natural History Museum, London, used by Vitone et al. 2004, and the Global
Mammal Parasite Database, see Nunn and Altizer 2005).

Screening programs can provide information on the presence of particular pathogens
in natural primate systems, but prevalence data alone cannot indicate population-level
threats. Similarly, measures of pathogenicity or impacts on individual host fitness must
be interpreted with caution. As described in Chapter 4, parasites with relatively low or
moderate virulence can have surprisingly large impacts on host population size because
infected hosts live long enough to transmit the parasites (Fig. 4.7; Anderson and May
1979; Anderson 1982b; McCallum 1994). In fact, infectious diseases with relatively
small (but measurable) effects on host survival—and especially those that reduce host
fecundity—may cause far greater conservation concerns and should not be overlooked
when assessing potential threats to populations. Baseline studies of the occurrence and
epidemiology of pathogens on wild animal hosts can also allow researchers to gain an
understanding of how parasites are transmitted and to identify potential reservoirs within
the target population and in peripheral regions (Salman 2003; Rouquet et al. 2005).
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7.4.2 Reserve design and management

In the face of devastating habitat loss in the tropics, the most threatened primate
species require aggressive protection of remaining patches (Cowlishaw and Dunbar
2000). Many factors go into designing reserves to protect threatened primates from
poaching, environmental pollution, expanding human populations, and political
instability, but infectious disease is less commonly considered among the suite of
factors that threaten wild animals (Ballou 1993; Lyles and Dobson 1993; Woodroffe
1999). Examples of Ebola in apes, canine distemper in lions, and tuberculosis in
baboons suggest that infectious disease should receive greater attention in conserva-
tion efforts. Disease processes relevant to reserve design include dispersal of infected
animals between social groups or populations, changes in population densities of
hosts in protected areas, and exposure to novel parasites through habitat use and
inter-species contact.

Metapopulation models reveal that host dispersal among patches can be effective
in reducing the extinction of populations and maintaining within-population genetic
variation, and this modeling approach can play a critical role in conservation
planning (Hanski and Simberloff 1997). Specifically, the metapopulation framework
suggests that in sub-divided populations, migration of individuals between sub-
populations can act as a buffer against stochastic and external factors that increase
extinction risk. On the other hand, movement of infected hosts among subpopula-
tions could also increase the spread of disease (Frankel and Soule 1981; Simberloff
et al. 1992), and recent attention has focused on whether the costs of corridors
connecting habitat patches outweigh the benefits (Hess 1996; Hess et al. 2002).
Consistent with this finding, Ballou (1993) stated, “Perhaps the best strategy for
reducing the probability of a single epidemic causing the extinction of an entire
population is to locate subpopulations in geographically distinct areas” (p. 332).
Such a strategy is implemented in some primate populations, although sometimes
parasite risk reduction is an incidental benefit of habitat fragmentation. For example,
in the Kahuzi-Biega National Park, the gorilla groups visited by tourists have been
isolated from the rest of the population not intentionally, but through the effects of
habitat destruction (Butynski and Kalina 1998). Thus, any outbreaks of disease in
the populations visited by tourists would be less likely to spread to the larger
population through natural host dispersal. Implementing “quarantines” is of course
well known in human history and an active component of public health strategies to
contain epidemics, including SARS in humans and foot and mouth disease in live-
stock. Installing fences, creating habitat breaks, or even active measures to drive
animals away from foci of infection have been used to change patterns of animal
movement and contain wildlife disease epidemics (Wobeser 2002a).

From simulations based on the spread of infectious disease in different spatial
configurations of sub-populations, Hess (1996) found that some arrangements of
populations could increase the spread of infections, and that quarantine can be an
effective strategy in preventing the establishment of an infectious agent. However,
several factors not considered in the model call for a more balanced view (McCallum
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and Dobson 2002). This model was based on two classes of individuals, susceptible
and infected hosts, without the possibility for recovery or immunity among infected
individuals (an S-I model) and with no underlying variation in host resistance. These
assumptions may not apply to viruses or other microparasites that induce lasting
immunity among recovered hosts. The movement of animals between patches could
also confer genetic benefits (e.g. increased movement of resistance alleles), even if
humans physically transport individuals between patches (e.g. in black lion
tamarins, Leontopithecus chrysopygus, Valladares-Padua et al. 2002). In more recent
models that incorporated genetic processes (particularly with respect to resistance
evolution), the benefits of developing corridors and other connections among popu-
lations outweighed the risks of disease spread (Carlsson-Graner and Thrall 2002;
McCallum and Dobson 2002). That being said, under some conditions, the presence
of a generalist infectious disease in a reservoir host can drive the threatened species
to extinction in any configuration of habitat patches.

Creation of habitat “quarantines” will be most effective when paired with a deep
understanding of how the pathogen spreads from host to host. The case of Ebola in
African apes provides a striking example. Walsh et al. (2003b) described the epidemic
as “gradually working its way south and west” (p. 613, actually should be east rather
than west, P. Walsh, personal communication), based on geographical patterns
suggesting that it was an epidemic moving through populations of gorillas (see also
Walsh et al. 2005). Ebola could move between gorilla groups during direct interac-
tions between groups, when females transfer due to the death of the male, and when
individuals from different groups come into contact with gorilla carcasses or infec-
tious stages of the virus in the soil, particularly around food resources (Walsh et al.
unpublished manuscript). Leroy et al. (2004a) suggested that Ebola outbreaks in
mammals are characterized by multiple strains of the pathogen, consistent with the
hypothesis that Ebola outbreaks are driven mainly by transmission from an as-yet
unknown reservoir and less by ape-to-ape transmission (see also Rouquet et al.
2005). Walsh et al. (2003b) also urged additional research on possible reservoirs,
with the observed wave-like spread possibly occurring in the reservoir or through
movements of the reservoir (see Walsh et al. 2005). The implications for control
strategies may be profound if, for example, large expenditures of effort focused on
halting the contact among individual apes failed to stop the spread of infections
because animals continued to acquire new infections from reservoir hosts (see also
Karesh and Chapman 2005). Indeed, a recent study found evidence that fruit bats
harbor the virus (Leroy et al. 2005).

Ironically, reserves created to protect animals from habitat loss and poaching could
carry costs of increased disease risk, in part because these reserves may maintain
populations at higher densities, especially in the absence of top carnivores or hunt-
ing by humans. Crowding animals at higher densities could increase contact among
hosts and facilitate the spread of disease. Park staff and tourists may inadvertently
introduce infections into the reserve population, and mixing of host species not
normally present in the same areas could increase opportunities for transmission of
new infectious diseases. Corridors that facilitate movement between populations
could represent poorer-quality habitats and might also expose animals to parasites
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from domesticated animals, humans, and other wildlife species that also use the
corridors. Thus, based on a study of mantled howler monkeys, Stoner (1996) recom-
mended widening corridors and providing a greater diversity of arboreal pathways to
reduce the risk of infection (or re-infection).

Based on these examples, a number of important tradeoffs exist when designing
reserves in light of ways to reduce and control disease outbreaks. In this context,
quarantines in continuous tropical forests will be more effective between reserves
than within them, arguing for maintenance of threatened species in more than one
spatially independent reserve (Frankel and Soule 1981). Reserve design requires that
we improve our understanding of how edge effects, logging, and fragmentation
impact patterns of parasitism (Gillespie et al. 2005; Chapman et al. 2005b, c).
Animals in the surrounding areas should be fully evaluated for sources of infection,
and appropriate buffers around reserves should be constructed to reduce the risk of
pathogen transmission from animals that inhabit the edge areas or intervening matrix
among reserves. Because many infections in wildlife involve a reservoir host, which
in the case of nonhuman primates could be through contact with humans, it is also
essential to consider the implications of reserve design for encounters with infec-
tious agents in humans and domesticated animal populations.

7.4.3 Captive breeding and semi-free-ranging populations

In many cases, reserve design and implementation comes too late to save a species,
or political instability disrupts protection of habitat critical for conservation of
threatened species. In such cases, captive breeding (and restocking wild populations
with captive-bred individuals) may be the last option to save a species from extinc-
tion. A variety of infectious disease issues arise in the context of captive breeding
and management of mammals, with specifics depending on whether these facilities
are zoological parks, breeding facilities, or free-ranging populations.

Surveillance and control of infectious disease should be an important component
of captive management programs (Mikota and Aguilar 1996; Ryan and Thompson
2001), although not all captive or semi-free-ranging settings are breeding grounds for
infectious disease, especially when veterinary and preventative care is readily avail-
able (Paul and Kuester 1988). Specific infectious disease threats in captive primates
encompass many pathogens that can be transmitted between wild primates and
humans, including tuberculosis, herpesviruses, hepatitis A infections, and a variety
of pathogenic gut bacteria such as Shigella (Prier et al. 1964; Good 1984; Brack
1987; Brown 1997). Infectious diseases are likely to be a greater problem when ani-
mals are housed in close quarters and when contact occurs among different species.
Captive primates, especially those exposed to outdoor settings, can also contact
rodents or insects that serve as sources of infection (e.g. cockroaches, Brack 1996).

Understanding the transmission mode of different parasites is fundamental for con-
trolling infectious diseases in managed semi-free populations—as a simple example,
vector-borne diseases will be very difficult to eliminate without controlling the
vectors! Technically, it should be easy to control parasites in captive animals by actively
screening for parasites, separating young animals from adults at an early age to
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prevent the spread of infections across generations, and administering anti-parasitic
drugs (e.g. in bison, Nishi et al. 2002). Nevertheless, it is important to consider that
long-term breeding of animals in the absence of their native parasite communities
could lead to loss of resistance among captive individuals, limiting the ability of
these animals to deal with new infections if released back into the wild.

A major risk is that the release of captive-bred animals will introduce new parasites
into wild populations (Ballou 1993; Woodford and Rossiter 1994; Cunningham
1996; Wobeser 2002a). For example, a planned release of rehabilitated orangutans
into Indonesia was aborted when human tuberculosis was discovered among them,
potentially averting a major catastrophe if the disease had been introduced to the
wild populations through release of infected animals (Jones 1982).

Many primate conservation programs involve translocations (e.g. Kleiman et al.
1986; Loftin 1995), defined as, “the movement of living organisms from one area
with free release in another” (p. 1, International Union for Conservation 1987). The
goals of translocations are to breed primates in captivity and release them in suitable
habitat (introductions or re-introductions), or to transport animals from one area to
another to increase the number of individuals in original habitat (re-stocking). Many
primate translocations are actually rescues, implemented when habitat destruction is
likely to lead to population extinction (e.g. Vie and Richard-Hansen 1997). These
movements can be stressful for animals during and after transfer to a new range
(Berman and Li 2002), potentially increasing their chances of developing infections.
Parasites can be introduced to target populations along with the hosts, but the
consequences can be different for parasites acquired in captivity, which may not be
natural to the host, versus those that occur in wild populations.

A number of studies have discussed the elements of successful propagation of
threatened species in captivity, often with an eye toward release in the wild (Conway
1980; Mikota and Aguilar 1996). The role of parasites in reintroduction and trans-
location programs is receiving greater attention in primates and other animals (Ballou
1993; Lyles and Dobson 1993; Stuart et al. 1993; Wolff and Seal 1993; Woodford
and Rossiter 1994; Cunningham 1996; Mikota and Aguilar 1996). Specific recom-
mendations to reduce disease risk include extensive parasite screening to identify
infections in captive and wild animals, administering drugs to eliminate infections,
vaccinating animals to prevent future infections, quarantining animals of uncertain
infection status for at least 30 days, marking animals for identification after release,
developing procedures to recapture released animals should disease or injury occur,
and maintaining genetic diversity for successful immune defense. In the case of
primates, human handlers at both donor and release sites should be screened for
diseases transmissible to nonhuman primates, such as tuberculosis and a range of
viral infections.

Infectious disease was an issue in the captive management and release of golden
lion tamarins in Brazil, which included a 6-month quarantine (Kleiman et al. 1986).
The concern over disease was justified because an infectious agent killed five animals
following release, although the origin and identification of the parasite remains unknown
(Kleiman et al. 1986). Similarly, screwworm larvae (Cochliomyia hominivorax)
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became established under identification collars of several animals translocated
during the building of a hydroelectric dam, leading to the deaths of three monkeys
(Vie and Richard-Hansen 1997). As a third example, Kilbourn et al. (2003) performed
parasitological surveys on orangutans involved in a translocation effort by comparing
free-ranging with semi-captive animals at a rehabilitation center in Malaysia on the
edge of a protected reserve. While some parasites were found in both categories of
orangutans, differences also existed that probably reflected higher densities and
more common contact with humans among the rehabilitated animals.

Researchers involved in a release of captive-born ruffed lemurs (Varecia variegata)
in Madagascar took extraordinary (and exemplary!) steps to avoid introducing infec-
tious disease to the natural populations of lemurs. In selecting individuals from the
captive stock to be released in the wild, Britt et al. (2004) first conducted veterinary
exams that tested for a wide array of viral, bacterial, helminthic, and protozoan par-
asites, as well as assessing overall health of individuals. These tests resulted in the
rejection of some lemurs from the program due to infections with Salmonella and
Toxoplasma. In addition to sampling parasites in the populations and facilities where
potential release candidates were held, the authors also investigated the incidence of
pathogens in the areas where the lemurs were to be released in Madagascar. Prior to
release, the animals were held in quarantine for two weeks in the United States and
3 to 4 weeks in Madagascar, anti-parasitic drugs were administered during quarantine,
and sampling for parasites continued after animals were released into the wild.

Behavior plays an important role in release programs, as animals should be allowed
to range in a semi-free setting that provides experience in the use of substrates and
foraging techniques needed for survival at the release site (e.g. see discussion of
these issues in Kleiman et al. 1986; Beck 1995; Beck et al. 2002). For example, Britt
et al. (2004) provided a “boot camp” for the captive ruffed lemurs to learn to use
natural forest prior to release (see also Britt et al. 2003). This component of the
release program also provided opportunities to train the animals for regular capture
once the animals were released in the wild, for example to provide medical treatment
if an animal became injured or diseased. Major risks from these training regimes are
that animals can be exposed to novel parasites and transport them into wild popula-
tions (Woodford and Rossiter 1994), and habituated animals are more likely to
contact humans once released, potentially increasing predation risk and contact with
parasites from humans and domesticated animals. Moreover, through the lack of
exposure to parasites, animals may fail to respond effectively—both behaviorally
and immunologically—to parasite infection following release.

Genetic diversity is an important consideration in the management and breeding
of captive populations (Seal 1986), in large part because genetic variation is import-
ant in the context of disease resistance (O’Brien et al. 1985; Lyles and Dobson
1993). With advances in reproductive technology, it is increasingly feasible to
maintain genetic diversity in captive stocks through translocation of gametes and
embryos. These new technologies, however, raise a number of disease-related issues
involving the spread of pathogens during the transfer of reproductive materials
(Woodford and Rossiter 1994).
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In summary, a number of recommendations have been advanced for dealing with
disease risk in captive breeding programs, including: maintaining a quarantine period
sufficient to deal with specific disease risks to primates, such as tuberculosis; careful
screening of parasites in the source and target populations; and behavioral training
to ensure appropriate responses to resources, predators, and parasitic infections in
the wild. Fewer captive management issues arise in translocation projects, provided
that animals are released into the new habitat quickly after capture so that fewer
opportunities for infection occur in captivity.

7.4.4 Ecotourism and scientific field research

Regrettably, the very individuals who are most concerned about conserving wild
primates could put them at danger from infectious disease. Eco-tourists are typically
strongly committed to conservation goals and spend extraordinary sums of money to
view primates in their natural settings, yet these tourists often arrive from distant
points on the globe and therefore can carry novel infectious diseases to endangered
primate populations. Thus, Butynski and Kalina (1998) claimed that, “disease trans-
mission appears to be the most serious threat that tourism provides for gorillas . . .”
(p. 308). Similarly, field researchers who are committed to studying and preserving
primates may introduce infections during habituation, capture, or simply by living in
or near the reserve (Wallis and Lee 1999). In this context, wild animals face special
risks from parasitic diseases that can be transmitted by momentary contact with
humans. Specific examples include infectious agents transmitted through feces,
droplets in air, water, or in the soil, such as Shigella, Trichuris, hepatitis A (HAV) and
B (HBV) viruses, herpes simplex, scabies, a variety of intestinal worms, measles, and
polio (Homsy 1999; Wallis and Lee 1999; Rothman and Bowman 2003).

Is there any evidence for the transfer of pathogens from tourists or researchers into
wild primate populations? The answer is “yes,” although details are often sketchy and
the majority of cases probably remain uncounted. In primates, outbreaks of measles,
human tuberculosis, and influenza probably resulted from contact with humans
(Wallis and Lee 1999). “Tourist groups” of gorillas in the Volcanoes National Park,
Rwanda, have been especially hard hit by respiratory illnesses (Sholley and Hastings
1989; Butynski and Kalina 1998). Chimpanzees at Gombe suffered from respiratory
infections and a paralytic disease similar to polio in humans (Goodall 1986). Finally,
animals could acquire infectious disease from feeding on human refuse at garbage
dumps that are generated through tourist activities (see Fig. 7.8).

Feeding by tourists or researchers could further facilitate the spread of pathogens
(Wallis and Lee 1999), and intentional provisioning might increase the risk of attacks
by monkeys on humans. Such attacks have the potential to increase disease transmis-
sion between humans and nonhuman primates. Contacts between nonhuman primates
and humans are remarkably common, even when authorities post warnings to avoid
contact. For example, in a colony of Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus) in Gibraltar,
tourists are advised to avoid direct contact with monkeys, but human-initiated contacts
still occurred at a rate of 44 times per hour (!), and the majority of these involved
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potentially close contact between humans and the monkeys (O’Leary and Fa 1993).
These human–monkey interactions resulted in a substantial number of severe lacer-
ations to humans (Fa 1992). Monkey-initiated interactions also involved sitting on
tourists’ shoulders and entering vehicles while searching for food (see also Clifford
et al. 1972). A viral epidemic hit this macaque population in 1987, resulting in the
deaths of all infants (O’Leary and Fa 1993).

In populations of primates under study by biologists, food is often provided to
habituate wild animals (see examples in Fa and Southwick 1988). This activity has
risks similar to those involving tourist activity (Wallis and Lee 1999). Moreover, when
food is supplied in excess and then restricted (e.g. Japanese macaques on Koshima
Island, see Watanabe et al. 1992), suddenly malnourished animals may become
susceptible to disease (Beisel 2000). Indeed, provisioning can have a number of
undesirable effects, including increased feeding competition, which might alter
patterns of general health and infant mortality (Berman and Li 2002). On the other
hand, carefully implemented provisioning can enhance the nutritional status of
animals, and can be used to disseminate medications or oral vaccines should an
outbreak occur.

A number of guidelines for ecotourism have been developed to reduce the spread
of infectious disease (Butynski and Kalina 1998; Homsy 1999; Wallis and Lee 1999;
Mudikikwa et al. 2001). These include the following six general strategies that
are appropriate for most primate populations. (1) Restrict contact with humans by
limiting the number of tourists and researchers that visit a group per day, enforcing
a minimum distance that humans can approach the animals, and eliminating
opportunities to feed the animals. (2) Prevent sick tourists and researchers from
going into the field to view wild primates. (3) Provide emergency contingencies for
disease outbreaks, including veterinary assistance and application of vaccines or
medication to control epidemics initiated through human contact (see next section).
(4) Eliminate contact between wild primates and human waste, refuse piles, and
sleeping areas. (5) Provide a buffer between the groups visited by tourists and other
social groups or populations. (6) Ensure that park staff enforces these rules, which
can be a problem if the low pay of park personnel leads to temptations to accept
financial rewards from wealthy tourists who wish to circumvent these rules.

7.4.5 Direct intervention to reduce the impact of disease

Despite the best plans to reduce disease risk, infectious disease outbreaks will
continue to occur, leading to a series of difficult questions (Wobeser 2002a). Should
humans intervene to contain the infection? What options for intervention are avail-
able, and what are the potential costs of different intervention strategies? What are
the best ways to prevent transmission of infections across species boundaries,
including minimizing risks to the humans who are providing assistance?

We can group the efforts to eliminate infections into three general approaches
relevant to primates: care of individuals with potentially life-threatening infections
or injuries, containment of the pathogen at the population level, and increased
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knowledge of host–parasite interactions in wild populations. Many authors have
addressed these issues at general and specific levels (e.g. Woodroffe 1999; Wobeser
2002a). Veterinary intervention probably plays a major role in conservation efforts to
reduce the impact of infectious disease in wild populations, especially when veteri-
nary medicine is practiced in a multidisciplinary framework that includes ecologists,
epidemiologists, and evolutionary biologists (Hutchins et al. 1991; Cunningham
1996; Woodroffe 1999).

7.4.5.1 Providing care to infected animals

Field biologists who study primates have provided care to sick or injured individuals
on numerous occasions. For example, Goodall (1986) described how researchers
at Gombe medicated chimpanzees, including an animal with a fungal infection of
the nose (see Roy and Cameron 1972). Similarly, when an outbreak of a sexually
transmitted disease (STD) impacted the baboon population at Gombe, researchers
provided treatment with antibiotics via syringe and food to halt the spread of the
infection (A. Collins, personal communication and Wallis and Lee 1999). Direct
intervention often requires safely capturing and handling animals. Primates are
commonly captured using “darts” loaded with a general anesthetic (Glander et al.
1991; Sapolsky and Share 1998; Ancrenaz et al. 2003), for purposes of marking and
sample collection and to provide medical intervention. At Karisoke, for example,
Hastings (1991) described treating a laryngeal air sac infection in a free-ranging
male mountain gorilla by darting the animal with penicillin and general anesthetic
and performing surgery in the field. Similarly, Sleeman et al. (2000) summarized 26
surgical procedures performed on 24 gorillas over a nearly 10-year period to treat
animals caught in snares. These authors describe the procedures that were most
successful for field surgery, including maintaining distance from other members of
the gorilla group during the operation, the specific drugs and doses used to anesthetize
the animals, and “gorilla behaviors” performed by the human staff to comfort gorillas
recovering from anesthesia (including grooming and giving grunt vocalizations to
minimize the stress of the procedures). Additional examples of anesthesia used in
field conditions are provided by Karesh et al. (1998) for black spider monkeys
(Ateles paniscus) and Kilbourn et al. (2003) for orangutans.

7.4.5.2 Vaccination and culling

In recent decades, vaccination programs have targeted a variety of wild mammal
hosts (Woodroffe 1999; Wobeser 2002a). Vaccination of wildlife works in part by
increasing herd immunity, that is, by moving a proportion of individuals from
susceptible to resistant classes, thus reducing the ability of a pathogen to become
established and spread in the host population (see Box 4.2). Of course, vaccination
is primarily an option for those viruses and bacteria that elicit lasting antibody-
mediated immunity, and for which safe and effective vaccines have been developed.
In primates, vaccination procedures have been undertaken for polio in chimpanzees
(Goodall 1986) and measles in gorillas (Sholley and Hastings 1989). In other
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wildlife systems, oral vaccines for rabies and anthrax show promise for successful
disease control, since this eliminates the need to capture animals and administer
injections (Cleaveland et al. 2002).

Vaccination strategies can be widespread across animal populations or applied in
local “control zones” to slow or stop an advancing disease front with a strategically
laid immune barrier. For example, to slow the spatial spread of rabies virus in raccoons
in North America and foxes in Europe, and eradicate this infection from local areas,
large amounts of oral rabies vaccine (mixed with bait and other ingredients) have
been dropped from aircraft across large geographic regions (Rupprecht et al. 1986;
Wandeler 1994; Russell et al. 2005). In some cases, vaccines can be applied to create
cordon sanitaires for slowing viral spread, although such strategies might also be
accomplished by culling susceptible hosts or through quarantine strategies applied
over large areas. Vaccines might also be administered by targeting hosts that aggre-
gate at local food sources or at watering holes. When harmful pathogens are trans-
mitted to threatened hosts from a domesticated animal or a non-threatened reservoir
host, vaccinating the reservoir should be considered as a means to contain the epidemic
(Cleaveland and Dye 1995; Woodroffe 1999).

Regardless of the target, vaccination obviously should be implemented with great
care and foresight, and cost–benefit analyses should include the risks of handling
wild animals, including spread of diseases to wild populations (McCallum and
Dobson 1995) and stress-related reductions in immunocompetence (Lloyd 1995). A
study of wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) found, for example, that individuals experienced
higher mortality when they were handled for radio-collaring and disease-related
intervention, such as vaccination (Burrows et al. 1994), although this interpretation
sparked considerable controversy (Burrows et al. 1995; Devilliers et al. 1995;
Ginsberg et al. 1995). It is also essential to evaluate alternatives to vaccination,
investigate the epidemiological implications of vaccinating threatened and reservoir
populations at different spatial and temporal scales, and obtain sufficient funding to
maintain the vaccination program for the period of time that is needed to make it
effective (Lyles and Dobson 1993; Woodroffe 1999).

A final option involves culling diseased animals or reservoir hosts that might
contact the target host population. Culling works by eliminating sources of new
infections and reducing the ability of susceptible populations to maintain a
pathogen. Culling is obviously less desirable for threatened species and has been
the source of some controversy (Schiermeier 2003), but selective removal of
diseased animals and maintenance of a smaller population size may be appro-
priate for some primate populations (Wobeser 2002a). Diseased primates removed
from a population need not be killed, but could be treated in isolation and ultimately
returned to the larger population. Similarly, reservoir animals could be vaccinated
or treated for infections rather than being culled or permanently removed. These
actions should be guided by knowledge of the biology of the infectious agent
and host species, the risks of cross-species transmission, and evaluation of the
benefits of removing infected animals versus reducing the size of reservoir
populations (Cleaveland et al. 2002).
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7.5 Evolutionary considerations and 
host–parasite biodiversity

Parasites are an integral part of life on earth, with parasite biodiversity exceeding
the diversity of free-living hosts (Price 1980; Windsor 1998; Zimmer 2000). This
simple fact led Windsor (1990, 1995) to the radical proclamation of “Equal rights for
parasites!” And as noted earlier in this chapter, host-specific parasites will go extinct
as host ranges contract. However, conservation of parasites has rarely been consid-
ered a primary goal of conservation strategies in primates or other animals (Freeland
and Boulton 1992; Gompper and Williams 1998). From the perspective of host con-
servation, it is important to understand the links between infectious disease, extinc-
tion risk, and maintenance of genetic and species diversity, and also to investigate
the degree to which co-extinctions of hosts and parasites will contribute to future
biodiversity loss (Koh et al. 2004). Furthermore, keeping coevolutionary relation-
ships intact requires conservation programs that operate at a landscape level, pro-
tecting resources, corridors, and networks of multiple habitat types important to a
broad range of species.

Parasites are likely to be powerful selective agents in natural populations, and host
species exposed to a diverse array of parasites should harbor a variety of resistance
traits and inducible defenses (e.g. Chapter 5). Many studies have underscored the
importance of genetic variation in host resistance in causing disease patterns in both
field and experimental settings (examples provided earlier in this chapter, in Chapter
5, and reviewed in Altizer et al. 2003a). Evidence of microevolutionary processes
important to host–pathogen coevolution is largely missing from primates (but see de
Groot et al. 2002; Wooding et al. 2005). In terms of macroevolutionary studies of
primates and parasites, Hugot (1999) found general support for cospeciation of pri-
mate hosts and their pinworms, and Switzer et al. (2005) showed molecular evidence
in support of an ancient history of cospeciation between simian foamy viruses (SFVs)
across more than 40 species of Old World monkeys and apes (see Box 6.3). In a
broader comparative analysis that spanned host–parasite records across multiple par-
asite groups, Nunn et al. (2004) found that parasite diversity (species richness)
across all primates was correlated positively with rates of primate host diversifica-
tion (Box 7.2). From this perspective, pathogens could be one of the major factors
promoting both genetic and species diversity in wild primate communities, and it
might be this coevolutionary landscape that is at greatest risk and in most urgent
need of protection.

7.6 Summary and synthesis

Nearly 90% of the world’s primates inhabit forests in tropical regions, and many of
these species occur in areas facing high rates of deforestation and extreme human
population pressure (Mittermeier and Cheney 1987). Indeed, primates are among the
world’s most threatened mammals. At a global level, the amount of tropical forest
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lost per year was estimated to support tens of millions of individual primates (Chapman
and Peres 2001). Humans also hunt wild primates for a variety of purposes, including
for food, use in traditional medicines, and live trade for the pet industry and for bio-
medical research. The bushmeat crisis in particular has caused devastating mortality
in some wild primate species (Peres 1990a, 2000; Fa et al. 1995; Walsh et al. 2003b;
Brashares et al. 2004), and it is not likely to cease in the immediate future (Wilkie
and Carpenter 1999).

It would be impossible to dispute the importance of hunting and habitat loss for
conservation of nonhuman primates; instead, we called attention to the ways that
these anthropogenic effects influence disease risk, often through fundamental yet
under-appreciated mechanisms that also impact primate populations. More generally,
managing parasites and infectious disease represents a growing focus in wildlife con-
servation (Cleaveland et al. 2002; Lafferty and Gerber 2002), in part because para-
sites can threaten already-reduced populations, because infectious diseases can trigger
catastrophic declines in otherwise robust host populations, and because human activi-
ties can drive both of these processes. In this chapter we reviewed plentiful examples
that demonstrate the importance of parasites in planning and implementing primate
conservation efforts. Probably the greatest threats will come from rapidly evolving
pathogens such as viruses, generalist parasites that are maintained at high levels in
reservoir hosts, and parasites that are most likely to emerge in wildlife through
human activities, including deforestation and climate warming.

In the context of conservation and infectious disease, perhaps the greatest need is
to increase our knowledge of host–parasite interactions in natural systems. In the
case of EIDs, the identity of new pathogens causing population declines can remain
uncertain for years, hindering effective management of the problem. This is illustrated
vividly in many cases, including Ebola and the pathogen-driven declines of amphibian
populations. Yet despite these high-profile examples, global assessments of extinction
risk generally downplay the impact of parasites. Surprisingly, the 2002 IUCN Red
List (Hilton-Taylor 2002) does not include a comprehensive list of parasites that
threaten wild host species. Even among highly threatened mammals, such as primates,
infectious diseases have only rarely been recognized as contributing to population
declines. Thus, there is a need for conservation biologists to develop protocols for
tracking parasites implicated in primate declines.

A final point highlighted by this chapter is that not all aspects of parasitism are
necessarily negative; a strong argument can be made for conserving both hosts and
their parasites, or at least for more balanced investigation of the importance of parasite
conservation. Although the risks they pose to endangered species are apparent, infec-
tious disease can play an important role in maintaining both genetic diversity within
species and biodiversity at the community level. From a broader perspective, coevolu-
tion between hosts and parasites might be a major force determining global patterns
of biodiversity, and conservation strategies that restrict disease spread might deprive
host populations of the genetic diversity needed to respond to future ecological
changes. As humans disturb natural balances, break transmission barriers among
species, and reduce host population sizes, outbreaks of new or generalist pathogens
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Box 7.2 Parasites and the diversification of primate lineages

Parasites have been linked to the maintenance of host genetic variation (Hamilton 1982),
and host–parasite coevolution can lead to surprisingly high levels of genetic diversity
within and among interacting populations (Dybdahl and Lively 1998; Burdon and Thrall
1999; Altizer 2001). Species interactions involving predation, herbivory and parasitism
have been proposed to drive major diversification events (Mitter et al. 1991; Farrell 1998;
Percy et al. 2004). From a macroevolutionary perspective, theoretical work has shown that
frequency dependent selection between prey and natural enemies can lead to evolutionary
branching in both the host and enemy populations (Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000).
Moreover, a recent empirical study of coevolution between bacteria and virulent phage in
spatially structured environments demonstrated that parasites can drive allopatric diver-
gence among host populations, increasing host diversification by selecting for anti-parasite
defenses genetically linked to different host traits in different populations (Buckling and
Rainey 2002).

Among primates, Nunn et al. (2004) used a phylogenetic comparative method to show
that parasite diversity (species richness) was positively correlated with rates of primate
host diversification (see Fig. 7.11). Thus, primate host species from more diverse lineages
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Fig. 7.11 Parasite species richness and diversification rates in primates. Host diversification
(y-axis) was measured as the “relative rate difference” (RRD) after Isaac et al. (2003), with
higher values indicating increased rate of diversification (Agapow and Isaac 2002).
Parasite species richness reflects the total diversity of all parasites, including viruses, proto-
zoa and helminths, on a per primate species basis, and controls for differences in sampling
effort among primate hosts. Reprinted from Nunn et al., “Parasites and the evolutionary
diversification of primate clades.” The American Naturalist, vol. 164, pp. S90–S103.
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among rare or threatened host species, including a range of nonhuman primates, will
continue to occur (Chapman et al. 2005a). Maintaining the ability of wild populations
to respond evolutionarily to parasite-mediated selection could be one of the best
long-term strategies for mitigating the risks of infectious diseases (Crandall et al.
2000; Stockwell et al. 2003).
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harbored a greater number of parasite species on a per host lineage basis. Results were
most consistent in analyses of all parasites combined and for viruses and protozoa
examined separately. The authors investigated two mechanisms that might underlie this
significant positive association, namely that: (1) parasites increase the speciation rates of
their hosts via a mechanism linked with sexual selection (Lande 1981; Barraclough et al.
1995; Gavrilets 2000; Panhuis et al. 2001; Turelli et al. 2001), and (2) parasites infecting
hosts from more diverse lineages have greater opportunities for diversification through
mechanisms involving host-shifting by specialist parasites or host-sharing by generalists
(Raibaut et al. 1998; Combes 2001; Dobson and Foufopoulos 2001; Roy 2001; Taylor
et al. 2001). Surprisingly, the authors failed to find consistent evidence for either mecha-
nism, although measures of geographic range overlap were correlated with parasite rich-
ness in some tests, providing partial evidence for the second mechanism (host-shifting
or -sharing).

Although a more general (and more difficult to detect) arms race between primate hosts
and parasites could account for the pattern in the figure, an alternative explanation also
exists. Rather than hosts and parasites diversifying collectively, the pattern could arise
from processes linked with host and parasite extinction. Specifically, parasite lineages might
be lost as their hosts decline in population size and ultimately go extinct. In other words,
higher extinction rates in declining primate lineages could generally reduce parasite
diversity, especially if parasites go extinct before their hosts (Koh et al. 2004). In another
comparative study, we addressed this possibility by examining the diversity of parasites
in both threatened and non-threatened primate hosts (Altizer, S., C. Nunn and P. Lindenfors
unpublished data). We found that more threatened primate hosts harbored fewer parasite
species (see Fig. 7.10), consistent with the idea that parasites go extinct in advance of their
hosts (Gompper and Williams 1998).

Results of these comparative studies, although provocative, failed to reveal mechanisms
that underlie associations between host and parasite diversification. Future research would
therefore benefit from examining the geographic patterning of host-parasite interactions
(Thompson 2005), incorporating information on parasite phylogeny (Hafner and Page
1995; Hugot 1999; Morand et al. 2000), and testing the possibility that parasites themselves
have gone extinct along with their hosts (Gompper and Williams 1998). This final
consideration raises the point that it might be important to consider the impacts of
mammalian extinctions on the collective biodiversity represented by their parasites.
Although it may seem heretical at first glance, efforts aimed at protecting mammalian
diversity should perhaps consider pathogen biodiversity as an integral component of free-
living host communities, particularly given their role in shaping variation within and
among host species.

Box 7.2 (Cont.)



8
From nonhuman primates to human
health and evolution

8.1 Introduction

Infectious diseases have exerted enormous impacts on human history and have
carved deep marks on demographic patterns, causing more human deaths over time
than all other sources of mortality combined (Oldstone 1998; Inhorn and Brown
1990; Anderson and May 1991). Historical records of human infectious diseases such
as bubonic plague, smallpox, tuberculosis, cholera, and malaria date back many cen-
turies (Barrett et al. 1998; Oldstone 1998). Infectious diseases also changed patterns
of human migrations, shaped the outcomes of wars, and had tremendous impacts on
the fates of civilizations (Diamond 1997). One intriguing example involves the death
of Alexander the Great, who died after two weeks of illness that included fever and
possibly encephalitis. Although previous authors attributed his death to poisoning or
to more commonly recognized infectious diseases such as malaria or typhoid fever,
Marr and Calisher (2003) suggested a new and provocative hypothesis that
Alexander the Great died of West Nile fever, which is common in the Middle East
in the present day and causes deaths in humans. Moreover, they found the following
passage, written by Plutarch, concerning Alexander’s entry to Babylon, “when he
arrived before the walls of the city he saw a large number of ravens flying about and
pecking one another, and some of them fell dead in front of him” (p. 1601). This is
strikingly similar to the observation of dead crows in the wake of the introduction of
West Nile virus to the United States (Hochachka et al. 2004).

Despite major advances during the past century in understanding the origins and
epidemiology of infectious diseases, parasites continue to have a massive impact on
human health around the world. More than 1.4 billion humans are infected with
roundworms, Ascaris lumbricoides (Crompton 1999), a nematode that lives in the
small intestine and leads to significant pathology, including reduced growth, lower
activity levels, and learning disabilities among children (O’Lorcain and Holland
2000). Cholera, Shigella, and rotavirus infections trigger over a billion cases of
diarrhea each year, primarily in developing countries, where they pose critical
threats to childhood survival and development (Guerrant et al. 2002; Kosek et al.
2003). At the same time, vector-borne diseases such as malaria and dengue fever



cause millions of deaths annually, and over 40% of the world’s human population
inhabits malaria-endemic regions (CDC 2004b). Infectious diseases pose new
concerns for human health in the twenty-first century, in part due to technological
advances that elevate public concerns about how microbes might be used in warfare
and terrorism.

In this chapter, we consider how knowledge of parasites in nonhuman primates
can broaden our understanding of factors that affect human exposure to infectious
diseases and associated cultural and evolutionary responses. At the outset, we
acknowledge that Homo sapiens is by far the best studied of all primate species, and
knowledge of human–parasite interactions more commonly inform and motivate
primate–parasite studies than vice versa. For example, field sampling data of para-
site occurrence in wild primates are often targeted toward infectious diseases of
concern to human health (see Box 2.1 and Nelson 1965; Nelson et al. 1965; Legesse
and Erko 2004), and nonhuman primates have been used as experimental models for
vaccine development and the treatment of many human pathogens (Voss and
Hunsmann 1993; Amaral et al. 1996; Misra et al. 1997). But beyond their obvious
biomedical importance, studies of parasite infections in wild primates can also intro-
duce new questions for human disease research—for example, what is the role of
basal immunity in mediating resistance to different types of pathogens (see Box 5.1),
and can behavioral responses to diseases in nonhuman primates point to novel
strategies for countering human pathogens?

We begin from the perspective that humans share a common evolutionary history
with the many nonhuman primate species that were discussed in earlier chapters.
Thus, understanding parasite community assemblages in contemporary primates
offers a useful starting point for reconstructing ancestral parasite communities in
early humans, and also underscores the striking differences between infectious
disease dynamics in humans and nonhuman primates. These differences are repre-
sented historically by “epidemiological transitions” that characterized the evolution
of human societies but have few, if any, parallels in other primate lineages. Second,
we consider how approaches for studying primate evolution and behavior can shed
light on human responses to infectious diseases, including physical and immunologi-
cal adaptations and cultural practices that alter parasite transmission. From a cultural
perspective, parasites are probably responsible for human social customs ranging from
methods of preparing food to cultural taboos involving use of one hand for hygienic
functions (McNeill 1977, 1997). Comparative approaches that have generated inter-
esting and valuable insights when applied to nonhuman primates might also hold
promise for understanding factors that influence the global distributions of human
infectious diseases. Finally, examining contemporary patterns and transmission of
pathogens in wild primates can inform public health strategies, particularly in terms of
risk factors for human disease emergence. We therefore conclude by considering the
exchange of pathogens between humans and wild primates, identifying routes by
which some new pathogens might enter human populations (Wolfe et al. 1998).
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8.2 Origins and early history of infectious disease 
in humans

Where do most human infectious diseases originate, and how long have they persisted
in human populations? Parasites and microbes repeatedly evolved ways to exploit
changes in human behavior and demography, with evidence suggesting that the types
and total diversity of human pathogens have shifted over time with changing social
structures, lifestyles, political factors, and ecological conditions (Barrett et al. 1998;
Lederberg 2000; Weiss 2001). Some viruses, for example, show evidence of an
ancient relationship with humans and other nonhuman primates (Van Blerkom
2003), whereas other pathogens appeared after humans developed technologies for
living at higher densities, or modified their environments in ways that increased
transmission. The development of agriculture probably provided new selection
pressures for many pathogens to shift from wild animals to humans and their domes-
ticated livestock (Edman 1988), and to evolve in response to new transmission
opportunities (Su 2003).

8.2.1 Infectious agents in early human societies

The majority of human pathogens either coevolved in primate lineages leading to
Homo sapiens or were acquired through host shifts following the domestication of
livestock and carnivores (Inhorn and Brown 1990; Diamond 1997; Barrett et al.
1998; Weiss 2001). Scientists have partially reconstructed the community of infec-
tious diseases in early human societies using a combination of genetic analyses of
parasite lineages, fossil evidence based on human bones and fecal material
(i.e. coprolites), and “ethnographic analogy” informed by disease patterns in modern-
day hunter–gatherer groups (e.g. Inhorn and Brown 1990; Weiss 2001). Some parasites
have an ancient coevolutionary history with humans, with examples including her-
pesviruses, papovaviruses, pinworms, and ectoparasitic lice (Weiss 2001; Van
Blerkom 2003; Ashford 2000; Hugot 1999; Table 8.1). On the other hand, contem-
porary assemblages of human parasites probably bear little resemblance to those that
existed in early hominids. This divergence likely arose as a result of three major
processes, including (1) animal domestication and the transfer of pathogens from
livestock and pets, (2) lifestyle shifts toward greater population density, more per-
manent settlements, and trade routes that enabled the spread and persistence of acute
infections, and (3) environmental modifications such as irrigation and dam-building
that favored some pathogens and led to declines in others.

For the greater part of human evolution, bands of hunter–gatherers lived in rela-
tively small foraging groups (Barrett et al. 1998). In these groups, many directly
transmitted acute infections, including influenza, smallpox, and measles, would have
been unable to establish and persist due to the small size of bands and, relative to
modern humans, their isolation from one another (Dobson and Carper 1996).
Instead, parasites infecting early humans most likely caused chronic infections, had
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Table 8.1 Examples of human infectious diseases, including those that have likely had a long coevolutionary history with humans and those with
more recent origins, particularly following contact with domesticated animals or wild primates. Possible ancestral host species that might have served
as sources for human infections are shown, including the possibility that the parasite was present in early hominids, although many of these remain
speculative or are based on anecdotal evidence. The approximate duration of association with humans is based on paleoanthropological data,
molecular evidence, and recorded historical notes. The final column indicates whether or not the pathogens themselves or close relatives are present
in modern-day populations of nonhuman primates. Information compiled from Diamond (1997), Barrett et al. (1998), Ashford (2000), Weiss (2001),
Joy et al. (2003), and Van Blerkom (2003)

Disease Parasite name Type Ancestral host Association Present in nonhuman primates?
with humans

Pinworms Enterobius vermicularis Nematode Early hominids � 10,000 yrs Genus common in wild primates
Lice Pediculus humanus Arthropod Early hominids � 10,000 yrs Genus common in wild primates
Herpesvirus Simplexvirus, Varicellovirus Virus Early hominids � 10,000 yrs Related viruses in wild primates
Malaria Plasmodium falciparum Protozoan Early hominids or � 10,000 yrs Genus common in wild primates

African primates
Measles Morbillivirus—Measles Virus Sheep or goats 8000 yrs Infrequent reports from humans

virus to nonhuman primates
Syphilis (also Treponema pallidum Bacterium Uncertain 2000–8000 yrs Yes, occasional reports

yaws, bejel)
Smallpox Orthopoxvirus—Variola Virus Uncertain, possibly 3000–4000 yrs No, occasional monkeypox reports

virus cows or rodents but mainly from wild rodents
Rabies Lyssavirus—Rabies virus Virus Dogs 3000–4000 yrs No
Tuberculosis Mycobacterium tuberculosis Bacterium Possibly cows or other ruminants 3000 yrs No, infrequent M. bovis infections
Schistosomiasis Five spp. of Trematode Uncertain 3000 yrs Common in several Old World

Schisotosoma primates, including some parasite
species that can infect humans

Typhus Rickettsia typhi Bacterium Rodents 2000 yrs No
Plague Yersinia pestis Bacterium Rodents 1500 yrs No
Yellow fever Flavivirus—Yellow fever virus Virus Old and New World monkeys 1000 yrs Common in many wild primates

Cholera Vibrio cholerae Bacterium Probably evolved from 1000 yrs No
free-living ocean
dwelling bacterium

AIDS HIV (Human Virus Old World monkeys 70 yrs Related viruses in African primates
Immunodeficiency Virus) and apes



long latent phases, or caused sub-clinical effects with relatively low virulence—and
were probably similar to infectious agents reported from contemporary populations
of many nonhuman primates.

Helminth infections such as pinworms and tapeworms that could be transmitted
through encounters with contaminated substrates and by eating unwashed food or
uncooked meat were probably common in pre-agricultural human groups, as were
ectoparasitic infections caused by lice and mites (Barrett et al. 1998; Ashford
2000). Phylogenetic analysis of primate malaria parasites supports an African ori-
gin for Plasmodium falciparum, with this parasite present in humans for at least the
past 10,000 years (see Box 8.1 and Escalante et al. 1998; Joy et al. 2003). A study
of human remains in the New World revealed long-term human association with
another vector-borne protozoan also found in New World monkeys (Chagas’ dis-
ease, caused by Trypanosoma cruzi), with infections dating back to at least 7000 BC

(Aufderheide et al. 2004). Remarkably, the prevalence of infection exceeded 40%
in some remains of pre-contact populations. In terms of viral infections, Van
Blerkom (2003) used a combination of molecular evidence and pathogen biology
to suggest that directly transmitted viruses in early humans likely included endoge-
nous retroviruses, sexually- or vertically-transmitted papilloma- and herpesviruses,
and those that had persistent latent stages, such as varicella zoster virus, which
causes chickenpox in children but also flares up later in adult life as shingles
(Weiss 2001).

Some human diseases leave marks on skeletal material in the form of scarring,
lesions, and bone deformations, often included in the catch-all term spondy-
loarthropathy, which involves joint erosion, tendon ossification, and, in many cases,
spine and sacroiliac fusion (Rothschild and Woods 1991b). Human populations have
probably experienced a long association with these debilitating conditions, which
might be caused by several infectious agents, possibly including sexually transmit-
ted and fecal-borne pathogens (Rothschild et al. 1993; Rice and Handsfield 1999).
Skeletal malformations consistent with spondyloarthropathy have also been
documented in a wide range of nonhuman primates (Rothschild and Woods 1989,
1991a, 1992, 1993, 1996). Understanding variation in the patterns of infection
within and among primate species could provide new insights to the causes and
consequences of these arthritic conditions in humans, particularly with regard to the
predominant transmission mode or the ecological characteristics that lead to devel-
opment of spondyloarthropathy. For example, in a comparative study of primates
and carnivores, the primary predictor of spondyloarthropathy was body mass, sug-
gesting that larger bodied species are more frequently exposed to infectious agents
of this disease, or perhaps due to the physical stresses on joints in large-bodied
animals (Nunn et al. in review b).

As one example of how ancient human remains might inform studies of infectious
disease origins, researchers have used bone signatures of syphilis (caused by
Treponema pallidum pallidum) and related non-sexually transmitted diseases (STDs)
(yaws, bejel) to propose that a yaws-like bacterium probably spread from East Africa
across Asia and into North American human populations many thousands of years
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Box 8.1 Diversity of the primate malarias and origins of human parasites

Malaria parasites in the genus Plasmodium are a leading cause of human death worldwide,
with nearly half of the world’s population inhabiting malaria-endemic regions in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America (CDC 2004b). Human infections are largely caused by two common
and widespread species, P. falciparum and P. vivax, in addition to P. ovale and P. malariae
(Coatney et al. 1971). Malaria parasites are reported to infect a large number of vertebrate
host species including reptiles, birds, and mammals, where they are transmitted by blood-
sucking dipterans, primarily mosquitoes in the genus Anopheles for mammalian parasites.
Primates harbor an unusually high diversity—at least 24 species—of Plasmodium parasites,
with the greatest diversity among parasites reported from Asian monkeys (especially
macaques) and African apes (Table 8.2, Coatney et al. 1971). At a global level, Plasmodium
has been reported to infect over 45 species of wild primate hosts from free-living populations
in Africa, Asia, and Latin America (Nunn and Altizer, unpublished data).

The life cycle of malaria is similar across many vertebrates and alternates between
insects and vertebrate hosts (summarized in Coatney et al. 1971 and most parasitological
texts). Primate malarias have had a long evolutionary history, as evidenced by their diver-
sity and range of host species affected (Table 8.2). However, existing studies do not
provide strong evidence for concordant phylogenies with their primate hosts (Coatney
et al. 1971). Multiple studies using molecular genetic approaches have shown that each of
the four malaria parasites infecting humans has a unique origin and arose independently as
human parasites. Counter to earlier ideas suggesting an origin of falciparum malaria
ca. 5000 years ago from an avian host, current evidence shows that the closest relative to
P. falciparum is P. reichenowi, which infects chimpanzees (Fig. 8.1), and that the timing
of divergence between avian lineages and the lineage giving rise to P. falciparum and
P. reichenowi was quite ancient, possibly coinciding with the divergence of human lineages
from apes (Escalante and Ayala 1994; Escalante et al. 1998). Further evidence suggests
that despite recent expansions in population size and geographic range, P. falciparum
originated in Africa, where strains are also genetically most diverse (Joy et al. 2003).

The high prevalence of a mutation that confers resistance to P. vivax among humans in
sub-Saharan Africa (called “Duffy negativity,” or lack of a Duffy blood group antigen) led
some researchers to postulate an African origin for this human parasite (Carter 2003).

Table 8.2 Malaria parasites (in the genus Plasmodium) described from wild primates,
including their approximate geographic location and examples of primate hosts affected.
Information summarized from Coatney 1971; Escalante et al. 1998, 2005

Parasites species Geographic location Primate hosts

P. faliciparum, P. vivax, Tropical and subtropical Humans
P. malariae, P. ovale regions including Latin America,

Asia, Africa
P. fieldi, P. simiovale Maylasia, Sri Lanka Asian macaques
P. cynomolgi, P. knowlesi, Southeast Asia and neighboring Asian macaques
P. coatneyi, P. fragile, P. inui areas

P. hylobati, P. eylesi, Indonesia, Malaysia Asian gibbons
P. jefferyi, P. youngi

P. pitheci Borneo Orangutans
P. gonderi Africa African monkeys
P. schwetzi, P. rodhaini, Africa African apes (gorillas,
P. reichenowi chimpanzees)

P. simium, P. brasilianum Latin America New World monkeys
P. girardi, P. lemuris Madagascar Prosimians



However, analysis of multiple genes provides strong evidence that P. vivax arose from a more
recent host switch involving malaria parasites transmitted from macaques to humans in
Southeast Asia (see Fig. 8.1 and Escalante et al. 1998, 2005). Furthermore, molecular data
indicate that the Plasmodium species that radiated among Asian monkeys share an ancient
African origin, and that P. gonderi (the only malaria parasite to infect African monkeys) is
basal to the large Asian parasite clade (Escalante et al. 1998). Among the two major
Plasmodium lineages from New World monkeys, P. simium is virtually identical to human
P. vivax isolates, suggesting that humans introduced this parasite into monkeys in the
Americas (Escalante et al. 1998). Similarly, P. brasilianum, a parasite reported from a wide
range of New World monkey hosts, is genetically indistinguishable from the human parasite
P. malariae, and both of these parasites form a group with P. ovale (also from humans) that
is basal to the parasite clade from Asian primates (see Fig. 8.1 and Escalante et al. 1998).

Studies of the origins and radiation of primate malarias and their adaptive evolution in
primate hosts will no doubt be improved by greater sampling of parasite strains from more
wild primate populations and species (Wolfe et al. 1998; Escalante et al. 2005).
Understanding of the length of associations between wild primates and Plasmodium
species, biological traits of the parasites themselves, and immunological or resistance traits
among wild primate hosts could generate insights for managing malaria infections in
humans, and could help researchers understand how these parasites have radiated among
and adapted to a large number of primate hosts.

Box 8.1 (Cont.)
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Fig. 8.1 Inferred phylogenetic relationship among 17 Plasmodium species from humans
and nonhuman primates as inferred from the gene encoding cytochrome b. Bootstrap values
for each node are indicated as percents over 1000 replications. Human parasites are indicated
with shaded boxes. Note that P. vivax clusters with a number of parasites from Asian
macaques (Table 8.3) rather than with the two parasite species from African primates
(P. gonderi, P. reichenowi). Also note that P. yoelii is a parasite of rodents, and P. gallinaceum
and P. elongatum are avian parasites. Image modified from “The evolution of primate
malaria parasites based on the gene encoding cytochrome b from the linear mitochondrial
genome” by A. A. Escalante, D. E. Freehand, W. E. Collins and A. A. Lal. Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences USA, vol. 95, pp. 8124–8129. Copyright (1998) by 

The National Academy of Sciences, USA.



ago (reviewed in Rothschild 2005). The sexually transmitted form of this disease
might have been acquired by Columbus’ exploratory crew in the Dominican Republic
and subsequently introduced to Europe (Knell 2004). Despite population-based
methods for discerning between yaws and syphilis, the historical scenario supported
by skeletal studies of human treponemal diseases is controversial, with some pale-
opathologists suggesting that only non-venereal treponemal disease was present in
the New World prior to Columbus’s arrival (or that venereal syphilis was present in
Europe before 1492, reviewed in Powell and Cook 2005). Interestingly, baboons and
other nonhuman primates are also known to suffer from treponemal disease, leading
some researchers to propose the exchange of infections between wild primates
and humans—but aside from several decades-old seroepidemiological surveys
(Fribourg-Blanc et al. 1966; Fribourg-Blanc and Mollareet 1969; Baylet et al. 1971;
Felsenfeld and Wolf 1971), very little is known about the ecology of treponemal
diseases in nonhuman hosts.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the current distribution of agents that infect humans
appears to have diverged dramatically from those that probably infected early human
societies. Indeed, contemporary human populations harbor a much greater diversity
of infectious agents relative to those reported from wild primates. Of the roughly
1400� species of parasites and pathogens reported to infect humans at a global level
(Taylor et al. 2001; Ashford and Crewe 1998), the vast majority (60% or more) are
known to be zoonotic—yet only a small fraction of modern-day human pathogens
are documented to infect wild nonhuman primates (Pedersen et al. 2005). Even those
primate species that have been particularly well-studied in terms of infectious dis-
eases (including several species of baboons, macaques, chimpanzees, gorillas, vervet
monkeys, and howler monkeys) reportedly harbor only a tiny fraction of the diver-
sity of parasites infecting contemporary human populations. Furthermore, whereas
the greatest diversity of parasites reported from wild primates is captured by
helminths and protozoa, which are commonly linked with chronic infections and
vector- or fecal-oral transmission (see Fig. 2.3), the majority of modern-day human
pathogens are bacteria, viruses, and fungi, many of which cause acute infections and
are often associated with contact-based transmission.

Much of the disparity between parasites reported from humans and wild primates
could reflect the intensity with which human diseases have been studied, and the
types of infections recorded in the medical literature. Many bacteria and fungi
reported to infect humans are associated with secondary infections or abscesses of
tissues or organs, and their prevalence and transmission strategies remain uncertain,
whereas other microbes are common in humans but only rarely cause pathology.
These types of organisms are unlikely to be reported as parasites in wild primate
populations, although reporting biases alone probably do not explain all of the
differences in parasites described from humans and wild primate populations.
Indeed, it is also likely that behavioral and ecological changes (many of which are
described in the next section) exposed developing human societies to new and varied
sources of infections relative to other primate hosts (Diamond 1997).
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8.2.2 Epidemiological transitions and the rise of human pathogens

Very recently in human evolutionary history, a major shift in infectious diseases
followed the rise of agriculture, animal domestication, and greater human population
densities as permanent settlements formed (Inhorn and Brown 1990; Dobson and
Carper 1996; Diamond 1997). This was described by Barrett et al. (1998) as the first
of three “epidemiological transitions” reflecting major changes in human–parasite
interactions, and leading to the proliferation of many human diseases that are rarely
documented in wild primates (see also McNeill 1977; Diamond 1997; McMichael
2004). The first transition occurred approximately 10,000 years ago and accompanied
the development of food production and a more sedentary lifestyle, leading to higher
birth rates and more abundant populations of humans and domesticated animals.
Human and animal wastes probably accumulated around these settlements, contami-
nating food and water supplies and attracting rodent reservoir hosts for diseases such
as typhus and plague. Simultaneously, humans experienced greater contacts with
domesticated animals and their fur, milk, meat, and waste products, particularly from
sheep, goats, cattle, pigs, and dogs.

8.2.2.1 Animal domestication as a source of new infections

Evidence suggests that several pathogens were transferred to humans from
domesticated animals between 5,000 and 10,000 years ago (Table 8.1), including
measles, caused by a morbillivirus which is similar to the rinderpest virus of hoofed
mammals. Similar origins had been proposed for tuberculosis, caused by
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, a bacterium closely related to M. bovis (the agent of
bovine tuberculosis). More recent phylogenetic analyses indicate that modern-day
M. bovis isolates arose from an ancestor of M. tuberculosis, making the direction-
ality of transfer among species uncertain (Brosch et al. 2001; Mostowy et al. 2002).
Rabies is another prominent disease triggered by contact between humans and
domesticated animals. Although rabies cannot be sustained in human populations
alone, human cases probably increased dramatically following the domestication
of dogs, with evidence of human cases of rabies dating back at least 4000 years
(Weiss 2001).

Animal domestication not only provided opportunities for host shifts to humans
and increased exposure to zoonotic agents, but also favored new transmission
strategies, as exemplified by Toxoplasma gondii, the pathogen responsible for
toxoplasmosis infections in humans and other mammalian hosts. This parasite orig-
inally had a complex life cycle with transmission alternating between two hosts—
a definitive carnivore host and an intermediate herbivore host (Sibley 2003). A
recent genetic analysis suggested that the origins of a second, direct transmission
strategy (via a fecal-oral route) occurred around the same time as agricultural
expansion (ca.10,000 year ago), providing support for the hypothesis that this
parasite evolved rapidly in response to selection driven by agrarian lifestyles
(Su 2003).
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8.2.2.2 Urbanization and parasite transmission

During the early stages of civilization, growing human populations provided larger
numbers of susceptible hosts that were aggregated around cities or other relatively
permanent settlements, with significant consequences for sustaining many of the
contact-borne pathogens that are well known to modern humans (McNeill 1977).
Crowding of humans into urban centers probably intensified outbreaks of infectious
diseases, and cities fostered infections as centers for trade and via contaminated
water supplies and poor sanitation (Diamond 1997). In Chapter 4, we discussed the
concept of a “critical community size” for infectious diseases, defined as the popu-
lation threshold below which infections cannot persist. Measles infections in human
populations show one of the clearest examples of such a population threshold, with
cities of less than 250,000 people unable to support continued measles cases with-
out periodic reintroduction (Bartlett 1960a; Keeling and Grenfell 1997a). The local
population sizes of most wild primates probably rarely, if ever, exceed the size
needed to sustain acute, contact-transmitted infections, such as measles, influenza,
and rubella.

Infectious diseases associated with urban centers also include cholera, transmitted
by contaminated drinking water, and typhus and plague, endemic in rodents and
transmitted to humans following contact with their fleas or lice (Table 8.1). Again,
these infections appear to be largely absent from wild primate populations, either
because primate groups do not commonly associate with rodent reservoirs, or
because waste accumulation in primate societies rarely reaches the levels seen in
human settlements. Human cases of cholera, a diarrheal disease spread by fecal-oral
transmission and caused by the bacterium Vibrio cholerae, can occur following con-
tact with aquatic reservoirs, while “secondary” or “human-to-human” transmission
occurs via shared food and water resources (Colwell 1996). The build-up of wastes
around permanent settlements and contamination of drinking water necessary for
widespread cholera epidemics occur more commonly around cities, although pat-
terns of rainfall and temperature also play crucial roles (Pascual et al. 2002). Other
pathogens associated with diarrheal diseases (e.g. Shigella and Salmonella) have
been occasionally reported from wild primate populations (Kourany and Porter
1969; Nizeyi et al. 2001). Whether these infections are caused by contact with
humans or wild animals remains unknown.

Plague, a bacterial disease caused by Yersinia pestis, was responsible for some of
the most devastating epidemics in human history (McNeill 1977). Plague bacteria
can be harbored by rats and are vectored by fleas to nonhuman hosts. In humans,
Y. pestis is associated with plague following contact with infectious fleas, and can
also cause another form of plague where transmission occurs by direct inhalation.
All forms of plague are highly virulent in humans, causing 75–100% mortality in the
absence of medical treatment. Plague likely affected humans throughout ancient
times, but the most severe epidemic, commonly known as the “Black Death”,
occurred in Europe during the 1300s (Ziegler 1969). This epidemic originated
in India and spread along trade routes to China, ultimately reaching Europe via rats
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that were transported on Italian ships. In total, an astonishing 25–30% of the
European population perished from the Black Death between 1346 and 1352
(Ziegler 1969). Recurrent outbreaks followed until the late 1600s, when black rats
were overtaken by Norwegian rats (an inferior reservoir host), and changes in
housing construction limited human contact with rats (Weiss 2001). Plague is now a
rare disease in humans and isolated outbreaks mainly occur following contact
with rodents harboring the bacterium. Not surprisingly, cases of plague in wild non-
human primates are not generally known, probably because sustained outbreaks
require a close association with rodents and are favored by conditions in crowded
urban centers.

8.2.2.3 Human movements and disease introductions

Also important during the first epidemiological transmission was greater human
mobility, both among local communities and also through long-distance trade routes,
which increased the ease with which parasites could be maintained in human popu-
lations and enabled the long-distance transfer of parasites and pathogens between
settlements (Diamond 1997). Indeed, as human populations expanded in places like
Europe and Asia, isolated communities that could not sustain prolonged outbreaks
of “human specialist” pathogens probably became connected by networks of local
and long-distance dispersal.

Smallpox is one example of a viral disease that achieved a nearly worldwide
distribution following the rise of urban centers and global colonization by Western
societies (see Box 8.2). Specializing exclusively on humans and spread through
direct contact, this pathogen might have evolved from an ancestral rodent or cow
virus, although its origins remain uncertain (Table 8.1). Smallpox changed the
course of human history in multiple ways, most notably by making the colonization
of the New World easier for Europeans (Oldstone 1998). Although Aztecs vastly
outnumbered Spanish forces in the early 1500s, smallpox spread so rapidly among
the Aztec troops, noblepersons, and the general population that their armies were
readily conquered by Cortés’ forces (Diamond 1997). A similar scenario ensued in
North America when British forces deliberately “donated” blankets contaminated
with smallpox virus to Native American tribes in the 1700s (Oldstone 1998). Thus,
the spread of smallpox in Native Americans vividly illustrates the devastating effects
that can result when a pathogen is introduced into a previously unexposed host
population.

Unlike many bird species and some large mammals, wild primates are not known
for long-distance migration. Thus, compared to humans, pathogen exchanges at a
continental or global level are almost certainly rare among nonhuman primates.
Furthermore, although cross-populational and cross-species transmission could occur
among primate species sharing the same habitats, such biogeographic shifts probably
occurred more slowly, possibly allowing time for hosts to evolve adaptations that
defend against new pathogens.
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8.2.2.4 Loss of parasites in developing civilizations

Not all changes associated with developing human civilizations increased our
exposure to infectious diseases; some parasites were lost over time, particularly
those for which changes in human diets and hygiene interrupted transmission
opportunities. For example, practices associated with washing and cooking of foods,
especially meat, probably reduced the transmission of many intestinal parasites, such
as tapeworms with complex life cycles. In Chapter 3, we argued that wild primates
are often exposed to parasites encountered in their environments while foraging,
sleeping, or locating new resources. Food production probably narrowed the diets of
many human societies from a wide range of resources obtained through hunting and
gathering, to a relatively small number of livestock species and crops. By limiting
encounters with parasites in the environment and via food items, the rise of agricul-
tural production and sedentary human populations probably reduced the diversity of
parasites transmitted by intermediate hosts and contact with infectious stages in the
environment.

In Western societies, a second epidemiological transition coincided with the
Industrial Revolution in the middle of the nineteenth century. Although this historical
period could have increased the prevalence of some diseases following rural-to-urban
migrations, concomitant scientific progress allowed humans to treat and prevent
infections by parasitic organisms. Key advances involved better understanding of
how pathogens spread and enter hosts, and improved hygiene, sanitation, and health
care practices (reviewed in Barrett et al. 1998). The prevalence of many infectious
agents and levels of disease-induced mortality were lowered by public health control
strategies, with notable outcomes in the twentieth century involving the eradication
of smallpox as a global threat (Box 8.2) and the widespread use of DDT to limit the
spread of malaria and other insect-borne diseases. In Western societies where
drinking water is sanitized and human contacts with rodent reservoirs are minimized,
diseases such as cholera, typhoid fever, typhus, and plague have been nearly
eliminated. As briefly discussed in Section 8.3.2, several lines of evidence suggest
that the loss of parasites for which humans have evolved immune defenses could
have some unexpected consequences, particularly in terms of the expression of aller-
gies among both children and adults. With the lengthening of human life spans due
to reductions in parasitic infections in industrialized nations, the so-called “diseases
of civilization,” particularly heart disease and cancer, surpassed infectious diseases
as important causes of mortality.

Barrett et al. (1998) argued that humans are in the midst of a third epidemiological
transition, marked by the emergence of new diseases in an ever more globally con-
nected world, as well as the evolution of antibiotic resistance among some of our
more ancient killers (see also McMichael 2004). Although it is tempting to focus on
disease emergence as a modern phenomenon, the large number of infectious agents
transferred from animals to humans during the last several thousand years
emphasizes that new infectious diseases have appeared repeatedly throughout
human history (Lederberg 2000; Weiss 2001). Comparing modern human parasite
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Box 8.2 Smallpox, vaccination, and the eradication of a human disease

One of the world’s most notorious pathogens is the Variola virus in the family
Poxviridae—the causative agent of smallpox. This highly virulent disease is the only
pathogen known to have been intentionally driven “extinct in the wild” by humans (Fenner
et al. 1988). Although the evolutionary origins of smallpox are uncertain, evidence for this
virus dates back over several thousand years and includes blisters preserved on the
mummy of the Egyptian Pharoh Ramses V, who died in 1157 BC (Behebani 1983).
Smallpox continued to cause human suffering throughout recorded history until its eradi-
cation in the 1970s. Eradication was accomplished largely through (1) development of a
highly effective vaccination campaign, aided in part by smallpox’s telltale signs of infec-
tion (Fig. 8.2(a)), (2) its exclusive specialization on humans, and (3) the slow rate of spread
relative to other contagious diseases, such as measles and influenza.

The term “vaccination” was coined in the early 1800s following reports that dairy maids
with cowpox appeared to resist smallpox infection. The doctor and scientist William
Jenner discovered that injecting patients with cowpox virus conferred immunity to small-
pox (the Latin root word for vaccination, “vacca”, refers to cows, and the term Vaccinia
refers to the cowpox virus; Fig. 8.2(b)). This highly effective practice resulted in lasting
immunity in immunized patients (Friedman and Friedland 1998). Even before this dis-
covery, however, injection of fluid from smallpox scabs was used in Europe in the 1700s;
it caused a mild form of smallpox with much lower mortality than typical infections. In
fact, exposing humans to attenuated virus as a means to prevent new infections can be
traced back over 1000 years ago, when Asian cultures inhaled dried material from small-
pox lesions or scabs of infected individuals (Behebani 1983). One particularly intriguing
historical footnote is the role of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in bringing this practice of
“variolation” to England. After becoming familiar with the practice while in Turkey
(where her husband was an ambassador), she later had her children immunized during the
early 1700s and helped to gain acceptance of the procedure in her homeland (Behebani
1983).

The World Health Organization launched a global campaign in the 1960s and 1970s to
vaccinate humans worldwide, as by that time the disease had been largely eliminated from
industrialized nations (Behebani 1983). Smallpox has an R0 of about 3 to 5, so in theory it
should have been driven to extinction in many places by immunizing two-thirds to 

(a) (b)

Fig. 8.2 (a) A woman with smallpox holding her vaccinated infant, (b) Cowpox fluid
being harvested from an infected cow to be used in vaccinations. Images reproduced from
the National Museum of Health and Medicine Gallery (photo credits Reeve 32486 and

CP 2611, respectively).
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three-quarters of the population (Anderson and May 1991). By the early 1970s, success
had been achieved nearly worldwide, but more intensive efforts were needed to eradicate
the disease from the final few remaining countries, including India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bangladesh, and Somalia, where smallpox remained in remote settlements. Thus, even
though the critical vaccination threshold for disease elimination had been met at a global
level, isolated populations still existed for which few or no individuals had been immu-
nized (Fenner et al. 1988). To achieve final eradication, a search and containment strategy
identified areas with remaining cases, and local vaccination of everyone in affected vil-
lages and neighboring areas served to eliminate these pockets of disease. The last cases of
endemic smallpox were reported in Bangladesh and Somalia in 1975–1977 (Fenner et al.
1988b). By the 1980s, smallpox was considered to be eradicated and vaccination efforts
disbanded, with routine vaccination ending earlier (around 1972) in some countries, such
as the United States. In the decades since vaccination ended, more susceptible hosts have
been recruited into the population through births. For example, nearly half of all US citi-
zens are potentially unprotected against smallpox, which has generated concerns about
global smallpox stocks and calls to develop vaccination strategies to respond to potential
attacks from biological weapons (Henderson 1998).

Box 8.2 (Cont.)

assemblages to those from wild primates emphasizes how many pathogens have
been acquired by humans over time, and points to several mechanisms—including
animal domestication and the growth of large, globally connected populations—
that have allowed pathogens to shift into humans and adapt to new transmission
opportunities.

8.3 Human responses to infectious diseases: from
Darwinian medicine to public health

Because wild primates share a close evolutionary relationship with humans and can
harbor many of the same infections (Brack 1987; Chapman et al. 2005a), they are
extensively used in biomedical research aimed at understanding how pathogens
invade host cells and tissues, how disease develops, and the efficacy of vaccines and
drugs used for control measures. Macaques, baboons, chimpanzees and owl mon-
keys are among the primate species most commonly used to develop new treatments
and vaccines for infectious diseases, including research on HIV/AIDS, leishmania-
sis, and malaria. Far fewer studies have investigated how free-living primates
respond to infectious diseases, both behaviorally and through immune defenses, yet
these studies could point to novel strategies for countering infectious diseases in
humans, including low-cost approaches for discovering new medicinal plants and
behavioral strategies for avoiding infections. Examining parallels in the responses of
humans and wild primates to infectious diseases—including dietary and cultural
practices, patterns of mate choice, and evolutionary shifts in major histocompatibility
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complex (MHC) genes and other genetic responses—could provide a deeper under-
standing of the ways that infectious diseases have shaped human lifestyles and evo-
lution.

Recent interest in evolutionary medicine, in which human health is viewed in a
broad evolutionary framework (Ewald 1980; Nesse and Williams 1996; Stearns
1999; Trevathan et al. 1999), has focused attention on mechanisms underlying the
causes of disease, including the adaptive significance of fever, the origins of host
immunity, and medical problems not commonly thought to arise from infectious
agents (Cochran et al. 2000; Ewald 2000). A particularly striking example involves
a possible link between toxoplasmosis and the development of schizophrenia and
personality traits, considered in the context of how parasite-induced changes in host
behavior might enhance transmission (see Section 2.6 and Box 8.3). These and
other examples illustrate how establishing links between infectious agents and
human disorders could lead to new approaches to treatment and prevention, as well
as general understanding of human cultural practices and physiological responses
to disease.

Box 8.3 Evolutionary medicine and human health

The emerging field of evolutionary (or Darwinian) medicine views human health and
disease in an evolutionary context (Ewald 1980; Nesse and Williams 1996; Stearns 1999;
Trevathan et al. 1999). Examples of research questions that fall under this area include
understanding the adaptive function of human physiological responses to infection, such
as fever (Nesse and Williams 1996), and the degree to which classical signs and symptoms
of infectious disease are a product of pathogen activity versus the host’s own response to
infection. Researchers have considered the ways that human behavior can modify the evo-
lution of pathogen virulence, primarily by affecting opportunities for parasite transmission
(Ewald 1993, 1994a). Other studies consider the ways that life in the modern world pro-
duce “diseases of civilization,” in part because the environments to which humans might
have adapted during the long Paleolithic period are probably very different from the world
in which we live today (Barratt et al. 2002). Many researchers who study evolutionary
medicine aim to develop clinical applications of their research; in the case of infant health,
for example, clinical applications include solutions to deal with colic (Barr 1999) or sud-
den infant death syndrome (McKenna et al. 1999).

Comparative primate socioecology provides a further evolutionary framework to improve
understanding of human responses to infectious disease, the origins of some non-infectious
diseases, and behavioral defenses. One striking example involves the evolutionary roots
of alcoholism, which although not infectious, does have serious implications for human
health. Over 17 million Americans suffer from the effects of alcohol abuse and dependence
(Grant et al. 2004), with economic consequences in excess of $180 billion per year in the
United States (Harwood 2000). Could understanding selective pressures involving ethanol
in the lives of nonhuman primates provide insights to this modern epidemic? Dudley
(2000, 2002, 2004) has drawn such a link, based on the importance of fruit in the primate
diet and the historical legacy of fruit-eating in humans. Specifically, he proposed that
primates could use “ethanol plumes” to locate fruit patches, and may therefore have
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acquired a preference for ethanol as a feeding stimulant. Because ethanol provides nearly
two times the caloric value as other carbohydrates, animals could also gain energetically
from locating ethanol-rich food sources (Dudley 2000). In nature, the yeast that produces
alcohol in decaying fruit would have been unlikely to produce a yield of greater than 5 or
10% ethanol, and relatively few fruits would be likely to contain even these levels. With
the development of technology to produce higher alcohol content relatively inexpensively,
humans may be capitalizing on an evolutionary legacy, resulting in negative effects on
human health. In other words, alcoholism could be seen as an example of nutritional
excess (Nesse and Williams 1996), similar to hypotheses for the preference for fatty and
high carbohydrate foods in human diets in the modern world.

Another area of research related to evolutionary medicine involves identifying associa-
tions between parasites and host responses to infection in ways that provide new insights
to the development of disease. A notable example here involves a possible link between
toxoplasmosis and the development of personality traits or psychological disorders,
including schizophrenia. Toxoplasma gondii, the causative agent of toxoplasmosis, typi-
cally infects small prey, such as mice, with cats serving as the definitive host. Humans may
acquire the intermediate stage of this protozoan by eating infected meat or through expo-
sure to cats and their feces. Studies of toxoplasmosis in rats reveal a reduction in risk aver-
sion (Berdoy et al. 2000), which could increase their chances of becoming prey for a
definitive host. Recent studies in humans show that toxoplasmosis might also affect human
personality traits by increasing risk-taking behavior (Flegr et al. 1996). Furthermore, by
delaying locomotor reaction times (Havlicek et al. 2001), toxoplasmosis is associated
with greater risks of being in a traffic accident (among drivers and pedestrians, Flegr et al.
2002a). Studies also showed statistical links between severe infections with T. gondii and
psychotic symptoms similar to schizophrenia, and exposure to cats during childhood was
positively related to the risk of developing schizophrenia later in life (Torrey and Yolken
2003). Given that the prevalence of infection in human populations can reach 60% (Flegr
et al. 2002a), a large number of us might be unknowingly behaving in ways that reflect
manipulation by this parasite.

Comparative studies of cross-cultural variation in human behavior, such as the use of
spices (see Section 8.4, Billing and Sherman 1998), could provide novel insights into how
humans manage health and disease risk in an evolutionary and cultural context. Another
comprehensive study across human societies pointed to an adaptive role of morning
sickness for lowering the risk from infectious diseases and harmful phytochemicals to the
fetus during a crucial phase of development. Specifically, Flaxman and Sherman (2000)
showed that in cultures where meat or animal products are not “staple food items,” there
was little or no frequency of morning sickness, whereas in Western societies in which there
is a longer history of consuming animal foods, the most common aversion among pregnant
women was to meat, fish, poultry, and eggs. These are exactly the items that pose a greater
risk of transmitting food-borne illnesses, especially prior to the advent of modern food
handling and refrigeration. Examples such as these cast new light on human behaviors that
might otherwise appear maladaptive or inexplicable. More generally, evolutionary medicine
proposes that knowledge of evolutionary history and ecology can provide insights to
human health, while also pointing toward new tools for combating infections, including
ways that humans might change their behavior to reduce the transmission and severity of
infectious diseases over longer timescales.

Box 8.3 (Cont.)
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8.3.1 Behavioral responses to infectious diseases

Just as nonhuman primates exhibit a variety of behaviors to limit their exposure to
infectious disease (Chapter 5), humans employ many behavioral defenses to avoid or
eliminate infections. These include dietary customs, religious rituals, agricultural
techniques, and methods for childcare and traditional medicine (Inhoof and Brown
1990). Simple actions such as washing hands after using the toilet play a substantial
role in limiting the spread of fecally transmitted diseases, and condom-use has
slowed the spread of HIV in western societies. To reduce contact with insect vectors
that transmit debilitating diseases, people in the tropics commonly sleep in rooms
with screens on the windows, or use mosquito nets when screens are unavailable (e.g.
Pålsson et al. 2004). These human behaviors have their parallels in nonhuman
primates; for example, New World primates use “closed” sleep sites that potentially
reduce their risk of acquiring malaria (Nunn and Heymann 2005, see Fig. 5.10).

Some primates even show evidence for cultural transmission of food-washing
behaviors (McGrew 1998), exemplified by Japanese macaques that dip potatoes in
the ocean, possibly for adding a salty flavor to food (Watanabe 1994), but perhaps
also for hygienic purposes, as macaques living farther from the sea washed food
items in a stream (Nakamichi et al. 1998). Chapter 5 revealed other behavioral
defenses used by nonhuman primates, including the ways in which primates use
medicinal plants. Humans in non-Western societies use a similar variety of medicinal
treatments, and in industrialized societies we are bombarded with new remedies for a
wide range of ailments and infections, with plant-derived compounds representing
potential sources of new drugs that remain under-explored by contemporary pharma-
ceutical companies (Farnsworth 1988). In what follows, we highlight a few examples
to illustrate how comparisons with nonhuman primates provide insights into human
behavioral defenses to disease.

8.3.1.1 Behavioral defenses to sexually transmitted diseases

An interesting place to start is with human STDs. Across cultures, Donovan (2000b)
described the fascinating diversity of behaviors that modern humans use to reduce
the risk of contracting STDs, including urinating after “risky” sex, and even drinking
large quantities of beer! (Neither of which, we should add, have been shown to be
effective preventative measures.) Humans in modern times can use condoms as a
physical barrier to prevent the spread of STDs, but this option is clearly not available
(and unlikely to be developed!) for nonhuman primates. And of course condoms
were similarly unavailable throughout most of human history and evolution.

Other options for behaviorally avoiding STDs likely arose throughout primate
evolution, with humans developing additional solutions. Thus, Donovan (2000a, b)
documented that in some cultures, people inspect the genitals of potential mating
partners, and that individuals wash their own genitals after sex. Many potentially
similar behaviors are found in nonhuman primates, including manual and oral genital
self-grooming after mating, pre-copulatory inspection of a partner’s genitals, and
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post-copulatory urination (Nunn 2003). Whether these behaviors are effective in
preventing venereal disease, however, is another question, with few convincing cor-
relations between these behaviors and measures of STD risk across primate species
(Nunn 2003), and little evidence for their effectiveness in humans (Hooper et al.
1978). In wild primates, alternative motivations can better explain some behaviors,
such as males inspecting female genitals to assess the probability or timing of
ovulation (Dixson 1998).

Monogamy is another potential counter-measure to the problem of STDs. This
strategy, discussed in previous chapters, is practiced (or, at least encouraged) in
many human societies and should reduce the spread of STDs, although monogamy
is far from a universal practice in humans (Marlowe 2000), and is not always
practiced by so-called “monogamous” primates (Palombit 1994; Reichard 1995). In
humans, monogamy as a favored mating strategy might also function as a means for
males to control female reproduction, or as a strategy used by both sexes to maximize
investment from each partner in offspring (e.g. Marlowe 2000). In modern humans,
sexual acts are often motivated by non-reproductive benefits, and it is conceivable
that this would result in more STDs in humans than in nonhuman primates.
However, nonhuman primates also mate at times when conception is impossible,
such as during pregnancy (van Schaik et al. 1999). Because many primate species
are remarkably more promiscuous than humans, their mating systems should offer
many opportunities for the establishment of STDs (Nunn and Altizer 2004).

In a provocatively titled paper, “Sexually transmitted disease and human
evolution: survival of the ugliest?,” Immerman (1986) proposed that STDs played a
major role in the evolution of monogamy in human societies (see also Immerman
and Mackey 1999). Specifically, the reproductive costs of STDs could have exerted
substantial selective pressures on humans, particularly in terms of female sterility,
resulting in behavioral and physical changes to reduce exposure to venereal disease.
It remains unclear why STDs would have been more important in humans than in
other primate lineages, other than the simple fact that humans appear to harbor an
impressive array of STDs (Holmes et al. 1999; Immerman and Mackey 1999). The
large number of STDs in humans in fact suggests that the behavioral strategies pro-
posed by Immerman were not particularly effective, or that we simply know far less
about STD infections in other species (Lockhart et al. 1996).

In modern-day human societies, some behaviors implemented to limit the risk of
pregnancy and the spread of certain STDs could favor the sexual spread of other
infections less commonly associated with venereal disease. As one example, herpes
simplex virus-1 (HSV-1) typically causes oral herpes, whereas HSV-2 has been the
most common cause of genital herpes. The highest rate of exposure to genital herpes
infections occurs in young adults following the onset of sexual activity, and preva-
lence increases with age and the cumulative number of sexual partners (Stanberry
and Rosenthal 1999). Changing sexual practices among adolescents and young
adults, including more frequent oral–genital contact and increased condom use, has
been linked to a growing number of cases of “first episode” genital herpes caused by
HSV-1 relative to HSV-2, particularly among younger adults and women (reviewed



in Roberts 2005). This epidemiological change suggests that oral–genital sex might
be an often-overlooked but important risk factor in the spread of STDs, and that
studies aimed at quantifying different forms of sexual contact in relation to disease
risk could provide insights into their consequences for the spread of pathogens
transmitted sexually and by other forms of close contact.

To offer yet another possible behavioral defense against STDs, some people have
a predilection for shaving their pubic hair, with this behavior potentially providing
aesthetic or erotic benefits, and also reducing suitable habitat for pubic lice (Phthirus
pubis, Donovan 2000a). Humans are also known for the sparseness of hair on most
other parts of the body, raising the possibility that the evolutionary loss of hair more
generally is a response to parasite risk, as proposed in a stimulating paper by Pagel
and Bodmer (2003) titled “A naked ape would have fewer parasites.” Mammalian
hair offers an ideal habitat for a variety of ectoparasites, and some of these parasites
can cause debilitating diseases such as plague (often transmitted by fleas from
rodents) and scabies (Macfie 1996; Graczyk et al. 2001; Kalema-Zikusoka et al.
2002). Indeed, ectoparasites such as lice, mites, and ticks can lower the fitness of
infected hosts, particularly among juveniles or hosts that are stressed for other reasons
(Arnold and Lichtenstein 1993; Lehmann 1993). Pagel and Bodmer (2003) proposed
that when humans began using clothing and fire, they depended less on their own layer
of protective hair for maintaining body heat and reducing exposure to the sun and other
elements. Like hair, clothing can harbor ectoparasites. But Pagel and Bodmer (2003)
argued that parasites can be removed easily from clothing, and that heavily infested
clothes can be exchanged for new ones. This interesting hypothesis deserves to be tested,
for example by investigating levels of “hairiness” among human populations that vary
in their exposure to ectoparasites (Pagel and Bodmer 2003). On the other hand, as
noted by Pagel and Bodmer (2003), hirsuteness may also be important in sexual selec-
tion, for example in female choice for sexually mature males with more body hair as
an indicator of age and endocrine condition (Dixson et al. 2003). Along similar lines,
Kittler et al. (2003) used phylogenetic methods to date the divergence of human lice
into a lineage that specializes on head hairs as a habitat, and another lineage that uses
the rest of the body (and can also live in clothing). They estimated that this evolutionary
split occurred 107,000 years ago (Kittler et al. 2004), thus providing an estimated date
for the origins of clothing in human evolution.

8.3.1.2 Parasites and sexual selection in humans

Parasite mediated sexual selection provides an intriguing framework for considering
the evolution of human behavior in the context of infectious disease. Parasites have
been implicated as driving sexual selection in animals (Hamilton and Zuk 1982;
Folstad and Karter 1992; Able 1996), with the benefits of choosing uninfected mates
outlined in Chapter 5—but do similar processes operate in humans? One of the first
studies to address this question used cross-cultural data covering 93 societies. With
a database on seven types of acute or debilitating parasites, including Leishmania,
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Plasmodium, Trypanosoma, Schistosoma, and Wucheria, Low (1987) found a positive
association between a categorical measure of disease risk (reflecting the presence
and prevalence of parasitic infections), and five measures of polygyny (out of six that
she investigated, based on the percentage of women in polygynous relationships).
Associations between pathogen pressure and human status signals were only mar-
ginally significant (see also Low 1990). These results indicated that parasites might
drive increases in sexual selection and reproductive skew in human mating systems,
possibly through a “good genes” mechanism.

A later study found a significant positive association between a similar measure
of parasite pressure and the value placed on physical attractiveness in potential
mates, using survey data from 29 human societies where both males and females
rated the degree to which outward appearance was important in selecting a mate
(Gangestad and Buss 1993). The association between mate choice and parasitism
remained strong after the authors further controlled for other variables that likely
influenced parasite risk (including latitude and average income). More recently
Roberts et al. (2005) addressed possible mechanisms that underlie such associations
by comparing measures of heterozygosity across three MHC loci in humans (HLA-
A, HLA-B, and HLA-DRB1) against measures of human facial attractiveness. In this
study, females assigned higher attractiveness scores to the faces of more heterozygous
men as opposed to those who were homozygous at one or more loci. Heterozygosity
was also positively associated with facial symmetry as determined by image analy-
sis and “skin patch healthiness.” Because the variety of molecules produced by MHC
loci control the range of pathogens recognized by vertebrate immune systems (see
Box 5.3), these results suggest that females might select mates resistant to a wider
range of pathogens by using facial appearance as an indicator of underlying genetic
variation at loci that influence susceptibility to disease. This study complements ear-
lier work in humans suggesting that females can use olfactory cues to choose mates
with dissimilar MHC genotypes (Wedekind et al. 1995). Future studies of the role of
MHC polymorphism in relation to mate choice and disease resistance in wild
primates should provide useful comparisons for evaluating the mechanisms that
underlie these associations and their importance in primate evolution (see Section
5.2.1.5 and Box 5.3).

8.3.1.3 Sickness behaviors and medicinal plants

As in nonhuman primates, sickness behaviors are also an integral part of the recov-
ery process in humans, especially in the case of resting during the day to facilitate
recovery. Thus, “sick day” is a widely used term throughout industrialized societies,
with schools and businesses allowing recovery time for those who have fallen ill.
Just as chimpanzees build day nests and convalesce when they suffer from parasitic
infections (Takasaki and Hunt 1987; Huffman and Seifu 1989; Krief et al. 2005),
humans use their own sleeping quarters (or sleeping sites available elsewhere) when
infected by virulent parasites.
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Humans have long possessed a diverse pharmacopoeia, usually based on local
plants thought to have medicinal properties (e.g. Etkin 1994; Schultes and Von Reis
1995; Sumner 2000). This knowledge has developed into a colossal economic interest
based on plants used as herbal medicines, and plant derivatives as sources of medic-
inal drugs for the global pharmaceutical industry. In the United States, one quarter of
all prescription drugs are derived from plant compounds (Farnsworth and Morris
1976). Yet despite the global importance of plant-derived drugs and record amounts
of spending on research and development by pharmaceutical companies, Farnsworth
(1988) noted that no firms in the United States engage in active research aimed at drug
discovery from plants. Studies of natural compounds used in traditional medicine sys-
tems and variation in plant use by nonhuman primates could therefore represent an
untapped resource for introducing new drugs or treatments for infectious disease into
Western societies (Newton 1991; Glander 1994; Sumner 2000).

A comparative study that focused on the medicinal value of plant-derived
products in relation to human–microbe interactions deserves mention here for its
original approach. Billing and Sherman (1998) set out to answer a basic and fasci-
nating question: why do humans include spices in food preparation? Using recipes
for meat-based dishes from more than 30 countries, the authors quantified the use of
43 different spices, which also included onions and chili peppers. They showed
quantitatively that (as expected) spices are more common in cuisines from countries
characterized by a hotter climate (Fig. 8.3). Based on additional findings that spices
inhibit the growth of a wide diversity of bacteria, Billing and Sherman (1998)
concluded that the geographical distribution of spicy foods reflects a need to prevent
food spoilage caused by bacteria in hotter climates. They were also able to rule out alter-
native explanations involving nutritional benefits of spices, use of spices to conceal
the taste or smell of spoiled food, and use of spicy foods to promote perspiration for
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Fig. 8.3 Relationship between mean annual temperature and the spiciness of recipes among
36 cuisines. Significant positive associations were found between mean annual temperature
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of spices used per recipe. Both relationships are statistically significant. Reprinted from
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evaporative cooling. If this hypothesis is correct, enjoyment of a spicy curry or
Mexican dish could owe as much to bacterial organisms as it does to human inge-
nuity and cultural evolution. It remains possible, however, that a greater diversity of
plants near the equator could provide more opportunities for those societies living in
equatorial regions to use spices.

Although human behaviors can improve hygiene and health, many cultural
practices have the opposite effect and can actually enhance the spread of infectious
diseases. One example popularized by Richard Rhodes’s book “Deadly Feasts”
(1997) is the role of cannibalistic post-mortem rituals in transmitting kuru, a prion
disease of aboriginal humans inhabiting the New Guinea highlands. Similarly,
increased contact with water, as occurs through irrigation of fields or via religious
rituals, or dam building in developing or industrialized societies, can increase
human exposure to schistosomiasis in areas where this disease is endemic (Inhorn
and Brown 1990). Clearly, more studies are needed on cultural practices that influ-
ence disease transmission. To that end, increased collaboration between anthro-
pologists, medical doctors, and primatologists interested in health issues will
likely provide new insights to a wide range of basic research in biomedicine and
health care. These insights might greatly reduce human exposure to and suffering
from common health problems such as diarrheal diseases, vector-borne diseases
and STDs.

8.3.2 Evolution of immune defenses and resistance traits

In free-living animal populations, parasite-mediated selection should increase the
frequency of resistant phenotypes (briefly reviewed in Box 6.1). This same process
applies to humans, with pathogens increasing the frequency of traits conferring
resistance and generating divergence among populations exposed to different levels
of infection. In some cases, selection driven by infectious diseases might follow
rapid epidemics, as occurred when nearly one third of all Europeans died from the
Black Death during the bubonic plague of 1348–1349 (Ziegler 1969), or during the
1918 influenza pandemic that killed 20–40 million people worldwide (Oldstone
1998). Other epidemic-prone human diseases include dengue and yellow fever,
cholera, and leishmaniasis, some of which also infect nonhuman primates and have
high case fatality rates in humans (between 10% and 50% in the absence of effective
medical treatment, WHO 2000). Moderate disease-induced mortality or lost
opportunities for reproduction might generate evolutionary responses over longer
timescales, as could occur for STDs in women of child-bearing age.

Perhaps the best-known examples of parasite-mediated selection on humans are
hemoglobin-related disorders that confer resistance to Plasmodium, including
sickle-cell anemia (arising from the abnormal hemoglobin gene HbS) and glucose-
6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency (Min-Oo and Gros 2005). These
traits probably date back to the appearance of falciparum malaria (estimated as the
earliest malaria parasite to infect humans) and can reach unusually high frequencies
in some malaria-endemic regions. Balancing selection on both of these traits arises
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from malaria resistance among heterozygotes on the one hand, and severe anemia in
homozygous individuals (reviewed in Templeton 1982; Tishkoff and Verrelli 2003).
Despite the incredible diversity (ca. 26 species) and often high prevalence of
Plasmodium across a range of primate species (Box 8.1), data on genetic polymor-
phisms associated with blood disorders and malaria resistance are not widely avail-
able from natural primate populations (but see Migot-Nabias et al. 1999, Matsumoto
et al. 2000). Population-level studies of malaria resistance traits in relation to
Plasmodium prevalence in wild primates could reveal whether different malaria par-
asites have selected for similar resistance traits in other primate species, and how
selection pressures have changed with the history and frequency of association with
different parasite species.

Molecular genetic data can be combined with population genetic frameworks to
uncover the effects of disease in human populations (Hill 2001). As one example,
Galvani and Slatkin (2003) used population genetic approaches to infer past selec-
tion pressure on the gene deletion CCR5-�32, an allele that confers resistance to
HIV infection. This gene occurs at elevated frequency in some northern European
populations (around 10%) but is absent from native African populations (Liu et al.
1996). Although the CCR5 mutation is probably under intense selection in human
populations with high HIV prevalence, the timing of its origin (now estimated at
over 1000 years ago) and its geographic occurrence suggest that HIV did not cause
the present distribution of CCR5-�32. Some authors instead attributed its distribu-
tion to episodic selection driven by plague in Europe between 1300 and 1600
(Stephens et al. 1998). However, other authors suggest that smallpox is a more plau-
sible historical cause of the high frequency of CCR5-�32 in European populations
(Galvani and Slatkin 2003).

Inferring past scenarios based on geographic variation in genes with major effects
on disease susceptibility could be strengthened by population-genetic studies across
species of wild primates that vary in their exposure to closely related pathogens. It
is also important to note that whereas a few genes show strong effects on disease
resistance in humans, many others have weaker associations (with example
pathogens including viral hepatitis, tuberculosis, and leprosy)—suggesting that in
the majority of studies, researchers will need to apply molecular and statistical tools
that consider polygenic inheritance of disease susceptibility as opposed to inferences
based on single-genes (Hill 2001). With the chimpanzee genome now completed and
detailed comparisons with the human genome underway (Chimpanzee Sequencing
and Analysis Consortium 2005), comparative genomics across primate species could
point to new sites for disease resistance genes in humans.

In terms of MHC-complex genes, pathogen-mediated selection can generate
diversity crucial for human immune defenses against infectious diseases. One might
expect that humans should, on average, show a greater number of MHC alleles than
many nonhuman primates, especially in comparison to primate species known to
harbor relatively few parasites. Similarly, human populations historically exposed to
fewer pathogenic diseases might show lower levels of MHC diversity than popula-
tions from parasite-rich regions. This latter hypothesis is supported in part by
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observations of fewer MHC alleles among South American Indians relative to
humans from other regions, which could be due to genetic bottlenecks during human
colonization of the New World, but could also result from the lower historical expo-
sure of Native Americans to infectious diseases (Van Blerkom 2003). As suggested
by Frank (2002), finer-scale comparative studies of variation at particular MHC
genes can point to evidence of past selection operating on genes that confer resist-
ance to specific pathogens, as seen, for example, by lower variation across several
MHC Class I loci in chimpanzees (de Groot et al. 2002).

More generally, research that examines human immune responses from ecologi-
cal and evolutionary perspectives is badly needed to balance the large number of
biomedical studies on immunity. This includes field studies that quantify immune
function among human populations that differ in their ecological interactions with
parasites (McDade 2003). For example, in light of the costly nature of some host
defenses, tradeoff theory suggests that individuals that invest in “maintenance” func-
tions like parasite resistance might have fewer resources to invest in growth and
reproduction (Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Norris and Evans 2000). Evidence
supporting this idea has been reported from birds, mammals, and insects (Demas
et al. 1997; Nordling et al. 1998; Moret and Schmid-Hempel 2000; Derting and
Compton 2003; Lindstrom et al. 2004, see also Section 5.2.1.4). If applied to
humans, this hypothesis predicts that both within and among populations, we should
find a negative relationship between individual investment in immune defenses and
measures of reproduction or growth, with high levels of immune defenses leading to
lower rates of childhood development or lower than expected fertility (McDade 2003).
Combined field and comparative studies across human cultures or populations could
explore ecological variation in measures of immune defenses and their associations
with parasite burdens and population demographic variables (McDade and
Worthman 1999). It is important to note, however, that researchers will need to
control for variation in resource levels, which should positively affect both growth
and immune defenses, and for the infection status of individuals, which could elevate
immunity and lower growth or other fitness measures.

Studies of immune defenses in nonhuman primates can stimulate and inform
comparative studies of immune defenses conducted across human populations or
cultures. For example, one recent analysis from nonhuman primates showed a
positive relationship between investment in immune defenses and factors affecting
disease risk (including mating promiscuity and body mass, see Box 5.1 and Fig. 1.2,
Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a,b). Such work might also point to nutritional factors
and other ecological variation important to the maintenance of immune defenses,
and cross-cultural comparisons could identify immune defenses that appear to target
specific types of disease-causing organisms (McDade 2003). Researchers could, for
example, examine ethnographic variation in behaviors such as breast-feeding that
are linked with infectious diseases, transmission of maternal antibodies, and infant
health and survival. Thus, when the risk of infant mortality due to infectious diseases
is high, women could spend more time breast-feeding to transfer antibodies that
protect their infants from harmful diseases (McDade and Worthman 1999). This
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prediction is complicated by socioeconomic factors, including use of infant formula
in developing countries. More generally, the hypothesis could be tested easily in
nonhuman primate populations in which variation is found among individuals,
groups, or populations in rates of disease-related infant mortality.

Finally, it is worth noting that the loss of some parasites from Western societies
could play a role in mechanisms that underlie seemingly maladaptive responses of
the immune system, including allergic reactions, asthma, and even chronic bowel
diseases. Correlative evidence indicates that children raised in more sterile urban
environments or in smaller families (i.e. those with fewer siblings) are more likely
to develop allergies such as hay fever or asthma, as compared with children raised
in rural farm settings and those from larger families (Alm et al. 1999; Braun-
Fahrlander et al. 1999; Upham and Holt 2005). In a different example, disorders
such as ulcerative colitis, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), and Crohn’s disease (in
which the gut lining becomes chronically inflamed) are more common among
humans in Western societies where modern sanitation has dramatically reduced the
frequency of infection with parasitic worms (reviewed in Weinstock et al. 2005).
Experimental studies showed that mice that expressed IBS were less likely to develop
disease when they were infected with parasitic nematodes (Elliott et al. 2004),
and limited experimental trials in humans show that patients with Crohn’s disease
reported reduced symptoms following the ingestion of pig whipworm (Trichuris
suis) eggs (Summers et al. 2005). Although the processes that cause human immune
systems to overreact later in life remain uncertain, one hypothesis is that conditions
like allergies and IBS are triggered by the relative development of humoral versus
cell-mediated immunity in early childhood (Eisenbarth et al. 2004). While it remains
too early to determine whether the loss of parasites that coevolved with humans over
many millennia plays a significant role in triggering these disorders, these observa-
tions suggest that the elimination of infectious diseases might not always have
positive consequences for human health and could point to novel strategies for
treating such conditions in the future (Bufford and Gern 2005).

8.4 Global patterns of disease risk among contemporary
human societies

Medical advances during the last two centuries, including progress in vaccine
development and antimicrobial drugs, led many people to believe that human battles
with infectious diseases were coming to an end. In 1967, the US Surgeon General,
William H. Stewart, declared that “the war on infectious diseases has been won”
(Fauci 2001). To counter this optimism, recent decades have witnessed the rapid
evolution of drug resistance in microbes, the gradual disuse of DDT following the
evolution of resistance in mosquitos and its negative effects on wildlife, and the
appearance of new pathogens in human populations, including the discovery of AIDS
in 1981 (Lederberg et al. 1992, 2000). In light of the fact that parasite burdens remain
high in the twenty-first century (Morens et al. 2004), studies aimed at understanding
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global patterns of parasitism in humans and wildlife provide a means to target at-risk
populations before infections cause even greater problems.

Just as comparative studies of infectious disease provide insights to the links
between parasites and primate socioecology, similar approaches can be taken to study
infectious disease in humans, as illustrated by several examples earlier in this chapter.
Recent “macro-epidemiological” studies examined whether life history variables and
climatic factors correlated with disease risk across human populations (Low 1990;
Gangestad and Buss 1993; Guégan et al. 2001; Guernier et al. 2004). Similarly, geo-
graphical approaches can provide insights to the areas where infectious disease is
most likely to emerge as a threat to human populations. Thus, global maps of emerg-
ing infectious diseases (EIDs) in humans show that during the past-half century, most
cases of disease emergence occurred in North America, Europe, and Japan (rather
than in the tropics), a result that might reflect the chronic overuse of antibiotics and
greater levels of international travel by individuals in Western societies (P. Daszak,
personal communication and see Kaiser 2005). Studies such as these that capitalize
on comprehensive bioinformatics databases of geo-referenced parasite occurrence
can provide novel perspectives on global public health concerns.

A useful staring point for understanding contemporary patterns of infection is to
investigate the demographic, ecological, and geographical factors that influence
infectious disease risk in humans. In one comprehensive study spanning 150 different
countries, Guégan et al. (2001) investigated whether the diversity of infectious
diseases corresponded to human life history and socioeconomic variables, including
population density and growth rates, mortality and fertility rates, and per capita gross
national product (GNP). Parasite data reflected the presence or absence of up to 16
different infectious diseases or types of disease, including malaria, schistosomiasis,
Dengue fever, and hepatitis A and B. Unlike cross-species patterns of parasite
diversity observed in wild primates (Nunn et al. 2003a), population density was not
a significant predictor in the analysis of human data, perhaps due to the tremendous
heterogeneity in density captured by each country (suggesting that follow-up analy-
ses at a finer spatial scale could be useful). Instead, results showed a consistently
strong positive association between female fertility and the total diversity of infectious
diseases (Fig. 8.4). In poorer countries, greater mortality rates (as might be caused by
high parasite pressure) could lead to earlier female reproduction or higher total
numbers of children—although the authors were unable to identify the causative
mechanisms underlying this association (see also Guégan and Teriokhin 2000). In a
related study, Thomas et al. (2004b) reported that human birth weights were higher
than expected in countries with greater levels of parasite pressure, indicating that in
developing countries, parasites might select for larger infants (as past studies showed
that infants with low birth weights demonstrate poorer immune function and greater
disease susceptibility, Chandra 1991; Moore 1998).

From an environmental perspective, several researchers have argued that the
diversity and virulence of infectious diseases should be higher in the tropics than in
more temperate areas (Møller 1998; Sattenspiel 2000). Such a pattern might arise
from a higher diversity of host species—including vectors and intermediate hosts—so
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that global patterns of parasite diversity more generally mirror latitudinal
biodiversity gradients (Rohde 1978; Gaston 2000; Willig et al. 2003). Warmer
temperatures could also favor vector-borne diseases and other parasites with stages
that persist outside of human hosts (for reasons addressed in Chapter 3). Among wild
primate hosts, Nunn et al. (2005) showed that the diversity of protozoan parasites,
including vector-borne protozoa, increased toward the equator (see Fig. 3.14).
Across human societies, Guernier et al. (2004) also found that the diversity of
parasites shows a latitudinal gradient, with more diverse pathogen communities
closer to the equator (Fig. 8.5, see also Low 1990). This association held for both
Northern and Southern Hemispheres and in most subgroups of parasites examined.
The authors also investigated climatic variables, including mean annual temperature
and precipitation, and found that the annual variation in precipitation corresponded
most strongly (and positively) to the richness of several parasite groups, and that
mean annual temperatures were positively related to the diversity of indirectly
transmitted viruses and protozoa (Guernier et al. 2004).

Future studies could examine whether patterns of infection in humans and 
nonhuman primates show overlapping geographic distributions and respond to similar
ecological drivers. Molecular analyses of geo-referenced samples of pathogens
isolated from humans and wild primates—including vector-borne viruses that cause
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Dengue and Mayaro fever, several Plasmodium and Schistosoma species, and bacte-
ria associated with treponemal diseases (syphilis and yaws)—could further indicate
whether these parasites have differentiated among host groups or are frequently
exchanged between humans and nonhuman primates. Thus, data on the geographic
heterogeneities and the host ranges of pathogens in wild primates could help generate
“risk maps” for some human infectious diseases (see also next section).

Yellow fever is a prime example of a mosquito-borne virus that affects humans, is
endemic in wild monkeys in tropical regions, and has a strong geographical compo-
nent to its transmission. In humans, yellow fever causes a virulent hemorrhagic
disease with symptoms including fever, chills, bodily hemorrhaging, and black
vomit (Baldacchino and Bertagnoli 2002). African monkeys are the natural reser-
voirs for yellow fever virus, and the virus was probably transported to the Americas
via the human slave trade in the 1600s. In South and Central America, yellow fever
became established in New World monkeys (Haddow 1969; Oldstone 1998), which
ultimately influenced patterns of infection among humans in this region. Perhaps
indicative of its more recent arrival in the New World, yellow fever appears to cause
greater pathology and mortality among Neotropical monkeys relative to Old World
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primates (Sessa et al. 1999), although comprehensive mortality data in New and Old
World primates are lacking. Of great relevance to humans, yellow fever undergoes
both urban and sylvatic transmission cycles. In the sylvatic cycle, mosquitoes that
feed on forest monkeys transmit the virus, leading to sporadic cases among humans
exposed to forest mosquitoes; in the urban cycle, major epidemics can occur in areas
of high human density that also support significant populations of the primary
human vector, Aedes aegypti.

Once established in the Americas, yellow fever caused devastating outbreaks in
humans, extending northward into the United States, including Philadelphia and
Memphis (and causing up to 50% mortality rates). It is estimated that yellow fever
delayed construction of the Panama Canal by 100 years because of the high mortal-
ity that it caused among workers (Oldstone 1998). In the early 1800s, the disease
also reportedly helped US president Thomas Jefferson negotiate the Louisiana
Purchase from the French, as Napoleon viewed the Americas as a hostile and unpleas-
ant environment, due in part to yellow fever-induced deaths (Baldacchino and
Bertagnoli 2002). Around 1900, US medical researcher Walter Reed uncovered the
role of domestic mosquitoes in yellow fever transmission, and mosquito eradication
efforts, together with an effective vaccine developed around 1950, largely eliminated
yellow fever from human settlements (Oldstone 1998). However, eradication efforts
for yellow fever slowed following a growing awareness of the sylvatic cycle in
regions where this virus is endemic in wild primates. Under these circumstances,
widespread vaccination of wild primates (and preventing human exposure to forest
mosquitoes) would be needed to eliminate the risk of future human cases. Indeed,
even though humans are no longer a dominant host for yellow fever, recurrent cases
continue to arise when mosquitoes bite infected monkeys and pass the infection on
to humans (Haddow 1969; Robertson et al. 1996). The high prevalence of yellow
fever virus in some nonhuman primates (Felsenfeld 1972) and encroachment of
humans into forested areas probably means that periodic outbreaks of yellow fever
will continue in the Old and New World tropics for the foreseeable future.

8.5 Wild primates and emerging infections in humans

Recent decades have seen the appearance of many new infectious diseases in human
populations, including HIV/AIDS, SARS, Ebola hemorrhagic fever, and hantavirus
pulmonary syndrome (Garrett 1995; Schwartlander et al. 2000; Galvani 2004;
Morens et al. 2004). Despite their importance, the factors that underlie emerging
infectious diseases (EIDs) remain elusive. One finding is that most human EIDs are
viral and can readily cross the boundaries between humans, wildlife, and domesticated
animals. In one analysis, Taylor et al. (2001) found that 61% of human pathogens
could be shared with animal hosts. Ashford (2000) suggested that this number may
actually be higher, closer to 90%. In their study, Taylor et al. (2001) identified 175
parasites classified as EIDs and used this database to identify the characteristics that
lead to the emergence of pathogens in humans. Not all of the EIDs were known to
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be zoonotic, but most EIDs were viruses and protozoa that had previously been
identified as zoonotic or vector-transmitted, or both.

As humans and wildlife continue to collide in developed areas, understanding
factors that influence disease occurrence in wildlife will be increasingly important for
predicting disease emergence at a global scale. Nonhuman primates likely represent a
reservoir of parasites for humans due to our close phylogenetic relationships to pri-
mates (Tutin 2000), and with the exploitation of tropical forests, humans increasingly
overlap with nonhuman primates, both spatially and ecologically. To that end, knowl-
edge of the distribution of infectious diseases in wild primates, and routes of contact
and transfer between primates and humans, might help predict future pathogen
exchanges and risk factors for human disease emergence (Wolfe et al. 1998).

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the causative agent of AIDS, represents a
natural starting point for examining the role of wild primates as a source of human
EIDs. A multitude of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) strains naturally infect
African primates, with viruses or SIV-reactive antibodies found in 36 host species
examined thus far. Each wild primate species appears to harbor its own genetically
distinct strain of the virus (Peeters et al. 2002; Peeters 2004), although some cross-
infections occur (Jin et al. 1994; Bibollet-Ruche et al. 1996), and infections appear to
cause little or no pathology in their natural hosts. In humans, AIDS can be caused by
any one of at least four strains of HIV that evolved from SIV strains following transfer
into human populations (reviewed in Watanabe 2004). Tracing the origins of human
infections showed that three forms of HIV-1 are closely related to SIVcpz from Pan
troglodytes troglodytes (Korber et al. 2000), whereas HIV-2 was most similar to
SIVsmm, a virus isolated from sooty mangabeys. This evidence suggests that multiple
cross-species transmission events of SIV strains from wild primates to humans took
place during the past century, with transmission of the most widespread human strain
of HIV-1 estimated to have occurred around 1930 (Hahn et al. 2000; Korber et al. 2000).

Humans have been affected by several other primate retroviruses that spread fol-
lowing cross-species transmission, most notably the HTLVs (human T-lymphotropic
viruses, HTLV-1 and 2). These viruses are currently widespread in human hosts
(Slattery et al. 1999), and they are closely related to simian viruses (STLV-1 and
STLV-2) that are present in a large number of primate species. Phylogenetic analysis
of viral strains points to at least three distinct HTLV-1 subtypes that probably origi-
nated independently through cross-species transmission from wild primates in the
past several thousand years (Liu et al. 1996; Dooren et al. 2001). Researchers have
also discovered that humans from rural villages in Africa were infected with simian
foamy virus (SFV), another spuma-retrovirus originating from contact with wild
primates (Wolfe et al. 2004), and later documented two new retroviral infections
previously unreported in humans (HTLV-3 and 4, Wolfe et al. 2005). Indeed, it
appears that human populations in certain regions are infected with a wide range of
primate-derived viruses, with a number of viruses actively crossing into humans
from multiple primate species (Wolfe et al. 2004, 2005).

What routes of contact lead to cross-species transmission of viral agents between
wild primates and humans? Among wild primate species, genetic analysis of SIV
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strains shows that cross-species transmission is common (Jin et al. 1994; Bibollet-
Ruche et al. 1996; Peeters 2004), and studies of captive primates indicate that trans-
mission can occur via close contact, including biting or scratching, as might result
from contact between hosts with overlapping ranges. Genetic analysis of the strain
of SIV harbored by chimpanzees indicates that even this virus appears to have
originated from recombination among SIV strains carried by monkeys that are
preyed upon by chimpanzees (Bailes et al. 2003). In terms of human infections,
hunting and consuming nonhuman primates as food represents the most obvious
source of exposure (Hahn et al. 2000; Tutin 2000; Peeters 2004; Wolfe et al. 2004),
although chimpanzees also attack humans (Wrangham et al. 2000). To become
infected by retroviruses like SIV, STLV, and SFV, humans must contact infected pri-
mate blood, which probably occurs regularly during killing or butchering the animals
or preparing the meat for sale or consumption (Hahn et al. 2000, Fig 8.6).

Cross-species transmission might also occur, although less frequently, among zoo
or lab workers who regularly contact nonhuman primates, or when humans keep
primates as pets. Exposure to primates during fieldwork or ecotourism can lead to
infections in humans. For instance, researchers showed that workers and tourists at
one site in Indonesia probably experience a high risk of infection by herpesvirus-B
(Cercopithecine herpesvirus 1, endemic in macaques), due to high seroprevalence in
the monkey population and frequent exposure via bites and scratches (Engel et al.
2002). In another example, an outbreak of Ebola in chimpanzees led to the infection
of one member of the research team investigating primate deaths (Formenty et al.
1999b). Ebola virus outbreaks in humans were further linked with handling wild ani-
mal carcasses, including those of gorillas, chimpanzees, and duikers. Human cases
between 2001 and 2003 immediately followed outbreaks in wildlife in neighboring
locations (Fig. 8.7, Rouquet et al. 2005). Wild primates can also serve as reservoirs
or sources of infection for pathogens that are acquired when humans encounter
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infectious stages in the environment, and for pathogens spread by vectors like mos-
quitoes and flies that mainly feed on wild primates, but will also take blood meals
from humans (as in the example of yellow fever described in Section 8.4). These
transmission pathways are most likely to occur among tourists, field researchers, or
forest workers, such as hunters or loggers that spend time in primate-inhabited areas.

It is important to recognize the somewhat blurry line between pathogens that have
been transmitted from wild primates into humans—and are now maintained strictly as
human diseases—versus zoonotic agents for which primates serve as reservoir hosts
(and for which limited transmission among humans might occur). Rather than a strict
dichotomy, these diseases probably fall along a continuum with one end represented
by primate pathogens that became established in humans (and for which human-
to-human is now common), and the other end anchored by parasites that primarily
infect wild primates but occasionally cause human infections. In the case of Ebola, for
example, outbreaks that occurred between 2000 and 2005 in Uganda, Gabon, Sudan,
and the Republic of Congo typically lasted 3–6 months and tended to remain in local-
ized areas (WHO 2005). The relatively short-lived duration of these outbreaks was
largely due to the rapid mobilization of educational and health resources from agen-
cies like WHO and was possibly also a function of the high virulence and relatively
short incubation period of this virus (Sanchez et al. 1995; Formenty et al. 1999b).
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Thus, even though human-to-human transmission occurs, repeated introductions via
wild primates and other host species appear to be necessary to initiate outbreaks in
humans (Rouquet et al. 2005). Epidemiologically, factors affecting the emergence of
such pathogens are distinct from those spread solely within humans, in part because
their transmission is decoupled from direct host-to-host contact, and because high
densities of reservoir hosts (or vectors) can generate recurrent human cases of highly
virulent diseases. Controlling outbreaks of these zoonotic infections hinges upon
identifying and managing wild animal reservoirs and limiting human contacts with
these species (Haydon et al. 2002a).

A more complete understanding of how parasites move between host species is
important for understanding risks posed to humans from nonhuman primates,
particularly as humans venture deeper into primate habitat (Tutin 2000). Hunting of
wild primates is facilitated by the building of roads for logging, leading to easier
access to bushmeat and potentially providing routes for the spread of infection
(Walsh et al. 2003b). In fact, over 20% of sera from 788 monkeys discovered in
bushmeat markets or as pets showed evidence of SIV infection, with infection found
in 13 of 16 primate species tested (Peeters et al. 2002). Humans have a long evolu-
tionary history of hunting primates (e.g. see Shipman et al. 1981 for description of
a site at which gelada baboons were butchered by Homo erectus approximately
400,000 to 700,000 years ago). However, hunting and consumption of primates and
other bushmeat is increasing at a shocking pace (Peterson and Ammann 2003;
Brashares et al. 2004); trading of live animals, including primates, could also
increase risk of disease transmission (Karesh et al. 2005). Of equal or greater impor-
tance are increases in human densities and changes in human behavior that can
provide a means for infections to establish more readily in human populations. Thus,
exchange of viruses between humans and wild primates probably occurred many
times, but the majority of these events were more likely to be followed by local
pathogen extinction rather than by subsequent human-to-human transmission. More
recent developments allowed HIV and other pathogens to establish and spread in
human populations, including the commercial sex trade and migrations of workers
from rural areas to cities, reuse of dirty syringes for injecting drugs, and non-hygienic
health care practices (Garrett 1995).

Human exposure to primate pathogens is not limited to viruses or other micropar-
asites, and nonhuman primates are probably reservoirs for a variety of helminth
infections in Africa, including multiple species of Schistosoma (Nelson et al. 1965)
and Strongyloides fulleborni (Rothman and Bowman 2003). Our own research
showed that over 25% of infectious diseases reported to infect wild primates also
appear in human populations, and of these, 45% were classified as “emerging” in
humans (Pedersen et al. 2005). These shared parasites included helminths repre-
senting genera such as Brugia, Dirofilaria, Taenia, and Trichuris, and protozoa such
as Entamoeba, Giardia, Leishmania and Trypanosoma. Even several malaria species
show evidence of cross-species transmission between humans and wild primates,
with primate malarias documented to infect humans in Africa and Asia, and humans
introducing malaria into New World monkeys (Box 8.1). Even so, over half of the
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Table 8.3 Examples of viruses classified as emerging in humans that can also infect nonhuman
primates. Data are described in Pedersen et al. (2005) and Nunn and Altizer (2005). Information on
emergence in humans was obtained from Taylor et al. (2001). Note that primate immunodeficiency
viruses (SIV/HIV) and primate T-lymphotrophic viruses (STLV/HTLV) were omitted because the
human and simian forms have different virus names

Virus name Family/Genus Type1 Primates reported as hosts

Simbu virus Bunyaviridae— ss RNA New World monkeys; Cebus,
Orthobunyavirus Alouatta, Ateles

Ebola virus Filoviridae ss RNA African apes; Pan, Gorilla
Dengue virus 1 Flaviviridae—Flavivirus ss RNA Asian monkeys; Presbytis, Macaca
and 2

Hepatitis G virus Flaviviridae—Flavivirus ss RNA African apes; Pan
Japanese Flaviviridae—Flavivirus ss RNA Asian monkeys; Macaca
encephalitis virus

Kyasanur forest Flaviviridae—Flavivirus ss RNA Asian monkeys; Presbytis, Macaca
virus

St Louis Flaviviridae—Flavivirus ss RNA New World monkeys; Aotus, Ateles,
Encephalitis virus Alouatta, Cebus, Saguinus

Yellow fever virus Flaviviridae—Flavivirus ss RNA Old World and New world primates;
many species

Zika virus Flaviviridae—Flavivirus ss RNA Pan, Colobus
Hepatitis B virus Hepadnaviridae— ss/ds DNA Apes; Pongo, Pan, Hylobates

Orthohepadnavirus
Influenza A virus Orthomyxoviridae— ss RNA Papio

Influenzavirus
Measles virus Paramyxoviridae— ss RNA Old World primates; Macaca,

Morbillivirus Presbytis, Papio, Gorilla
B19 virus Parvoviridae— ss DNA Pan

Erythrovirus
Poliovirus 1, 2, Picornaviridae— ss RNA Old World primates; Macaca, Papio,
and 3 Enterovirus Pan

Heptatitis A virus Picornaviridae— ss RNA Old World and New World primates;
Hepatovirus many species

Monkeypox virus Poxviridae— ds DNA Old World primates; Pan,
Orthopoxvirus Cercopithecus, Colobus

Rotavirus A Reoviridae—Rotavirus ds RNA Asian monkeys; Presbytis, Macaca
Chikungunya virus Togaviridae—Alphavirus ss RNA African and Asian primates, many

species
Mayaro fever virus Togaviridae—Alphavirus ss RNA New World monkeys, many species
Sindbis virus Togaviridae—Alphavirus ss RNA Macaca
Western and Togaviridae—Alphavirus ss RNA New World and Old World monkeys;
eastern equine Papio, Cebus, Ateles
encephalitis virus

1 ss: single-stranded, ds: double-stranded, see Chapter 2 (section 2.2.1) for further details on virus types.



“shared pathogens” listed as emerging in humans were viruses, with this list
dominated by RNA viruses, including several vector-borne pathogens (Table 8.3).

The substantial and increasing risks posed by emerging and zoonotic diseases in
human populations call for more comprehensive and coordinated surveillance efforts
(Wolfe et al. 1998, 2004; Heymann 1999; Tutin 2000). Monitoring parasite
occurrence not just in humans, but also tracking background infections in primates
and other wildlife has the potential to serve as a warning system for possible human
outbreaks. This benefit has been highlighted recently with the Animal Mortality
Monitoring Network in Gabon and Republic of Congo (Rouquet et al. 2005). By
keeping track of deaths in wildlife (Fig. 8.7), the network organizers aim to detect
hotspots of Ebola emergence in humans and alert authorities of emerging threats.
Similar efforts are needed for other infectious agents, including a range of RNA
viruses, in wild primates living near humans. To uncover the extent to which humans
might be exposed to novel SIVs and other retroviruses, non-invasive sampling could
be used to characterize the diversity of viruses circulating in populations of wildlife
and quantify their prevalence in different primate hosts (Watanabe 2004).
Researchers are also monitoring potential viral crossover by collecting samples from
bushmeat hunters in local villages that have frequent close contact with nonhuman
primates (Wolfe et al. 2004, 2005). A non-trivial issue is which organizations or
government entities will support surveillance activities, and as a related issue, how
efforts will be coordinated among multiple public health agencies within these
organizations and governments (Morens et al. 2004).

Basic and applied research combined with public health activities and educational
efforts are needed to develop countermeasures to respond to human EIDs. At a very
basic level, limiting human risk factors represents an essential step in lowering the
probability of disease emergence, together with efforts to reduce human-to-human
transmission. To that end, campaigns to raise global awareness of the bushmeat trade
could increase pressure on governments, corporations, and conservation groups to step
up efforts to discourage hunting of wild primates and also provide alternative means
of subsistence for hunters (Wilkie and Carpenter 1999; Peeters et al. 2002; Peterson
and Ammann 2003; Brashares et al. 2004; Wolfe et al. 2005). From a different angle,
advances in understanding primate immune responses and mechanisms of pathogen-
esis are likely to lead to development of new vaccines and treatments. Comparing
differential susceptibility of wild primates and humans to similar infectious agents
might reveal why some agents, such as SIV, cause little pathology in their natural
hosts, yet lead to devastating disease in many humans. Similarly, completion of
genomics projects on parasites will enable scientists to identify selection on molec-
ular pathways that are important for allowing emerging pathogens to infect humans,
cause disease, and transmit between human hosts (Ito et al. 1998; Fraser et al. 2002).

8.6 Summary and synthesis

Understanding interactions between primates and their parasites helps us to
understand the origins of many human infectious diseases and our responses to these
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infectious organism. As agents of selection, infectious diseases have affected
humans throughout ancient and recorded history, with human responses probably
similar to many of those found in nonhuman primates, particularly with regard to
avoiding arthropod vectors and the diseases they carry, consuming medicinal plants,
swatting away flies, and sleeping in closed environments. This is not surprising,
since the existence of some of these behaviors in humans informed the research on
nonhuman primates (Nunn 2003). On the other hand, some striking differences exist
between wild primates and humans, particularly with respect to the diversity and
types of infectious diseases that are found in nonhuman primates and humans. A
number of factors probably underlie these differences. Compared to nonhuman
primates, for example, high human population densities and global connectedness
provide a means to sustain diseases—such as many childhood infections and acute
respiratory illnesses—that have fewer analogies in wild primate species. Similarly,
long-term interactions between humans and domesticated animals probably dramati-
cally expanded the repertoire of human infectious diseases, as compared to our
closest relatives, by providing opportunities for parasites in carnivores and ungulates
to infect humans. Finally, the global distribution of humans means that as a species,
we are exposed to more parasites than other primate species, all of which have
geographic ranges orders of magnitude smaller than humans.

At an applied level, it might be possible and practical to use knowledge of behav-
ioral and immune defenses in wild primates to inform human health. A number of
researchers have identified nonhuman primate defenses as a potential source for new
strategies to combat human diseases (Newton 1991; Glander 1994; Lozano 1998;
Sumner 2000). This approach is probably most readily appreciated in the case of
pharmaceuticals, with medicinal plant use in nonhuman primates and ethnomedical
practices among human cultures pointing toward sources of new drugs. Understanding
behavioral defenses in primates could further reinforce low-cost prophylactic
defenses already practiced by humans, such as sleeping in enclosed microhabitats to
avoid disease-carrying vectors (Nunn and Heymann 2005). Furthermore, examining
mechanisms that underlie differential susceptibility of humans and nonhuman
primates to diseases like malaria, yellow fever and AIDS could help us understand
why wild primates tolerate pathogens that make humans very sick.

The wealth of hypotheses that can be tested with comparative studies of human
societies has barely been tapped. Returning to the example of behavioral defenses to
STDs, for example, circumcision varies across human societies and might reduce the
risk of acquiring STDs such as gonorrhea and HIV (Diseker et al. 2000; Gray et al.
2004; Reynolds et al. 2004). Phylogenetic and linguistic trees will prove increas-
ingly useful in understanding patterns of disease spread across human societies, just
as geographical information points to environmental conditions that influence
patterns of infection (Guernier et al. 2004). In some cases, the phylogenetic trees
will be of the parasites, rather than of human societies or primate species, with the
resulting information placed into the context of human geography and behavior.

Finally, research on wild primates can provide insights to disease emergence.
Human pathogens originating from wild primates include multiple strains of 
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HIV-AIDS (Hahn et al. 2000) and several other retroviruses (Wolfe et al. 2004). Wild
primates are known to be important in maintaining sylvatic transmission cycles of
arboviruses that cause acute diseases in humans and are also currently recognized as
emerging (Taylor et al. 2001). Improved knowledge of the distribution of infectious
diseases in wild primates, and routes of parasite transmission between primates and
humans, should help predict the probability of future cross-species transmission
events and evaluate risk factors for human disease emergence (Wolfe et al. 1998).

Given the general absence of knowledge on primate sickness behaviors, immune
defenses, sleeping habits, and parental care activities aimed at reducing disease risk,
the future is likely to hold many unexpected surprises (Heymann 1999; Phillips-
Conroy and Jolly 1999). Certainly, it would be a wonderful outcome if future under-
standing of primate–parasite interactions resulted in practical benefits, such as those
described above, in addition to basic knowledge of human evolution.
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9
Concluding remarks and future directions

9.1 Introduction

Our goal in writing this book has been to draw attention to the fundamental role that
parasites play in the lives of nonhuman primates, and to investigate how the daily
activities of primates—including social and mating behaviors—mediate exposure to
and defenses against infectious agents. To develop hypotheses and stimulate new
ideas, we suggested how parasites might spread through primate populations, and we
examined several real-world examples of behavioral and population-level responses
to parasite infections. As mentioned throughout this book, we view infectious
disease as a major frontier in our understanding of primate behavior and ecology—
a situation that is all the more remarkable considering that many of the hypotheses
involving links between infectious disease and primate socioecology have existed
for three decades (Freeland 1976, 1977, 1979).

Given the explosive growth in research addressing the population biology of
infectious diseases, and the development of new non-invasive techniques for col-
lecting information on infection status, hormones, and genetics, scientists are now
well positioned to address many exciting questions that were raised over the past 30
years. One direction for future research involves joining theory with behavioral and
field data to examine relationships among social system parameters, contact patterns,
and infection dynamics in the wild. Because even the tiniest viruses and bacteria
cause declines in monkey and ape populations, as evidenced by recent deaths due to
Ebola and anthrax in great apes, understanding how primate behavior influences pat-
terns of parasitism is highly relevant to wildlife conservation, with implications for
captive breeding programs, reserve design, ecotourism, and intervention strategies.
Contact with wild primates also poses real threats to human health, in part due to
growing evidence that retroviruses and other pathogens continue to move between
wild primates and human populations.

With this intellectual motivation and applied importance in mind, we identify six
key areas for future research, pointing to future challenges for testing the links
between host and parasite traits in wild primate systems.

9.2 What is the diversity of parasites in wild primates?

Most living species on this planet are parasitic in nature (Price 1980; Windsor 1998),
yet parasitologists have uncovered only a miniscule percentage of the diversity of



infectious organisms inhabiting wild animals. Studies of parasites in wild primates
tend to focus on specific groups of parasitic organisms, such as viruses that also 
can infect humans (zoonotic pathogens), or on easily described host-specific
parasites such as pinworms. Although informative, the motivations of these 
research programs (see Box 2.1) have generated biases in understanding the 
broad diversity of parasites that infect primates. As a case in point, analysis of a
bioinformatics database spanning over 400 parasites reported from wild primates
(Nunn and Altizer 2005) revealed what is almost certainly a deficiency in the 
numbers of fungal and bacterial parasites, with only 11 species of fungi and 37 
bacteria collectively reported from over 110 wild primate species (see Fig. 2.3;
Pedersen et al. 2005). This seems likely to be a gross underestimate, especially given
that over 537 bacterial species and 311 fungi have been reported to infect humans 
as a single host species (Taylor et al. 2001), nearly ten times the number from 
all wild primates combined. Similarly, most primate parasites documented thus 
far are transmitted by vectors or through close contact (82% of 408 parasite 
species in Pedersen et al. 2005). The majority of primate parasites (68%) are 
also generalists capable of infecting more than one host species, possibly reflecting
a greater interest in obtaining samples of zoonotic parasites from nonhuman 
primates.

These patterns could reflect deficiencies in understanding host-specific parasites
and those spread through intermediate hosts. Ecologists have virtually no informa-
tion on parasites from nearly half of all primate species, including many species of
prosimians, threatened primates in small populations, and primates that live in inac-
cessible areas such as swamp forests or at high altitudes. More generally, there are
no primate species for which biologists have come close to completely documenting
the entire parasite community. This is indicated by a linear association between 
numbers of parasites recorded and measures of sampling effort, with no signs of
exhausting the diversity at high levels of sampling effort (Fig 9.1).

In addition to covering a greater diversity of parasites and documenting parasites
from a wider array of primates, we need to expand knowledge of traits that influ-
ence parasite population biology. Information on parasite transmission strategies
and the duration of the incubation and infectious periods is crucial for explaining
patterns of parasitism among primates, including the links between parasitism and
social and mating systems. Similarly, information on the range of hosts infected is
vitally important for making sense of perceived relationships between host and par-
asite diversity (Nunn et al. 2004). Finally, virulence and the duration of the infec-
tious period are key variables that will influence the extent to which parasite
establishment changes with host social organization, with less virulent parasites
that infect hosts for a longer period of time better able to establish in socially
structured populations (Cross et al. 2005). Alternatively, extremely virulent pathogens
could spread rapidly through populations in some circumstances, particularly in
cases where host death leads to greater dispersal or rates of contact (see Fig. 4.10,
Box 7.1).
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9.3 Population biology and impacts of parasites in 
wild primates

Although primates are among the best-studied and charismatic animals, at the pres-
ent time researchers have little sense for the influence of parasites on primate popu-
lations relative to other factors that affect mortality, growth, and reproduction. This
no doubt partly reflects that many primate species have slow reproductive rates, exist
in small populations, and live mainly in the trees, all of which pose major challenges
for approaches that rely on large samples sizes, invasive manipulations, and quanti-
tative measures of lifetime reproductive success.

The literature provides many prominent examples of large die-offs of primates
stemming from infectious disease (Carpenter 1964; Galindo and Srihongse 1967;
Pope 1998; Walsh et al. 2003b; Leendertz et al. 2004). But these examples might
actually be less important than the cumulative impacts of more cryptic infections,
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quadratic term in a nonlinear model (Nunn et al. 2004). 



with endemic parasites eroding individual reproductive success in fundamental, but
not always immediately apparent, ways. Addressing this problem requires quantifying
the effects of less virulent parasites on host fitness, including the effects of lost
reproduction. Perhaps the most direct way to test for parasite impacts on primate
populations is through field experiments (Tompkins and Begon 1999; Tompkins
et al. 2002), specifically by treating a subset of animals with antimicrobial or
anthelminthic drugs and subsequently evaluating their behavior and reproduction
(reviewed in Tompkins et al. 2002). Populations in which this is appropriate would
be primates that are monitored regularly and have relatively fast life histories, as
the effects can be observed more quickly in these populations and compared to
baseline parameters collected before treatment. Ideally, researchers will need to
combine information on host population size, survival, and reproduction with data on
infections from multiple parasite species. This requires intensive studies that span
considerable timeframes and spatial scales, and would necessitate the screening of
blood and fur, or the use of new non-invasive methods for assessing infection status.

It is also important to investigate how primate behaviors and spatial distributions
influence infectious disease spread. Empirical studies in natural systems are badly
needed to identify how prevalence and intensity of infection changes with host pop-
ulation parameters. Not surprisingly, advances gained by modeling approaches,
including metapopulation models, mixing matrices, individual-based models, and
social network theory (Hess 1996; Moore and Newman 2000; Thrall et al. 2000;
McCallum and Dobson 2002; Dobson 2004) have rapidly outpaced field and exper-
imental research. A major challenge for the future is to ground-truth these models
with data from the field, including data on ranging patterns, contact among individ-
uals, rates of dispersal between groups, and infection characteristics such as disease-
related mortality and infectious periods. An enormous challenge in moving forward
is the need to increase communication and collaboration between mathematical
ecologists studying the dynamics of infectious disease and primatologists recording
data and collecting samples from animals in their natural environments. Such com-
munication should rapidly advance theoretical models for investigating the implica-
tions of different social systems for the spread of infections, including ways to
quantify mating and social systems that are meaningful to host–parasite dynamics.

Capturing heterogeneities in contact among individuals within and between
groups is crucial for tracking parasite spread in social species like primates, and this
might be achieved by using “contact matrices” to account for how parasites spread
among individuals of different age and sex classes, as well as across matrilines or
between social groups. Grooming matrices are available for a wide variety of pri-
mates and could be used as an initial estimate of patterns of contact or associations
among individual animals within groups; between-group contact patterns will be
more challenging to quantify (see section 9.5). Studying how individual host traits
covary with contact patterns and infection status can also point to classes of hosts
that might serve as “super-spreaders” for infectious diseases (Perkins et al. 2003b;
Ferrari et al. 2004b). Sudden outbreaks in protected or monitored wild primate pop-
ulations, such as occurred when a bacterial infection caused severe genital lesions
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among olive baboons in Tanzania in 2003 (e.g. New Scientist, “Horrific venereal 
disease strikes African baboons,” May 2, 2003), should allow researchers to relate
individual host characteristics (such as age, sex, rank, and contact patterns) to infec-
tion probabilities, with future potential for predicting patterns of infectious disease
spread and identifying hosts for treatment and control efforts.

9.4 Immune and behavioral defenses: tradeoffs against
different infectious agents

Behavioral and immune defenses are key players in the ongoing battle between
primates and their infectious diseases. Although biomedical researchers regularly
study how the immune systems of captive primates respond to infection by specific
pathogens, virtually nothing is known about how primate immune systems function
in the wild, aside from a handful of studies that have documented antibodies to infec-
tious agents, mainly zoonotic viruses, in wild primates (Haddow 1951; Kalter
1972b; Kilbourn et al. 2003). Primates probably respond to parasites using a com-
bination of innate defenses, adaptive immune responses, and complex behaviors to
avoid infection and remove parasites from their bodies—but what are the relative
costs of these defenses to animals faced with other demands on time and resources,
and how effective are they against different types of parasites? As one example, bio-
logists lack an understanding of the underlying mechanisms that drive differences in
circulating leukocytes among different species of primates (see Box 5.1 and Read
and Allen 2000; Anderson et al. 2004). Although among-species differences are
striking and probably biologically meaningful (Nunn et al. 2000; Nunn 2002a,b;
Semple et al. 2002; Anderson et al. 2004), it remains uncertain to what extent they
reflect evolved differences in response to parasites or facultative responses, and the
degree to which greater basal leukocyte counts actually translate into stronger
measures of immunocompetence against different types of parasites.

In terms of behavioral defenses, much is known about some strategies such as fly
swatting or applying “insect repellents” by primates such as howler monkeys and
capuchins (Dudley and Milton 1990; Valderrama et al. 2000). Other primates use
medicinal plants to reduce intestinal parasite burdens (Huffman 1997, 2006),
although further research is needed on the efficacy of these putative defenses and the
mechanisms underlying their effectiveness. Other behavioral defenses, such as post-
copulatory grooming and sickness behaviors, are virtually unstudied, or conclusions
from previous results remain ambiguous, as in the case of host movements to avoid
fecal contamination of the environment (Hausfater and Meade 1982; Day and Elwood
1999; Di Bitetti et al. 2000). A major goal for the future should be to compile more
information on behaviors that follow natural infection or experimental exposure to
parasites. Also needed are data on behavioral responses by animals to infected con-
specifics, including whether or not primates can ascertain and avoid contact with
other infected hosts, the mechanisms by which this is achieved, and whether identifi-
cation of infected conspecifics depends on the infectious agent involved.
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An outstanding question related to balancing the costs of different defenses
involves the relative roles of immune and behavioral responses in combating
parasites. Behavioral avoidance strategies are probably more important for para-
sites in which immune defenses are incomplete or imperfect, and for parasites in
which it is possible to avoid sources of infection. Immune defenses might play a
larger role in defending against other types of parasites, such as sexually trans-
mitted diseases (STDs), in which it may be impossible to identify infected mating
partners (Knell 1999), and for situations in which the benefits of promiscuity out-
weigh the risks of infection (Nunn and Altizer 2004).

Finally, we know little about the selective pressures exerted by parasites on
genetically based host defenses in wild primates, including major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) evolution and other components of resistance (de Groot et al. 2002;
Knapp 2005). As one avenue for further research, comparative studies using bio-
informatics databases could address the role of MHC polymorphism in responding
to pathogen-mediated selection in wild primates. With such an approach, it is possible
to test the prediction that species that have been historically exposed to a broader
spectrum of parasites harbor greater MHC variability (in terms of number of alleles
and frequency of heterozygotes). Tiny amounts of tissue, including those extracted
from hair follicles or animal feces collected in the field, could be used to amplify
fragments of DNA for MHC typing in wild primates (Lukas et al. 2004). Indeed,
studies of MHC in natural primate populations can provide answers to important
questions in behavioral ecology, molecular evolution, and resistance to pathogens
(Knapp 2005).

9.5 What are the links between primate sociality 
and parasitism?

We uncovered many fascinating associations between parasites and primate social
systems, but we were also surprised by how few studies addressed fundamental
questions related to parasites and primate sociality. For example, it is striking that
almost no researchers have examined questions involving patterns of infection
within primate groups, specifically in relation to age, sex, reproductive status, and
dominance rank (e.g. Müller-Graf et al. 1996, 1997). This information is critical for
understanding sources of infection within groups, and for developing theoretical
models that take into account heterogeneities in contact among individuals.
Similarly, when studies have been undertaken, there have been few attempts to repli-
cate findings, as illustrated by Freeland’s (1977) results showing that biting flies
might drive primate polyspecific associations (see Fig. 1.3).

Although scientists lack information on parasite distributions within groups, this
pales in comparison to the lack of understanding of the spread of parasites between
groups. At a most basic level, do primates serve as “biological islands” for parasites,
and is this true for all parasites? A major task for the future is to uncover more details
about the structuring of infectious diseases among primate groups, especially relative
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to parasite transmission mode. The effect of host sociality on the spread of contact-
borne parasites depends on the duration of infectiousness, with parasites that cause
more acute infections tending to “experience” greater spatial structure because hosts
are more likely to recover or die before the infection can spread to new groups (Cross
et al. 2005). Vector-borne diseases might spread more easily in socially structured
populations regardless of the duration of infection in the primate host, provided that
vectors are relatively unaffected by host social organization when searching for hosts.

Another point related to inter-group movements is the need to understand mecha-
nisms that allow parasites to spread through primate populations, possibly using
marker organisms to document the spread of infections. Of particular importance is
the movement of parasites via the transfer of animals between groups (Freeland
1979; Barrett and Henzi 1998), as it appears that group size alone fails to account
for significant variation in the risk of acquiring directly transmitted infections,
especially in comparative tests (Nunn et al. 2000, 2003a; Nunn 2002a). To under-
stand the links between infectious disease and primate social systems, it will be
necessary to address questions such as: What is the rate of movement into groups,
what percentage of dispersing individuals enter a new group, and how long does
immigration require? Are socially transmitted diseases maintained in groups of
“floater” individuals, such as all male groups of langurs? Do rates of movement into
groups correlate positively with group size, as shown in one of the few systems (cliff
swallows, Brown and Brown 2004) in which host dispersal has been studied in the
context of disease? Home range overlap can also provide a major route for the spread
of pathogens between primate groups, with fecally transmitted parasites potentially
contacting multiple host groups in areas of range overlap. The possibility that ranging
patterns influence parasitism is largely unexplored (Nunn and Dokey, in review), yet
this possibility could be addressed through a combination of field, comparative, and
theoretical research.

Although most attention has focused on the effects of host sociality on parasite fit-
ness, parasites could generate changes in host social interactions (Freeland 1976;
Loehle 1995). This remains one of the most challenging issues for future research,
in part because it is difficult to assess whether responses by hosts are evolutionary or
facultative. Another major challenge is that other ecological factors, including
predation and resource competition, provide alternative explanations for variation in
patterns of sociality. Even within the context of parasitism alone, numerous features
of host biology will influence encounter probabilities and parasite transmission,
and hence determine the number and types of parasites that exist in wild hosts
(Møller et al. 1993; Thrall et al. 1993b; Gregory 1997; Morand 2000; Roberts et al.
2002; Altizer et al. 2003b). The effects of parasites on host social evolution have
been modeled explicitly, for both socially (Bonds et al. 2005) and sexually transmit-
ted parasites (Thrall et al. 2000; Kokko et al. 2002). But remarkably few, if any,
empirical studies have tested whether parasites can modify patterns of sociality. As
described in Chapter 6, comprehensive cross-species datasets, in combination with
new phylogenetic comparative methods, provide a means to investigate whether 
parasites have influenced host social evolution.
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9.6 Are parasites a significant threat to primate
conservation efforts?

A key area for future research involves the conservation implications of parasites,
along with action plans to limit the impacts of infectious disease outbreaks in wild
primate populations. Research is needed on host and parasite characteristics that
influence the risk of cross-species transmission to threatened primate species.
Fundamental to these questions is the role of multi-host parasites that move easily
among primates and other host species, and how their spread is affected by anthro-
pogenic changes that alter host ranging patterns, resource use, and contact with
domesticated animals (Daszak et al. 2000; Woolhouse et al. 2001; Chapman et al.
2005a). Understanding sources of infectious disease in domesticated animals and
non-primate mammals will be important for conservation plans, especially in the
case of parasites spread through contact with reservoir hosts. In the case of Ebola in
African apes, for example, stopping the spread of disease by using breaks in the for-
est to prevent contact among gorilla populations will be less effective if bats or other
highly mobile animals can spread the virus (Leroy et al. 2005). Thus, the develop-
ment of effective conservation plans for Ebola will depend on identifying the reser-
voir that harbors this virus and mechanisms leading to transmission to apes (Karesh
and Chapman 2005).

A more comprehensive view of the geographic distribution of disease risk is crit-
ical for conserving endangered species, many of which are clustered in biodiversity
hotspots. Global analyses can be achieved using both GIS and comparative
approaches. For example, Nunn et al. (2005) reported greater diversity of vector-
borne protozoa from wild primates that live closer to the equator, indicating that
tropical conditions might favor such parasites (Fig. 3.14). This result is important
because vector-borne protozoan parasites cause some of the most virulent diseases
known to humans (Ewald 1994a), including malaria and trypanosomiasis, and many
of these parasites (and their close relatives) also infect nonhuman primates. Global
climate change is widely believed to be a factor responsible for increases in the geo-
graphic ranges of arthropod species that spread these diseases, predicting future dis-
ease outbreaks as parasite ranges expand in response to climate warming (Harvell
et al. 2002; Guernier et al. 2004).

Similarly, researchers can focus on the actual sampling of parasites to ask whether
certain types of pathogens are found in particular areas, or whether areas of high pri-
mate endemicity and threat have been sufficiently sampled for parasites. Based on the
IUCN Red List, for example, Southeast Asia harbors a relatively large number of
threatened primates (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000). As shown in Fig. 9.2, however,
geographic analysis of sampling for parasites in primates reveals a major gap in the
knowledge of parasites from threatened primates in this geographical area. Similarly,
researchers can examine whether particularly virulent pathogens, such as Ebola,
anthrax, or vector-borne protozoa and RNA-viruses, are more common in biodiversity
hotspots, or whether sampling for different classes of diseases varies among regions.
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Fig. 9.2 Geographic sampling of primates for parasites in relation to primate geographic range and host threat level. This map shows the loca-
tions of studies where primates have been sampled for parasites in the wild, based on the Global Mammal Parasite Database (Nunn and Altizer
2005). Locations were only included if geographic coordinates could be identified in the publication or through on-line databases, and many local-
ities represent multiple host-parasite records. Study sites for which at least one threatened host (vulnerable, endangered, or critically endangered)
was sampled is indicated as crosses (�), while others are indicated by squares. Figure produced by N. Patel and M. Hopkins, using unpublished 

host-parasite locality data from C. Nunn and geographic ranges from W. Sechrest.
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Primatologists should become increasingly aware of infectious disease when
developing conservation plans, including captive breeding and release of animals in
the wild. In the field, a particular concern is the possibility that parasites will be
transmitted from human researchers and eco-tourists to nonhuman primates (Wallis
and Lee 1999; Wallis 2000). Important questions remain about sources of infectious
disease outbreaks in primate populations that have had contact with researchers,
especially respiratory illnesses, and until these risks are better quantified, researchers
should be strict about maintaining a safe distance from the primates they study.
Similarly, human waste products and garbage can serve as sources of disease for
wild primates (see Fig. 7.8), and efforts can be devoted to making latrines and trash
pits inaccessible to wild primates and other animals. In terms of captive breeding and
re-release of threatened primates, it is essential to ensure that new infections are
not released along with animals into wild populations, and that tools are available for
recapturing animals that show signs of infection following release (Britt et al. 2004).

Finally, the comparative approach, which is so fundamental to primate socioecology,
has direct applications to animal conservation. In a recent review article, Fisher
and Owens (2004) suggested that comparative methods provide insights to biodiver-
sity conservation, but these studies are often conducted at a scale that limits the prac-
tical benefits that can emerge from this powerful approach. Their paper therefore
serves as a “call to arms” to develop both the basic knowledge that comes from
broad-scale comparisons, while also making predictions about future threats to
biodiversity. Recent comparative studies have examined correlates of “extinction risk”
in mammals relative to their intrinsic traits (like body size and life history) and the
intensity of human pressures (such as hunting and habitat loss, Gittleman et al. 2001;
Cardillo et al. 2004). This approach could be readily extended to include measures of
infectious disease risk or anthropogenic factors that increase exposure to parasitic 
diseases, leading to predictive models for disease emergence.

9.7 From primates to understanding human-pathogen
interaction

Knowledge of infectious disease in nonhuman primates can provide insights to
human health at both basic and applied levels. At a basic level, understanding pri-
mate evolution in the context of infectious disease can inform studies of human evo-
lution, and further highlights the striking differences between humans and wild
animals. The high densities and the interconnectedness of human populations pro-
vide a means to sustain many infectious diseases that are absent in wild primate pop-
ulations. Thus, childhood infections of humans appear to have fewer analogies in
wild primates. Similarly, it is likely that through the domestication of wild animals,
the repertoire of human infectious diseases is much larger than in our closest 
relatives.

Understanding the details of infectious disease in nonhuman primates could hold
the key to many public health issues, including the origins of infectious diseases,



their emergence in human populations, and the maintenance of zoonotic pathogens
in wildlife. In addition to their use as model systems for biomedical research on
human diseases, behavioral responses to diseases in nonhuman primates might also
point to novel strategies for countering infections, thus providing a means to iden-
tify low-cost interventions to improve public health at a global scale. These issues
involve behavioral counterstrategies to infectious disease, ethnobotany to discover
new medicinal plants that improve human health, and Darwinian medicine, in which
human health and infectious disease are viewed in an evolutionary framework. This
approach is already widely appreciated in the case of pharmaceuticals, with behav-
ior in nonhuman primates and traditional (non-Western) societies pointing toward
sources of new drugs in developed countries (Glander 1994; Sumner 2000).

Emerging infectious diseases currently represent one of the most important threats
to human health at a global scale (Garrett 1995). Recent decades have witnessed the
appearance of many new diseases that caused tremendous negative economic, social,
and demographic impacts, including HIV/AIDS, severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS), Ebola hemorrhagic fever, and hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (e.g.
Schwartlander et al. 2000; Galvani 2004). Several authors pointed out that the major-
ity of these diseases are viral in nature and zoonotic in origin, and can be shared
between humans, domesticated animals, and wildlife (Hahn et al. 2000; Taylor et al.
2001; Woolhouse et al. 2001; Peeters et al. 2002; Wolfe et al. 2004). Despite their
importance, however, many factors that underlie disease emergence remain elusive.
To that end, improved knowledge of the geographic and phylogenetic distributions
of infectious diseases in wild primates, and routes of pathogen transfer between pri-
mates and humans, can help predict risk factors for human disease emergence
(Wolfe et al. 1998).

9.8 Concluding remarks

Writing this book has been an inspiration for our own research on infectious disease
in primates and other mammals, and we hope to have shared our excitement about
this burgeoning field with readers. We acknowledge that this book raises more
questions than answers, and we will have succeeded if readers find the questions
worth pursuing, or if this book leads to new insights that we missed. It has become
abundantly clear that several fields of knowledge have matured to the point where it
is now possible to assess the role of infectious disease in primate socioecology,
specifically fields involving epidemiology, parasitology, and primate behavior and
ecology. Methodologically, we are also well-positioned to make advances on the
questions raised above and throughout this book, with comparative methods and
phylogenetic information now available, as well as non-invasive field techniques,
individual-based modeling approaches, and resources to pursue integrative research.
We anticipate that the future will hold many surprises, including outcomes of great
practical importance to human health, understanding human evolution, and conser-
vation of biodiversity.
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adaptive (specific) immunity 136, 137, 138–41

quantification 142–3, 144
Aedes aegypti 276

see also biting arthropods; mosquitoes
age and infection patterns 62, 64, 68–71
agent-based modeling 85–6, 122, 124–7, 194,
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aggregation of parasites 103, 104, 115, 119
aggressive contacts 88, 182, 229
agriculture, rise of 250, 256
AIDS see HIV/AIDS
alcoholism, evolutionary roots 264
allergic reactions 140, 261, 272, 273
Alouattamyia baeri 14

see also botfly larvae infections
Alouatta spp.

A. caraya, geophagy 158
age and disease risk 71
A. palliata

fecal contamination avoidance 160
fly-swatting behavior 165–6
STDs 82
yellow fever 16

A. pigra, genetic diversity 230
A. seniculus, parasite-induced mortality 16
behavioral defenses 58–9
botfly infections 14, 16, 42, 71, 81
ectoparasite loads 71
fecal contamination avoidance 159–60
fly-swatting behavior 165–6
genetic diversity, reduced 230

grooming patterns 152
humans as source of infection 225
intensive home range use 228
intestinal parasites, effect of moisture levels 94
medicinal plant use 155
population density, relationship to disease risk

72–3
population exterminations 217
sex differences in disease risk 86
yellow fever epidemic 17

amphibians, population declines 218, 245
Ancylostoma spp. 39

see also hook worms
Animal Mortality Monitoring Network, Gabon

and Republic of Congo 279, 282
Anopheles mosquitoes 48, 252

see also biting arthropods; mosquitoes
Anoplocephala spp. 39

see also cestodes
anthrax see Bacillus anthracis
anthropogenic effects see human activities,
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antibiotic resistance 34, 201, 226, 261, 273
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antibody production, relationship to reproductive
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anti-parasite strategies see defenses
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as intermediate hosts 41
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calicivirus 110–11, 119–20
Callithrix jacchus 82, 83, 145
Candida spp. 35, 36
canine distemper 110–11, 125, 217, 219
canine size, relationship to disease risk 88
captive breeding programs 145, 215–18,

237–40, 293
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origins of human disease 257
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effect on immune responses 147
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see also hormones
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vectors 3, 40–1, 44
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whole leaves, medicinal use 156, 157, 158
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virus infections 31

wounds, grooming of 153, 155
Wuchereria bancrofti 4, 267

see also filarial nematodes
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